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PREFACE. 
Tbe inquiry intlt the Silk Industry in India, of whicl;i the following pages 

ar~ II: rep?rt,. was commenced' in India on December l~t., 19~5. In proposing 
~bls mqUlry In the first place, tbe Government of IndIa 'pOInted out that the 
mdustry' had for many years. been steadily declining: the ·figures attached 
!llustrate th!s (Appendix I) and the following abstract from these figure.~ 
IS more definlte;- ' 

India's trade, 

Ilaw.iilk imporls (net) {I 884-11100 average 
• 1909·19I<;. " 

r188i-I1l00 " 

Raw silk exports, In(lian. '119011-1914" 

, • {188+-1900 S.II, manufactures Imports (net). ]909-1914 :: 

Silk manufsetu .... expoTt,s • {1884-1900 .. 
19U9-1914 " 

Raw silk import8-incr<'ase of 2f> per cent. 

2,000,000 it .. 
2,500,000 " 
],706,000 " 

(Kashmir 0)' 
],712,000 lb •. 
(Kashmir 300,000 lb •. ) 

t 900,000 
" ] ,SOO,oou 
" - 1.:15,000 
" 411,OOn 

" "exports-st_ly. Deduct K .... hmir and there i. 11 per cent declin~, 
Manufactures imports-Increaee of ]00 pel' c~nt. 

" elport_Decrea •• of 64 per cent. 

Import_Analysis of. 

Silk piece goo<l. r 884·] 900 average 
• 1909·lIlJ4 " 

Silk a.n~l cotton, etc" mixed { J88+-1900 
· 1909-1914 

Yaro, warps, noils, etc. { 188+-]900 
• 1909·1914 

Increa'." are: -Silk cloth 7+ per cent,. 
Mixed cloth 100 per cent. 
Yam, .to. SSS per cent. 

" 
" 
" 
" 

% 
615.000 

1,172,000 
] 71.000 
3~0,OOO 

66,OOa 
286,000 

This decline was attributed to these causes : extension of the industry 
in Japan-inferior breeds .of worms-disease-defective reeling-use of 
substitutes for silk-ignorance-dirt-want of organisation-introduction 
of more profitable crops. If these causes could he removed and the industry 
placed on a sound footing, "very substantial benefits both agricultural and' 
mdustrial would result." . . 

2. AttemptS had' been made spasmodically to revive the industry, with no 
results save in Kashmir and Mysore: and it was certain that unless more 
was done, the position of India. as a. silk exporting country would be lost. 
After reviewing possible courses. it was pointed out that it was insufficient 
to rely on provincial efforts alone: "the revival throughout India of an 
industry which was formerly in a. Ilourishing condition is a. matter of more 
than merely local importance": but before embarking on any scheme, it was 
necessary to have a comprehensive and scientific examination of the subject; 
the problem is not only sericultural but industrial; "the whole industry in 
its various stages must be brought into touch with modetn methods, if it IS to 
be developed on right lines": the value of co-operative credit development 
needed to be examined:· and the result of the inquiry might well be that the 
industry could not he saved, or that it had been replaced by more profitable 
industries. its extinction being then a matter that need cause nQ concern. 

S. The above summarises and quotes from the despatch from the Govern
ment of India. proposing this inquiry and the report below is the result ot 
the inquiry now concluded. . . 
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4. In commencing the inquiry, it W88 proposed to include an investigation 
of the industry in Japan al;ld China: and it w~s fowld that it W88 desirable 
to provide separatelv for an inquiry wto the trade, with reference specially 
to statistics; accordingly Mr. E. C. Answge, LC.S., was placed on special 
duty and toured with the Silk Specialist in Bombay, the Punjab and Mysore : 
at this point, the services of the Silk Specialist were refJ.uired in Mesopota
mia: Mr. Ansorge continued his inquiry and his report deals with the trade 
in the Punjab. Bombay and Madras, and in India generally: it was un
fortunately impossible to depute him for a sufficient time to complete his 
inquiry in Burma: his deputation ended in June and shortly after the Silk 
Special'ist returned from military duty. The inquiry in Japan and China 
had to be abandoned and this leaves the investigation to some extent 
incomplete. . 

5. The inquiry has been pursued in all parts of British India, in Mysore. 
Kashmir, Travancore, Indore, Gwalior and many Native States. It is 
impossible to enumerate the great number of persons, official and, non-official, 
to whom the auth.ors of t~is report are deeply indebted for assistance and 
for the supply of mformation : the co-operatIOn of members of the Chambers 
of Commerce has been of very great value: Messrs. Anderson, Wright & Co. 
in Calcutta, have been closely associated with the inquiry in Bengal: and the 
investigation has been made easy and pleasant by the cordial assistance 
rendered by all who were approached for information. 



CHAPTER I.-INtROiJUCTION. 

1. The following pages contain an account of an investigation of the \ 
Indian Silk Industry made with a view to ascertaining whether and In what 
way the industry could be assisted. In deciding ~at this inqui.ry. sho~ld be 
undertaken, it was proposed to examine the conditions of the eXIstmg mdus
try, to weigh the success achieVed by existing efforts, to exaI!line the fact?rs of 
success in other countries and to determine how far other more profitable 
industries have replaced silk. On the results of this inquiry it sho!,ld he 
possible to decide (1) if any revival was desirah)e or pos~;Jh~e, (2) the tactors 
of a successful revival, (3) the value or an extenSIOn of eXlstmg efforts and (4) 
the broad lines of profitable development. . 

2. The inquiry has throughout had as its object ., Can Sericulture and thq 
~Ilk Industry be Revived and How." Its object was not to obtai!! au exhaus-' 
tive accounWlf the uisting industry but rather to_ examine the industry with·. -
ILview-to.-improvement. ~this report contains so·much descriptive matter as, 
will explain the conclusions reached as to the development but no more; the 
industry has been exhaustively examined b!lt not described more than to deal 
with the salient features emerging from the inquiry. Partly owing to the 
condition of the existing industry, partly owing to an interruption of over 
two months caused by the war, the inquiry into the factors of success in other 
countries was not dealt with and the visit to Indo-China ~nd Japan was 
omitted. 

3. The total values of the silk products, imported, made. and produced 
in India are larger than is generally known and the total values amount to 
about ten crores (£7,000,000). The full figures are discussed in Volume II 
of this Report: the 'total value of the raw silk produced is about 177 iakhs, 
waste silk 8 lakhs: there is an export of 29 lakhs worth of raw silk, leaving 
raw silk to be manufactured into cloth worth about 294 lakhs: there is an 
import of raw silk which when turned into cloth comes to about 290 lakhs : 
there is an import of manufactured goods of a value of 318 lakhs: adding to 
this the estimated total value of the Assam industry (31lakhs), gives a total of 
962 lakhs, as the value of the silk goods used in India and the exports : this 
omits small items such as spun silk. the export of manufactured silk and some 
parts of the transfrontier trade. • 

4. The Indian Silk Industry afrects or recently affected more or less 
directly nearly a ll1lllion persons, of whom 335,000 add to their living by rear
ing silkworms; these are the mulberry silk rearers of Mysore (70,000), of Ben
gal (43,000), of Kashmir (80,000), of Burma (1,500), of Assanl (4,000), of the 
t'unjab (400), of Madras (30,000), the tasar rearers of Chota Nagpur and 
Orissa (65,000), of the Central. Provinces (6,000), of Bengal (5,00u), of the 
United t'rovinces (2,000), the rearers of muga and eri in Assam (35,000): it 
provides occupation directly and mainly for 350,000 persons who are reelers 
of mulberry silk in Mysore, Bengal, Kashmir, Assam, Burma, Punjab, 
Madras, reelers of taSl1r in Bengal, Central Provinces and Bihar ,and Orissa, 
twisters and preparers in Madras, Bombay, Bengal, Central Provinces, 
Punjab, United Provinces, Burma and Mysore, dyers chiefly in Madras, 
Bombay, Bengal and the p. unjab, weavers of mulberry silk in Madras, Bombay, 
Bengal, Central Provinces, Punjab, United Provinces and Burma, weavers 
of tasar in Bengal, Centr111 Provillces, Bihar and Orissa; the recorded census 
totals for these are Madras, 75,000, Bengal 49,000, Bombay 44,000, Central 
Provinces 19,000, Burma 19,000, United Provinces 16,000, Punjab 14,000, 
Bihar and Orissa 8,000, Kashmir 6,000, Mysore 2,500, Assam 1,700 (should 
be more). These figures should be very much larger; tasar is estimated to 
employ 170,000 persons; but the whole census totals of silk twisters and 
weavers for all silk in Central Provinces are much less than the number who 
work tasar only; the census figures usually may be taken to relate to men and 
not to include the family; probably three.times as many persons are employed 
as are recorded. This takes no account of the dealers in cocoons and raw 
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4. In L-ommencing tbe inquiry, it was proposed to include an investigation 
of the industry in Japan aod Cbina: and it w~ found that it was desirable 
to provide separately for an inquiry mto the trade, with reference specially 
to statistics; accordingly Mr. E. C. Answge, I.C.S., was placed on special 
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CHAPtER I.-INl'Rotn.tCTION. 

1. The following pages contain an account of an investigatIOn' o.f the 
Indian Silk Industry made with a view to ascertaining whether and in what 
way the industry could be assisted. In deciding that this inquiry sho.uld be 
undertaken, it was pro.posed to examine the conditio.ns o.f the existing indus
try, to weigh the success achi~d by existing efforts, toexaI!line the facto.rs o.f 
success in o.ther co.untries and to determine ho.W far o.ther mo.re profitable 
industries have replaced, silk. On the results o.f this inquiry it sho.uld be 
possible to decide (1) if any revival was desirable o.r Po.ssible, (2) the factors 
of a successful revival, (3) the value of an extensio.n of existing effo.rts and (4) 
the broad lines o.f pro.fitable development. ' 

2. The inquiry has thro.ugho.ut had as. its o.bject "Can. .Se. ricultur. e. and the~ 
iSllk Industry be Revived and Ho.w." Its o.bject was no.t,toobtaiI!anexhaus
tive a.ccount.~f the existing indlllltry but rather toex_am!Ile the industry with, ~ 
!L3iew..to-improyemen.t.:-this repo.rt contains sO"much descriptive matter as! 
will explain the conclusio.ns reached as to the development but no. mo.re; the 
industry has been exhaustively examined b!lt no.t described mo.re than to deal 
with the salient features emerging from the inquiry. Partly o.wing to. the 
conditio.n o.f the existing industry, partly o.wing to an interruptio.n o.f o.ver 
two. mo.nths caused by the war, the inquiry into the factors of success in o.ther 
countries was not dealt with and the visit to Indo-China /lnd Japan was 
omitted, 

3. The total values o.f the silk products, imported, made and produced 
in India are larger than is generally kno.wn and the total values amo.unt to 
about ten crores (£7,000,000). The full figures are discussed in Vo.lume II 
o.f this Repo.rt: the 'total value o.f the raw silk pro.duced is about 177 l.akhs, 
waste silk 8 lakhs: there is an eXPo.rt o.f 29 lakhs worth of raw silk, leaving 
raw silk to be manufactured into clo.th wo.rth abo.ut 294 lakhs: there is an 
import o.f raw silk whicll when turned into clo.th comes to about 290 lakhs : 
there is an import of manufactured goods of a value of 318 lakhs: adding to 
this the estimated total value of the Assam industry (31Iakhs), gives a total of 
962 lakhs, as the value of the silk goods used in India and the ,exports: this 
o.mits small items such as spun silk, the eXPo.rt of manufactured silk and some 
parts of the transfrontier trade. • 

4. The Indian Silk Industry aJIects or recently aJIected more o.r less 
directly nearly a millio.n persons, of wh?m 335,000 add to their living by rear
lIlg Silkworms; these are the mulberry SIlk rearers o.f Mysore (70,000), o.f Ben
gal (43,000), o.f Kashmir (80,000), o.f Burma (1,500), of Assam (4,000), of the 
Punjab (400), of Madras (30,000), the. tasar rearers of Cho.ta Nagpur and 
Orissa (65,000). of the Central.Pro.vinces (6,000), o.f Bengal (5,00U), o.f the 
United Provinces (2,000), the rearers o.f muga and eri in Assam (35,000): it 
pro.vides occupation directly and mainly fo.r 350,000 persons who are reelers 
o.f mulberry silk in Mysore, Bengal, Kashmir, Assam, Burma, Punjab, 
Madras, reelers of tasar in Bengal, Central Provinces and Bihar.and Orissa, 
twisters and preparers in Madras, Bo.mbay, Bengal, Central Provinces, 
Punjab, United Provinces, Burma and Mysore, dyers chiefly in Madras, 
Bo.mbay, Bengal and the Punjab, weavers of mulberry silk in Madras, Bombay, 
Bengal. Central Provinces, Punjab, United Provinces and Burma, weavers 
o.f tasar in Bengal, Central ProvlIlces, Bihar and Orissa; the recorded census 
totals fo.r these are Madras, 75,000, Bengal 49,000, Bombay 44 000 Central 
Provinces 19,000, Burma 19,000, United Provinces 16,000, P~njab 14 000 
Bihar and Orissa 8,000, Kashmir 6,000, Myso.re 2,500, Assam 1,700 (should 
be mo.re). These figures sho.uld be very much larger; tasar is estimated to 
emplo.y 170,000 persons; but the who.le census totals o.f silk twisters and 
weavers for all silk in Central Provinces are much less than the number who. 
work tasar only; the census figures usually may be taken to relate to men and 
110t to include the family; probably three,times as many persons are employed 
as are recorded. This takes no account of the dealers in cocoons and raw 
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silk. the exporters of cocoons and raw silk, the dealers in tasar cocoons, t.a8&r 
yarns and tasar waste, and the dealers in eri and muga cocoons, lI.ud yarns; 
there are also the dealers in cloths of all sorts, and the importers who handle 
the very large import trade m Chinese and Japanese raw silk, spun Silk, and 
cloth. ,!here is no means of ~timating these as no cens~ returns distinguish 
dealers m SIlk from dealers III any other produce: but. It may 8Il.lcly be said' 
that it directly afiects probably another 2UO,ooO persons, bringing the total to 
over 1100,000 persons. 

5. This bald stateme~t does not convey any idea of the nUIDoor ot people 
engaged between the, feeding of the worms and the sellIng of the SIlk.: tlltlre 
IS nrst the grower of mulberry, the leat-plucker or collector: the leal ill led 
to the worms indoors if it is mulberry or en; the worms have to IJe tellu"d on 
the trees if it is tasar or muga : in Mysore, a class of rearer is found who only 
prepares and hatches eggs, in Bengal there is the selected rearer who does 
microscopic examination of moths: m Mysore too another subdivision is found 
in the chandraki hirer, who hires the trays on which the worms spm: In the 
jungle is the tasar cocoon collector, a large and numerous class 01 cowherds or 
i'oreat poople, who collect and bring in cocoons: next is the dealer, the paikar 
in Bengal who collects cocoons for reelers, the mahajan in Bihar and Urissa 
who deals in cocoons, before or after him is the person who stilles the t'OCOOns 
to prevent the emergence of the moths. In Kashmir there is the cocoon sorter 
who classes them into qualities, there is then the reeler. who reels the mul
berry cocoons with the aid of the winder (usually a child or old man) or who 
reels off the tasar or muga cocoons by a very primitive procesij, thiS being 
usually done by women; m the filatures is the cllassam-maker, who takes the 
waste and the old cocoons and prepares clean waste silk for export; there is 
then 'the spinner, who makes yarn of waste mulberry. or of the eri cocoon, of 
waste tasar or wallte muga; there is alsO the cocoon tlxporter, who buys, kills, 
dries' and exports cocoons, either mulberry, eri or tasar; there is the exporter 
or dealer in reeled mulberry silk, and in waste mulberry and tasar, in which 
there is a very big trade; if the locality uses imported silk there is the raw 
silk importer in Bombay, his agent in the city and the dealers in the bazar. 

6. You now come to the large class, included in "Silk spinners 
and weavers," who do all the multifarious operations between the raw silk or 
yarn and the finished cloth. The first of these is the winder or sorter, who 
takes the yarn, opens it 1fp and winds it off, testing it as he does so and if 
necessary sorting it into qualities; the thread is then run off on to spindles or 
baby-reels, and the twister takes it, to put twist into the single thread; it is 
agam run off the reel on to spindles, two or more threads together and the two 
threads twisted again; from the twister, who is a very specialised class. the 
dyer takes it, boiling it off and then dyeing it; the winder or sorter then takes 
it and runs off the tangled skein on to a reel and from the reel to tlle warper's 
bobbins, the weaver now takes it if it is to be a simple fabric, stretches the 
warp, sizes and brushes it; if it is to form part of a brocade or elaborate sari, 
the designer, the pattern pricker, the loom setter will handle it and prepare the 
thread in the loom; some will be handled by the gold thread drawer and 
winder, who prepares the_ fine fiat gold ribbon and lays it in a spi~al on the 
silk thread to form the gold thread for the pattern; if the fabriC 18 Simple, 
the warp is drawn in to the healds a:nd ree,d of the l?OID, .usually by 
the weaver's women-folk, who also fill the little quIlls that go Into the shuttle; 
the actual weaver then commences; and if the fabric is a complex one, there 
will be with him the little boy who p~lls the loops on the heald strings for ~he 
pattern apd possibly the two embroiderers or border weavers who Sit bes~de 
him and either put in the pattern with little bobbins or weave the border With 
extra shuttles. The_ fabnc now passes to the fini~her, who picks ,out brok~n 
threads, etc., and to the polisher who puts a finIsh on the fabriC With hiS 
conch or smooth stone. At stages in this long procession.. t~e dealer and 
broker (dalal) comes in and finally takes the finished fabriC; ID some cases 
(bul; seldom) there enters the lallt technical person, the cloth examiner who 
btamps the cloth to show that it is fast dyed. 
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The following is the app~ximll<te Ile~ies ;

Mulberry grower. 
Egg producer and hatcher ~Mysore), Moth examiner (Bengal). 
Rearer-mulberry and eri mdoors. 
Rearer-tasar and muga on trees. 
Chandraki hirer (Mysore), maker (Bengal). 
Tasar collector. 
Cocoon dealer or broker. 
Cocoon exporter, mulbsrry or eri. 
Waste exporter, mulberry or tasar. 
Cocoon stifler, . 
Cocoon sorter. 
Reeler, mulberry, tasar, muga .. 
Reel turner-mulberry and muga. 
Spinner-eri, mulberry waste, tasar waste. 
Raw silk importer. 
Raw Ililk dealer. 
Chassam maker. 
Sorter and winder. 
Spindle reeler. 
Single twister. 
Spindle reeler. 
Doubler, two or more threads. 
Doubles twister. 
Boiler-olT. 
Dyer. 
Reel winder. 
Bobbin winder. 
Warper. 
Sizer, polisher, brusher. 
Loom setter. 
Warp drawer-in. 
Quill winder. 
Weaver. 
Looper (Draw boy). 
Border weaver. 
Embroiderer. 
Finisher. 
Polisher. 
Stamper. 
Designer. 

PatteI'll pricker. 
Gold tliread drawer. 
Gold thread winder. 
Loom maker. 
Heald maker. 
Reed maker. 
Cloth dealer. 
Cloth importer. 
Cloth .hawker. 

This series fall into two classes, the rearers and cocoon produeers who are 
eoncerlled only with the raw material, the twisters. weavers, traders, who are 
concerned with the preparation and the finished product. 

7. The rearers are to be found in distinct areas, the conditions of which 
I,lre fully diseussed below and it is possible to deal with them as units. There 
is then the question of adding to these by the creation of new producing 
districts where sericulture is to be introduced. This is a complex problem, 
and the lesson of the past is an extremely valuable one. (It is that withl 
persuasion and pressure. sericulture can be established and will persist whilel 
that personal influence is exerted; and then it dies out. There is no doubt 
whatever that with persuasion and personal influencesericulture could be 
started at om'e in many parts of India, the extent depending exactly on the 
amount of influence and the thoroughness of the or~anisation; but it does 
not _m reasonable to do this unless there is clear eVIdence that the industry 
is needed and will impro\"e the people's circumstances. There is no special 
virtuo in sericulture; one does not acquire merit through it; it has to be 
c()mpnriod as an industry with the growing of wheat. cotton, cane, jute. rire 
or anv othl'r stAple; and it is pathetic to coDl'lidet 'the efforts to establish 
sericulture in plaees where it never would establish itself) At the same time 
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it is equally' depressing to see t.he efforts which would" have succeeded bad 
8!ly S?rt of e~pert advice been .available; and t,he wise policy with regard to 
sIlk, m the 11ght of the past, IS to find the areas where silk is needed and 
then to develop it wisely on exactly the right lines. ' 

8. Following the rearer and cocoon producer, this long series of skilled 
operato~.are concerne~ in the industry, w~ich i~ in the main a complex and 
much dIVided cottage mdustry, practised m theIr houses and but little con
cerned with' fact~ries; there are silk mills at Bombay and Calcutta, there are 
hand-loom factories where all the operations of handling the thread are done 
by one set of people under the same roof; there are filatures where the silk is 
reeled and where larg~ numbers of people work to~ther in one building; but 
these are concer~etl WIth only a small part of the mdustry and in the main, 
fr?m s.tart to ~I~~, all the:se workers earn their living in their own hou!ll.'S, 
WIth Simple prImItive apphances, and often by ways which are very tedious 
and slow. To see the industry one must. go to the ba.zars and to the Villages, 
one will not be able to get a picture of it by a visit to a mill; all these complex 
operatio~s are con~ucted in the h!lzars, perhaps in the weave~' quarters. 
perhaps m no specIal part; one wIll find houses where one operatIon is done, 
houses where a second operation is don~ and specialised workers living 
together, the work of all interdependent, eacll doing his own specialised 
portion; it is an exceedingly complex industry, not at all easy to im-estigate or 
to understand, and the failure of the supply of Cocoons or silk at one end or 
the lack of demand for cloth at the other will affect the livelihood of the whole 
series, ~lowly but quite definitely, and to a degree which is not at aU ensy to 
ascertam. , 

9. Owing to its being essentially a home industry, practised by a large 
number of scattered people, and not in any wayan organised industry, tbe 
workers in it are a class toot are very liable to be forgotten. The industry 
attracts little attention collectively. In the main its products are conBuml'd 
in the country and the large commercial centres know little of it and are not 
affected by its fluctuations. English capital is not invested in it, large for
tunes are not made in it, a large proportion of the population are not engaged 
in it in any definite area. The industry has no representatives on Chambers 
of Commerce or on Provincial Councils and to learn about it Of to improve it, 
one has to penetrate the villages and the weaver's QUafter, to go to the junglt'S 
of Assam, where cocoons are l'!rown or to the small shopkeeper and travelling 
box-waHah, who deals in the finished product. . 

10. The industry has suffered because it is a scattered one and becauRe it 
has not been realised how much it is a cottage industry. There has been very 
little effort at improvement from within. There has been little from the 
Government because it is so inconspicuous. so out of the path of the official 
and so little represented. Even in the distric~. the si~ worker is D.ot evid~nt. 
he contributes little to the revenue, he practIses a mInor and unmtt'restmg 
handicraft. The Reports on Indian Trade draw attention to the decline: the 
European firms in Bengal make a fuss and the methods proposed are those 
that may suit other industries (e.g .• the Weaving School and the Institute) 
but are not fitted to this elusive and diffused industry. The man who wants 
help lives in a small villa~, away from headquarters or in a qnarter of 1I 

large towu, to which no official ever goes. 
The whole industry is a scattered home or cottage industry and in tht'SC 

days such are apt to be forgotten, since prosperity is supposed to come with 
the mill. 

11. In one respect the Indian silk industry has been fortunate i~ that ~he 
mill development ha..'\ never been much. There are now only three I!ulls whIch 
handle silk and they affect chiefly the Bu~~ mark.et :rhe Sl)k weaver, . 
workin~ in his o~ hou~, unde~ pleasant condItIOns, ~th hI~ famIly: to help 
with mmor operatIons, stIll contmues. I take the deimite POI?lt of VIew that 
it is better t1tat he should continue and it would be a calamity of no m~n 
kind if the silk weaver went the same way as the cot~ weaver:. QllIte 
distinctly I would aid the home weaver against the employe?n the mill where 
h.ot~ were lnd~an, and taking tqe widrr view of the happmess, health and 



pl'oSper.ity of the worker, the tendency to replace home industries by mill 
Industries appears to me to be utterly disastrous. . . 

1~. It is a feat~e of every branch of the Indian silk industry that the 
organised co-operation of the workers is absent and that the workers have 
not the capital, the organisation, the means of gettin~ raw material on a large 
scale, which the mil~ have; it is unfortunately anoth,:r feature that any 
measure of co-ope~atlOn to mutua~ advantage IS exceSSIvely rare, and still 
more unfortunate 18 the almost universal fact that the Indian workers dis
trust each other, that the employer grinds the workman, that the dealer cheats 
the. producer, anu that there is a deplorable amount of sweating and cheating. 
ThiS tends to put the worker gradually into the hands of the dealer or the 
money-lender, and the spirit of co-operation, the spirit of fair dealing which v 

would help all in the struggle, is very largely absent. When one finds such 
~8es of mutual co-opera~i~n as t~e Nagpt;r i~stance of the piece stamper, it 
I~ so rare that one has difficulty ~n cred.ltmg It; and the general tendency is 
for the sweated worker to be hostile to hiS employer and where he can to leave 
him in the lurch. 

13. Another factor that influences silk throughout India is the worker's 
want of capital. The reeler could buy cocoons when they were cheap, store 
them and reel at leisure if he had the funds; the tasar spinner would buy, his 
stock' of cocoons in the season and spin all the year, the weaver could store his 
cloths till the marriage season and then sell at full price instead of having to 
sell at a small price in the off season; then the makajan or bania comes in with 
the capital, he is himself wholly unproductive and frequently sweats the 
weaver or the reelel' or the cococn producer, by advancing the materials and 
paying . little for the work or by buying in the off season and selling when 
demand is gocd. He takes risks of course and is entitled to consideration; 
but it is often true that the state of an industry depends very much on the 
temper and attitude of the iocal makajan$, and that while they can sweat the 
craftsmen, the latter cannot sweat them; so that the abuse if there_ is any 
must be on the side of the man with the money. 

14. The Indian industry is chacacterised by another feature, which tends 
( to its decline; acting on the Get Rich Quick principle the dealer, who employs 
) weavers..£uts down wages, cuts down material, cuts down quality; the weaver 
~} must maKe the allotted amount quickly, works badly, makes poor stuff: but 

it is cheap and sells well for a time: the dealer makes a large profit, but the 
craft loses its quality, demand lessens, the industry declines, it presently dies 

lout. It is a feature not in silk alone, but in many industries, in which the 
i maintenanoe of a standard of quality is essential to the maintenanoe of 
1 reputation and demand. 

15. It is unfortunately true that in many branches of the silk industry, the 
commenoement of depression has. been the signal for sweating and bad deal

-ing, which accentuates the local distress immediately and gives the craftsmen 
the least possible chance of holding their own in the struggle. In every ease 
where weaving or twisting is slack, one would like to know what the local 
moner-Ienders, dealers and brokers were doing, and if one knew, one would 
be able often to see why things were so bad. As a class these people are too 
pl'Osperous; when trade is good they flourish abundantly; when it is bad they 
hold to what they have and do little to help the craftsmen win through the 
period of depression. 

16. I write generally of all India, but there are splendid instances of co
operation and of mutual help from employers to workers, which have enabled 

1loth classes to keep going. The year after war was declared was a. bad one 
.all over India and some communities came through the depression very well. 

The matter is referred to here in a general way because it is one of such 
immense interest if one is to understand the industry. It is _the factor to 
estimate if one is trying to size up the situation and it has to be coIlSidered in 
every single place where any branch of the industry exists. When the circum
stances of the industry come to be locked into in detail, the scope of cc-opera
tion will be found to be immeIlSe; but no broad general measure will do. It 
will be by personal inquiry in each community that this form of help will 
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be bronght and one can DOW only indicate the importan~ generally of this 
't. 

porn 17. There is a tendency in India among the weavers and craft.;mcll to'make 
improvement difficult by their wanting too much. It is easily understood if 
one realises the attitude of ihe worker, ground down continually by pressure 
of circumstances and want of capital, and sud,denly offered work at rea&ln
able terms without restriction or usury; he jumps to the opposite extreme, 
wants to make too much and spoils his own market. He is not used to fair 
treatment and when he gets it, cannot help abusing it, having all his life been 
resentful of the terms on which he had to work and having always looked for 
chances of evading it or of retaliating. I think too he is, by generations of 
struggle, suspicious and especially so of what looks like a good olIer. It is 
too good and he s~spects a trap. If he did not and if he realised it was serious 
business, ht' would meet one half-way; but he cannot and this has to be allowed 
for. I think this can he met and will be overcome, but it is a difficulty and I 
quote it in the hope of illustrating how much will depend on under~tanding 
the attitude of the weaver and rearer: To me that is the key to the whole 
question. _ 

18. I~ another w~y .the Indian industry is hampered by the total absence 
of any feeling of patrlotl!im, or of preference for artICles 01 Indian manufac
ture. In any of the largest silk weaving centres you will lind dealers selling 
Japan, China or Europe made silk while goods of practically the sallie quality 
could be and often are made in India. The same applies to raw silk and there 
is a really remarkable absence of any spirit of patrIotism in the dealers and 
those who handle the products. They would sooner seH the Japanese goods 
brought to them by an energetic Bombay firm than deal in Indian goods; and 
the buyer cares not onll whit where the cloth was produced but take,; what the 
dealer has. ' 

19. A factor in the position is the relative efficiency 01 the craf~lllan in 
India. as regards his competitor elsewhere. India. is not an eJlicicnt country, 
it is content with untidiness,disorder, slovenliness and a general incfficiency 
that is a. marked characteristic; there is ~ttle finish, little of the energy tha~ 
is worried by seeing things done anyhow and wants them done rigbt. This 
applies too in selling methods. Cloth is not washed after weaving. is sold as 
it IS, and is not finished, polished or attractively packed. It is in od6lcnglbs, 
odd widths, it is unevenly woven, shrinks unevenly. There is imwelll!e 
patience, great skill in carrying out delicate operatIOns and in repeating 
monotonously motions that reqUlre precision. There is not very much artis
tic ability or skill in designmg. 'fhere is immense conservatism and the 
weaver is satisfied with an extremely slow inefficient system of doing any 
operation if it is one that he has always seen done. 'Ihis will be hard to 

.J Change and if it is not changed it is unlikely he will hold his own. . 
~O. A factor in India, whose importance is not always realit;ed. is the I diversity of the peoples and of the conditions under which they live. India is 

talked about as if it were a homogeneous people, all speaking one tongue and 
living under the same climate; one thinks that if senculture is successful in 
one place a knowledge of it will filter through to all and that tbe methods 
good in one place apply all over India. This is of course not so. The condi
tions, the people, the climate vary very much and often in the limits of one 
area, one' has to deal with extreme diversity of custom. This makes any 
process of organisation exceptionally difficult and it is of course often a. fact 
that religious observance or public opinion make the development of seri
culture impossible. Even if one set of people can and do practise it success
fully, it does not follow that men of II,ny other religion or caste will learn from 
them and follow suit. 

21. The want of co-operation and of enterprise applies still more to any 
attempt to trade outside India. The export of cloth, raw silk and cocoons 
has been in the hands of European firms. There is no real reason why the 
place of the firms who have abandoned the filatures in Bengal should not be 

J I taken by native firms. But tllis is not done and there is a great absence of the 
I kind of organisation that is necessary if any export trade is to l'6 possible. 
This is partly due to the fact that, as a. broad principle, Indillll8 do not invest 



capital in such industries as silk; the result is a vast number of isolated 
unco-ordinated workers, trusting to local markets, waiting for the orders to 
come to them and not knowing how to organise, co-operate or seek wider 
helds. Where there is any kind of organised effort it is practically always 
associated with a European firm, and llJltil the Indian learns to deal fairly, 
to keep his word, to be content with reasonable profit, to have enterprise and 
to risk his capital, the outlook for export is not a very good one. 

22. I deal ill Chapter XXVII with the details of what I call Trade 
Organisation. In these pages I am trying to give a picture of the main fea
tures only and this aspect of tbe whole industry is a very important"1:lne. It 
largely explains why the Japanese sell their cloths in India, why China raw 
silk sells in Assam in the same villages that produce silk. It accounts for the 
failure of India to supply any part of. the world's markets with the raw silk 
or cloth that she formerly exported; and if a change cannot be produced, the 
Indian industry must gradually die. Whether it is possible to alter this 
sLate of things is to be seen. l My experience is that it is possible but that it ) 
will be possible only by an organisation that is backed by Government, that' ./ 
succeeds in getting the confidence of the trade and that always and absolutely 
keeps to the strict letter of the hargain.) No one appreciates this more quickly 
than the Indian rearer, reeler or weaver, no one responds more loyally or 
quickly; but dealings with their own people are in their minds associated 
with fraud while dealings with English firms are regarded as reliable and 
safe. For the start it will require a Government organisation, and 

_ this organisation will not be at all easy to create. It is for this reason that 
so much attention has been paid to the section on the Development of the Silk 
Industry. The Olle outstanding factor ill all centres where silk is utilised is the 
want of olganisation, the limited outlook, the want of knoweldge of what is 
beillg done elsewhere and what is in demand. If it were possible, one would 
inaugUl'ate a Silk Association but at present it is difficult to see how this 
would be effective, So far as co-operation is required in the limits of a pro-l 
vinee there has been a beginning made but the silk industry does not follow 
political divisions and something wider is surely needed. 

23. The situation may be very shortly expressed -by sayifIg that whereas 
India is still a primitive country whose industries are orgamsed mainly to 
supply local demand, other competing countries have developed with the 
development of communications, of methods, of trade organisation. When 
communications were slow and international trade was less, the Indian ~ilk 
industry suppliltd India's demands and prospered; but now other countries 
have developed, India has stood still, and this is espooially so in regard to 
trade organisation. The question is whether India is to remain primitive 
01' is to develop and whether this is to await natural internal development or 
to be pushed in from outside. So far as silk gees, waiting is prohably suicide; 
but the alternative is no easy'or pleasant one. \ 

24. For these reasons this report deals with sericulture from the two 
aspects, the production of silk, the utilisation of silk; it is impossible to consi
der one without the other. At the same time the problems involved are differ
ent. The production of silk from silk-worms is a matter that depends so much 
on climate, agricultural factors, and economic factors, that every part of India 
has to be separately t:onsidered. The utilisation. of silk is not. a matter of 
climate but the factors are much the same over all India. We can therefore 
treat the latter from 8. much more generalised point of view, applicable to 
nearly all India irrespective of geographical position. The first portion of 

. the report then deals with the production of silk, the second deals with its 
utilisation in the larger administrative units of India, the third deals with the 
trade, the fourth details the recommendations made for all India, the organi
sation that is considered necessary, the methods that should be used. An 
attempt is made to show what the existing industry is, what it might be, how 
each administrative unit can make it bIgger; and finally what the inter
provincial requirements are. 

25. An industry that is very much a home cottage industry require$ very 
careful handling and I cannot pretend that in this inquiry I have done as 



,~~UCh inquiry ~ong th~ ac~ual workers as I should have liked. It.is imposa 
Ible to deal wlth the silk mdustry from the average or the statistical point. 
f vie,,! entirely. One.must be ~ble to get at the workers, to know what they 
.re domg, how they live and Judge as well as one can how to better their 

condition, but it is impossible to bring up statistics and detailed figures to 
support an opinion. In Pusa, si'lk of all sorts was produced, spun, woven and 
sold in order to give an experience of 'actual conditions; that knowledge 
imperfect as it is, has been used as much as possible and an-attempt has been 
made to understand the silk worker's condition and difficulties. This brings 

~~ 
one to the conclusion that if anything will be done to better the silk inuustry, 
it willl>e largely by detailed improvements which caunot be laid down now for 
each or any area, but which will need to be found. But the inquiry brings 
out prominently the need for expert advice, the necessity of some form of com
mercial organisation and the possibilities that there are if these two are 
sympathetically brought to the Indian silk industry. What the improvement 
in the industry can amount to cannot be estimated; it might be small, it might 
be considerable. At the best it improves the condition of a million workers 
and traders, at the worst the industry quietly diminishes to tbe point at which 
the foreigner does not find it worth while to compete because of the smallness 
of the trade; and in this case half a million craftsmen will gradually turn 
over to other occupations which are better paid. 

In conclusion, I would quote Mr. Cuntming, in referencc to the silk 
industry in Bengal :-

" I may place on record here that my enquiries nave shown that in this· 
province what the capitalists, who are anxious to embark on industrial enter
prise, most desire is disinterested advice, and this can best be obtained from 
a Government officer who possesses a scientific training, direct experience of 

J the country, enthut;iiasm and business capacity and the primary object of 
whose appointment is to advise and assist such capitalists in industrial enter
prise. 'Ii' • * . I hold strongly that one practical enthusiast 
who would inspire confidence is more required at this present juncture than 
any departmental scheme, in order to break down the dead wall of want of 
enterprise, absence of mutual trust and lack of business capacity, which are 
the real obstacle to indigenous industrial development in the province." 
(Extract from Report on Technical and Industrial Instruction in Bengal, 
1888-1908.) 

26. I think his is the only conclusion one can come to for all parts of the 
J \ industry except the productiop of cocoons, not only; in Bengal but all over 

India. Large admmistrative measures will effect .YeQ'Ji!.ll~. The roUtinl~ \i 
provision of .experiment stations or trained persons will do nothing. _~ 
mere consulting bureau will he..~jf i!.1Sives accurateinfmlnatiQn. A higher 
Uri.thm imported-lrlllrgOOdS would do5ome good. The training of many 
men in sericulture or weaving will do not~ng. The despatch to Japan of 
Bengali graduates will do nothing and improvement depends very largely 
upon the success in reaching the individual workers, in bringing knowledge 
and organisation to their help and in applying this sympathetically over the 
,whole indust.ry .. It is an unfortunate conclusion to have to come to tha:t on 
1 the quality and attitude of the administration will lie the EUccess or faIlure 
,.of the improvement of the industry. 

An organisation in which routine efficiency is" insufficient and certain 
personal qualities are a neces~ity is not ever going to be a permanent success 
in India, and this limitation cuts down the possible lines of work to those in 
which efficiency of routine administration is fairly certain to achieve some 
improvement. 

The recommendations made are based upon that and are limited to the 
provision of actual expert advice, the provision of seed and plant for silk 
cultivation, the provision of a bureau of technical information. It is sug
gested that an eliort be made in one area to test the value of commercial organi
sation and that if this succeeds, it should be extended. This seems to me the 
most difficult and the one least easy to show results in. At the same time it is 
the most important and the one which would give the best results. 
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PART I.-THE EXISTING PBODl1CTION OF SILK. 

CHAPTER II.-BENGAL. 

(a) HISTORICAL. 

The early history of silk in Bengal is to be found in Pariset Histoire 
d~ Ill. Soie, in Geoghegan's Sill\ in India (1872), in Watt's Dictionary of Econo
mIC .Products and in Rondot's L'Art de Ill. Soie" Les Soies "(18M). The East 
India ~mpany .were in~res~d in silk and exported raw silk to 'EJl.gland. 
Interestmg detaIls are gIven In " Reports and Documents connected with the 
P~e~ings of the East India Company, Cotton, Wcol, Raw silk and 
IndIgo ' (21st December 1836), and figIlres of the export of raw silk are 
reprinted as Appendix II. From the middle of the 18th century the Com
pany dealt in raw silk, sometimes purchasing the raw silk from native reelers. 
but after 1775 purchasing cocoons which were reeled in factories established 
by the Company. The principal defect. in the native-reeled silk was its 
inequa~it~ in the same skein and as early as 1757. the Company sent 
Mr. Wlldmg to their factory at Cossimbaz81" to inquire into means of improv
iI:g this; there were also great variations in the yields and qualities of the 
different cocoons and ounds (broods). . 

2. In 1771, the China worm was introduced with a view to improving the 
quality of the cocoon. There was already the boro-polo or univoltine worm 
(said to have been introduced before 1710), the desi or chota-polo, and pro
bably the Nistari or Madrassi. both multivoltine. The China worm introouc
ed may be the variety still known in Midnapur, the white variety of which 
is called ouZu, while the three others are the main varieties grown at present. 
It is probable that no improvement was effected by introducing the China 
variety and the Nistari is now the best. 

3. Between 1770 and 1775, the Italian method of reeling was introduced 
in the Company's factories and there was a great improvement in the quality. 
At this time the Company imported yearly an amount of silk fixed by the 
Directors in England, which was arranged for in the factories and was reeled 
there to fixed qualities on fixed scales of payment. 

4. From 1776-1785, the import of Bengal silk to England averaged 
560,285 lbs .• while that from Italy. Turkey and other countries averaged 
282,304 lbs.; in 1796, the CompanY's silk. when thrown into organzine. suc
reeded so well that the importation was increased to 4,000 bales (656,000 Ibs.). 
Thereafter the disturbance to trade caused by the French Revolution and the 
Napoleonic wars led to the cessation of the import of European silk to 
England and to the importation of Bengal country-reeled silk to supplement 
the Company's supply. In 11112, 5,500 bales were imported by the Company 
and from time to time, as private trading in silk by the Company's officials 
was allowed. large quantities of country-reeled silk were exported from 
Bengal privately, see. Appendix II. From 1820 to 1830, the question of 

,throwing Bengal silk in England and the question of tariffs against conti
nental thrown silk affected the import, and in 1832 the Company threw open 
the trade and ceased to import directly from its own factories. 

5. It is worth noting that the Italian mulberry plant and silk-worm were 
imported to Bombay tlid St. Helena in 1832, and that the plant was sent over 
to Bengal, where it is now probably the bush variety known as the" Bombay." 

6. Little is known of the-silk industry from then onwards for a series of 
years. It may be noted that pebrine broke out in Europe .and ,!as definite~y 
recognised in 1845-46 and between 1855 and 1865 was at Its height: that It 
led to the almost complete ruin of the European industry to the advanta~ of 
tbe Indian industry. as the export figures show: and that the complete faIlure 
of European stocks of seed, led to the deman~ for _d from all parts ~f the 
world. which was filled maml:y by the enterprIse of Japan, where the dISease 
was unknown; immense qnantlties of _d were produced in Japan from 1865 
to 1875, were exported to Europe and led to the regeneration of the European 
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production. It led also to an enormously increased production in Japan, to 
the production of better qualities in Europe, the Levant and Persia and in 
1873 the demand for Bengal silk began to fall. (See Appendix II for figures.) 

7. From this point one may say that the dr.mand for Bengal silk WIlS for 
special purposes only and that other silks took its place in the trade generally. 
These specIal purposes are connected with the lustre, that is a prpperty of 
Bengal silk, and its faculty for dyeing black: it is deficient in tenacity, 
elasticity, durability: it is less able to dye light colours: and from the time 
that increasing supplies of better reeled and better quality silks bec.ame avail· 
able, the d'emand for Bengal silk has lessened. The production of Japan halS 
increased enormously from 1872 onwards till at present Japan is the leading 
producer of raw silk in the world. So far as figures make this clear, they are 
to be found in Appendix II. 

8. From 1872 onwards, the production of 'Bengal silk has decre.ased and 
the area under mulberry now is much less than it was formerly. To under
stand how, if at all, the mulberry silk industry is to revive, it is necessary to 

'endeavour to understand the factors that have brought this about. The fir!!t 
factor is clearly that of price. The following figures show the actual priees 
obtained for raw silk from 1855 to 1886, as contained in a letter from a promi
nent Calcutta firm to the Government of Bengal: they show the very great 
rise in price about 1865, when thepehrine was at its worst, and the drop ill 
1872, when the Japanese seed supply had rightPd matters. 

Average price per seer of Bengal raw silk sold.' (Figuree in It letter from 
Jardine Skinner & Co., to Government Of Bengal.) 

Season. Price. ~eason. Price. 
Rs. A. 1'. RR. A. P. 

1855-56 22 15 0 1871-72 2!l 10 7 
1856-57 20 411 11172-7:1 18 2 8 
1851-58 19 8 9 1873-74 15 1/ 4 
1858-59 21 1 1I 1874-75 12 8 4 

·1859-60 2013 " 1875·76 16 4 4 
1860·61 18 111 1876-77 20 2 3 
1861-62 18 15 11 1871-78 14 8 1/ 
1862-63 18 3 1I 1878·79 16 1 0 
1863-64 16 9 8 1879-80 11 8 8 
1864-65- 21 " 9 1880-81 17 6 0 
1865-66 24 0 4 1881-82 16 16 10 
1866-61 2:} 6 .) 1882-83 15 ]0 6 ~ 

1867-68 24 14 7 188;}-84 13 12 7 
]868·69 23 6 2 1884-85 12 11 f) 

1869-70 23 8 6 1885-86 17 6 9 
1870-71 . 20 12 10 

The following figures give preeent prices, average 
Bengal raw silk sold by Anderson, Wright & Co.:-

price per seer, of 

Season. Price. Season. Price. 
Rs. A. 1'. Rs. A. P. 

1900-01 14 !l 6 IfJ08-09 12 9 8 
1901-02 14 8 0 mOll-IO 1:1 1 9 
1902-03 15 14 10 I!JlO-ll 14 2 8 
1903-04 15 0 8 1!1l\-12 14 12 2 
1904-05 15 11 4 11112-13 I.S 1 8 
1905-06 Ii :111 Un;l-14 17 6 1 
1906-07 18 8 1 . HJl4-15 1=1 6 2 
1907-08 14 2 7 

As the great part of the export was in the hands of It few firms III 
Calcutta, the fact that they were offering low prices for cocoons, based on Lheir 
contracts for raw silk, would very greatly check production for export. 

9. The second factor, whose importance it is very hard now to t'stimate. is 
the question of the rents of mulberry lands. Liotard in his .. Memorandulfi 
on Silk in India" lays stress on this and is still of the same opinion (1916). 
He states that when in the late sixties prices were very high, the zemllldafR 
charged excessive rates for mulbPrrv lands, as much as Rs. 50 per acre, which 

\ rearers were then able to pay. When prices fell, the rents remained up and 
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the cuitivator~rdin~ly turned from mulberry cultivation to other crops or I 
the rea~r ~t.rwted hIS purch~ of leaf or his renting of mulberry land. 
LlOtard S opllllon must carry weight and there can be no doubt that this was 
one of t~e factors t~t led to the decrease in the production of raw silk in 
~engal, III the years Immediately following the revival of the industry in 
Europe. 

10. In lilil~, at the conference held in Calcutta, evide~ce was brought for
ward that the mdustry was then suffering from CJrcessive rents, as much a" 
Rs.,12, 1~, and 16 per: bigha, heing charged for mulberry lands in Malda, 
Ra..Jshahl and Murshldabad, while rice land was rented at Re. 1-8 to Rs. 2 
I?er bigha. Un~er the permallent settlement of Bengal, the rents charged art> 
fixed by.the zemmdars and there was evidently a decided feeling in 18il6 that 
the zemmdars were killing the industry by the exorbitant rents. With a 
p.roduct of such fluctuating ,-alue and demand, the <l,uestion of rent becomes a 
difficult one. There is no evidence that this factor IS still of any importanre 
in this problem. 

11. The third factor referred to by authors if the question of .. degenera
tion." It is held that the variety of sllk-worm groWl! has degenerated and is 
now,a less prolific silk producer than forrperly. An examination of the yields 
of silk in 1831, as given for the Company's factory at Soonamooky, does not 
bear this out but rather tends to show that at present the races are slightly 
better. It required 48 kahans to give 2 seers 12 chittacks of No.1 and No. 2A 
quality in 1831, i.e., about 18t kahana to the seer. This was for the October
,January crops, and this is slightly worse than the pre.'lent, where 17 kahans 
would yield a seer of silk. The Manager of the Rose Silk Filature, Bengal, 
is of opinion that the yields now are slightly better than those recnrded in 
1831 and that there is no evidence of degeneration. 

12. The fourth factor is disease. Grasserie, fiacherie, muscardine, and the 
fly p~t are and have been long well known diseases in Bengal, but there is less 
certainty as to the appearance of pebrine. So far as the records show, the 
disease was first defimtely recognised by Wood-Mason in 1886, when he wa", 
deputed t<> enquire into it, and it was then held that the disease .. kata," had 
been recognised by rearers for the last 10 years. We may-assume pebrine to 
have become a factor of importance about 1875 in. Bengal. In 1887 
Mr. Finucane wrote" while kata, which has only been noticed within the last 
12 years, is yearly becoming more and more destructive, and is at present caUb- . 

• ing most serious alarm" (17th March 1887). 
13. As will be seen later, the members of the Silk Committee, who sat in 

1908 were very definitely of opinion that ,pebrine was the ~ai~ cause of the 
continuance of the dechne In the..productlon of mulberry Silk m Bengal and 
assuming that it became e~idemic alx?ut 1875, ~t woul~ Vt;ry large!y ~'~t 
for the decrease in productlQn. Pebrme has thiS pecul.larl~y that It kills the 
ripe worm before it spins so that the rearer has the entire labour and expellSt> 
and then loses his whole return inevitably. 

14. In this connection, it is worth noting that pebrine i:; s?pposed to have 
become serious about the time that prices were falling heaVIly. 'Yhen th" 
prices fell, dealers were prepared to pay le~s for cocoons, and the P!lce of tllt> 
green coooons fell very rapidly, When thiS occurs, the !earer ~trlves to cut 
down expense, and to increase his brood. The tend~cy ~ too big ~roods" too 
little leaf, too frequent plucking; i,ml~ature leaf IS !rven III lllsufficient 
amount and any tendency to dlse~se IS !ntensdied. I thmk we may assu!ll3 
that the rearer, in the years of fallmg pnces, probably bro~g,ht out the pebrllle 
epidemic by bad feeding and directly brought on the conditIOn that ruled for 
some years. 

15, A factor of very considerable importance in the recent position of the 
industry has been the WIthdrawal of firms that boug~t cocoons, reeled the sIlk 
in factories with paid labour, and expo~ted the raw Silk ~d ch~m. At the 
present time a single European firm IS engaged m thls bUSiness. Twenty 
years ago several firms w~re eugaged ~ it and the silk-producing districts 
were dotted with filatures In whwh the Silk was reeled for export. Where~er 
1 have made inquiries. the withdra"!al of these firms has been regarded With 
~L. a 



dismay by the silk producer. The silk-rearer now hIlS to sdl his produ~'e to 
native reelers under worse oonditions than he dId to huropean mmll. The 
latter fixed a. price, varied according to the current price in .hallce of raw 
silk, and announced exactly what they were prepared to pay; they paid thllt. 
price. whatever the fluctuations of the market iu the interval, and the rearer 
Knew very fairly what price he might expect to get for his cocoons when they 
were ripe; but the rearer distrusts his own countryman and hIlS not. the salll!!' 

feeling of security. If he can be beaten down and compelied to sell at a ~ruall 
price, he will be and in every village in which I made inquiry, the same 
opinion was expressed to me. There IS also the fact that l!.uropean arms 
bought-for export while native reelers buy to reel for the Indian market, 
l3enares, Nagpur, Amritsar or Murshidabad: so that every pound bought for 
export was an extra demand over the fairly steady native demand and 80 made 
for better prices. 

16. The European firma ceased to trade, when the prices for raw silk sank 
IlO low that the pnce they could atIord to pay ior cocoons dld not attract 8. 
'large enough volume of cocoons to keep the iilatures well employed. With a 
fixed establlsbment, with la~ge factory charges, filatures COUld be kept going 
only with a large volume of trade, and once this ceased, it was not profitable 
to continue. . 

In' this connection, 8. further very important point is that, while the 
European firma paid attention to quality in reeling, native reelers will not do 
so and the silk is reeled by a process no better than was used a century ago. 

17. When one considers that fundamentally, from climatic reasons, the 
Hengal silk fibre is less strong than that from ,l!;ul'Ope or Japan; that ial'gtl 
producing countries such as Japan, Italy, .France, have inlmensely improved 
and pertected the reeling process, one can nnderstand that, WIth no corre
sponding improvement in india, the silk has been less in demand Ilbroad. At 
the SaDie time production of silk, particularly' in Japan, has enormously 
increased in the last fifty years. It the Indian reeler persists in his anti
quated method, which allows of great inequality in the SaDie skein, which biUI 
no syst,em of testing and standardising, then tbe demand for his· silk must 
lessen even in India. India must keep pace with improvements outside Indill. 

\if its silk is not to be ousted p~ fo~eign silk, and this factor is not the least of 
};hose that have produced tbe falllll productIon. 

, 18. Lastly, a factor whose importance is very considel'able~ lies in tbe rise . 
in the value'of produce such as rice, as compared with silk, Which has fallen 
and then remained stationary. .For mulberry silk cultivation to remain on the 
same seale as formerly, its price should have increased proportionately to 
that of competing crops, which has not beell"the case. This factor is compli
cated by the fi.tct that, as a rule, mulberry land is not suited to jute or nee 
cultivation because it has' been so raised above the level of the surrounding 
fields by tank-silt dressings that it will not grow rice or jute, but potatoes and 
vegetable crops can be grown and the land is therefore cultivated for suitable 
crops; where it is possibl~ the land formerly devoted to mulberry is put into 
jute or paddy. A district such as Bogra for instance has developed jute 
cultivation while it has almost abandoned mulberry. BerhaDipur IlJ!,d Maida 
rely still on mulberry, the land being unsuitable 1'or jute and it is probably. 
generally and widely true that mulberry cultivation has to a large extent been 
abandoned in proportion as each district has been able to substitute jute or 
paddy for mulberry. 

The same applies to wages, which have risen very much while the rearer 
and reeler are unable to earn any more. The result is that a rearer or reeler 
can earn as much with less skilled and risky work at present ra~ of pay.and 
there is little inducement to keep up the industry. Further detaIls are given 
below. 

19. The figures given in Appendix II show the poeitioll reac~ed in 1~86 
as far as the export of silk is concerned, and this is the only available m:t.e
rion of production. There is in addition a large production.f raw ~, 
which is used in India, but from the point of view of the European expo~mlJ 
firms the situation was very serious and the great reduction in productlon. 
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well·known to all the staffs of the companies, was ominous of the eventual 
decay of the industry. -. 

20. The factors that produced this situation have been di~uSsed at this 
point in order that the subsequent action and the present position may be fully 
understood. We may now resume the historical sequence of events. 

21. InJ886, Sir Thomas Wardle visited Calcutta to collect specimens of 
silk and silk products for an Indo-Colonial Exhibition, and a Conference was 
held in Calcutta on the silk question. Mr. Wood Mason and N. G. Mukherji 
were directed to investigate t.he problem of disease in silk and, in 1887, there 
was a further Conference in Calcutta. Some work was commenced with the 
improved hybrid races of Mr. C~horn. In 1888 N. G. Mukherji was sent 
to Europe to see French and ItalIan methods, and he returned and started 
nurseries in Bengal to rear and supply disease·free seed. 

In 1896, the Government of Bengal offered a sum of Rs. 3,000 per annum 
for the nurseries and in 1898 a Silk Committee was formed by Government 
and the European firms interested in the trade, which in 1899 commenced to 
leceive this grant from Government. From 1899 to 1907, seven nurseries were 
opened. for the iesue of disease-free seed. 

In 1908, a Committee was appointed by the Government of Bengal to 
consider the industry and to formulate proposals. Their oonclusions were 
expressed in a report, in which much interesting evidence is detailed and 
their recommendations were as follows:-

Measures proposed by the Silk Committee in Bengal in 1908. 

These measures omitted the distriots of MaIda, Rajshahi and Bogra, 
then inoluded in Eastern Bengal. So far as the measUl'ell themselves are 
concerned, we mav assume that they could be applied to these districts equally 
with the Renl!'al districts, the problem in MaIda and Rajshahi being similar to 
thdin~~. . . 

(1) The establishment 0/ many model rearing houses, where seed would be 
e:ramined and reared under super'l1ision. 

This has been carried out in this way that 7 Centr1l.1 Nurseries are 
supplying' seed. to the extent at present of some 16 per cent. of the require
ments estimated. Its further extension has been checked, partly by the substi
tution later of the system of employing selected rearers. 

(~) Leasing houses to rearers, who were able to use the microscope lor 
seed selection. One was leased.and then given up and sold. 

(9) ?,rial of a system 0/ ?,i'l1ing ad'l1ances to rearers to enable them to con
IItrurt model houses and elMmlne seed. 

No action. 
(4) Leading rearers were to be provided with microscopes on the hire

purchase system. 
Is being done. 
(5) Grantinq advances to rearers, on the ,'lame terms as loans under .the 

A (friel/ltt/rists' Loans A ct. thrO?Jqh- district officers. 
Not done. 
(6) Enl'Ouragement to be qiven to the plant'inq bN rearers 0/ tree mUlberry 

1/?I tlle sttpply ol.qeedlings and cuttings /ro'f!L a central/arm. 
Not done. 
(7) In silk qrowillq distrir:t.~. de pistrict RO(!l'dll to 'TJUzl1t trees alMi,t, 

rood .~;a",q: a.nd GOfl8rnm81lt should plant trees alo,,!! canal banks and pubZ'" 
1'111 bankm.ents. 

Not done except in Birbhum. 
(8) The (lstablish.mll'ftt 0/ a farm at RerkampUr to c01ltain a nursery 0/ 

mlllberNl rari!'ti!'$, to te,qt tlle fla/ue 0/ different leal. and to determine tile value 
01 manures. 

Fa rm f'!Itablishl'd, no more done. 
c2 
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(9) A sustained effort to be .made to produre improlwl sud 0/ bqro·polo, 
cMta·polo and ni~tari worms, by selection. Cross·bret'ding not to be undBr· 
taken. The work to be offered to lIIiss Clegliol'n. 

Not done but another scheme substituted. 
(10) Appointment of an European Superintendent recorded as "ital by 

Oldham's Committee. 
Not done. 
A permanent Silk Committee was formed, to administer the scheme anu 

to control the expenditure of funds. This Committee consisted of the 
Director of Agriculture (President), the Collector of Murshidabad, the 
Manager of L. Payen & Co., Mr. Malcolm, Manager, Berhampur Division of 
~engal Silk Co., and Babu Bhupati Sain. It meets (Iuarterly and has con· 
t!nued to con~rol the sericultural operations up to-the present; it nOW con· 
SISts of the DIrector of Agriculture, the Collector of Murshidabad. and three 
members representing the firms interested in Bengal filatures or silk export. 

The Minutes of the Silk Committee show the subsequent development of 
the scheme. 

In 1908, Babu A. C. Ghose was appointed Sericultural Superintendent. 
It may be noted that the original proposal was to make him Deputy Superin. 
tendent, and to appoint a European Superintendent. The land at Berhampur 
was taken up and a Central Nursery formed. It was decided not to experi· 
ment with Italian seed at Berhampur, and Miss Cleghorn was to be approach. 
ed as to commencing work on selection. (Item 9 of the RecommendatIOns.) 

At a meeting held in May 1909, it was noted that all the nurseries-had 
worked at a profit (i.e. apart from cost of supervision and Manager). 

At the fourth meeting beld in June 1909, it was decided to drop tll(~ 
scheme for seed selection, the provision of more nursery seed being tIle mORt 
urgent necessity. . 

At the fifth meeting the proposal to lease the Pnranrlarpore nursery to Il 
rearer was agreed to. (Item 2 of recommendations.) 

At the sixth meeting held on 4th December 1909, It scheme was approved 
for training rearers' S01l.S at Berhampur. and for granting money to not more 
than three. annually, to erect model rearing hOllses. 

At the seventh meeting held on March 5th, 1910. it was decided to pro· 
ceed with the issue of posters giving information about the hats to which 
buyers of cocoons would be sent (this was abandoned later). 

At the eighth meeting held on 4th June 1910. a statement showing 
increased profit from the sale of seed, etc .• was accepted. 

At the ninth meeting, held on 10th September 1910. a statement of 10118 

and profit for three years was produced, showin~ a 10!l8 of Rs. 226 in 1908·09, 
of Rs. 91 in 1909·10, and a. profit of Rs. t,126 on thl1 first five months of 19tO· 
11. After discussion of a letter from the Imperial Entomologist Sllggest.ing 
that cross.breeding might yield good results, it was decided to prenare ,. 
scheme for the empIovment of Miss Cle~horn. A scheme for the disinfection 
of rearers' houses with sulphur was agreed on. 

At the tenth meeting, held on 3rd December 1910. the scheme for i1!sti. 
tuting experiments in cross·breeding was further discus.·u'!d. It was r1eclrlPrl 
to commence the work at Berbampur with the existing std. 

Ata special meeting, held on 20th Fe~ruarv 1911. the above S('~eme was 
further discussed. Messrs. Anderson. Wr1!~ht & Co. offered to ('.ontnhute part 
of the cost, urovided a properly qualified European officer could be obtained. 
It was decided to address Government on the subject. 

At a special meeting held on 2nd April 1911, a ~neral discu!\sion arose 
on the Committee's work. It was decided to approach Government for. mol'f' 
funds to add more rearin~ttouses to ihe Central Nurseries, and to appOInt 25 
supervisors to advise the rearers in their own houses. 

At this time the principle of Central Nllrserie,ll !l'ith Bllpervi~rs for 
every five !'quare miles was definitelv adopted bv the D1l'!~ctor of AgrJ(,llltuTP 
lind we find the Central Nursery policy finally decided on. 
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. At the fourteenth meeting, held on 9th March 1912, the programme of 
work of M. Lafont, the new expert. was discussed and it was decided that he 
should devote himself to hybridising. 

At the fifteenth meeting, held on 1st June 1912, a representation was 
made urging that more progress should be made in supplying seed and 
that legislation sbould be introduced to probibit the sale of all but. Govern
ment produced seed. The accounts presented showed a diminution in the 
sales of seed, with increased expenditure. The Eastern Bengal Nurseries 
were taken over at this time. • ' 

At the sixteenth meeting, held on 7th September 1912, the general posi
tion was discussed and it was agreed to prepare a scheme for Government; 
a mulberry census was.also to be undertaken. 

• At the special meeting, held on 18th January 1913, it was agreed to carry 
on M. Lafont's work by the Superintendent of Sericulture. 

A special meeting was held on 31st ~arch 1913. It was agreed that the 
present scheme for seed supply wa3 sound; that no legislation need be under· 
taken; and that Re. 1-8 a kahan should be obtained for seed. 

At the twenty· first meeting, held on 16th March 1914, the work of 
M. Grangeon, the new expert, was discussed. 

He left for service at the war, and his work was transferred to the Super
intendent of the Berhampur farm; arrangements were made for keeping 
worms at Kurseong in the rains. 

At the twenty-sixth meeting on 3rd July 1915, the proposal of the 
Director of Agriculture to utilise selected rearers to produce cocoons' was 
discussed. Further nurseries could not be made, as owing io the war Govern
ment were not prepared to supply the necessary funds, and only by using 
rearers could the seed supply be extended. It was adopted as a temporary 
experimental measure: it had in fact already been decided on. 

22. Further details of the sericultural work in Bengal will be found in the 
Annual Reports of the Department of Al!riculture. The most important 
paragraphs are those referrillg to the work of the experts engaged from 
Europe. Mons. F. D. Lafont, commenced work in January 1912, and left in 
1913. He was specially appointed to attempt the production of a hybrid 
hetween the univoltine race and a multivoltine race, which should be superior 
to tht' existin~ multivoltine races. A report on the result.; obtained was 
issued in 1915; the hybrid question is discussed in Chapter X of this report. 
as well as Mons. Lafont's results. His "idea of the industry was that it could • 
be improved by the following sequence :-

Issut' hibernated European Univoltine _d in February: Cross result
ing' males with Nistari females for March-April brood. 

Issue Nistari for June to September. 
Issue Cross of Univoltine Male x Nistari female and the rf>verse cross, 

from cold storage, in October. 

Mons. GrangeOn was appointed to succeed ¥ons. Lafont a.nd he worked 
in Ren!ml till the war neCl'ssitated his return to France in 1914. He had 
prodll~d in Mada.gllg{',ar a multivoltine race from univoltine French' stock 
lind had sent this to Mons. Lafont in India. This is the race referred to as 
the Madagascar race. 

Mons. Grangeon had expprience of tropical st'riculture and expressed the 
following ideas as to the besi line of progress for Bengal :-

1. Improve the indigenous varieties bv selection and keep selected 
strains for rearers and for crossing. 

2. Have a hill station and keep there the Madagascar and the selected 
races from 'May to August. In October use males of these to 
cross with the rearers' females, for providing their stocks from 
October to April. 

S. Use Mt>dium Mada~ascar. Crossed bivoltine Japanese, and Acci
dental French bivoltines experimentally. 



It will be seen that neither Mons. Lafont or Mons. Grangeon were long 
enough in the country to know it or to understand how to assist the silk 
rearer; nor has their hybridising borne fruit as yet. The question of the 
hybrids is discussed in Chapter X. 

23. It will be understood from the above pages that a. fundamental part of 
the scheme from 1886 onwards W9.S the supply' to rearers of seed, from stock 
examined by Pasteur's method, which should be reasonably disease-free. The 
nurseries referred to below are entirely devoted to this purpose, and putting 
aside the minor points, the main care of the Silk Committee has been the 
carrying on of these nurseries. This scheme was regarded as vital by the 
Silk Committee that met in 1908, and the object to be attained by the Silk 
Committee that met since has been the full attainment of this scheme. 

24. In July 1915, the Director of Agriculture propounded a new scheme 
whereby the activities of the nurseries were to be supplemented by that of 
selected rearers. As this scheme was a reversal of previous policy, and as it 
is critically examined in the memorandum which will be found in Appendix 
III, the full text of theletter proposing it is also reproduced in that Appendix. 

25. After careful examination of the nurseries and of the conditions of 
the industry in Bengal, I prepared a statement of the position for a special 
meeting of the Committee held in Jannarv 1916 (Appendix III). It. was 
drawn up in consultation with the non-official members of the Committee and 
Mr. J.Goodman of Messrs. Anderson, Wright & Co. If parts of it appear 
to be unintelligible, the account of the silk industry and of the nurserj,p.s, 
which is t~ be found below should be consulted. 

(b) THE EXISTINIJ INDUSTRY. 

REARING. 

I 
26. The silk-rearinft industrv in Bengal is largely carried on by a special 

class of men, who rent land and grow mulberry on it or who buy mulberry 
standing in the field and pluck it. 
, Arearin~ house is usually similar to the dwellin~ house and is also URed 

for sleeping in many cases. It is a mud-walled thatched building, with a 
single door and small windows, which should be closed with a bamboo lattice, 
wire gauze or cloth to exclude the f1v parasite. Inside the house is one or 
more bamboo frames (gh()Ta) supporting rearin~ trayS one above the other. 
usually not more than 16. The trllVS are made of split bamboo and palm leaf 
and are not easy to disinfect or clean. Trays mUR! be used owing to the 
moisture in the air, which induCCi! fermentation of the litter. As a rule. nets 
are not used, in rearing thoug-hit would be a j!OOd thing if they wpm; the 
rearers will not incur the extra expense and if nets are issued or sold cheaply, 

I they do not take care of them. The result is that there is a considerahle lO~8 
lof young worms at litter cleaning. The perforated paper used in Mysore 
I might pos.c;ibly be used if the nurseries were to issue it at cost price, but it is 
'doubtful if the rearer will, under present conditions, adopt any improvement. 

Nets coot about R.'!. 45 per 100. 'rwo nets are reQuired per ghora. of 
worms; a kahan of seed cocoons at present yields worms for two ghoras, which 
should produce 80 kahans of cocoons worth. lIay, Rs. '64. The cost of nets 
would be Rs. 2 and an increase of yield to 90 kahans would pay for four tim(ljl 
that number of nets in one brood. 

When the worms are full grown. they are placed on cbandrakis, of the 
,usual pattern, to spin; the chandrakis being placed usually in the open air. 
As the cha.ndrakis are the re&rer's propE'rtv. the worms are ~ven ample 
, time to spin. The cocoons are then removed. and either killed in the sun or 
sold green. 

27_ 'For the principal broods, the cocoons !ire sold at fixed plact'S. wher,. 
'airs are held to which oocoonR are brought; at tbese representatives of 
.F.n!!lish firms used to buy largely; some ('O('oonR are soM ahead to a~ents of 
reeters; hP.ing paid for on grf'pn wei .. bt when t.he Rninning is done. At some 
centres, the cocoons purchasE'd for ~llltnres are stiHed with dry heat in large 
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drying chambers heated by steam. This avoids the bleaching effect of the 
Bun and the reeled silk has a better oolour. 

28. As there are three varieties grown, and as the principal crops are in 
November-December, February-March-April, the rearer has to be able to get 

, Bt7d f~r ,each crop., As a rule chota-polo is the crop in November and March, 
wstarl. In the rainS, July to September, and the Univoltine boro-polo is 
~wn In February:March to a. very limited extent. For the rearer to keep 
h~s own seed he would have to maintain his stock of chota-polo and Nistari 
r,Ight throug,h the year. As he- also has a prejudice against local seed and 
h~es .to ~et fresh seed from a distance once a year, the rearers go to another 
dIstrIct for seed cocoons. The purchasers like to see the worms spinning 511 

that they can see f~r themselves if they are healthy, then they buy the cocoons, 
usually at ~ rate hIgher than that for filature, and carry on their brood from 
the ~ggs laid by the mot~ that ~merge. The rearer will not take' eggs, he 
requlres seed cocoons and IS partlCular about them. The result is that thert: 
has been a steady process of selection for quality of cocoon and a definite 
standard is kept. up to by those who rear seed-cocoons. 

Tht:re is ~o di~tinct class o~ seed-producers, .but if a rearer has a good 
crop or If he hves In a place whlCh has a. reputatIOn for seed, he will sell all 
or part of his crop at a higher pri6e for seed. The Murshidabad rearer goes 
to MaIda and 1Jic8 1Jersli and so the idea is prevalent that seed should be got 
from across the river. Birbhum is a seed supply area lW-d Bogra produces· 
chota-polo seed-cocoons. . ' 

It is to be noted that the rearers are conservative and do not want Ii 

different worm; above all they do not want a larger worm that will eat mQre. 
The worms are by no means overJfed now, but they certainly would be seri
ously linder-fed if they were of a larger size requiring more leaf. 

REELING. 

29. The cocoons are reeled on a very simple system. They are placed in a 
pot. of water over a fire, the threads pass through holes in an iron plate fixed' 
beyond the pot, then cross a few times, pass through fixed wire loops to guide
pegs fixed in an oscillating bar and 50 to a large wood reel turned by a. small 
boy. Reels are of different sizes to suit the Nagpur, Poona or other markets 
which want skeins of special sizes. In some caseS there are porcelain buttons 
in the iron plate, but in most native filatures no one minds if the button is 
there or not. There may be two sets of threads being , reeled a.t once, that is, 
four threads in all, but the cocoons are not-usually good enough to allow of 
that, as they require constant attention and most reelers do two threads only. 

:Filature reeling is done on a. better system, with steam heating to the 
basins, with porcelain buttons and a proper Croisure (crossing of the thread); 
the hanks are inspected twice daily and bad ones picked out. The silk is 
sorted into qualities, is tested for breaks and for variation in denier and ill 
wld on grade according to denier, quality and colour. 

At Ramnugger, the tavelette system for reeling and machinery for re
loeeling was put up b~t the 9uality of cocoo~ is not adapted to the _system ~d 
the ex.tra cost of thIS reelmg and re-reelmg was llot met by hIgher pnce 
for the product. 

At the filatures the Chassam is carefully prepared as tape waste and 
fetches II. high price. Here also the cocoons are prepared for reeling by being 
placed overnight in the tundoor or oven, which is heated with a fire and then 
saturated with steam by throwing water on the heated walls and lioor, after 
which the cocoons for next day's reeling are put in; by next morning the 
cocoons are in good condition for reeling. At..the filatures reelers earn St to 
4 annas a day. They reel four sk~ins each of about a ~ttack (two ounces), so 
reeling costs about ~. 1 a seer m labo~r. As the children. and _the aged 
relatives of the famIly also work at turmng the reels or maklng chassam, ~e 
family may earn ':8 much as one rupee ~ day; work ca;n of course be done m 
daylight only and IS not heavy or exhaustmg.· The natlve reeler usually earns 
not more than Rs. 10 I/o month, the winder earning Rs. 7 a month. - . 
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE INDUSTRY. 

30: Eighty ye~rs ago, the industry existed in Rajshahi, Maida, Birbhum, 
Murshldabad, Mldnapore, Hooghly, Burdwan Bogra Howrah Nadia 
Jessore, ¥4-P~rgannahs, Dinajpur, Rungpur a~d Pabn~. In 1880, it. n~ 
longer existed In the last three and was almost confined to tloe first five districts 
There appears to be no means of estimating either the total production of silk 
o~ the total acr~e of mulberry at that time. A census of mulberry cultiva· 
tlOn was taken III 1913 and the following is an abstract:-

1 W~., H, -'"-. Q ... iity of I.nd. 
Namelof Di::otricta. . land bas bl"CU given 

wader mullierr, lad. Quaut.ity of lIIulbffry 
up witbin lut fivo lawh De_I,. cnitlYated. 

1 .... · 
,year-. 

Acre •. Acres. Acres. 
Murshidahad · · · · 2,121 • 3,028 96 
Birbhum · · · · J!!3 932 26 
Rajshabi • · · · · 621 36& 330 
MaIda . · · · · 1,761 13,-!,b9 311 

-
GBAND'l'OTAL ~,626 17,7~4 763 

, 

There are also the following areas in other districts :
Bogra 55 acres. 

00 " 
85 " 

Nadia . . • 
Burdwan (Kalna) • 
Hooghly (Arambagh) • 
Miduapore . 

• 00 .. 
. 400 " 

The industry fluctuates quite distinctly and it is clear that it is easy to 
extend the industry if it pays. This is important because it shows that if 
improvements can be effected they will be worth doing and the industry will 
probably respond. 

The Eastern Bengal Gazetteer, writ.ten in 1909, states that in Maida the 
cultivation of mulberry and the production of cocoons had nearly doubled in 
the last 25 years. The annual output of cocoons was put at 100,000 maunds, 
of which about 60,000 maunds are exported. The annual export of thread 
was 1,650-1,700 maunds. 

In Rajshahi the annual output of filature raw silk was 400,000 Ibs., in 
1899.1900 was only 96,684, Ibs., in 1903-04 was 67,790 ·lbs. Since then the 
Companies owning the filatures have ceased operations, so that this produc-
tion has ceased. . 

In Bogra, the East India Company formerly had filatures; in 1834, 
these ceased an,d the industry declined; in 1871 one filature was working and 
since then the industry has declined till in 1901 there were 13 acres under 
cultivation, in 1906, 130 acres, in 1908, 149 acres. The figures in 1913 were 
55. (Jute in 1872 occupied 100,000 acres, in 1908 about 250,000 acres.) In 
1909, there were 41 Hindus and 259 Mohammadalls engaged in the rearing. 
The cocoons are sold to MaIda and Murshidabad, only 10 per cent. being used 
locally. Bogra produces chota-polo and is a source of seed supply; the Agri. 
cultural Department maintain a nursery there. 

Another seed·producing area is Birbhum, which supplies chota·polo seed 
in Septell10ber for the November crop. This distt:ict also gro":8 boro-polo 
worms producing white silk. It has two mulberrIes, the one SUited to boro· 
polo, the other to chota-polo. The District Board have also done much tree 
planting along road.,ides, arid the district is one which is capable of develop-
lUg sericultwe· 
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Mid!lapur p~uces also the 1nuu race of worms, which spin greenish 
cocoons like Mysore s. There was 20,000 lbs. of raw silk produced in 1907-08 
deri ved from the four breeds of worms. 

ORGANISATION. 

31. There is great scope in Benga.l for co-operative organisation parti
cularly in regard to silk reeling. The silk·rearer is better oft as he.has a 
definite local market for cocoons but the reeler has not. 

Th~ !eelers complain that the raw SIlk dealers cheat them and they ask 
why BrItish firms will not deal in raw silk. The complaint about the native 
deale~ is chiefly based upon this procedure. Raw silk is quoted in MaIda 
at Rs. 13 and the reeler goes to the Marivari and contracts verbalJy to supply 
so much raw silk; he buys cocoons at a price based upon .selling raw silk at 
Rs. 13 and then having reeled it finds the dealer will pay him only Rs. 12 or 
Re. 11·8, the current price having fallen in the interval. There are other 
complaints connected with the number of tolas in the seer and so on. If 
better silk is to be produced and if it is to find a market outside the silk 
districts, co-operation will greatly assist this. A great deal of Bengal silk is 

. sold to Poona, Nagpur, Benares, Amritsar. This trade could be very well 
conducted bY,the reelers' co-operative societies aided by a little technical 
advice as to the best way of producing the exact qualities needed in each 
place. 

RETURNS. 

32. It is not easy to ascertain the profits made by rearing or reeling, but a 
typical case gives an idea of the position. 

A Murshidahad rearer took 12 {,uns, 16 gondas of seed cocoons from the 
nursery (i.e., 1,024 cocoons) and obtamed 80 kahans cocoons. He paid Rs. 25 
for leaf, and Rs. 5-6 for labour and cultivation of half a bigha of land. He 
sold 20 kahans at Re. 1 per kahan for seed cocoons, and 60 kahans at Rs. 50 
for reeling. Including cost of seed he spends Rs. 32, sells his crop for &s. 70 
and is engaged over the whole business for two months. He will repeat this 
four times a year, with fluctuations in yield and return. His seed cocoons in 
March for instance would fetch Rs. 2 to Rs. 3 per kahan, if sold to Malda, 
but a single attack of pebrine would reduce his return from 80 kahans to any
thing down to 10, depending upon the number of trays attacke4. As!,- rule 
a return of 80 kahans of cocoons from one kahan oheed cocoons IS consIdered 
good if the crop is healthy. 
. A rearer has 3 ghoras, giving 3 maunds of cocoons each brood, and giving 

perhaps 10 maunds in the whole 5 bunds in the year. He has to buy 1U 
kahans of ,seed cocoons costing perhaps Rs. 10, and he has 5 bighas of land, 
the land costs him Rs. 25 and he spends another Rs. 30 on ~ea:f. He spen~s 
in 'all some Rs. 70 and has a return of perhaps Rs. 300. Hls Income then IS 

something near to Rs. 20 per month, and t~e wh~ family are engaged in silk 
rearing as their main occupation, 

REELING PROFITS. 

33. A maund of cocoons will give 3 seers of Khungru silk, native reeled 
or 2i seers of filature silk. 

A maund of cocoon. (green) sold in November 1915 
Cost to r""l, labour 
Coot to reel, fuel 

Raw .ilk 3 .... ers at Re. 12 
Chass8w'& _r~ at Re. 1-4 
Godur. etc. 

VOL. I. 

TOTAL COST 

Rs. A. P. 
32 0 0 
3 0 0 
2 0 0 ----

37 0 0 

36 0 0 
6 4 0 
1 0 0 

43 , 0 



This is the local value of the product. At Rs. 12 a seer the silk is 
equivalent to 23 francs a ~i10 and the quotation then for Beng~l filature silk 
was francs 35 to 40 per kilo. There would be 21 seers of filature silk, tlltt 
charges would.be muc~ the same; so that at a cost of fr&ncs 59, ypu get a little 
more than 2 kIlos of sdk worth, say, francs 75, and chassam worth fran('S·~. 
~ charges for esta~1ishment, packing, testing, rail-freight, port dues, 
Insurance,. s~mer f~lght, landin~ charges, conditioning charges, broker. 
age, COmmISSl?n and mterest on capItal have to come from this margin. 

. If the price of Bengal filature silk goes up in France and stays at a high 
pomt, the filature agents buy cocoons freely, thefilaturt"S work at full {'lipa· 
city, the raw silk is turned out rapidly, baled and sent off. The demand for 
~ns !llay be very Iar~ and the supply to native reelers interfered with, 
stimulatmg-further rearmg . 

. On the other hand, if pri~ in Europe are down, and filatures are not 
buymg cocoons, the rearer has only one class of purchaser, mnst either hold on 
to his cocoons or sell at their price, and the production is very directly 
affected. It ~s easy to understand what an effect on the industry the with· 
drawal of Bntish firms has produced and how directly the industry depends 
on the fluctuations of price and demand outside India. 

MULBERRY. 

-34. The plant is usually grown from cuttings, placed 6 to 8 in a bunch, in 
rows about 2 feet apart. Manuring is by top dressing with tank silt and as 
some fields have continued for as long as 40 years, these are raised to a height 
of 10 feet or more above the general level of the coun·try. If the plant is not 

. sold for feeding worms, it may be cut and fed to cattle. 
The indigenous or deshl plant is generally grown, regarded as being 

MoTUS alba val' indica. It suJIers in the dry hot months from" Tukra," II. 

disease that may be due to a mealy-bug (Dactylopius nipae,) a PsyUa, or a 
Micro-organism such as a bacterium, as has been de&cribed from South Africa.. 
The disease is a serions matter as the leaf yield is very much lessened at IS 

season when an important crop is to be Qbtained. Tukra should have been pro· 
perly investigated .• 

A variety of mulberry called the " Bombay" is grown on the nurseries; 
its origin is obscure, but it may be the Italian variety brought over in 1832, or 
a European variety introduced recently. It is resistent to Tukra, yielda well 
and is replacing the deshi on the nursery plantations. 

TREE MULBERRY. 

35. The cultivation of tree mulberry w\>uld be a difficult matter. It is 
recOmmended by several persons and there is evidenoe that the leaf of tree mul
berry would be good as a standby when leaf fails, especially in Marc~, and 
April when Tukra disease is prevalent, and would probably save much disease. 
Also it would become a necessity if other varieties of worms were to be grown. 
But there are many difficulties, it will not give more than two plucking8, it 
will not give a plucking in ~ovember, and so one of the best bunds would be 
lost. If grown as a field crop, say 20 feet apart, not l!Iuch else will gro~ and 
the yield will be small. If IVOWI1 o~ bund;s, on road Sides, e~., cattle wIll eat 
it, theft will occur, there wIll be dIfficultIes about ownel!Shlp, also the trees 
have not even yet been planted or provided. I anI inclined to think that a 
standard bush, as at Pusa, may be the best system, b~t one cannot recommend 
that for adoption without much experiment and trial 

YIELD PER BIGHA. 

36. The following figures were obtained for the yield of 25 bighas of land 
at It nursery :-

1 bigha
November Bund 
March " APS&hri " Asbill. /' 

18 maBnds leaf 
. II " U 

16 
Ii " 

" 

" 

" 
" 

" 

35 kahana 30 kahana. 
SO ". 
SO " 
SO .. 

SO " 
2& " 
21> n 

I' 
110 " 
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The seCond figures for cocoon yield were those of a filature empioy~ with 

long local experience. 
This land is poor, and not at full bearing. A general estimate of yield 

is that a bigha should give one big plucking of 30 maunds of leaf and a total 
for the year of 100 maunds. As on the whole it requires 20 seers leaf per seer 
of green cocoons, there should be a return, if the worms are not diseased. of 
5 maunds green cocoons per annum. Further details of yield of mulberry will 
be found in the section on mulberry on pages 87-88. , 

DISEASE •. 

37. The serious diseases are pebrine, flacherie, grasserie, muscardine and 
~~~ '. . 

38. Pebrine-N osema apieis. Kata. This is the most serious disease both 
from its effects and from the fact that it kills the worms frequently in the 
last few days before they spin when all the labour ana leaf has been expended 
o~ the crop. 

The object of the nurseries is to combat it by the issue of disease-free seed, 
but tbey have not been very successful. Even in-the nursery stock, examined 
in every generation for dise.aBe, there is a small percentage of pebrine, two 
per cent. The nursery managers state that in one generation of cultivation 
in a rearer's house this goes up to 8 to 10 per cent. 

The whole question of pebrine in Bengal urgently requires investigation. 
The ideas of Pasteur, based on European study, are blindly accepted in text 
books. No proper process of disinfection is known; the rearing houses with 
thatched roofs, bamboo racks, bamboo trays, mud floors, are not easy to disin
fect, the length of vitality of the organism is unknown, its method of infection 
is unknown, and stereotyped ideas are accepted, are blindly taught and stand
ardised, without any real investigation having been made. Pebrine is as Lad 
now as it was 20 years ago, despite the large sums of money spent. 

39. The diseases known as Muscardine-Botrytis bassiana-{Chura koti)' 
Flacherie- (Kalsira) Grasserie (Rasa) as well as the obscure diseases Gatine 
(Salpha) and Court (!.ali), are less important out equally deserving of proper 
enquiry. The climatic and general conditions of silk rearing are so unlike 
those obtaining in Europe and Japan, where these diseases have been investi
gated that it is desirable that independent investigation should be made in 
Bengal. 

40. The fly pest is a very serious enemy. I am not aware of any figures 
showing the loss annually, but it must amount to quite 15 to 20 per. cent. of the 
crop. Green cocoons, which contain attacked worms, are pierced with a small 
hole at the end, where the maggot emerges, and at a collecting station when 
cocoons were being collected for stifling, there were hundreds of maggots 
under ~ch heap of cocoons, emerged from the cocoons and see!dng a suitabltl 
place to pupate. 

Wire gauze is issued to selected rearers, but the ordinary rearing-house 
is unprotected and the fiy evidently does great harm. Here again, a. propt:~ 
investigation by a competent entomologist would probably reduce the damage. 
The only original work on the pest known to me is that of Mr. J. Cleghorn; 
this should be supplemented by fuller enquiry and the pest adequately dealt 
with. 

NURSERIES • . 
41. Following the practice of Europe, the method of dealing with pebrine 

has been to provide rearers with stock free from pebrine, the method of insur
ing freedom from the disellS6 being that originated by Pasteur. The parent 
moth, after laying eggs, is pounded up, a. drop of the fluid taken, examined 
tinder a microscope, and if the characteristic large bright corpuscle of pebrine 
is seen, the eggs are destroyed, if not, the eggs are taken as being free from 
the disease. In Ben~ rearers will not take eggs, so these" disease·free 
eggs" are reared in the nursery and the cocoons sold; if infection from 
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. pehrine has not occurred during the rearing. the cocoons should yield moths 
that will lay disease-free eggs, but even ill the nurseries, there is a oontinual 
small proportion of diseased moths. showing that either infection is occurring 
or that the method of examination passes a certain number of diseased moths. 

The fact that pebrine is not understood has been discussed in Chapter X 
but it is a vital fact in understanding the position in Bengal that even after 
years of nursery selection and of rearing carried out regardless of expense, 
disease- free stock does not exist_ 

42': The nurseries are planned on one system throughout; each has a num
ber of rearing houses, in which the' worms are grown, and a house in which the 
moths are examined and lay eggs. The rearing houses are on two plans, the 
latest has a large rearing room at each end with 4 ghoras and between a small 
room in which leaf is stored and which has a low ceiling; to enter .the house, 
you enter this room and any flies entering also can be killed. The capacity of 
this house is 8 ghoras. i_B., eight sets of 16 trays or roughly 320 kahans of 
coooons. Each house has a high thatched roof, a plinth of two to three feer. 
and a wide verandah all round. 

A single rearing house costs from Rs. 2,000 to Rs. 3,000 deP7nding on 
the locality; the minimum of accommodation for worms is proVIded at the 
maximum of size of building. but there is no doubt that the buildings are well 
adapted to their purpose. Attached to each set of rearing houses is an area 
of mulberry cultivation partly irrigated from tanks. The mulberry is of the 
deski or Bombay variety and is grown at various distances up to five feet 
apart. 

The stall of a nursery includes a manager, one or more supervisors and 
perhaps a travelling inspector or overseer. A statement of the numbel' and 
outturn of the nurseries and of their cost will be found in Appendix III. 

The nurseries exist for the purpose of producing disease-free seed of the 
chota-polo and nistari races, for sale to the rearers at the appropriate bunds. 
About four-fifths of the seed actually produced was sold as seed in 1915, the 
rest sold for reeling. Rearers come to the nursery, see the worms spinning 
ana buy so much; they may have come from another district or from villages 
near by. The nursery stall are in touch with rearing villages and to some 
extent follow up the seed supplied. but resrers do not yet seem.to have sulIi
cient confidence in the seed to either use it entirely or for an entire village 
to use only nursery .seed. ... 

One would expect that, with the resources of the nUrSeries as regards 
food. trays, houses, stall, and with the rigid disease-examination, the nursery 
seed would be so superior that it would wholly replace other seed in localities 
where nurseries have been established for some years. Mistakes have been 
made in the past and the nurseries have not yt1 fully got the confidence of 
the rearers. 

43. The prices paid for nursery stock vary according to the season a~d t~e 
demand, just as prices vary for rearer's stock. On the whole the price 18 
slightly higher than that paid for rearer's stock. Until pebrille is properly 
understood the real value of the nursery stock cannot be estimated. The 
rearer buys cocoons, and there has been the whole rearing ~~ in t~e nurs
ery for infection to have occurred; the brood Q.e gets from. this ligh~ly In!ected 
stock may De good enough for filature purposes, but still have (m thiS, the 
second generation from examination) too much pebrine to be good for seed 
purposes; the rearer must then get fresh seed from the nursery or from a 
rearer. If the rearer would take eggs, he would start a generation nea~r to 
the disease.. free condition; as it is there is the wholly unknown risk of mfec
tion in the nursery before the rearer takes the coroons, then in the rearer's 
house in the second generation, and it is only then that the rearer gets coooons 
of his own breeding. 

. 44. Since the nursery system has been in use, the "selected rearer" sysetm 
has been commenced, utilising rearers in. the villages to produce seed to supple

.ment that of the nurseries. The new system is to gIVe t~e selected ~eart;r 
either layings of seed to rear to coooons or seed-cocoons, which cut out m hiS 
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house an.d the moths are then nticroscopically examined by. the farm staffo-t 
a supervIsor. 

In both ~ it is the system to inspect him and when the worms are put 
on ~he chandrakis to label or mark these; this is meant to prevent him from 
sellIng as nursery-seed-cocoons, other cocoons that he has mixed in or cocoon:. 
from worlll8 that he has added to the chandrakis. Also a list is taken of 
the rearers, who take cocoons from each selected rearer, and the amounts; if 
he gets 1 kahan of seed cocoons, and from these gets 2 maunds seed cocoons, 
he should be able to sell 6~O kahans of seed cocoons. The above checks ar" 
designed to prevent him selling another 30 kahans of other cocoons from 
other sources. 

The success of the whole system turns on-

(1) Freedom of the nursery stock from pOOrine. 
(2) Rigid examination and issue of only good stwt 
(3) The thoroughness of the inspection of the selected seed rearer. 
(4) The integrity of the stall. 

45. Seeing that there. are only four bunds of importance, the inspecting 
staff must be a big Olle at those seasons. The success of the present nursery 
system in Bengal is largely dependent upon the zeal and energy of the..super
intendent, who has been identified with it from its inception. What the sys
tem would do when administered as a matter of routine ill doubtful. No 
system of checks will prevent the issue of· bad seed if the adminis
tration is faulty or slack; the value of every laying depends wholly upon the 
examination made by the farm staff and it would be a very easy matter to 
examine perfunctorily, to reject in each lot what was likely to be the percent
age of'infected seed, wit.hout necessarily rejecting actually the diseased seed. 
In that case the results would ultimately get bad, as the key to the whole thing 
is the actual microscope examination of the individual moths. This applies 
still more to the system of selected rearers, who are particularly liable to 
temptation if not very closely supervised. The scheme is a new one, it is 
in the hands of an energetic enthusiast, but wbether it would work in the 
ordinary way with ordinary routipe administration is distinctly open to 

. question. 
It is-abundantly evident that the Silk Superintendent is devoted to the 

disease-free seed issue and is not interested in any other phase; though he 
claims that the idea of hybrids originated with him, he is convinced that no 
hybrid will work in the second generation in the rearers hands. He is averse 
to the whole idea of bybrids and there would seem to be only one way-out, to 
put the Berhampur Nursery entirely into the hands of the man doing hybrids 
and selection, and to cautiously have seed tested by rearers who are indemni
fied against loSs. Selected seed and hybrids are suocesses often under experi
mental condition, where their value is assessed not by percentage outturn, but 
by the value of those cocoons produced. No experimenter gives his percent
age outturn. A rearer shoQ.ld get, say, 2 maunds per kahan of seed cocoons 
or 1 maund per oz. of seed, but we do not know what gross yields are given by 
these hybrids, ete., while we are told what the increase in weight is of individual 

. cocoons. Hybrids and selected or ameliorated races are as yet experimental 
and have not been exposed to test under industrial conditions, but this must be 
done. 

It is signiifcant that no returns of outturn are given. I~ Japan an ounre 
of eggs yields a definite amount and they know exactly what percenta.,<>e they 
get. I have tried to get this and failed. 

Estimate-
1 kaban=1,1180 moth .. 

640 felDalllll, lay • { SOO} iOO eggs each {
l92,OOO egga. 

• 256,000 .. 

1 kab&l1 then should give { 
150 kabana COCOODS. 

. 200 JJ " 



!tearers get 

1 kahan seed cocoons give 80 kahans. 
Nurseries get 

1 kahan seed cocoons give 100-110 kahana. 
Their calculation is 

from one kahan they get 400 female moths after examination, i.fI., out 
of 1,280, they reject 10 per cent.-1,160. . Less than half are 
females giving only 400. Then 400 lay 400 eggs = 160.000. i.fI., 
about 125 kahans, but they reject all the late hatchings, taking 
only the first and reject iq, that way, 25 per cent. 

Personally I doubt it. I think a larger percentage should be got and 
that the figures should be given for the broods. All through there is' no 
evidence of percentage yield from broods. 

HILL STATION. 

46. A hill station has been started at Kurseong at which varieties are 
grown with a view to improvement of seed for the cold weather bunds. The 
races kept there have improved by about 8 per cent. in richness of cocoon. 
There is no evidence yet as to the eliect of this migration on the race and tse 
question having a hill station is doubtful. It was originally proposed by 
Grangeon as a means of investigating some of his crosses of Madagascar races 
which were not able to stand the rainy season of Bengal. 

It is extremely doubtful if Kurseong with.its great humidity is a suitable 
place; if one could find a place at an elevation, say, of 4,000 ft. or less. with II. 

moderate rainfall, the worms would probably do better. Such a station Will 
become necessary if the. existing broods are to be improved, as this station 
could supply seed cocoons to the nurseries for the winter broods. But a better 
place than Kurseong will probably have to be found. 

ECONOMIC • 

. 47. The Farm Manager of Piasbari, with six years experience of Berham
pur and MaIda, puts forward the view that the increase in the price of agricul
tural produce and the rise in wages is responsible for much lessening in the 
number of people willing to rear silk. Coolies on the farm work from 8-12 
and 3-5 and get 5 annas a day; in good times, such as paddy harvest, they can 
get 8 to 12 annas per day. A reeler, employed by a native, gets perhaps 
Rs. 10 per month, while most coolies get as much. A m~n willing to take 
paddy from MaIda by bullock cart,to markets 12 to 20 mIles away can earn 
easily 12 annas per day .. It seems to be a question as to how ~a~ t.he rise. in 
wages and the increase m the value of other produce has diminIshed Silk 
rearing, it is also a question as to whether there is any distress frof!! the 
decrease in the production of silk. It is stated tha~ 25 y~rs ~go, a coohe got 
7 pice a day, rice cost Rs. 2 to Rs. 2-8 a maund, mferlOr nce cost Re. 1-8, 
Re. 1-12 a maund. Now a coolie gets I) annas a day, rice costs Rs. 7 to Rs. 7-8 
a maund, inferior rice costs Rs. 5 a maund, yet the price of silk and accord
ingly of cocoons is the same or lower and the reeler .QJ:..I~rer ell;rns no mo~e. 
The price of labour and the value of produce have gone lIteadlly up, while 
silk has gone down. This means-

(1) Increased cost of cultivation of mulberry. 

(2) Greater living expenses of rearers. 
(3) Better value of land for other crops as compared to mulberry. 

(4) Worse mulberry plant as cultivation becomes more costly. 

(5) LesS actual return on a crop of worms. 



In fact the v~lue of labour as applied to staple crops has gone up 
out of all proportion to the value of labour applied to silk in which 
values have' gone D:0wn. Coolies on the farms work from 8 to 12: and 3 to 51 
and get 5 ~as, u., they get Rs. 91-0 a month, while on the average the! 
reeler of silk gets less. A rearer With a good house and three ghoras of I 
worms, gets 10 maunds a year worth, say, Rs. 320, out of which he has to pay' 
rent, cultivation charges, cost of buying extra leaf; he must have at least t 
acre of land, and buy leaf costing him in all Rs. 60 t.? 70 annually. 

48. Enquiry 'has been ma.,de as to whether the diminution in the industry 
has led to any distress or has affected the economic condition of any huge 
number of people; 

These reports are reproduced in Appendix IV with a letter from the 
Collector of Murshidabad, dated 191'2. The conclusion to be drawn from 
these and from direct observation in the districts is that the decline in prices 
of the silk ~as led to a decline of the industry with a definite amount of dis
tress and crime: that if the issue of disease-free seed or the growing of better 
races leads to an increase .in outtum there are many who will benefit: and 
that the area under mulberry and the production will very largely increase 
by these measures. A factor of immediate importance also is the high prices 
of cocoons and silk now: but this may be a temporary condition only and 
cannot be definitely counted on. 

49. What is the present position oj; Bengal silk? It is exported bv a verv \ 
small number of European firms, in one case from the firm's own filatures, 
mainly for special uses in which its peculiar qU\lities are required. It is still 
largely used in India, but is being repla~d by imported silk of low grade. 
Its price in Europ~ is at a well defined grade below that of other silk and so 
long as it is available at that price it will be used. If the export diminishea 
to a certain point its use in Europe will cease as unless & manufacturer can 
count on a steady supply of a definite grade he must abandon the use of that 
grade altogether: if very much larger quantities of this filature quality were 
available the demand would increase as, if manufacturers could count on 
supplies, its cheapness would induce them to use it wherever possible, but 
very much larger supplies must be forthcoming, and if this is so, the demand 
lind therefore the price would rise. If it be possihle to increase the produc
tion, to improve th"l quality, to increase the amount available for export. the 
demand and therefore the price will improve, but this can be done only by 
direct efforts addressed to the cocoon rearer, the cocoon reeler and the raw 
silk dealer. If the Bengal rearer and reeler csnnot be influenced, the indu8- . 
try will persist just so far as it supplies the native demand and so far as it 
ca'nnot be replaced by other industries such as jute. 

50. With an improved breed, with disease-free seed, with some measure of 
co-operation in reeling and selling and some technical improvement, there is 
no reason why Bengal silk should not increase and why the price obtained 
for it should not improve to the point where the industry will be as profitable 
as any other agricultural industry. Messrs. De Minvielle, Goodman, Malcolm, 
the trade representatives of the Silk Committee, all agree that there is 
no real evidence of degeneration in the worms. They expected to ~t 1 seer 
silk from 14 to 15 kahans green cocoons at Nazirpur. They think that from 
the filature records on the whole the cocoons have improved in produce and 
that there is no real degeneration. Nor is there now any real trouble !,-bou~ 
excessive rates for mulberry lands: this may have been a factor but 15 not 
so now. 

Thev think that, were th~ outturn of mulberry silk to. ioo~ase, all wl?uld, 
be absorbed in India 01' outside. They lay stress o~ thiS 1X!lDt, there IS a. 
dt'finite demand for Bengal silk as a. separate quahty. It 1S neoessary to 
distinguish quite clearly-

(1) the regeneration of existing nistari and chota-polo, 
(2) the introduction of the production of other qualities. The prob

lema are dilferent. 
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Hearers get 
1 kahan seed cocoons give 80 kahana. 

Nurseries get 
1 kahan seed cocoons give 100-110 kahans. 

Their calculation is 
from one kahan they get 400 female moths after examination, i.1I., out 

of 1,280, they reject 10 per cent.-I,I60. Less than half are 
females giving only 400. Then 400 lay 400 eggs = 160,000, i.II., 
about 125 kahans, but they reject all the late hatchings, taking 
only the first and reject ill. that way, 25 per cent. 

Personally I doubt it. I think a larger percentage should be got and 
that the figures should be given for the broods. AU through there is'no 
evidence of percentage yield from broods. 

HILL STATION. 

46. A hill station has been started at Kurseong at which varieties are 
grown with a view to improvement of seed for the cold weather bunds. The 
races kept there have improved by about 8 per cent. in l'ichness OJ cocoon. 
There is no evidence yet as to the effect of this migration on the race and tae 
question having a hill station is doubtful. It was originally proposed by 
Grangeon as a means of investigating some of his crosses of Madagascar races 
which were not able to stand the rainy season of Bengal. 

It .is extremely doubtful if Kurseong w~th.its great humidity is a suitable 
place; If one could find a place at an elevatIOn, say, of 4,000 ft. or less, with a. 
moderate rainfall, the worms would probably do better. Such a station Will 
become necessary if the, existing broods are to be improved, as this station 
could supply seed cocoons to the nurseries for the winter broods. But a better 
place than Kurseong will probably have to be found. 

ECONOMIC. 

47. The Farm Manager of Piasbari, with six years experience of Berham
pur and MaIda, puts forward the view that the increase in the price of agricul
tural produce and the rise in wages is responsible for much iessening in the 
numbel,' of people willing to rear silk. Coolies on the farm work from 8-12 
and 3-5 and get 5 annas a day; in good times, such as paddy harvest, they can 
get 8 to 12 annas per day. A reeler, employed by a native, gets perhaps 
Rs. 10 per month, while most coolies get as much. A man willing to take 
paddy from Maida by bullock cart, to markets 12 to 20 miles away can earn 
easily 12 annas per day. It seems to be a question as to how far the rise in 
wages and the increase in the value of other produce has diminished silk 
rearing, it is also a question as to whether there is any distress from the 
decrease in the production of silk. It is stated that 25 years ago, a coolie got 
7 pice a day, rice cost Rs. 2 to Rs. 2-8 a maund, inferior rice cost Re. 1-8, 
Re. 1-12 a maund. Now 8, coolie gets 5 annas a day, rice costs Rs. 7 to Rs. 7-8 
a maund, inferior ri_ce costs Rs. 5 a maund, yet the price of silk and accord
ingly of cocoons is the same or lower and the reeler (),Ll'~rer ~rns no mo~e. 
The price of labour and the value of produce have gone 'steadIly up, whIle 
silk has gone down. This means-

(1) Increased cost of cultivation of mulberry. 

(2) Greater living expenses of rearers. 
(3) Better value of land for other crops as compared to mulberry. 

(4) Worse mulberry plant as cultivation becomes more costly. 

(5) LesS actual return on a crop of worms. 
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In fact the v~lue of labour as applied to staple crops has gone up 
out of aU proportIon to the value of labour applied to silk in which 
values have' gone down. Coolies on the farms work from 8 to 12' and 3 to 5 
and get 5 ~nnas, i.~., they get Rs. 9-4-0 a month, while on the ~verage the 
reeler of sIlk gets lesS. A rearer with a good house and three ghoras of 
worms, gets 10 maunds a year worth, say, Rs. 320, out of which he has to pay 
rent, cultivation charges, cost of buying extra leaf; he must have at least i 
acre of land, and buy leaf costing him in all Rs. 60 f.? 70 annually. 

48. Enquiry:has been mape as to whether the d!minution in the industry 
has led to any dIstress or has affected the economIc condition of any la.rge 
number of people; . 

These reports are reproduced in Appendix IV with a letter from the 
Collector of Murshidabad, dated 1912. The conclusion to lie drawn from 
these all:d from direct observation in the districts is that the decline in prices 
of the Silk has led to a decline of the industry with a definite amount of dis
tress and crime: that if the issue of disease-free seed or the growing of better 
races leads to an increase.in outturn there are many who will benefit: and 
that the area under mulberry and the production will very largely increase 
by these measures. A factor of immediate importance also is the high prices 
of cocoons and silk now: but this may be a temporary condition only and 
cannot be definitely counted on. 

49. What is the present position 0& Bengal silk 1 It is exported bv a yerv! 
small number of European firms, in one case from the firm's own filatures, 
mainly for special uses in which its peculiar qlAlities are required. It is still 
largely used in India, but is being repl~d by imported silk of low grade. 
Its price in Euro~ is at a well defined grade below that of other silk and so 
long as it is available at that pricll it will be used. If the export diminishea 
to a certain point its use in Europe will cease as unless a manufacturer can 
count on a steady supply of a definite grade he must abandon the use of that 
grade altogether: if very much larger quantities of this filature quality were 
available the demand would increase as, if manufacturers could count on 
supplies, its cheapness would induce them to use it wherever possible, but 
very much larger supplies must be forthcoming, and if this is so, the demand 
and therefore the price would rise. If it be possible to increase the produc
tion, to improve th~ quality, to increase the amount available for export. the 
demand and therefore the price will improve, but this can be done only by 
direct efforts addressed to the cocoon rearer, the cocoon reeler and the raw 
silk dealer. If the Bengal rearer and reeler cannot be influenced, the indus- . 
try will persist just so far as it supplies the native demand and so far as it 
cannot be replaced by other industries such as jute. 

50. With an improved breed, with disease-free seed, with some measure of 
co-operation in reeling and selling and some technical improvement, there is 
no reason why Bengal silk should not increase and why the price obtained 
for it should not improve to the point where the industry will be as profitable 
as any other agricultural industry. Messrs. De Minvielle, Goodman, Malcolm, 
the trade representatives of the Silk Committee. all agree that there is 
no real evidence of degeneration in the worms. They expected to ~et 1 seer 
silk from 14 to 15 kahans green cocoons at Nazirpur. They think that from 
the filature records on the whole the cocoons have improved in produce and 
that there is no real degeneration. Nor is there now any real trouble about 
excessive rates for mulberry lands: this may have been a factor but is noi 
so now. 

Thev think that, were the outtum of mulberry silk to increase, all w~uld 
he absorbed in India or outside. They lay stress on this point, there IS a;~\ 
definite demand for Bengal silk as a separate quality. It is necessary to 
distinguish quite clearly-

(1) the regeneration of existing nistari and chota-polo, 
(2) the introduction of the production of other qualities. The prob

lems a.re dillerent, 
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They are all of opinion that the main' cause of the decline is pebrine it 
kills the worms at the last stage after all the money has been spent and peo'ple 
have been ruined, and gone to other occupations. 

5~. IJ?- any attempts !A> p~uce othe.r qualities of silk, such as the import
ed umvoltmes or crosses, It Will be very Important to keep this apart from the 
production of nistari and chota-polo breeds in Bengal. Whatever is done 
must be done separately. It must be clearly understood that this is a new 
and sefarate th.ing and ~hat th~ ende~vour is to stimulate the production in 
Th:nga o~ a. different sIlk which Will find a separate market. Otherwise 
~aIlure wIll resul~ frl?m both the e~orts to improve indigenous silk and to 
mtroduce the cultivation of better Silks. If once the rearers get distrustful 
then great harm will be done. It should be made/lain that there is a market 
for ot~er qualities of silk, that these are to be sol separately and that this is 
a speCial case. 

I would ·advise. these being first handled on a large scale in a separate 
rearing house on an industrial scale. If the produce sells well, the rearers 
near by can be told and can be advised where to sell their produce or the pro
d~ce can be bought by the nursery. If the rearers get a. higher price, they 
Will take to the new breeds and want them. 

. 52. A certain amount has been done on the question of improving silk-reel
ing. A bulletin has been issued on the subject by the Agricultural Research 
Institute, Pusa, " How to improve Silk Reeling in Bengal" by M. N. De. 
In this 13 detailed defects in reeling Itre described, and an improved method 
of reeling is disclli'sed, whereb, the Tavelette system is adapted to the exist
ing Bengal reel by the addition or two small pulleys. The bulletin contains 
a great deal of information, but its issue clearly does not in any way affect the 
actual reeler in Bengal. The second thing is that an improved reeling 
machine h.as been devised by N. N. Pillai, the Weaving Master of Bengal, and 
has been adopted to a small extent. 

No improvement in silk reeling will be affected without the matter being 
gone into thoroughly. The reeler who adopts a new system will need help 
in: disposing of his product. Demonstrations should be arranged for with 
native filatures and the fact that they can earn more with better reelll should 
be proved by the actual disposal of produce; and it will be necessary to oon
tinue pushing this until there is a channel of export for superior reeled silk 
so that it _can realise the higher prices t~at Europe will pay. 

There is and always will be a steady demand for rough Khungru silk and 
this should not be interfered with, but improved reeling will mean another 
outlet, a second demand, a further use for cocoons and a revival in the output . 

. Looked at from the exporter's point of view there is no doubt that a very 
great extension of the industry would follow if natives reeled better. They 
reel badly, with no care, they sell hanks of all sorts, none even. Yet in the 
filature here, women, old men and children are all wen employed. Why 
should not native firms go in for it 1 The capital required' is not large, but 
better methods must be used. De Minvielle says there would be a very much 
larger demand if there were more silk. People cannot start using it if they 
are not sure of a large supply; if the supply trebled, the demand would more 
than treble. 

Bow this is to be organised is nOt clear. It would require capital, time 
and effort, a partial effort would be quite useless, unless very large amounts 
were available, it would be no use. At present only one firm buy cocoons and 
reel fine silk; when they stop, no one will do it and only coarse silk will be 
produced... ., 

53. The problem in BengaliS a two-fold one, the tirst IS to make certam 
that full crops will be got from the existing varieties grown on bllsh-wulbe~. 
on the system understood by the people; whether this yields fine silk to sell ~n 
Europe, or coarse silk -to sell in India is immaterial &0 long as the .8Upply IS 

absorbed. It is the opillion of those interested that a very much larger of:1t
put than at present wilrbe absorbed for Indian use and for export for speCial 
use. Full crops are not heing got mainly because pebtine destroys the wo~s 
just as they should spin; therefore the first endeayour should be to stop thiS. 



If it is also possible, by selection or crossing to increase the yield of nistari 
and chota-polo types, all tbe better. 

The ~~d problem is whether, given the people, tbe conditions and the 
markets, It. WIll pay to try to grow a different quality of silk alto~ether, sucb 
as t~e It!ihan or bora-polo; the latter has heen grown from time Immemorial 
and l~ stIll small. Tree mulberry is not grown and these qualities want tree 
leaf; It can be got for 2 bunds at least, but the silk will be an inferior Italian 
will want a different market and will compete with much other silk of bette; 
quality. • 

:rhere are many difficulties in the latter, but there is no harm in trying 
proVIded the first is not interfered with and provided a market can be found 
for the univoltine silk produced. The first necessity is disease-free Bengal 
breeds, the second is to try other varieties in selected localities on a small 
scale. 

(e) THE 1?EVELOPMENT OF SERICULTURE IN BENGAL. 

54. A consideration of the history of the industry and of its present cir
cumstances leads one to pretty much the same conclusions, and the measures 
recommended for reviving the industry are here discussed. 

1. The appointment of a European Superintendent. This was regarded 
as vital by the Oldham Committee and has never heen carried out. The only 
work seriously undertaken is that of disease-free seed distribution which has 
to ~some extent heen a failure. The only organising officer available has been 
the Director of Agriculture, who has many other duties. For the last few 
years, the Silk Committee has heen scarcely even advisory, and there has heen 
nothing real done except seed issue. 

# 

For reuons stated on pages 21-22 it is certain that the leading idea of 
microsoopic selection of moths, in India, is unreliable and uncertain; and this 
probably accounts for the inability of any nursery to produce wholly disea&e
free seed. 

2. It is now possible to issue seed of a variety which resembles nistari 
but which takes 12 kahana to a seer in place of 18. I would at once start thtj 
issue cautiously from one nursery only to selected villages. If the cocoons 
ksep up, the demand should be large and that nursery should pay well. The 
supply of the hybrid from Calcutta must then be maintained and fresh sead 
be available for each bUM. 

S.· The production of better-races at Be~ampur should be inquired into, 
the best races kept and industrial trials made. 

4. The question of the hill amelioration of chota.-polo, .nistari ?r other 
races should be put on a proper footing. if these races. are still reqUired. I 
think that the province would ~nefit more by s~pportmg the p~posa.l for a 
hill station outside the ProVInce for all IndIa, as proposed In Chapter 
XXVIII and get all their races ameliorated there. Madagascar race should 
be grown there and seed should be available. 

5. The problem of imp.roved plant and of ~e di~ wkra, nee~s~to ~ 
tackled. and if a better variety can be found, which resists wkra, WhICh wIll 
stand drought. it should be introduced. 

6. The organisation of better reeling and the disp06aI of the produce ate 
subjects of first importance and go with the introduction of a better race. 

In this the help of an organisation outside the province is all important, 
as new silk, reeled to certain sizes, would probably replace at once the import
ed Chinese of Assam, the Punjab, Bombay, Nagpur, etc. 

'1. The continuance of the nurseries on the lines laid down above, till the 
question of the issue of a hybrid race or of the issue of really disease-free seed 
is settled. 

55. The really important point is, not the details of the hybrid or of the 
plallt but the change in policy. Si~ 1886, the development of the industry 
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has been mai,!ly ill the ha~ds o~ N. G. Mukherji and his pupil A. C. Ghoee. 
The Pasteur Ideas regardmg disease were accepted blindly, without investi
gation, without reference to the wholly different conditions. For 30 years 
disea.se-free seed has been issued, but no disea.s&-fret' race exists at present 
~ven. The scheme has manifestly failed; every suggeRtion of any other 
Improvement ~as been dropped; there has beeD a rigid narrow policy and 
when one considers that over a lakh of rup~ Was spent in 1914-15, i.e., over 
five rupees per acre of cultivation, one is driven to the conclusion that this 
policy has failed and that a new one is required. 

For thilJ reason I regard the appointment of a proper European offic.f'r 
as the key to the situation; and he should be guided by the Silk Committee, 
who should be more than advisory. I think that a vigorous policy is needed, 
utilising to the full the expensive resources available and designed to mak" 
the reeler produce a better silk and become so prosperous that the industry 
will tum and mend. 

I think that the policy outlined is posljible and will pay, but the policy of 
the whole organisation must change, its attitude to new ideas must improve 
and there mnst be behind an organising expert not devoted solely to the one 
idea, of issuing disease-free seed, which is not really disease-free. 

56. The prospects of improvement are good, especially if the Madagas
car, the Cleghorn hybrid, or the Berhampur and PUBa !1Jrbrids are found to 
do well: there is no reason why the industry should not extend to double or 
treble its/resent extent if a determined elIort is made now while prices are 
high: an if silk of the Madagascar type can bt; produced,1t should compete 
well with the inferior Chinese so largely imported into Bombay, Madras and 
Burma. if this silk is introduced into the weaving centres. There is every 
justification in Bengal for a large effort being made to help the silk-rearer. 
with good prospects of a rapid extension of the industry. 

CHAPTER III.-MYSORE AND MADRAS. 

MYSORE. 

The Mysore silk industry is an old OIli!, supposed to have been started 
"by Tippu Sultan between 1780 a!,-d 1790 with seed from China. It is ~igni
ficant that the worm is of a peculiar breed and the cocoon remarkably umform 
in quality. 

Writing in 1915. Mr. K. Sl1bha Ran estimates the acreage of mulherry at 
28,233 acres, 17,000 in the Mysore district, 6,000 in the Bangalo~e d.istrict, 
4 000 in the Kolar district and 1,000 in Tumkur.· The Kolar dIstrIct was 
~timated to get &S. 16.00;000 from the industry and the total value is put at 
not less than &S. 50 lakhs now, while formerly it stood at quite double this 
figure. It is confined to the four lIOuthem districts, and spreads over into 
the Kol1e~l sub-division of the Coimbatore district and into the Salem 
district of the Madras Presidency. 

The population figures for all districts are to be foun~ in Ap~en~ix I.X; 
the distribution of the industry does not followanv partIcular dIstrIbution 
of religion; it is connected with population if anything, and the" pressure of 
population" may have something to do with it. "But it is mo~ likely to be 
connected w1th conditions of climate, soil and occupation combmed. 

The Census of J911, returns only 508 persons whose occupation is the 
"raising of small- animals" including bees, silkworms, etc., but this is no 
guide at all to the number of rearers concerned. An acreage of 30.000 means 
at least 70,000 persOns directly engaged in rearing, and at least another 
10,000 engaged, in reeling, etc. ; for all but reelers ifis an occupation subsidiary 
to cultivating crops. 

2. The mulberry plant is grown as a small bush, and is rot down several 
times a year. In some places it is irrigated and is used for feedjng worms 
------------.-.-~-- --_ .. _---- .-- - . -
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also i~ the dry ~ot months, in others. it is not irrigated, and is used only in 
the rams and wlilter; the plant surVlves the hot weather but does not yield 
leaf then, 

It is possible that the present system of planting and cultivation is the 
best and the plants I .saw were usually extremely good, but it is likely that a 
bet~r system of plantmg would givsmuch better leaf and higher yields. The 
cuttmgs are pl~ted very thick in the row, the rows beiBg very close together; 
fewer or even SIngle cuttings, planted at 2 feet apart in the row, and the rows 

-made tnree feet apart, might give better results; possibly the dwarf standard 
sys~m referred to in Chapter X would be betwr still. Only experiment can 
decIde. '-

The plant generally grown may be Morus Indica, the Indian mulberl'!, 
or Mr;1'U8 alba, possibly from Europe or China, or some other variety. The 
questIOn of the identity of the mulberry is discussed in Chapter X. 

As the plant grows from ('llttings, other varieties are at least worth try-
ing, notably male varieties and such varieties as the Cleghorn. . 

It is impossible to suggest detailed improvements without an intimate 
knowledge of the soil, climate, etc.; the question of manuring is, I believe, 
being investigated in the Agricultural Department. Mysore should benefit 
from any results obtained in leaf production by the Indian Tea Association'. 
experiments on leaf production; there is however nothing that immediately 
calls for improvement or inquiry, though the points I mention may be usefully; 
considered in lUly scheme of experiments. There is apparently no seriouS 
djsease of the plant and care should be taken not to introduce any. 

REARING. 

3. The worms are reared 00. trays placed.on racks, which stand in a part 
of the dwelling house; the trays are usually round, made of bamboo and leeped 
with cowdung. As the fiy pest is not known, wire gauze protection to the 
windows and doors is not required.· The racks are made of wood or bamboo, 
holding usually ten trays one over the other. The bamboo cross pieces on 
which the trays are laid are liable to attack from theusuar wood boring 
beetles, which produce abundant dust; this is believed to be bad for the worms. 
The art of treating the bamboos, or of soaking them to make them immune to 
the beetle appears to be unknown. .. 

The moths emerge from the cocoons, and lay eggs on the tray. the eggs 
hatch and the young worms are transferred by means of a. feather to a bed of 
chopped leaf in the usual way; in one case, a. very careful rearer was protect
ing tbe eggs from .the dry hea.t by placing over the tray a frame Oll which wet 
cloths were placed; in this way the hatchmg was quite uniform and the young 
worms healthy. As a. rule the rearer who ha.tches the eggs rears the worms 
only to the second moult; he then seIls them at Rs. 4 a. tra.y to other rearers! 
who buy from him on the understanding that if all the lots fail he is 
not to be paid. but that if one of the lots succeeds, even if the rest fail, all are 
to be paid for. This method enables one man to specialise on seed ptoduc
tion and uniform hatching. 

A single tray of second-moult worms will make 9 or 10 tra.ys of worms to 
spin. each yielding 13 seers of.28 toIas weight of green cocoous; this amount 
is the unit, the thooka. as the kahan is the unit in Bengal. .4 thooka. sells for 
Rs. 3-10 or Rs. 3-12 at present. 

4. The rearer from the second moult onwards either grows leaf or buys it; 
in the latter case he buys it on the land, paying a fixed price for the a.rea of 
mulberry from which he takes leaf or paying for the amount of leaf needed 
for a definite number of trays. When the worms are full grown, they are 
placed on chandrakisllo spin; ilie chandrakis are of the Ufluat Bengal sort and 
are placed in the open air under a tree; many rearers do not own .their 
chandrakis but hire them at from 6 pies to one anna each per day. These 
rearers are anxious to cut down the cost and so allow the cocoons to remain. 
only a short time. removing them in 24 hours from the time the worm starts 
spinning. This is too short a time and the cocoons should certainly be allowed 
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it second day, especially if any are to be used for seed purposes. ThOse ~ti 
who own their chandrakis allow three days. In the demonstration rearing 
houses, the worms are allowed to spin on twigs laId on the trays; this is &. 

custom in Italy but there are better methods also used in Italy, notably the 
hurdle of twigs placed over the trays. The former method has presumably 
been introduced by SIgnor Mari, but, fliID inspection only, I am of opinion 
that cocoons spun on twigs are not 80 good as those on chandrakis. The 
system of spiuning on chandrakis in the open is better than spinning in 
twigs and trays in buildings, as the worlUS at spinning have to eliminate a 
very large amount of moisture and require also a free supply of air; this the 
chandraki prpvides. • 

Unless there is direct evide~ce of benefit I would not attempt to introduce 
the twig method; and if no experiments have been made, I would suggest 
testing the value of 'cocoons from say 10,000 WOrlUS on the chandraki and on 

"'the twig system. If twigs are good, then the more recent Italian method of 
hurdles will probably be better than the present practice of laying !-he twigs 
over the worlUS. . 

5. In rearing no nets are used and Signor Mari has introduced the per
forated paper method. This is probably 8Ound, especially if a machine is 
provided for stamping the paper and 80 enabling the perforated sheets to be 
supplied cheaply. 

. 6. For reeling purposes the cocoons are killed by being steamed in baskets 
placed O\~er hot water or near II. fire: it is likely that the use of the dry heat of 
the sun would be better. 
• The reels are extremely primitive and simple; no buttons are used; only 
iron plates with large holes; the threads only cross once. The guides on the 
rocking bar are usually absent and at best are large iron rings; but the thread 
is surprisingly good and the workers evidently very skilled. Most do two 
skeins, but in lOme places all do four skeins at a time; the usual amount reeled 
in a day is 2i to 2i seers of 28 tolas, i.e., 111bs. of raw silk; an equal amount 
of waste silk is J?roduced, and it requires some 11 seers of green COCOOIl8 to 
make a seer of silk. . 

The cocoons are very much better than those in Bengal. They reel better, 
they give more silk and the product is, despite the poor reel, very much better 
than the average khungru silk of Bengal. 

The waste silk from the reeling is dried and sold. It is of poor l}uality 
and fetches about Rs. 60 per mannd of 80 lbs. The winding waste IS as a 
rule not used but allowed to waste. 

The inner unreelable shell is mostly unused and wasted'; while the 
pierced cocoons are made into a very coarse inferior thread, which is used for 
making cords, threads, etc. 

7. The industry is very much sub-divided. There may be the following 
series :-> 

./ 
• the mulberry leaf grower, 
./ the egg-producer who rears to second moult, 
/the rearer from second moult to spinning, 

./ the chandraki hirer, 
/ the reeler, who dries the cocoons and reels, 
./ the raw silk dealer, 
..... the waste silk dealer, 

rJ the pierced cocoon spinner. 

A single individual may combine these, growing his own leaf, hatching 
his own eggs, rearing them to cocoons and eDlploying reelers to produce raw 
silk. The egg-hatcher and the chandraki-hirer are peculiar to Mysore; the 
.former may be a desirable sub-division of labour, as he can specialise on seed 
production, and as the class may be easily approached by the State; but the 
latter is a very nndesirable sub-division that should be eliminated. . 



~. ~iSE"~ are of the usual kinds, so far as is known, withollt the fly pest. 
Pebnne IS beheved to be the most serious ~ and supposed to have been 
the cau~ of the ~reat restriction of the industry during the last ten years. 
FlaCherle, grassene and muscardine also occur. The methods of disinfection 
with copper sulphate and with the fumes of sulphur are not practised nor 
al?parently known; after disease has destroyed the worms the trays are leeped 
With cowdung. ' 

9. The industry is clearly a profitable one.' A rearer buys 4 trays of second 
moult worms for Rs. 4 a tray~ he gets 40 thookas of each 13 seers of 24 tolas 
as green cocoons; selling each at Rs, 3-12, i.s., he gets Rs. 150. He will do 
tlIis o~ ,a smaller scale 6 times a year, he will have say 4 acres of wet mulberry 
~n WhICh he pays Rs. 30 assessment and his total expenditure will be perhaps 
Rs. 200. AI10wing for failures, etc., he will get cocoons worth say Rs. 500, 
making between Rs. 200 and Rs. 300 on the year. 

Another case ; 1 acre of wet land gives leaf 5 times a year; sold for Rs. 60 
a time; in addition, the man has leaf enough to rear 2 thookas of second 
moult worms, four times a rear. His coCoons will be worth Rs. 270, his leaf 
Rs. 300. This is an exceptIOnal case and the owner applies 10 bandy loads of 
cattle manure per acre to get this yield. He gets during the-year some 360 
maunds of leaf probably, of which he sells 240 probably and uses himself 
some 120. 

This is a higher yield than is got in.Bengal but the plant is better treated, 
better manured and is itself probably a better variety. . 

The reeler's profits are as follows;-

Coot.. Coot. 
Rs. II. p, Rs .... p. 

25 thookaa of green cocoons of 13 seers each 100 0 0 
give 30 oeers raw silk , . 135 0 0 

,,30 
" 

waste 8 0 0 

143 0 0 

Cost of reeling i&-
Reeler 10 days at 7 annas , . 4 6 0 
Winder 10 

" 
4 

" " 
2 8 0 

Fuel . 3 2 0 

10 0 0 
o ~ IL 3 ~ ~ O\) Total outlay • • 110 0 

Total return , , 143 0 {) )'~ ------
These figures are of course only typical 
10. The raw silk is sold to local merchants in skeins just as taken from the 

reel It fetches from Rs. 13 to 16 pel' seer of 80 tolas. It is sold in Banga
lore, and other weaving centres for uSe by local weavers and is sold extensively 
as well in Madras weaving centres. Mysore returned 2,478 silk spinners and 
weavers in 1911, and 33,673 cotton sizers and weavers. Madras returned 
74,773 silk spinners and weavers, and 1,118,628 cotton spinners. sizers and ./ 
weavers. The raw silk produced in Mysore is used by these people. 

The waste is collected by merchants, who export it through Ma.dras. It 
is used for spinning yarn in mills in Europe. 

Dealers inform me that the raw silk used to go in large .quantities to\ 
Glasgow, then to London and now all is sold loc:ally, the demand abroad 
having ceased. 

11. There are 20,000 acres of dry mulberry, givin~ 4 crops a year and 
12,000 acres wet mulberry giving 5 or 6 crops. Assummg on'the average 120 
maunds leaf per acre, 20 maunds leaf per m!'-und of cocoons, and only 6 lbs. 
raw silk per maund of cocoons, you get a YIeld of 192,000 matmda cocoons, 
givinl!t 1,15~lbs. of raw silk and about ~lion lbs. of waste. 



YIELD. 

Irrigated land, 10,000 acres. 

1st crop.-40 tr&ys.-Ba. 100 

2nd" 
3M " 
4th .. 
6th .. 
6th .. 

0 

U nirrigated land, 20,000 acres. 

1st crop 
2nd .. 
3M .. 
4th· .. • 

• 

• • 

• 

• 

• 

. 

. 

Re. 
'10 
60 
00 
50 
30 
30 

290 

60 
00 
40 
30 

180 

Totlll Re. 65,00,000 - allow 1088 from disease t (Ra. 13,oo,ooo)=Re. 52,00,000. 

The return per acre to the grower varies and is difficult to estimate. 
Most use part of the leaf and sell part. The cultivation is less popular than 
garden crops such as potato or sugarcane-. Where there is irrIgation, cane 
is a surer crop than silk worms which run the risk of disease and the extent 
of the industry will clearly depend on the competition of other profitable 
crops. 

EXTENSION OF THE INDUSTRY. 

12. The Mysore State is climatically the most suitable area for multi
voltine silk in India and there is scope for a very large extension of this pro
fitable industry. But the utmost care will be required to improve the indus
try and great harm will be done if the lines on which improvemeD~ is possible 
are not carefully considered beforehand .. More harm than good wIll result bl 
pressing injudicious measures; the industry is at present a large and profit
a.ble one. 

13. During recent years, the Mysore State has had the advice of a num
ber of -e!I:perts.. and a great deal has Wen done to stimulate the industry. Mr. 
Tata was the originator of improvement, in that he started the Silk Farm at 
Bangalore under the Japanese :Expert Mr. Odzu. After some years this 
farm was taken (Wer by the Salvation Army, who still carry it on. At the 
instal!.ce of Mr. A. Chatterton, the Di1'eCtor of Industries, an Italian expert 
has been appointed. partly at the mggestion &f Dr. Gorio, the Italian Consul
General in Bombay. 

As Director of Industries, Mr. Chatterton, has been interested in silk 
weaving and so heromes concerned' with the quality ot the silk produced in 
Mysore. He has commenced experimental silk reeling and having concluded 
that better silk reeling is required he is proposing to erect a filature on 
Italian lines at Bangalore. 

Dr. Gorio is interested in the industry from the point of view of the 
export of cocoons or waste. Italy is an importer of cocoons. Dr. Gorio is 
counected with a firm that spins waste silk and exports spun &ilk to India. 
~is interests are quite definite and his advice has been to develop the produc
tIon of cocoons and to improve their qu&li.ty. while abandoning silk-reeling 
~s a cottage industry. Signor Mari is interested in the production of seed 
lIt Italy and is part proprietor of II "Grainage." His work has been partly 
in. th~ direction of introducing iml,>rovements such as wood frames for trays, 
SplJ?-nl!lg on branches, etc., partly In the directiOll of introducing univolt,ine 
vanetles from Italy 01' of producing a hybrid race. The Salvation Army are 
dealt with fully in Chapter XI. but their interests lie in the employment of 



orphans, criminals and others, and they find silk-reeling a profitable occupa
tion; their efforts are directed to making profitable the labour they can com
mand with the zealous and cheap supervision of their staff and their interests 
do not lie in the direction of improvement of any part of the 1ndustry, except 
the production of cocoons. The above cover the sources. of • expert ' advice 
that t~e My~re ~tate have engaged, with the addition of ~e or more natives 
of IndIa traIned lU Japan, who have heen ~mployed by the State. .. 

STATE ACTION. 

14. The industry is now being fostered by the State authorities and its 
development is being stimulated in common with other industries. A staff is 
employed by the Agricultural Committee of the Economic Conference. to 
improve and extend sericulture; a. summary of their activities. prepared in 
1913. is published; it oomprises-

. 
(1) General sanitation and ventiJation of the rearing .rooms. 
(2) Reserving rearing r~ms for rearing only. 
(3) Having eggs laid on paper, 

Keeping fewer _worms on each tray, 
Regulating size and numbe~ of trays acoording to the room. 

(4) Demonstrating the use of nets, magnifying glasses and sprayers. 
(5) Disinfection of rearing rooms. 
(6) Distribution of newspapers, sulphur. copper sulphate. 
(7) Having more frequent cleaning of trays. 
(8) Better feeding, removal of sick worms, etc. 
(9) Raising healthy seed cocoons. 

(10) Collecting statistics. 
(11) Generally assisting the ryots to use modern methods. 

These are de~i1ed improvements, mostly of a minor nature, aimed at 
improvement of the rearing. . 

15. Signor Washington Mari took charge on 26th December 1913 a~d 
worked until his departure in 1915. His reports, that I have seen, end WIth 
July 1914. 

His policy has beelil to introduce Italian methods of rearing. and to 
endeavour to substitute for the Mysore worm either an Italian race or a 
hybrid. His infiuence in getting the people to use wood frames instea:i of 
bamboo is apparent. but there has not been time for more to be done. He 

. started the Central Station at Chennapat.na., put up buildings there, planted 
mulberry, started seed examination, 9isinfection. and hybridisation. He 
trained a number of men in Italian methods and started model rearing houses 
in various silk centres. These rearing houses contain frames fO!: trays of 
solid wood bolted together and the worms are made to spin on branches; other 
improvements are introduced and the well-to-do rl'.arers are being encouraged 
to adopt Italian ideas. 

I have no sympathy with a policy designed to introduce Italian methods 
to a new country and to a different people. The condition of the people, 
their customs, the climatic cooditions, the nature of the .silk worm .have 
all to be considered. There is no evidence that Italian methods in Italy are 
belter than Mysore methods in Mysore and the policy being followed is not 
necessarily the best. The industry as it exists is one that brings in from 
sixty to eighty lakhs of rupees to the country, that gives a subsidiary or whole 
time occupation ~ some 70,000 to 100,O~0 peopl~ and that is in a reasonably 
prosperous condItion .. One ~oes D;ot WIsh to dlstm:b that industry without 
the most careful 'COJlSlderatIon Without 'Very definIte assnrance by etperi
ments that the alteration is an implm'eftlent, and withmIt the very best 
evidence that. the alteration or impt'lMlment will be suited to the oonditions 
Qf the people. 



I would urge th~t. before any further efforts are made, the industry be 
very .caref!111y SCrutllllsed, the nature of the improvement very carefully 
examIned, Its value tested by exhaustive experiment, before any attempt is 
made to urge it on the people. 

The following extract from the Report on the Admip.istration of the 
Mysore Revenue Department deals with the position in 1914-15:-

Sericulture.-The Deputy CommissIoner of Ban!!8lore reports that 
there has heen steady progress in sericulture during th: year under report 
though owing to the war the trade in silk suffered much and new seeds could 
not be imported for experimental purposes. Successful experiments with 
imported seeds are stated to have heen conducted at the Silk Farm at Channa
patna. 

The Silk Rearing Farm orig'inally established at Chikballapur was 
tra~ferred to Kolar town. As an adjunct to this farm, mulberry cultivation 
on Improve~ methods was started on a plot of ground placed at. the disposal 
of the Agncultural Committee by the Agricultural Association at Kolar. 

The question of improving sericulture in the Tumkur District is receiv
ing attention. Mulberry was grown on a larger extent of land in the Mysore 
District than in the previous year. The construction of a model rearing 
house at Karohatty in the T. Narsipur Taluk was sanctioned by the Agn
cultural Committee and the building is said to be nearing completion. 
Attempts are being made, it is said, to introduce sericulture in taluks where 
the industry is not carried OD now. A silk farm has been opened in Hassan 
town. The experiments conducted in the Kadur District regarding tIte 
possibility of introducing sericulture to the ·district on It large scale are 
stated to have been very successful. It is . reported that the conditio.Ds 
obtaining in the Shimoga and Chitaldrug Districts were found to he un
favourable for sericulture. 

IMPROVEMENT. 

16. Looking at the industry as a whole, seeing what a prosperous one it is 
and how it is, in its present conditions, suited to the people. I w-Duld consider 
improvement very carefully under two classes; fundamental.Uleasures, of first 
importance, which can be done only bv the State; detailed improvements. 
which may be rigorously tested and then cautiously introduced after full 
experience of their working in selected localities. 

1 .. The first and most important measure is the issue of seed, which can 
be reasonab!v guaranteed .as free from p~brine. As in Bengal, t~e \eare!'8 
in Mysore like to have theIr seed from a distance and there are pr~Ju~hces In 
various districts as to suitable places to get seed from. A begmmng. has 
been made. with small farms such as Chennapatna, where moths are exammed 
and from which layings are distributed. 

In this respect Myso~ has one advantag~; the rear~rs will take eggs and 
do not object to them. as m Bengal The dIfficulty wIll be 'to s~ppl~ the 
demand, which will be large. It may probably be assumed that. It Will ~ 
necessarY to supply disease-free seed in each locality once a y~r, t.e., that m 
any locality or area in which say four broods are taken, th~ au'!} should be.to 
work up to a production of a quarter of the total seed reqUired m each bro?d. 
so that every one may get disease-free seed once a year, and as rearers h~e 
seed from a distance the stock reQuired from which to produce the e!!'1!'S wl}1 
need. to come from' a distant station at which it is examined.. What. IS 

required then is a series of rearinl! houses with mulberry plant,:tlons. which 
can distribute between themselves disease-free stock. from which they can 
issue disease-free seed locally. 

A preliminarv. to .this is the maoping of the producing areas and the 
SE'lection of sites that will cover the whole area eventually. 

This is no small work: it requires judgment in selecting sites, intimate 
knowledge of the places and requirements; it involves a large staff, a consider
able expenditure. But if properly developed from small stations carefulJr 
chOseD., the ~ supply should almost pay.from the start. 



. The experience of Bengal will be useful in showing wha.t mistakes to 
aVOId. . Above all it will ~how what a great failure can be achieved if the 
~heme IS planned badly WIthout the judgment necessary to select the proper 
SItes. . 
. It is necessary to select sites very carefully after fall consideration. It 
IS then necessary to start on a small scale but always to endeavour to supply I 
seed. up to the demand, and above all it is necessary never to make mistakes.! . 
I thmk such a scheme will work well in Mysore, but it is essential to plan it ,'" 
as a whole from the start and not just to b~in here and there anyhow. It' 
should be .planned on the ass\J.mptlon that ~t is ultimately to supply all the 
seed reqUlred. Clearly, the work on pebrme above referred to will be of 
vital importance in this connection and no action should be taken till Ml'. 
Hlltchinson's enquiries indicate how pebrine can be best dealt with. 

2. Assuming that it is determined to supply seed, I believe the greatest 
improvement will be to produce the stock for that seed at an elevation of 
some 1,500-2,000 feet above the general level of the country, maintaining 
there a disease-free stock of the pure Mysore breed, and issuing from that 
invigorated disease-free stock to the rearing and distributing stations. This 
seed station should be in a place with a suitable climate, not too wet. Nandi 
Droog is probably suitable but there may be better places. Having visited 
Nandi Droog in April, I think it is suitable if the humidity is not too low. I 
attribute very great importance to what may be called" Hill Stock." I think 
it is the cheapest, quickest and easiest. way of improving the race. This \..1 
improvement may be accentuated by selection; assuming that the rearer has 
no prejudices about the cocoons, I would select for breeding good average 
cocoons neither very small nor very large, with round ends. and endeavour, 
year by year, to make the cocoons better; side by side with this selection, the 
largest cocoons may be separately selected and bred as a distinct race till it 
is seen to what extent the stock improves; experience of selection elsewhere 
(flee page 95) shows that permanent improvement is not usually attained by 
selecting, beyond a definite limited point. 

S. The next problem is the substitution of the Mysore race by a better 
or its improvement by hybrid ising. . 

The Mysore race is II. good one, better than any Bengal race, suited to the 
country and the silk suited to the weaver. 1!Q..Mtempt shouldJ)e madeto\ ./ 
replace it till it is certain that so~ething.bet.ter bas been found, .thaCfhe I 
whole c.ountry can adopt and tliiitthl> tradecan.:!lse. I regard it as a great 
mistake to give out any other race to rearers tentatively or until the most 
exhaustive examination has been made. Great and irreparable harm may V 
rp.sult from the rearinl!' of univoltine or other races by rearers who may cro::s 
this with the Mvsore rare and ultimatelv mix the race. The present race IS 
It very uniform one; and the introduction of other strains mav do enormous 
harm'if the strain passes out of control. if the resultin~ silk loses its quali-
ties and if there is not uniformity. Whatever is done with other races must 
be done under absolute control and if given to rearers must be done under 
rigid conditions of .isolation. 

In considering other races there are-

(1) univoltines, 
(2) the Madagascar or accidental multivoltines, 
(3) bivoltines or foreign plultivoltines, 
(4) existing hybrids-Pusa, Cleghorn, Berhampur, Mysore, 
(5) the creation of hybrids. 

If a central sericultural station existed where a fully qualified assistant 
was producing hybrids, from a great variety of stocks, Mysore would be well 
advised to rely on this station and not to attel!lpt a difficult. problem, wh.en 
there is so much else to do. Should such a statIOn be created I would adVise 
that Mysore benefit from its workl in the meant.ime, adva~tage migbt .be 
laken of the existing work on hybrids and some might be trIed under strIct 
control at an experimt'nt station in Mysore. 
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. The .ques1iion of growing univoltines. in Mysore is out of the question. 
"'I here will be one brood a year from hibernated seed from some outside 
source; to get more b~s wil! mean special c::ol~-storage arrangements either 
natural cold-storage In the Himalayas or artlfic\al storage in an ice-factol1' 
Mysore needs a !ll~y-brooded race and if the French qualit.y of race IS 
wanted, can find It In the Madagascar race; bllt there are objectIOns to this: 
the silk i~ ye!low, is of a different.quality to the Mysore and the lustre of the 
My~re sIlk IS absent; the worm IS larger, needs tree mulberry and will not 
easily be taken by the rearers. I would advise having the Madagascar race 
available in Mysore under strict control but not introducing it. . 

There is then the question of other multivoltines or bivoltines. No 
In.dian race is so good. as the Mysore, so one must go outside India for these; 
t~IS should be the bu~mess of a central station and not of Mysore; it is pos
Sible a better race wIll be found that suits Mysore but to find it would be a 
serious tax on the resources of Mysore. 

There is next the question of existing hybrids, produced (1) by Miss Cleg. 
h!?rn, (2) atPusa and at Berhampur; these have been aimed at the production 
of a better Bengal Yellow race but there are hybrids existing with the Mysore 
race. I think as yet these are tOO untried for any opinion to be expressed 
but certainly Mysore should benefit by the existing hybrids and test them in 
Mysore; if they are better, if they are the same quality of silk, if they are 
fixed in brood and silk characters, they may be cautiously introduced after 
very careful trial in Mysore. I think none have reached this stage but the 
available hybrids should certainly be brought to Mysore if they can be reared 
there under control. 

There remains the creation in Mysore of improved hybrids from the 
I\fysore stock. This would be the natural course if Mysore were an isolated 
country with only its own resources to draw on and if the existing hybrids 
are of no use; if there is no prospect of a Central Station where a proper 
staff can concentrate on hyhrids and foreign races, then the question of pro
ducing in Mysore an improvedhvbrid. fortified by selection and hill-rearing 
would need to be considered. The difficulties are not great in the experi· 
mental stages but they are so when seed has to be produced on a really large 
scale. If it is possible to do this on a large scale under existing circum
stances, and to really do it properly, then it is clearly a desirable thing; but 
I am of opinion other things should come first. 

4. Among the improvements that are of vital importance I class the 
improvement of the waste; the waste silk or chassam produced by the Mysore 
reeler is very poor and a higher pl'ice, and probably a better demand would 
follow if a better quality were made: this would require the traininl! of an 
assistant in the best methods, and the demonstration to reelers; if dealers 
would not give the higher prices, some State action wonld be required in 
buying the])etred waste and ~nding !'Iarkets. for it un~il the usual trade 
channels handled it. The Pflce obtamed for waste vanes so much accord
ing to quality, which is a matter of extra. trouble an~ better methods, that 
probably a considerable extra amount can he earned by Improvement. 

5. Mysore is happy in tIot having the Bene;alfiy-pest and it is to .be 
hoped it will remain in this condition. If the Bengal fly-pest ever ge~ .m, 
the industry will sutTer very heavily indeed. Some day an enterpTlsll~e; 
rearer will get live cocoons from Bene;al to tTV a new stock and the pest WIll 

come in, I think that in view of the incre~d activity in sericultural f'Xpe~i
meuts and the blind way in which experimental sericulture is beine; done m 
Iudia without expert ,dvice, the impor?tion ?f live cocoons sh~ul~ not ~nly 

. be prohibited but really actually made Impossible. : Whether thiS IS po!ISlble 
l or not. I have no£ the neces~ary means of knowmg but the State should 

certainly consider its feasibility. '. 
6. It is a typical Indian anomaly that oue part of the. continent ~ho.llld 

produce a quality of silk and .export it. while another na.:rt ImpOl'ts It SImIlar 
quality from a foreie;n country. If Mvsore were to lIDProviIJ the rare of 
worms, j!"et better Reed, !:!et It lal'Q.el' 1'1'OP, nn el10rt ~ho111il 00 "'!lade "t the !!Ilme 
tim~ to find a wider markf!t and this market exists in IpdJIL The ~atpr 
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p~rt ~f the silk imported to India is the coarser grade from China, and much 
of ~IS could be replaced by Mysore silk if tills silk was known. I refer 
specially to the ordwary reeler's silk and not. to improved silk produced on 
sume ot.her ~yswm of. reeling. 1. think that Mysore should benefit in this 
~onnectl0n from an. mterprovinclal organisation such as is recommended 
m Chapu:r XXVII which would be able to place users and producers into 
~uch, WhICh could help Mysore to know what grades to produce and where to 
fin? markets. I p~ace tillS am?ng the most important improvements and 
~'ysOre would benefit very IDitenally from the eXIstence of such an organisa
tion. 

17. The above seem. to me the really important things that require to be 
done and the one on whlCh I think the activities of the department should be 
con~trate~ first is the issue of improved disease-free seed. I believe in! v 
ha!lIlg as s!mpk..a. plalll~H)O~sible!1nd not in _dissipating. energ i~.t'o n1l!!lh!lr 
o[J!m~IIJ1!.I~. What IS wanted IS a real survey of the rearing areas: the. 
~tabhshment of a !Jentral Nursery at an elevation, where selected, regenerated 
dl~ase-free s~k IS produ~di there is then required a number of small nrn:
=;-erles f!'O~ whl.ch the seed IS Issued and these must, f!'Om the first, be placed 
III strategIC po.tn~s; the~ -must be permanen~y of policy and continuity of 
elIort; when thiS IS well III hand, other and mInor things can be undertaken. 

18. Before diSCUSSing mmor improvemen.s tnere is one subject that needs 
treatment, the improvement or reeling. At mst sight, the reellng looks 
aborurnable and an Improved process would seem to be tne fu'st essential. Hut 
the reeling, though With primitive appliances, is skillul and the result good 
(an easy and simple improvement would be to get breaks knotted and not 
l>Imply loined on). It is the class of silk'in demand in Madras, there is a 
good market for it and any real success in effecting improvements might very 
seriously dislocate trade. Re-reeling might do much more good than. 
improved reeling but it is a question of Whether improved prices would be 
obtained for re-reeled silk without some form of marking and a good deal of 
organisation in getting this known. The first thing that is done by weavers 
is to wind olI the silk, knot up breaks and sort out bad bits; that can be done 
more rapidly with re-reeling machines in small hand factories tban by the 
weavers; but it would be necessary to fix a stamp or mark and to get this I ~ 
known, before the weavers would pay more for It. It is probably more a \ 
matter for local en~rprise than for State action. 

It is worth noting that the silk produced by improved reeling systems, 
such as the Japanese, finds a poor local market and I was unable to find that 
the Tata Silk .Farm had in any way influenced local reeling. The Salvation 
Army buy QOCOOns, reel them at Bangalo.re and Closepet with cheap lah?ur and 
very cheap supervisIOn, yet .th~y require grl!-nts _ to keep the establish~ent 
going. It does not look as 1f Improved reeling IS needed, unless there IS a 
short demand for the local reeled silk and new markets have to be found. If 
that is so, there is still the question of whether it will be better ~ find markets 
in India for the ordinary Mysore or to reel and re-reel fine Silk and find a 
market in Europe. An intelligent study of the l~l delli.and would s~ow 
when it was necessar)l< to find an outlet tor surplus sllk by Improved reeling 
ond sale in Europe; that moment does not seem to have come yet. 

19. There are small improvements which the department would endeavour 
to introduce, always remembering that the ~lly important things come ~t; 
there is a tendency to attempt too many Improvem,ents, some of a. triVial 
nature and to fritter away money and energy uselessly. One is the c!l~!!-\ 
drak_i~h!ring, a_pIil"D.icj~ sys.telI!..!hatsho\!J~L~JI.~d. A better sr.stcm 
of proViding lor splnnmg would probably do awa.y wlth the chandraki and v 
it should not. be beyond the ingenu.ity of local talent to devise a better system. 
not necessarilY a. J .!!.I!anese or Itahan one. 
~o.Anotherls the uSe of nets or perforated paper, whic~ is being gr~p

pled with, The State is increasing the number of model :earmg houses 'Ylth 1 
tine solid-wood frames and all improvements. I class thlS among the thmgs 

. .2 
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jJ1ane for show and not really likely ever to do the slightest ~ ThpY are on a. 
par with the" Silk Farms" referred to in-lhe-Administratlon Report and 
the Salvation Army" Silk Farm " at Bangalore; they occupy the staff, they 
take time and eJiort, but they seem to me to be not essential or really much 
use. ' 

21. An improvement ean probably be effected in the plal!t, and its melhod 
of.cultivation,but this is purely a..-matter of local experiment; the various 
varieties need to be tested, the several methods of cultivation tried and the 
one found which is best suited to Mysore conditions. 

Blalemmll aMunng the area under mulberry from 1902 to 1912 aM referred to ill too/noll 
" Oft page 38. 

1902-03 
1903-04 
1904-05 
1905-06 
1906-07 
1901-08 
190B-O!r 
1909-10 
1910-11 '. 
1911-12 
1912-13 

MADRAS. 

" 

SILK REARING. 

. . 

\lui berry. 

Acres 
42.m 
44,605 
,41,069 
'11,821 
'57,160 
{l4,485 
67,942 
69,520 
80,192 
69,022 
67.778 

22. The only area in Madras now known to produce silk is the KolI:g'ti 

J 
taluk of the Coimbatore district, bordering on Mysore and geographically part 
of the Mysore plateau. The acreage reported under mulberry varies from nine 
to fourteen: thousand acres, so that some twenty-five to thirty thousand per-

J \ sons are presumably concerned in silk rearing as a main or subsidiary indul!
try. The race grown is the Mysore race, and the mulberry cultivation is the 

Ibush plantation similar to that of Mysore.. The methods are those of Mysore 
...J and the industry is similar to that described for that State. 

Improvement of the industry has been taken in hand an~ a fieldman 
appointed to teach improved methods. The following note shows the lines 
upon which work has been done :- . 

The Director accompanied by Mr. Ballard made a eareful inspection of 
the work done by the fieldman B. V. Raghavendra Rao during the year 11114 
and also of many of the rearing houses in the villages surrounding Kollegal. 
The ryots had undoubtedly been prevailed upon to exercise more care and 
cleanliness in rearing. but it appeared clear that so long as the Fieldman's 
time was spent solely on touring and preaching, it would be difficult to obtain 
any clear idea of the value of his work. He was therefore directed to con
'centrate his attention on a few of the nearest and most important silk rearing 
villages, rear himself disease-free seed and sell it to ryots at rates well above 
market rates and J,lpt at half rates as was done in the previous year. To this 
end, the shed in the taluk .compgund was improved and repaired. Arrange
ment was made to ob~in from the Bengal Central Sericultural Farm at 
Berhampur a supply, on payment, of seed gua.ranteed to be free from dis-
ease. , ' 

. The idea to plant up part of the land with Philippina mulberry whic~ is 
considered better than the local kind could not be carried out as the Salvation 
.. \rmy at Bangalore demanded an exorbitant price for it. The seed obtained 
from Berhampur had to be discarded as it was found to be diseased. A' 
fresh supply of 1,000 guaranteed seeds Wall, next obtained from the Mysore ' 



Central SericulturalFarm. The Mysore seed was successfully reared up LO 
the lourtll month at WhlCll sLage l!Oille .I. '1,aVU healtny WOl'illS were obtaweu. 
A spell ot COld weather and ram rutervened and l~,,jOO COI:.-oons were spun. 
Ut these, .1;$,OUO were sold tor seea purpose,,; WIthout any uUllCUlt,Y !it a l'aLtl 
ot !{.s. ~-l~-O per thousand when uealers ruMy'sore lVere ~re'p'area to..el1 
cocoons at the rate of Its. 2-40-0 and !te. I-tl-O a tnousand-au -exCellent mdt:x 
to the superiorIty of the- Uovernment seed. The Director mentions that ail 
the seed was absolutely' 1ree from pebrme and llacherle, the two disea,,;e,,; 
which ~e most diliic~tt for the untrarued to detect in the early stages and to 
which IS ascribable 7a per cent. of the loss which attends the. rearwg of silk 
worn;ts. ~ the Government seed was sold in Doddindavadi Ij-lld the neigh
bourmg Ylllages so that the Fieldman could see that it was properly treated 
by' the rearers during the later stages. In consequence of thlS supervision on 

• the. p~rt of the ,lfieldman, the general'results are rep'orted to be. thoroughly 
satIsfactory:. 

The Director states that an attempt was made to rear univoltine specieS 
from seed obtained from Fraqce through the Salvation Army at l:llmla. 
Although the instructions connected with thi:l work were carefuliy followed, 
none 01 the worlllS survived the ..econd moult. A similar fate is stated to have 
befallen eggs obtained from Pusa. The French seed was alsO tried at some of 
the local o:;alvation Army ..ettlements with no be~ter results except at .l:lettu
p'adi. But the success obtained here is ascribed to pure chance, 8amples 
of the yarn ~d cocoons produced at Bettupadi were shown to .the dealers in 
Kollegal and the Director reports that they impres..ed them favourably. 
Arrangements have been made by the Director to continue the trials with the 
French seed and to make trials with the Philipp'ine mulberry. 

The Director consid6!S it desirable to continue the SIlk rearing work for 
some years to test it thoroughly. He observes J;hat if flacherie and pebrine. 
tile most deadly: of all silk worm diseaO:le8, can be reduced to a minimum in 
Doddindavadi alone so that the village may obtain ,a reputation for produc
ing disease-free seed, a very considerable increase in the outp'ut of silk f!;Om 
the surrounding villages is sure to result. . 

" 

, 23. it is fortunate, that the seed imported from Bengal failed, as its suc
cess might have introduced an inferior variety, which might have been crossed 
with the Mysore race and led to an impure race. The introduction of a 
Bengal race cannot be an advantage until Bengal has a race better than the 
Mvsore. and if an attempt to introduce a new race, by means of seed cocoons. 
led to the introduction of the fly-pest. great damage would be done to the 
industry in South India. If the acreage of mulberry is correctly reported 
and it IS used in the production of silk. it would be desi~ble 14 w.ork on 
similar lines in Kollegal to tho..e for Mysore, and a small mIl plantatIOn for 
the production of selected ameliorated Mysore stock would be easily provided 
near CoonQor: Possibly the Madagascar race would succeed, if introduced 
under very strict control and in one selected village. until it could be fully 
tested. It would also be desirable to test a hybrid of Madagascar and Mysor 
under the same rigid control. Whatever'is done. however, should be done i 
co-operation with Mysore. If in Kollegal one policy is followed and i 
Mysore another. there may be diffic1:llty; esp~iany is ~js the ca..e wit~ regar 
to the introduction of any new variety of Silk-worm; It would be satlsfac~r 
if in re9-,ard to this Mysore and Madras could .agree to work together, havlll 
a joint CO!l1Jllittee to decide as to the proper hnes of progress. 

CHAPTER IV.-KASHMIR AND JAMMU. 

KASHMIR. 
'- , 

The three sabent features of -this area are the abundance of natural 
. mulberrr. the elevati?n and climate (see Appendix V~II). the indigenous silk.' 
industry that haa eJtlSted for long years. 



2. A silk industry has been in existence here for a long period and an 
\ indigenous variety of sIlkworm was grown here, the silk was locally reeled and 
i~sed. for. weav!ng or 1'o~ shawls, the waste was used !'or embroidery and there 
j18 no rellable 111lormatlOn as to the character and extent of this industry. 

The origi~al wo.im was a univol~ine, producing yellow and white COCOOUl,. 
when the pebrme epIdemIC occurred m the year Ibaa. attention was drawn w 
fresh seed and during succeeding years the world was searched for seed.· 
Duseigneur Kleber records the journey of two Italians to Kashmir and the 
results of their inquiry, with also the d.escription of the cocoon. 

~plJ.6ndixV. oontains an extract from the above worka with a technic~ 
dcscnptlOn of the cocoon: I have !!-dded an extract from Sir Walter Law
rence's " Valley of Kashmir" and the Annual Report of the Director of Seri
culture, Kashmir, for 1915-16: these are valuable for reference and as show
ing the early history:' and the present state of the industry. I have ~lso 
included copies of the Rules regulating the use of trees and tlie possession of 
cocoonS. 

3. The history of sericulture in Kashmir is obscure and probably would 
not be of much value if we knew it. There was the indigenoU8 indU8try with 
t,lle indigenous worm, trees grow wild in the valley and are extremely abund
ant, and silk was produced for local use in weaving and shaWl making many 
years ago probably. According to Liotard, the development of the industry 
was taken in hand in 1869 and the State developed the production, which was 
made ?- state monopoly. The following figures 'show what was done;-

1869 , 976 maunda of cocoons. 
1870 • • • 994 " .. 
1871 • 697 .. .. 
1872 · 3,337 .. .. 
1873 • • 3,973 .. " of which 42; in Jammu. 
1874 · 5,427 .. .. .. 232 .. 
1875 • 7,819 .. " .. 258 II 

1876 • 10,025 .. .. .. 808 " 
1877 3,898 .. " .. 612 .. 
,1878 562 " ,. .. 638 .. 
1879 • 338 .. " .. 337, • 
1880 .- • 44 " .. " 43 .. 
1881 • 144 " .. 

According to N. G. }'lukerji, pebrine was introduced with introduced seed 
,and led to this downfall. His statement can be read in Watt's Dictionary of 
iEconomie Products, but it is not clear wbat evidence he bases it on. In 18110, 
jsome seed was obtained from Italy, but both indigenoU8 and introduced seed 
Iwas used. , 

v The Department ()'f Sericulture was organised in 1888, Bahu Rishiba.r 
Mukerji, the Chief Judge, being in charge. Its history commences in 1895-1)0 
with an annual report. In that year 27 aeers, 5 chittacks (896 oz.) of loeal 
aeed gave a crop of 296 maunds of cocoons. In 1896-97 1:1 seers, 5 chlttacks, 
seed, 297 maunds cocoons and 261 maunds of silk were produced and sent to 
London. . . 

In 1897-98.-Imported seed was used' in part, 4 seers (131 oz.) of 
European seed being imported and 8 seers, 11 chittacks (284 \>z.) locaL The 
crop was grown by 400 rearers, was 469 maunds and was bought !'or Re. 4,000. 

In 1898·99.-There were 1,452 rearers, the local seed failed, the produce 
of 1,968 oz. imported cost Rs. 11,500 and anlOunted to 1,250 maunds of COCOOIlfl. 

In 1899-1900.-There were 2,871 rearers, tbe local seed failed again. 9 
maunds 19 seers (12,431 oz.) local seed given to 2,074 men realised produce 

. worth Re. 2,800. 6) maunds 12 seers (6,953 oz.) imported seed given to 797 men 

. realised produce worth Rs. 55,000. . • . . 
In 1900-01.-No local seed was used. There wereJ5 maunds (19,680 oz. 

seed), 4,278 rear~ who got 9,631 maunds ~Jl9j bo~ght for Re. 1,25,645. 
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In 1901-02.-There were 20 maunds seed (26,292 oz.), 5,887 rearers, 12,681 
maunds cocoons. 

In 1902-03.-2~ maunds (26,292 oz.) seed, 8,158 rearers, 22,000 maunds 
cocoons. 

In 1903-04.-26,292 oz. seed, 11,066 rearers, 16,325 maunds cocoons. 
1904-05.-30,928 oz. seed, 11,362 rearers, 13,142 maunds cocoons. The 

produce is only 17 seers per oz. In this year weaving started with 12 looms. 

In 1905-06.-26,675 oz. seed gave 22,351 maunds, i.e., 33·8 seers per oz., 
there were 12,139 rearers. . _ 

In this year 500 maunds of cocoons wer!' sent to Beng&l to be reeled. 

The profit balance was Rs. 4,22,089. The position is well shown by the 
Director's statement ;-

." Ten Filatures have been built, containing 1,800 basins for. reeling' 
cocoons, fitted with Italian machinery, giving employment to over 5,000 people 
in Srinagar. 

The quality of the silk steadily improves, and it now commands a price 
slightly below Italian silk. The present price is a little over 1& shillings a. 
pound. 

In 1897 only 406 ounces of eggs were imported, whiTe for 1906 theimpoI1 
wa~ 27,500 ounces. 

The number of Zemindars taking seed has risen in the same period fl'('nt 
150 to 14,40Q, aJ'ld the weight of cocoons reared from 375 to 21.,400 maunds, 
while the payments to the rearers increased from Rs. 4,3QO to Rs. 3

J
28,500, all 

the eggs and mulberry leaf being given free of cost. 

The total production of silk in 1905-06 was raw silk 1,09,072 pounds, and 
Bilk waste 43,349 pounds. 

The profits since 1897, when the industry was started on a scientific basis, 
have peen Rs. 15,35,000, last year being Rs. 4,58,000. 

The total outlavon capital is Rs. 7,25,000, whilst the working expenses 
are about Rs. 7,00,000 a. lear." 

In 1906-07.-27;544 oz. gave 21,409 maunds, i.e .. 31 seers per oz., there 
were 14.421 rearers. As the Bengal reeling paid. 1,500 maunds were sent 
there, 770 maunds of double cocoons were sent to France. The production of 
seed from the imported stock was tried. 

In 1907-08.-28,221 ounces, 28,421 maunds of cocoons. 17,433 1'earers. 
The yield is 40 seers per oz. The return per rearer is nearly Rs. 25 per head. 

In 1908-09.-27,954 ounces, 23,490 maunds, rearers 18,949, yield only 33! 
seers per ounce. ' 

, . 
In 1909-10.-82,060 ounces, 36,428 maunds cocoons, rearers 26,234, yield 

45 seers per ounce. The biggest crop yet obtained, return per rearer less than 
in 1907-08. 

In 1910-11.-84,156 ounces, 40,40'1 maundscocoonsj rearers 35,034, pro· 
duce per oz. 47 seers. 

In 1911-12.-84,251 ounces, 37.565 maunds cocoons, rearers 41,552, 
produce per oz. 43 seers. Locally PT?duced seed gave as good results as 
;mported seed. 

Cocoons sent to Europe realised Rs. 55 per maund, after paying expenses. 
The illicit rearing 'Or eggs ill noticed and prosecutions took place. 
-~. r- the s.n.;;lturo ,tMua/ Report JIIe I ... 11106 apd I~ of ~ Diftitor ;,. Serieult_ h._. 
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In 1912-13.-36,0061 oz. eggs, 37,487 maunds cocoons, 46,363 rearers, 
produce per oz. 41 seers. 6,777 maunds of green cocoons were sold to Europe 
at Rs. 53-4 per maund after deducting all charges for carriage. etc. Also 
1,146 maunds of double cocoons at Rs. 18-15 net. Unsorted cocoons were sent 
to Europe and sold at Rs. 41-4 per green maund net. •. 

In 1913-14.-36,7351- ounces eggs, 37,9271 maunds of cocoons, 4'1.501 
rearers, produce per oz. 41 seers. 3,719 oz. of locally p~uced seed with good 
results. 814 maunds of cocoons were sold to the Reliance Trading Co. (salva
tion Army) at Ludhiana at Rs. 150 and Rs. 120 per dry maund. Cocoons were 
sold to Europe Il-t Rs. 55 per maund picked. Rs. 41-10 per maund mixed, and 
R". 21 per maund double. 

Fife caused damage in this 'Year to filatures and cocoon stores. 
In 1914-15.-Local seed did better than imported. 3,502 oz. of local seed 

used. 36,738! ounces produced 33,6721 maunds. 48,936 rearers, produce per 
oz. 361 seers. 

In 1915-16.-The situation produced by the war is fully dealt with and 
the report of the Direcior is reproducad in Appendix V. 

The above summary does not pretend to lay bare the real history of the 
development or the way in which it came about. There was once a question 
of turning the industry over to private enterprise. The rutisting tree is a 
State monopoly, the production· of cocoons is still a State monopoly. The 

.rearer is not allowed to keep cocoons, reel them or produce seed. SlDce the 
failure of local seed, imported seed has been relied on; now seed is being· 
produced from stock from imported seed. Where formerly' persuasion and 
pressure were needed to get rearers to grow cocoons, the dIfficulty now is to 
limi t the rearer to the amount he can handle and the poor yield of 1904 05 was 
partly due to too much seed per rearer. The industry is now on a good footing 
and the chief difficulty is the supply of trees. Some saving would be effected 
if seed could all be produced locally but this is being worked up to and will 
increase. The present position will be best understood from the following 
Ii,C'count of the present industry. 

Tn INDUSTRY IN KASHMIR. 

Mulberry. 

4. The muIJJerry grows in the vaney with great vigour and is easily pro
pagated. Large numbers of trees are to be seen in the fields, near villages. 
along water courfieS; they grow to a considerable height and are .in rome areas 
the predominant trees, Who planted them or how they came JS not known. 
From the scarcity of young trees it mll;V be presumed .these trees were p!anted 
and are not spontaneous; the alternative and more lIkely explanatIon IS that 
_restrictions were put on the ('utting 9f brees, which led to no one wishing 
spontaneous mulberry to grow, this beiJlg effected by the Zemindar not protect· 

. ing them from cattle. . - . 
The variety of mulberry is not known. There appear to be two or more 

bat the majority are probably the local variety of Morus alba, while the 
" Shah-toot" (1Morus atro-purpurea) also grows. The local variety is a 
late leafing one which suits local conditions; the fruiting variety i. used for 
rearing-only when large amounts"of leaf are needed in the last two days 
before the worms spin. . 

Existing trees are the property of the State and may not be cnt. If a. 
tree dies, its wood· may be used under definite· conditions, and effortR are 
being made tojncrease the frees, since .the production has almost reached the 
HmWthe trees admit of. The I1Jlesregulating the production of trees. as aIM 
the rules regulating the possession of- cocoons will be found in AppendIX V. 
.. New trees are being planted under two systems. In the firSt, trees ready 

. to plant out are issued free to zemindars and others whp apply; these trees 
become theit property and -can be cllt as· thp.v like_ The'tllethod is slow. tess 
than 300 persons applying for treesin 1915-16. In the second system, blocks 
of trees are planted near suitable vi11a~, and the ieaf given· free to the 
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rearer. The trees are allotted by the lambardar to each rearer according to 
the amoUnt of seed he get&. 

This system waa advised by the Imperial Mycologist as a. control on the 
disease which attacks the trees. The nnmber of trees depends on the nnmber 
of houses, of rearers and of seed issued, as many as 200 trees being in a block. 
They allow from seven to 10 full grown trees to a.n ounce of seed, which bears 
testimony to the way in which the tree thrives in the Valley. To snpply the 
trees there are three nurseries in the Southern Division to supply 1,100 
vi~ with 27.000 rearers, &Jld three for the Northern Division to supply 
1,070 vma~ and 21.000 rearers. To enconrage tree'plantinl!'. the bonus 
(bmbardari) paid to the lambardar. is paid half on the maunds of cocoons 
produced, half on the mulberry cultivation, the latter assessed by inspection; 
this differs from the practice in Jammu. The nurseries grow from seed, 
transfer out to the three district nurseries, and three years later to the 
villages. Seed sown in April 1916, the seedlings g6to District Nurseries iu. 
February llU7. to viUageB in February 1919. In some ~ trees are got 
quicker. They are planted out at 18 feet apart: -the object is to ~t ~d 
trells. branching from seven feet high 80 as to be above cattle-reach. The 
local varieties are being wown hut a bi!!, leaved China variety is also grown 
in the nurseries. There is 800pe for teSting other varieties and it would be 
worth while establishing a nursery in which all obtainable varieties were 
test~d. The Cleghorn male might prove to be a valuable variety. 

SEED IssUE. 

5. The seed used is issued bv the Department shortlv before it will hatch. 
The amount issued per rearer depends on the size of his rearing house and 
the number of the familv. There must be 70 square yards of space for each 
ounce, and the re.aring of two ounces would occupy four people probably, fiv", 
if some were children. The Director lays much stress on bavin~ much space. 
It is better to issue 1 oz. and ~et 60 seers on 70 SQuare yards than to issue 
2 oz. and !ret 30 seers per oz. on the same space. Seed is issued now to 48.000 
rearers; this means urobablv 100,000 persons directly engaged on rearin~. 
Tbe al:'tual issue is from half an ounce per rearer to 50 oz. to a lambardar or 
zemindar who re-distributes; for a sinl!'le familv it ~ to as much as four 
ounces if they have the acrommodation. Therearers are notified throl1!?h 
the tebsilR of tbe date and 1)lare to whif'h to rome: they come in, are identified 
and !ret the seed tbev are registered for. If the lambardar reports that II 
ma.n has built a fresb house or is able to tak~ more, he may ~t an extra half 
ounce; but if he fails to increase his outuut accordingly he is not onlv cut 
the half ollnce but fined. Every ~rer is fined one rupee per ounce if he 
!rets less tban 40 seers per ounce. If a rearer gP.ts 4, OIL and does Jl<Jt !!ive 
4 maunds be is deducted Rs. 4 and is therefore paid at the rate of Rs. 10-6 
per maund. Similarlv a man with 3 oz. a.nd less tha.n 3 maunds will be 
deducted Rs. 3 and paid at the rate of Rs. 11-6 per maund. 

AU the available officers do seed distribution, five in the Northern, five 
in the Southern Division; the work must be done quickly. As eacb-resrer 
gets his, be goes off home. Reerers combine to put tbelr seed together in 
small rooms which they keep up to 750 F. by fires of cbarcoal in eartheru 
pots; the eggs hatch and are reared much as in Jammu. Some use trays, but 
most rear on the 800r. Rats are a serious trouble to eggs and to worms, and 
arsenic is issuetl to destroy them with. The two diseases of tbe wonns are 
ftacht'rie from wet leaf and museardine due to want of ventilation and damp .. 
Pebrine has not been. found i,! ~y w?rms and tbe fir pest is unknown. ~he 
time from the hatchmg to brmgmg 18 tbe ooooon'l IS about 33 days. ·lhe 
worms spin in dry straw or mustard stalks laid in lines over the worms ISO 

tbat worms not ready to spin can oontinue to be fed. Tbis is a time at wbicb 
Joss occurs as tbe careless rearer. which indudes IIKl6t of them, lavs straw' 
over tbe lot and the feeding worm has trouble. Tbe worms are left "five days 
for spinning. the ooooons then picked oul. It is believed in the Va11eytbat 
the zebra worms are t.he -most beat resil'tant and if this crystallises into a 
oommon belief, & aebra l'1l~ wiU be ueoded. Tho ~ as picked ou&. are 

""I.. ,. 



brought in to the factory in large baskets made of willow twigs. The WI'Y 
distant rearers bring in sun-dried cocoons which are taken by measure. Most 
,''larers bring in successive lotsa8 they are picked out.. . 

COCOONS. 

6. As the cocoons come in, they are inspected. Crushed cocoons are put 
on one side and paid lower rates, cocoons with worms in are paid at Rs. 10 a 
maund. AS'all the cocoons come in between June first and thtrtieth there are 
days when over 1,000 maunds come in. After inspection, the cocoons are 
weighed under the eyes of an European or Indian officer, the weight record,'11 
and credited. to tha~ reare~. They th~n ~ straight to the 8echoir (Hammam). 
The rearer IS credIted With each successive lot and finally gets his cash for 
his total. A distincti~ is made between good and bad cocoons but not at 
present between the best and second best; possibly this will eventually be done 
but there are ~bvious difficulties in immediately judging by the eye some 
hundreds of lots in a day .. This ends the rearer's share; he has worked for a 
month, he has brought in on.an average cocoons worth ten rupees, whkh he 
f:(ets in cash with no deductions. A good rearer from 2 oz. seed got 3 maunds 

. 26 see1'S, worth Rs. 38, and most good rearers get Rs. 20 clear. The cocoons 
after weighing go at once to the Sechoir where they are exposed for six hours 
to air heated to 80 degrees C, the air being driven out by fans electrically 
worked. The cocoons come out dry. They are examined to see that they are 
fit for the store. The temperature is closely regulated and the thermometer 
readings registered every fifteen minutes. The Director would use steam 
but the large quantity of cocoons and the damp climate necessitate drying. 
The cocoons go to the godown and are stored on racks. The cocoons there 
are turned daily by boys with wooden rakes, one boy in each range of racks. 
No cocoons are reeled for a month. and the Dermest'!S pest of Jammu is 
unknown in Srinagar; mildew is the only pest. 

The cocoons are then issued for sorting, and with this goes flulT-removal. 
Formerly this process was done by machine, now by workers who hold a stick 

-between their palms, put it into the cocoons and rapidly rotate it. the fluff 
adheres to the stick· and clean cocoons are produced. . The fluff is sold 
locally as a form of waste at Rs. 10 a. maund. 

Reeling qualities are-

No.1 A which sorts into No.1 Export and No. lB. 
No.2, No. S, Puda (old coCoons, spoilt cocoons). 
Double, pierced and rat bitten. 

7. }teeling is. done in -large filatures. There are three systems; steam 
heating of basins and cookers, with electric reeling or hand rrelin~. and elec

. tric heating of· basins, steam heating of cookers and electric reeling; the last 
is to be general. . As the temperature in the basins can be regulated to 1450 F., 
1500 F., 1550 F., by the assistant in charge of each filature the reeling 
must be done at the proper temperature. The electric heater is a local inven
tion. The reeling is aU on the self-croisure system and the boys do 2. 3, 4, 5 
or 6 skeins. The unit is to be 2 reelers, one cooker; and the three will be 
jointly responsible for the cocoons. At present. a test is done to ascertain 
what amount of silk can be produced from a particular grade of cocoons of a 
certain denier in so many hours. For instance if No. lB. 1915 crop cocoons 
are to be reeled to 18'to 20, six basins in each filature are put to do it, then a 
scale is made for each filature for that cocoon and denier and that time of the 
year, and the boys get cocoons issued in puns (i.e., by number), and from that 
they should produce so many to1as of raw silk; a four skeiner doing 9 to 11 
denier would get say 18 puns (1,440) of cocoons and have to give up 22 tolas 
(9 oz.) of raw silk. If he turned in 19 and 18 he would be cautioned, if he 
turned in 17 he would be fined: if his silk proved to have more than three ends 
per hour he would be-fined half -a day's pay; if extra good silk was done, he 
would I!'et a bonus of H days' pay. A reeler gets 1 anna per day per skein, 
t.hey reel all sizes from 9 W 11 to 100 denier. 



The !allowing table shows the issues of cocoons on one day:-

Scale of '.Bve 0/ _ to FilaI_ i" pum. 

I l'1m=80 Cooocm& 

lOBo ...... 9 Bo11B8. 8 Bo",,"" 

-
• Sk. & st. • 18k.. , . S8k.. • Sk. , Sk. I Sk • I Sk • 

----
9/11 . · · 18 22 16 16 20 .~ . I' 18 22 

IIfl3 • · · 20 ~ 28 18 II 16 18 20 ~ 

13/16 • · · 22 28 so 20 U •• "18 !2 28 

COOOOtIII iBBued Oft 24th AugtIBt 1916. 

No. • FILATURE. 
11>& OL dr • 

• Sk. 

II at. 
No. I Cocoon. 9/11 74 baaino 18 _ 1 16 " ~rbul. 

Ditto 9/11 229 » 22 u 1I 6 3 

50 Denier No. 3 Coeoono "/66 26 .. 36 .. 3 8 0 

No.6 FILATURE. 

, Sk. No. I Cocoon. 9/11 23 baaino 18_ 1 1& • 
fiSk. Ditto 9/11 266 .. 22 » S • • 
6 Sk. Ditto 9/11 16 » 28 u 213 2 

ao Denier . ' No. 3 Coeoono 45/66 26 .. 36 u 3 8 ~ 

Double Cocoon. l .... in 22 N & 0 0 

B..u. .. ..... . , 1 
" 

.. ... 
No.8 FILATURE. 

, st. . • : No. 1 Coeoono 9/11 
i 

III booino 18_ 1 16 " 
6 Sk. I Ditto 9/11 103 22 Z 6 3 

i . .. » 

ao Denier • 1 No. 3 Coooona 46/66 U 
" 

36 n 3 8 0 

Double Coeoono ·1 1 bnoin 22 » I 0 0 

The cocoons are prepared in bags for the reelers of each filature and the 
reelers, at the end of day fetch each their own bag and put. it at their basin 
re.ady for next day. If two shifts are working, each reeler fetches for the 
reeler of the next shift at his basin. ' 

Reeled silk is oollected and brought in for examina.tion. All is examined 
by eye, and the skeins twisted; selected ones are taken for test, the rest are 
locked up t.ill there is a bale of 164 Ibs. The skeins are then examined for 
defective, stained or oily ones and are packed in a cloth bag in a cradle. The 
full bag is then compressed with cords. covered with waterproof material 
and gunny. Each is 164 Ibs. net and marked outside No. 1 or No.2. 

Skeins for testing are run off, S breaks in an hour's running means half 
a day's par fine, no breaks may mean a bonus of Ii days' pay, and the variation 
()f denier IS "8.refully recorQed ~d fined for, if too bad. 

W Asn SILK. , 

8. Chassam is of the usual kind from the basin and is prepared by the 
cooks. At pl"f'sent the filatures are in sections ~nd each section is responsihljl 
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lor its tale of chassam, based on its ooooon issue. The Guda ie a form of waste 
from the chassam. The Nim-tar is refuseooooons, reeled mixed into a very • 
coarse thread used for embroidery locally. Pierced and rat-bitten ooooons 
are boiled, pulled out and worked into cbassem, and double cocoons are worked 
into a very coarse thread used locally in carpet weaving. 

The proportion of each quality isu followe :-

No.lA 

No.2. 
No.3. 
Dopost 
Pud •• 
Pierced 
Fluff • 

Chassam or Sarnak 
Goddar 

COCOONS. 

71 per cent. which con- {No.1 Ex., 25 per cent. } 011 md. of 
&aina No. 1 B, 76.. No. lA. 

20 .. 
6 .. 
2 .. 
11 .. 
1 .. 
t .. 

100 

• • 
• • 

• 181 to 20 pereent'l f 1 d f • 4 to 6 .. 0 green m • 0 cocoons. 

The following is a statement of the destination of silk, waste and 
cocoons':-

wt slwuMig the ploou where KIJ8"_ ftlk, wute on4 _ _ e IOId in the yetJf' 8.1972 
(1915-16). 

• 
N_ofplaee. Nam_ of "",1101d. 

--~-----

London , Silk """ waale. 

Ly .... (Fran .. ) • Ditto. 

Maneilleo (France) 8iIk, ... Ie """ .....,.,.., 

Italy f'mooon., 

Brin_ (Kaahmir) 8iIk """ w-. 
I 

Ne ... York (Ame""') I Ditto. . ' 
I 

Siam (Bangkok) • • I Silk. 

Amritoar (Punjab) 8iIk """ .. _ 

Calcutta · 8ilk,waaleand_. 

Patiala (Ponjab) • 8iIk. 

Bombay · • 8iIk, .... """_~' 
Simla • • • Coeooa.o. 

SaJ ... tiQn Army, Indi& Ditto. 

Rangoon · • Silt. 

SEED SUPPLY. 

9. The seed is mainly supplied from Europe and has to be ordered early 
in May : if possihle this is put off till reports are got o.f how each lot have 
hatched. The seed comes in November and ie put into a hibernating house 
near Srinagar. When the spring comes and the trees bud, the seed is brought 
up to 50° F. and taken out for distribution. This is a difficult time as 
temperature variations may OCCUf and the seed hatch prematurely or be 
injured by cold in transit to the distributing centres. This year's report 
refers to this. 



.' Locally produced seed is being used to an increasing extebt and 7,352 
ounces were issued this year, out of 37,61~ ounces in all. The seed imported 
for 1916 was of the following kinds:- . 

ArboU88et-
Var 
Pyrennies 
Rouaillon 
Var Liban 
Arbonsset 

Cbabrier 
Ferran • 
Tol1l&8BO Ferri 
Gorio 
Mixed 

. SEED. 

S. 1973 (1915-16). 

• 
3,262i 
4,390 
2,0981 

816 
446 11,013 

3,990 
3,988 
8,814 
2,98Ol 

24 Crop up to date 
33,8541. 35 
seers per oz. 

7,1161 

37,926 

There are 11 Tehsila or Divisions and seed is distributed at 7 different centres. 

0n1e-t 1000tile year 1916-17 (8. 1974.) 

Variety. Name 01 Supplying Firm. Quantity ordered. 

~-----------------;----~~I--------

Fmwh (Chabrie.) 

Do. (Ferran) • 

Do. (Arbou_t) 

Italian No.1 

ItaIlanN .. a 

Local 

• III ...... Chabri ... Perri, France 

· III ...... Ferrao Guintrand,-

• - 11.-.. LsuJent del' Arbon ... t, AI ... (Game). 
Fra ...... 

- II_TommaeoFerrlandComp&ay,AJcoH 
Piceno, lteIy. 

II ....... B. O. Gorinaad Company, Bombay 

-

Ou. 

5,000 

10,000 

8,000 

6,000 (000 
white). 

7,000 

~ s1wwlflg tl.e AIJfflJge8 0/ Importetl and Local seed per oz./Of' the year 0/ 8.1973 
(1916-1'1). .. 

No. N ... ofTahIiL • Quality. 0 .. Crop. A_ ... 

- --_. -- ------ -------- --------
M ... B'f .. CA.l Jl ... 8 ... CA. 

1 KhaMIAf · · · · · .' Local · 396 -lilt a 8 1 11 13, 

I Ditto . · · · · · · Imported • 1,7021 1,900 19 0 1 ~ 10 

3 KhaMPhak · · · · · · i:.ooat · I36l 131 H 0 0 39 J . , Dilto · · · · · Imported. 1,083i 992 H 0 0 36 I. 

II ~P'" · · · · · · Loool · 362 397 31 8 I S Iii 

II Ditto · · · · · Imported • 1,6106 - 1,~ 30.8 0 37 11 



I 

N ... N ..... ofTu.iL QaaIi'y. . OL I Crop. Ay_ . 

---l . 
I Jld.. 8 ... OA:I 

.... _- -~-, _.-
I Jld.. Bro. 0"-

I KhaaLar 

. 
1 · · · · · · LoooI · 3911 611 a 8 1 11 13 

-
Do. l'bak · · • · · : I 

Do. · 2361 23123 O. 0 39 3 

part&bainghpura · · · · Do. · 362 39'1 II B t S U 

Waatip_ I Do. 1,0661 1,1" 23 0 J 3 1 · · · · · · I · 
KuIg&m · · · · · · · Do. · 0811 008 2CI 0 0 36 14 

ADantoagh · · · · · Do. · 1,f68 1.000 17 8 0 28 1 

Bamm..u. · · - · · · Do. · 199 899 39 0 1 II 0 

Uttar Maohepura • · · · · • I 
Do. · 1,613 1,1i3'1 20 0 I 0 It} 

, 
Jag;. · · · · · · · Do. · 2M 240 26 8 J 1 I 

Khood 
, 

· · · · · · Do. · Iti 2028 B 0 M 10 

Uri • · · · · · · Do. · 361 4224. 0 1 1 II . ~--, - - ~. _._- -. __ ._- -

, 
Tar ... • I Local · 1,l111l 8,910 29 8 0 39 I 

------ _., _. -------_. -

I Total Local Seed I_eel · .. ?,HIIl 8,910 29 8 0 39 I 
I 

30,8091 1-~,910 ~O' 8 

- - --_.-. 

Total Imported Seed lIIUed · I 0 M 14 .. , 

I I-,~,-~ - ---

GRAND TOTAL OF IMPORTED AND I 37,926 
, 

3lI,881 0 0 0 36 .. 
I 

! II 
LOCAL ISSUED SEED. • ! , . 

-SEED PRODUCTION. 

10. Selected cocoons from special rearers are kept for seed, 1 maund per 
100 oz. seed. They are hung up tlH they emerge; the moths are coupled for 6 
hours, and placed in a cloth bag to lay. The dead female moth is examined 
for pebrine and flacherie" the head and thorax pounded up, the abdomen left. 
for check. There are men specially trained as microscope examiners; their 
work is checked by the supervisor. About 10 per cent. of the moths a.re 
rejected for pebrine or Haeberle, and after examination all the passed -ones 
are hung up in the next room. Four thousand ounces of eggs means 400,000 
moths, i.e., say 500,000 to examine. A man does there about 600 per day. 
Local seed is better than imported but it is disquieting to realise tliat some 
4 per cent. to 6 per cent. of motlu; from newly imported seed are pebrinised. 

There can Ire no question that this production of seed is of vital import
ance, not only to Kashmir but to India, and it is of the greatest importance 
that it be put on a proper footing. _ The worms should be speciall,i reared 
under ideal conditions;.. the seed exa,mination, the storage before and after 
examination needs to be done in new sterllisable rooms under the best possible 
conditions and the Duroor would he well IUlvised to provide for this in the 
best possible mauner in a good site, away from the factory or from any otller 
rearing. I attach great weight to this because if under present conditions 
local seed is better, under better conditions it would be better still. Miss 
Cleghorn ·has abundantly shown what can be done with really perfect rearing. 
~ashmir could then provide a.ll its own seed, ~t could.proyide exactly what 
It wanted on the basiS of each man's cocoon Yield, whIch It cannot do now, 
and the risks and vicissitudes of the journey would be l~. 

The present production should not be increased suddenly but I would 
plan the ideal rearing, seed examining and seed storage place now, plant the 
necessary mulberry and get it working in a year or two. It will not be easy 
to_plan it but if time is taken it can be done. 
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In .this. oonnection, the work being done by Mr. C. M. Hutchin80n'm 
be of Vital Importance; it is incomplete and I caI'\Pot now discuss it but. the. 
soction on disease in Chapter X should be read. 

. ,!he fol~owing is a statement of the examinations of moths, some of which 
laid III mushn bags, some in paper squares :~ 

Statement &lwwing lhe 'qed"", oj mot1Ia tmdet- difJertMl heat1.a • 
. 

JlBJ'BCTIOlJ • • -
--~ -- ~-- - -- --.--~ 

. 

Hl'tl_nd of PU&UfL I F .......... linn. , onu.ow. _ ... T .... .. _- ....... a ........ ........... 
I 100. I~I 10 .. p., )(0. Pv Pv 1< .. .... 
! -. -. 1< .. ..... -. 
i ---- - ---t' .... · .... I'i.07' : ... 1 7.003 .... ...... ... 8,'" . ... 61.e71 , ... 27J,086 

: I 
-

; PapeT • .. ,·· .. 1 .. °1 .... , ... 3,138 "·1 ',- ., 1,212 IS-" ... .,. __ 
, ....... 

{! ........... ll.au I 10-8 7·'<01 ... 1.006 H' .. ... .81 '1,157 .... 1.81,09 

1 raper . . i '''I "., . .. , ... 6O. "'\ ... '.0' ..... .... 8,715-
0 .. _ 

I . .. ...... 
ItU5 aodj AVer.ae-l-nt.l 

'~I a',ln i "'I 15,89$ •. , ",- HI ' ..... .... , l,01.8M , ... 1,18.082 
. lUI..! masUa bat: 

; "pm'. 1 '_m . . i {KlOUD) Ilfa (MuatiD) ... (MuaHn) 6." (Fapel') •• 1 .. 

l , 

1t16 I 1916 19l$ 101. i 
IlImmulD ., (PaI'M! I .... ( ....... ... (liUIIID) .&-" I (Paper) I'll .. 'H .. 

It'll) I and una leu I P.~) 

'" 

PRESENT POSITION. 

11. The industry in the State has escaped one danger, the method of
growing the worms in large rearing houses with hired labour, which brought 
tH a close the Lister Co.'s efforts in Gurdaspur and the Dun. This was pro
posed by Sir T.Wardle in 1896, when it was thought that the methods of the 
Kashmiri as regards cleanliness, ventilation and the like were so bad that the 
industry never would develop as a cottage industry. It was proposed to hand 
it over to private enterprise, backed by English capital;and to develop it on 
the large rearing house system. The present position shows that the Cottage 
Industry system has succeeded. and the progress made has been steady and 
continual. The Director of Sericulture at that time, Babu Rishibar Mukerjhi, 
opposed the proposal aDd subsequent events justify his attitude. The large 
l't'.aring house policy does look attractive and is still being used by the Salva
tion Army and is proposed for othel' parts of India. Comparing the present 
position of the Kashmir industry with the utter failures in Gurdaspur and 
the Dun.emphasises the relative v.lue of the two methods. Another attempt 
to transfer the industry to private enterprise was made in 1901, . when an 
agreement was drawn up for the transfer Of the industry to Mr. C. M. Hadow; 
Ml', (now Sir Louis) Dane. who took charge as Resident in November 1901, 
fl'ported strongly against this on the ground that the figures on which it was 
shown that the industry was working at a loss did not include the value of 
silk lying unsold in Europe. When this item ·was put in, the profit was defi
nitely shown, and the proposed prival.el#fionopoly was not allowed; the develop
ment of the mdustrv has been trared-lbove and the State benefits now to the 
extent of some B.s, lllakhs a year. . 

The industry is undoubtedly popular in the Valley now and the Depart
Dwnt are selecting the class of rearer they think best; its popularity is prob
ably in large IIll'aSUre due to the fact. that the Kasbmiri realises actual cash in 
hard coin. The Valley is isolated, there is little trade, and little means of 
getting monl'Y as such. They grow what they eat but cannot easily take 
their crop and realise money on it, so that while they can live, they can get 
little money and it is this !.IJI.t appeals to them. 

If this view is oorrect, it needs to be borne in mind in considering the 
slowness of development in the Punjab, where grain and cotton sells for 
PlOnl'Y, the man there ca.n get his ItloDeyand is less favourably inclined to silk, 

In 
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TAe De~elopment 01 tAe lrulustry. 

12. The cocoon producing industry has nearly reached the limit of the 
av~ilable trees and it is obviously necessary to increase the trees. This is 
bell~g ~done and tbe only useful suggestion I ean olier is that all the available 
VarietIes of mulberry should. be test~ with a view ~ making certain that the 
loml ones are the best. Seemg tbat Imported seed IS used and that there is a 
good deal of fiacherie, it js possible that otber varieties will do better and 
the Pusa experience distinctlv supports that. It is also quite likely that the 
Cleghorn fruitless variety will do well. I think this point is worth te!ltin" 
as can ?e easily done by C?l1ecting existing varieties from Pusa and elsewher~ 
and domg a s1I!all experm~ent each year. The development of the industry 
has been so rapId and contmuous that there has not been much scope for this 
kind of experImental work. 

13. The second question is that of seed production in tbe State. In con. 
sidering this, tbese points must be remembered. . • 

(a) Local seed. though from cocoons reared by the Kashmiri. does 
better than imported ' industrial' seed; better rearing would 
produce better seed still. . 

(b) It is necessary to proceee steadily and it is impossible to suddenlv 
increase from 4,000 to 40,000 ounces .of seed and have it all 
good . 

. (e) Until the Vf'ry important investigations of Mr. Hutchinson. the 
Imo.eriaJ.. Agricultural Bacteriologist, are more complete, no 
definite steD can he taken, as the very means of spread of peb
rine are unkno~n. 

(d) What.ever is done must be thorough and the seed should he from 
cocoons,reared under ideal conditions. The State sbould now 
proceed to prerare for tbe production of their own seed. ~ that 
action can be immediately taken when the matter is decided. , 

I attach VI'" great importance to this matter and I do not think that any 
flevelopment is likely to be of such value to the development of the industry. 
But I would not attempt to increase seed production under existing circum
stanceS; the present methods, in unsuitable bUildings. are too unfavourable. 

14. The third problem refers to the utilisation in India of Kashmir silk 
and the Question of finding a good market in India for much of the raw silk. 
No one can foretell the outcome of trials in this direction but a little organisa· 
tion would enable it to be tested. If the commercial organisation 
described in Cbapter :X;XVII is created. theu this will at once enable the 
Indian demand and the Ka.'1hmir supply to be correlated and the market test
ed. I belie ... e that it would be to the mutual advanta!re of the Kashmir 
production and the Indian consumotion if the Kashmir silk took the place of 
the imported and I would make a determined eliort to effect this. 

If the organisation to develop this is not created in India then I think 
the State could, on tbe lines laid doWn on ~age 173. make the neressary inqui. 
ries themselves and test the markets. It could he done by the officials during 
the winter when work is less pressing. 

15. It is not necessary for me to describe in detail the proper methods of 
producing the best seed; the State at present produces seed at a very little 
over one rupee per ounce which costs t4lem to import nearly tbree rupees per 
ounce. To put up the necessary ideal fearing accommodation, and the neces
sary buildings and plant for microscopic examination will not cost more than 
the sum saved in tbe first year probably; but when it is done it l11ust be 
irreproachably done. I wonld at the same time go further with experiments 
iu varieties. A pure zebra race is wanted perhaps; for India, a white 
cocooned race: a hivoltine race may admit of two crops a year. It is possible 
that the accidental hatchings of local seed would provide a bivoltine suited 
to the Valley; the Madagascar race mav suit the conntry and give two crops: 
the best Japanese races need to be tried. 

Here again there is scope for experiment and though the staff are verY 
busy. I would attempt it: if India develops the experiment station rere~l. 
to in Chaptl!t XXVIII. Kasbmif will ht!netlt f!;Om tba\. 



JAMMU. 

16. Sericulture was commenced in 1909 on linci similar to those on which 
the jndustry is run in Kashmi~. It has increased steadily and rapidly till in 
191a, 4,000 ounces of seed was ISSUed to about 3,000 men, m some 650 villages, 
a crop of 3,000 maunds of green cocoons was purchased at a cost of about 
47,000 rupees, the rearers getting an average of Rs. 16 each. The industry 
may be regarded as a settled one, that will probabll increase up to the limit 
of the rearers and of the available trees. 

Th.e development of the iiidl!st.ry is told in the Annual Reports issued by 
the SerlCulture Department and It IS not necessary to do more than summa,rise 
the main points. The table shows the facts for the years 1909 to 1915 :-

v ..... I vm .. ge. Oz. , ~~ll~r~. .......... 
-- - - --- --------, 

MeD, Mds. Price • 

1909·10 

1910·11 

lIHl·12 

1912·13 

1913-14 

1914·15 

. I 
·1 

, 

157 

240 

268 

39.1 

574 

8M 

, 
l , 

1.501 

2,100 I , 
2,399 I 
2,970 

3,963 

",013 , 
I 

8i5 I 1,234 19,039 I~:: ~~ ; :; 1: p~ 
1,057 .[1,686 26,166 I 15 8 3124 12 0 

1,463 ; 1,415 21.975 1 III 9 1, 15 0 0 
I 

1,559 

2,798 I
, [2,007 

, 2,316 

2,922" 3,001 
i 

SEED. 

31,691 15 12 0 120 .0 0 

36,163 ,15 9 0 i 13 {I 0 

i 15 10 0 116 0 0 46,960 

1'7 

1'9 

l'8 

111 

No 

1-' 

17. The seed is imported from Europe and is hibernated at Batote. The 
amount of seed required is estimated in May, when the rearers bring in their 
coc'OOns and is ordered then. In 1915 the kinds and yields per oz. of the seed 
were-

1915-Seed-
4'0 0Ii.-G. Gorio--Yielded .• 

1,000 Bro\1886 from Durant Bevon &; Co. 
500 B. Perrier • 
500 Chabrierea et Fil. 

1,500 L. Arbonsset 
50.! de Lonca • . 

6 local Kashmir ._ 
• 
• 

Md. Sm. 
1 7 peroz. 

34 10 
30 0 
29 0 
27 0 
26 13 
11 6 

The seed is imported in the usual 30 gramme boxes and is distributed 
to the rearers in their villages about 10 to 12 days before it hatches. The 
uniformity of the hatching varies: the seed hatches over 3 days as a minimum 
up to 12 days or more as a maximum; irregular hatching is a disadvantage 
since it prolongs the work and keeps the staff longer employed: and the 
Director is experimenting with the distribution of hatched eggs, hatching 
the l'ggs required for a tehsil in one place under proper conditions of tem
perature and then issuing the worms. Irregular hatching is alsO a serious 
matter for a man bringing in green cocoons for sale, as the first may be 
emerging as moths, while the last have barely spun: worms are reared in 
baskets, winnows, trays, etc., while young and are tra~sferred to mats, etc., as 
they grow. There are no uniform methods adopted: m some cases the worms . 
are' on the floor, in others on charpoys, or on mats spread on a machan, or on 
cloth: machans are very rough temporary ones made of sticks: they may be 
of one or two tiers, in one case I saw worms on mats laid on stick frames 
hung from the roof and I am surprised more do not do this. 

uaf is brought in morning and eVl'ning: stripped. cut if necessary, and 
!'t.rewed oyt'r the worms: the bed undl'r the worms varies in depth UJl to a 
couple of inches or more: flscherie and grassel'ie <t~ kpoWll hl.1t evidently are 
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not serious: the rearing is done in the usual mud walled houses either cattle 
sheds or th.e dwelling itself: these houses are very cool in the day and kl'l'p 
warm at mght. 

The worms are white, zebra or clouded: some are almost pure "'hite or 
zebra, most are mixed. I was not able to see any worms spinning: the rearers 
spread twigs over them, or straw, dry leaves, dry linseed stalks, etc.: they 
prefer to lay them horizontally, with the result that the worms not ready to 
spin must crawl up and get fed above: the Director is introducing better 
methods, but the best method is not yet settled: the Assam method of bunches 
of twigs or stalks hung up so that the worms can crawl into them seems likelv 
to be useful or the Italian system of twigs laid on 2 hurdles placed like a roo"f 
over the worms so that they (!an crawl up as they like. 

It will not be easy to get a good system adopted as the rearer is averse 
to taking trouble or exerting himself. 

Cocoon!! are either killed in the heat of the sun under a cloth or are 
brought in green to Jammu or one of 7 other centres: it depends on the dis
tance, the dry cocoons being brought in to the centres if the distance is at all 
considerable: in some cases rearers bring them over distances as great as a 
hundred miles. As a rule, an allowance of 2 pice per mile per maund is marle 
for carria{!e and this amounted in 1915 to 14 annas 6 pies per maund brought 
in : this amount is included in the heading" price" in the-Table on the previ
ous page: in 1914-15, the price is shown as Rs. 46,960: of which Rs. 43,174 is 
the actual price paid, Rs. 2,759 is carriage, and Rs. 1,027 is lambardari : this 
works out at Rs. 14-6-0 per maund as price, Re. 0-14-6 as carriage, and 
Re. 0-5-0 as lambardari. 

There are difficulties about green cocoons in the weights: if the cocoons 
. are so fresa that the worms have not changed to pupae, they weigh more and 
tpe maund contains fewer cocoons: the rearer endeavours to get in as much 
of them as possible: if all the worms have changed and the cocoons have dried, 
before the moth emerges, the cocoons weigh less. Dry cocoons are bought by 
measure, not weight, as the. weight variation is so enormous; 

TREES. 

18. Seed is distributed by the State officials to rearers in villages where 
there are trees and the supply of trees is a serious consideration. Existing 
trees are regarded as the property of the State and it is forbidden to cut fuel 
from them or to fell them for timber. The State maintains nurseries and 
trees are issued to zemindars and they are allowed to regard these trees as their 
property to be Itealt with as they like: but trees are only issued to zemindars 
who are doing rearing. Existing trees may be used for leaf supply by any 
rearer : if a rearer takes seed, he can cut his leaf from trees growing on the 
land of anyone but another rearer: so that a man having trees must either 
rear worms himself or must see the trees cut about by others. 

The State maintains a. staff to look after the mulberry trees and the trees 
are under the control of the Director of Sericulture: so far 38 possible they 
regulate the use of trees and it is an offence to cut a bunch thicker than one's 
thumb: but this is constantly done, not only because it is easier but because it 
supplies wood for fuel. 

THE INDUSTRY. 

19. It is interesting to note that while in the Punjab, the industry h38 
since 1909 grown to 600 oz. producing some 300 maunds, in Jammu it has 
grown to one of 4,000 oz. producing 3,000 maunds. Yet in Jammu, the popu
lation is smaller; the means of communication are very poor and the country 
is very mountainous and inaccessible. 

The rearer in Jammu receives Rs. 14-6-0 per maund, the rearer in the 
Pun.iab receives Rs. 27 to Rs. 35 per maund: both get leaf free, while from 
the Punjab man is deducted on the average Rs. 7 per maund for seed. 

On the whole the Punjab rearer is better off, yet the industry in the same 
ti:'lle has only grQ~ fA:! on~ S(!V~Jltb of the Jammu industry. . 



The reasons lie in a nutshell: in Jammu there has been organisation and 
pressure: in the Punjab there has been neIther. 

In Jammu in 1909 there was & Director of Sericulture and staff & Mul
berry Head Inspector, 2 Mulberry Assistant Inspectors, 1 J~dar, 4 
Gardeners, 10 Beldars, 20 Mulberry Khalasis: there are also Girdawars, 
usually from Kashmir, who inspect the rearing and look after the worms, and 
there IS now an Assistant Director of Sericulture. 

Rearers are sought out and encouraged, helped y;:ith charpoys, mats, etc.; 
if a rearer is short of room the Lambardar· turns some one out of a room for 
him and arranges room. for him; if he wishes to build a house he gets an 
advance for it: the rearer can cut the trees, whether his own or anyone else's: 
he has the branches for fuel and cuts large branches accordingly, while the 
owner of the land cannot stop him,. and cannot himself get Iuel from the 
trees. The Lambardar gets commission (5 annas per maund) on the village 
crop and accordingly puts pressure on the people to rear worms. and to do it 
properly: the report for 1914:-15 says" a WIder application of the gentle 
pressure now exercised by the Heads of Tahsils over those that are in power 
under them will not be amiss," meaning that the Zaildars and Lambardars 
Ilre in turn to put pressure on the villagers to rear worms and to look after 
mulberry trees: the good rearer gets a lungi as a reward and is. generally 
encouraged by the State officials: the tehsildars and officials know that the 
interest they take in the industry will be taken into account when promotion 
is made and the whole of the officials and staff are encouraged by the personal 
devotion they feel to the Maharajah; the profit if there is any, comes into the 

. State treasury and so helps the country. 
20. It is not necessary to contrast the Punjab with this because there is 

no real comparison: the Director of Agriculture takes up sericulture as part 
of his duties: the Assistant Professor of Entomology does same, knowing 
nothing of the industry to start with: four fieldmen, a mukadam and a rearer 
are the staff: and there is no encouragement of any sort given except rewards 
in money at the Exhibition peld in May. Tree planting is not being'done: 
restrictions are put on the use of trees near towns: and there is no kind of 
" gentle pressure" exerted to make the industry attractive to the people. 
The district officials may be interested or not, but they certainly do not exert 
gentle pressure on their subordinates or actively urge the growing of mulberry 
trees and silk worms. 

21. The Jammu system seems to give very good results and there can be 
no doubt as to its being a benefit to the people. A difficulty is arising in the 
fact that rearers near the British frontier find it better to sell their cocoons 
in India than in Jammu; and as the State supplies them with seed, and con
tracts to buy the cocoons the rearer has to declare the loss of his worms from 
disease, or rats, to account for his apparently small crop. If the Punjab 
ever actively develops sericulture-on a similar scale to Jammu, this difficulty 
will be still greater and some means of meeting it will need to be found. The 
easiest will probably lie in not buying from any rearer more cocoons than he 
was issued seed for. It is not a very important matf,er but will need to be 
adjusted. 

The cocoons in Jammu are reeled at the filature and the raw silk sold 
in Europe. This is fully.dealt with under Kashmir. 

CHAPTER V.-THE PUNJAB. 

The problem of growing mulberry silkworms has attracted· the atten
tion of district officers in this province from the year 1836 onwards and there 
is a record of a long series of experiments made to test the feasibility of 
growing in the Punjab the ~ilk that was so largely i~ported from. Central 
Asia, Kashmir and Afghanistan. The fact ~at frUltmg mulberrIes ~w 
vigorously was an inducement; the East India Company had been making 
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elforts to stimulate silk product.ion in Bengal and from t.ime to Lime encourage
ment was given to district officers to attempt the problem afre8h. As a rule 
the experiment promised w~ll and was abandoned on the transfer to anot.her 
district of the officer who had initiated it. (Umballa. 1836, Ludhiana, 1836, 
etc.). The district list in Appendix VII shows 12 districts and three Native 
States in which at some time experiments have been made, chiefly without any 
permanent result. Cocoons were produced, in some cases silk was reeled and 
even sent to Europe but sooner or later some untoward accident put an end to 
the venture. 

2. It is not necessary to further refer to these experiments which are fully 
dealt with in the Monograph by W. M. Hailey, published in 1899. (A awn
mary appears under" Experiments" in Appendix XI.) Failure was due te-

(1) Inexperienced officers started, who got experience and were 
transferred. 

(2) The seed used was from varied sources, often mixed, not of the 
right race and often diseased. 

(3) Uniformity of hatching was not secured. 

(4) The importance of rearing a single brood only, in the spring, Willi 
. not realised and multivoltine seed was used in some cases. 

3. In 1854, JaJIer Ali commenced in the Gurdaspur district and a crop 
of 56 seers of cocoons was also obtained in Boshiarpurj a colony of MusaJmall 
weavers started at Soojanpur, Pathankot and some success was achieved, this 
continued and Jaffer Ali's .effort was carried on for some 20 years; it was 
helped and extended by Mr. Halsey at Sujanpur, who ofiered prizes and 
stimulated the people to take seed and produce cocoons; at his death (1879), 
the Lister Company started in Gurdaspur and in Ka.ngra; exhibitions of 
cocoons were held and at Kangra, in 1879, 79 maunds of COCOOJlS were produced , 
and in 1881, 251 maunds of cocoons. Disease had broken out among the 
worms and from then on to 1890, the cocoon supply decreased. The Lister 
Company who had been working on the old lines changed their methods (as 
they did at Debra Dun), built large central rearing bouses and had such 
losses that they left the district in 1892. The industry died out in Kangra 
and very much declined in Gurdaspur. Mr. Hailey states that in 1899 the 
only place where silk rearing was practised was Gurdaspur and there only on 
a small scale. There must have been some rearing still in Ka.ngra. 

4. From 1892 to 1907, the industry seems to have attracted little atten
tion but in the latter year, Sir Thomas Wardle addressed the India Office and 
urged the revival of sericulture in the Punjab, on the lines of the revival in 
Kashinir. The essential facts of the Kashmir industry were either not known 
to Sir T. Wardle or were passed over: nowhere in his book on " Kashmir and 
its Silk Industry" does he mention the price paid by the State for the cocoons 
nor the fact that cocoons must be sold at the fixed price to the State only. Dor 
the fact that the State owned all the mulberry trees. 

5. The question was accordingly re-opened and the Department of Agri
culture took it up. Sir Louis Dane stimulated the revival of the rearing in 
the Gurdaspur district and in 1909, with the assistance of the Department of 
Agriculture, cocoons were produced experimentally at Gurdaspur, Changa 
Manga and Lyallpur. These were sent to Bengal for reeling and were 
reported on fa.vourably. Thereafter Sheikh Ghulam Sadiq of Amritsar, took 
up the industry in Gurdaspur, obtaining seed from France, hibernating it in 
Simla and distributing it in February to selected'rearers according to the 
amount of leaves a.vailable. The Department of Agriculture also distributed 
seed in Sialkot, etc., the Canal Department experimented and the Education 
Department C(H)perated with the Agricultural Department in having silk
worms reared in schools in order to familiarise the children with the industry. 
This is a very brief statement of an active campaign that was carried on by 
the Agricultural Department, some information of which will be found in the 
Annual Reports. 



. 8. At the present time, the whole amount of seed distributed is between 
500 and 600 OZ., of which GhuJam Sadiq distributes 400; he distributed 3 oz. 
in 1909 and since then has ~stributed as follows :-

1910 

1911 

1912 

1913 

1914 

1916 

11116 

• 

· . 
· i 

100 oz. t.o 

274 .. ., 
300 .. u 

300 .... 
335 .... 
37, ,"" 
400 " .. 

Yields. 

69 men 17 m&'IIlda 

63 .. 33 ., 

'73 
" • 43 .. 

158 .. 46 .. ,.. 
1117 .. b4 .. 
187 ., 62 

" 
49 .. 

a.verage per oz. 

29 IIOOlII 3 ... ", 7 .h. (dly). 

16 
" 

, .. 14 .. 
37 ., 5 .. III .. 
34 .. 4 .. II .. 
20 .. , .. 10 .. 
0 .. 6 .. 0 .. 

'"" 18 .. 4 .. III .. 
These figures are supplied to me by Mohammad Jamil, Agent to Khan 

Bahadur Ghulam Sadiq. The Department of Agriculture in 1913 issued 51 
oz. of which 5 oz. were eaten by rats, and 44! oz. gave 7 maunds 32 seers, 14 
chittacks of dry cocoons, an average of about six seers per oz. on the seed 
accounted for. In 1914, 136 oz. were distributed, of which 10 oz. were eaten 
by ra:ts, and 110 oz. gave 23! maunds or some 51 seers per oz. In I1f15, 165 
oz. were distributed but the total results are given with Sheikh Ghulam 
Sadiq's, i.e., 515 oz. accounted for gave 85 maunds or an average of 6! seers 
per ounce. These figures are for dry cocoons; to get weights of green cocoons 
it is necessary to multiply by 3. 

7. It will be seen that there has been steady progress and that the failures 
of the past have not recurred. This is in the main due to the fact that fresh 
seed, from moths examined for pebrine, is imported every year from France 
and tlfat no attempt is made to get more than one crop nor is seed ever taken 
from the insects in this country. The importance of this method of proceed
ing was first ascertained in Kashmir and the success of the industry. turns 
wholly upon this point: had disease-free seed been available in the forties and 
fifties, and had the fundamental fact that only a single crop can be taken been 
realised then, the failures of the past would probably not have occurred: quite 

. certainly there would not have been the decrease in production that took place 
from 1883 to 1900. 

8. The seed is also distributed by the Department to schools and arrange
ments are made to distribute the resulting money between the master and the 
pupils, usually in the proportion of one-third and two-thirds. The number 
of schools varies from year to ;year; in 1913, 46 schools commenced, situated in 
these districts-8ialkot, Amntsar, Hoshiarpur, Ambala, Gurdaspur, Lahore; 
in 1915, 50 schools are taking each t oz. The net result is that where the 
teachers are interested, the worms are well tended, the ]?upils are interested 
and the fact that the cocoons fetch money is well advertised; but that where 
the teachers dislike the new work, they easily make it fail. Under the limited 
circumstances of space, etc., of primary schools in villages, one can easily 
understand such an innovation bein~ resented and wh~le it may have some 
educative value to rear silkworms, it IS unlikely to have any practical effect in 
ever stimulating the production of cocoons. It would be better to have a 
small rearing house at every railway station in suitable tracts, so that people 
could see the industry. This suggestion is strongly endorsed by 
Mr. McNamara, the Director of Sericulture in Kashmir. The question of the 
educative value of the silkworm rearing is one for the Education Department. 
My experience of teaching in India and England, my knowledge of India and 
its people, convince me most strongly that so far from its having an educative 
value. It is prejudicial to what I conceive to be the object of real education. 
Nor do I thmk any good is being done by familiarising pupils with silkworm 
rt'aring; as far as fostering the industry is concerned, it is treating what 
should be a serious livelihood as a joke; Europeans who have kept silkworms 
in their young days would not dream of connecting this with a serious profes-



slon and means of earning a livelihood; it is as if we tried to foster agriculture 
by giving children toy ploughs and little tpy fields of plasticine; if sericulture 
will progress it will be beeause it is a paying business that will make life less 
. hard; that is a serious ma.tter, not to be trilled with in schools. My opinion 
may be wholly wrong as the value of the method depends wholly upon wha~ 
the scholars and their parents think of it : but I t.hink they look on it as a plaf. 
and that it does not enoourage them to treat it as a serious business. This 18 
also the view of the Kashmir Director. 

9. The silkworm rearing practised in Gurdaspur, Amritsar. and Hoshiar
pur is in the main done by Mussalman weavers and cultivators; in Sialkot by 
Hindu cultivators, shop-keepers. etc.; the seed is distributed in February by 
the agent or the Department, the former giving an advance of Rs. 2 per ounce 
if necessary; this seed is in the original 30 gramme boxes stamped with the 
inspection marks of the French Republic. The seed hatches in early March 
and the worms I saw were healthy, well cared for and kept under good condi- . 
tions. Trays or wiunows are used for the young stages; the use of regular 
trays on bamboo or wood macAans (frames) is not general; after the second 
moult the worms are placed on the ground or on mats, on macAans, etc., and 
leaves or branches up to a foot long are placed over them; they are kept in 
mud-walled houses, which remain very cool in the day time; these are either 
the separate houses used at other times for cattle, or part of the rearer's 
dwelling. 

When the worms are full grown, they spin in dried leaves or -straw 
spread over the mass of twigs on which they are; spinning trays are not 
known, nor the use of nets for the young worms. There is the mmimum of 
expense; but cleanliness is looked after and the dry climate prevents the fer
mentatioI!. of the litter which would be so detrimental in Bengal or Mysore. 

The coooons are killed by exposure to the heat of the sun under a cloth, 
so that they shall not bleach; and in May the dried cocoons are brought in for 
sale or for exhibition at the fair held at the end of the month. 

Since no fly troubles them, wire gauze is not needed; arsenic is issued for 
rats which are a pest; the use of disinfectants is not called for as there is no 
disease and since they take only one crop of worms a year : and there are only 
two points that call for comment: one is the race of worms used, the other is 
the supply of leaf. _ 

10. The seed used is obtained from France and the worms are of tbree 
kinds; white, Zebra and clouded; the coooons are fairly uniform in colour. 
silk, shape and size; but the colour characters of the worms show that the 
breed is not pure and the evidence goes to show that the clouded worms are 
the least satIsfactory. Sheikh Ghulam Sadiq thinks that a Japanese race 
would do better and it appears that the Japanese race introduced by Mr. 
Halsey is still maintained and is regarded as being better than the French. 

I think it is fairly certain that a better race than the mixed French will 
be found, whether it be Japanese or some other, and a race that will stand 
heat is obviously required: it is a mistake to adhere wholly to one or a few 
races of worms that suit Europe if better races can be got for India and I 
think this point requires attention. 

11. The second question is that of leaf; mulberry is grown chiefly as a 
roadside tree, mixed with mango and sissoo; the revenue from the latter trees 
is greater than that from mulberry and District Boards incline to planting 
them; but the existing trees are being fully used; not more than 600 oz. of seed 
can be grown on the available trees near villages where there are rearers and 
on suitable canal trees: I am told that, were there trees, 2,000 oz. of seed could 
be given out at once in the villages where rearing is being done; it is obviously 
important to increase the trees and to do 80 near the existing villages that 
rear silk; if this is not done, the existing old trees will die and the nucleus of 
a very flourishing industry will disappear. 

At the present stage, it is not likely that land will be used for growing 
• bush mulberry and if bush is grown at the instance of the Department it 

should be only to supply leaf to provide for immediate needs; the cultivation 
of bush mulberry as a regular practice is nol to be encouraged and reliance 
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should be placed upon trees. These trees should be in part of the early leafing 
variety; r am inclined to think they should also. be male trees grown from 
cuttings and of the variety that Miss Cleghorn is ~wing in Calcutta; there 
is considerable confusion as to the species andval'ietjes of mulberry; I see 
that the Economic Botanist at Lyallpur says that crossing has taken place; . 
but the Superintendent of the Horticultural Gardens at Lahore tells me there 
is no difficulty in supplying large quantities of plants of the early kinds and 
that there is nQdifficulty in planting them and getting them grown. 

I would emphasise the very great importance of proper pruning of the 
trees especially during the first few years, and the employment of a properly 
trained assistant to supervise planting, and to attend to proper pruning is 
desira~le. If this is not thought desirable, the present arboricultural assist
ants should be trained in pruning and the trees should be properly grown so 
as to give shade an<!. so as to make plucking easy. The importance of having 
the right type of tree is very great and this can only be secured by proper 
pruning in the young stages. . 

The classification of the various mulberry varieties in India is being 
attempted by Dr. Carter, Economic Botanist to the Botanical Survey; and it 
is important that this point should be cleared up if possible. 

12. A total of 2,000 oz. of seed means nearly 1,000 maunds of green 
cocoons worth Rs. 50,000, so that a certain initial and recurrent expenditure 
to secure this is justified; as the trees increa~e the revenue from their rental 
increases and ultimately the district and the District Board will benefit. I 
am convinced that if the present rearers would take 2,000 oz. the ultimate 
expansion of the industry will be many times that amount if trees or bushes 
are available; the industry suits the pecple, it comes in as light indoor work 
just before harvest, it is a clear additional source of income without capital 
expenditure or extra cultivation; and under present conditions, with imported 
seed and with active buyers. it is sure. Provided the present lines are 
adhered to and the best seed is issued. I think the industry is one that will grow 
and increase very much in proportion as the trees are planted; and the most 
vital question at present is to increase the trees. 

It is, I think, most important to concentrate effort at the best points; I 
would entirely stop the school effort; I w.ould concentrate on tree and bush 
planting in the submontane tracts. in the villages where rearers now occur 
and as this spreads I would cautiously expand outwards till the limit wa$ 
reached at which the onset of early hot winds jeopardises the industry. 

In 1884 the Forest Department bred worms at Changa Manga success· 
fully; so also the next year; but the third year hot dry winds wiped 75 per 
cent. of the worms out. There is a line, between the hills and the dry areas. 
at which the early hot weather will prevent successful breeding and ihis line 
bas not been found. so I would expand outwards from the hills till that line 
is found; it is unlikely that the industry will ever pay west of a line through 
Delhi-Kamal-Umhalla-Ludhiana- Ferozepore- Lahore-W azirabad
Rawalpindi, i.8., west of the Grand Trunk Road usine this as a convenient 
demarcation limit; and it wj,ll be in areas between this line and the hills that 
it will he carried on. 

I note that the opinion is held that the extension of the irrigated areas 
is affecting the climate of the Puniab particularly in delaying the onset of the 
very hot dry weather which is so fatal to the worms: if this is taking place, a 
time may come where it will pay to grow silkworms in areas not now suitable: 
but at present the possible extension in more suitable areas is so great that 
it is not worth while attempting to foster the industry under difficult 
circumsiances. 

13. Interest has been awakened in Changa Manga forest this veal' by the 
action of the Salvation Army in ha.ving a widely advertised experiment there. 
It is neces.~ry to realise at once that it is impossible to profitably nrodllce 
('OCOOns at plllCes like Chanf!&. Man!!:a on the )ine~ of the Salvation Army: it 
dOl'S not pay to l'rect temporarv houses. to tran!lport labour. to rear half a 
million worms in eRch house: the recurring cost is high. the risk of disease is 
great, the loss if hea~ sets in l'4rly is too large: even at the best, with a full 



crop, the expenses are greater than the returns; as an advertisement the rear
ing of 100 oz. of seed at Changa Manga may be of value: as a pra~tical and 
profitable operation, it is not. . 
. . If Changa Manga and similar plantations were split up in strips and of 
such .small .size that the in~abitants of ~eighbouring villages could utilise the 
leaf In their own houses, SIlkworm rearmg would be profitable if the climate 
allowed: but it is fairly certain that the climate will, in at least one year out 
o~ three, make the rea~mg unprofitabl.e. Plantations such as Changa Manga 
WIll help forward the mdustry, only 1f they are situated near villages where 
there are rearers, and then only quite small areas can be utilised: and 80 far 
as the Forest Depart~ent. can .help it will ~ chiefly in the provision of smalJ 
areas of mulberry cultivatIOn sItuated at SUItable places as regards climate and 
available people. 

14. The Salvation Army have been actively advertising their work by 
means of commnnications in the Press and have started a Silk School at Simla. 
I deal with the activities of this body in Chapter XI and their influence in the 
Punjab is there discussed. I am not of opinion that the Silk School will be 
of any benefit to the Punjab: I do not believe that training people in seri
culture in a school will tend to incre~ the amount of silkworm rearing done. 
It is unfortunate that the extravagant statements of the Salvation Arm:y as to 
yield and out-turn, and their injudicious advocacy of sericulture as an mdus
try in wholly unsuitable areas, should have done harm and undoubtedly their 
activities will make the work'of developing the industry more difficult than 
it would otherwise have been. 

15. In view of the fact' that the chief obstacle to silkworm cultivation 
is the heat of the plains, one is led to think that in hill areas the industry 
should prosper: the example of Kashmir is also before us and at first sight it 
seems a foregone conclusion that there alone could the industry be profitably 
conducted. I have not the local knowledge of the hills of the Punjab to 
fully discuss the matter and it has not been possible to go carefully into the 
question on the spot: the areas that sUll'gest themselves are Kangra and 
Kulu, Chamba, Mandi and the Simla Hill States. The proportion of Hindus 
in these areas is very large: Kangra has a population of 770,000, of which 
725,000 are Hindu, 39,000 Mussalman, whereas Gurdaspur has a population 
of 837,000, of which 284,000 are Hindu, 408,000 are Mussalman; it IS probably 
not a coincidence that the districts in which sericulture has been practised 
a~ those in which the proportion of Mussalman is high: and if one glances 
at the figures of religion in the various Hill States (see Appendix IX), the 
small proportion of the Mussalman element will be noticed. It is possibly 
uulikely that any great extension of sericulture will take place under these 
circumstances and it is probably a waste of time to make any great efforts 
towards it. Ambala, Hoshiarpur, Jullundur, Ludhiana, Lahore, Amritsar, 
Gurdaspur, Sialkot, Gujranwala, Gujl'at, Jhelum, Rawalpindi, Attock, are 
all predominantly Mussalman and offer a far better fiel~ than Kangra and 
Native States which are very predominantly Hindu. It is of course true 
that there are in these areas enough Mussalman families to carry on silk: but 
it is probably true that only a very small proportion of Mohammadans will do 
silkworm rearing, and these are mainly weavers or descendants of weavers: if 
there is a large Mussalman population, there ~ill be enou~h weavers or other 
suitable people amon~st them to take it up: llut unless there is a very large 
population, it is probably useless to attempt to find people who will do the 
work. 

It is also to be noted that in the Sialkot district the silkworm rearers are 
mainly Hindus and though they are few the~ show that. one ca.nn~t dqgmat~se 
about the likelihood or- not of any people takmg up the mdustry : In KashmIr. 
the figures show that the rearers are almost wholly Mussalman: in Bengal 
two-fifths are Hindu, three-fifths Mussalman: and it is evidently a matter to 
be ascertained in each district or tract whether the people win take to the 
industry or not. In Jammu, Hindus take to sericulture as the Mobammada!ls 
do and there is apparentlv nv difficulty from this point of view. In Kashmir, 
Pundits and Sikhs have now taken to it. after opposing it in the ea:r1y yeal'll. 
If there is in the Kangra district any large number of people who WIll take tQ 
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the. ind~try,. it is proba61y capable of becoming a very important centre of 
p~ductIon. smce more than one crop can be taken in a year unless the heavy 
ramfall of the m~nRO?n m~nth~ prevents rearing them: the problem requires 
seP:lrate an~ speclalmvestigatIon on the spot and the conditions llnder which 
sencult.ure IS started •. even experimentally. will want to be very carefully 
ascertamed an~ no mIstakes made: it ~ks as if there is scope for a. very 
good breed of Improved worm of the hYbrid multivoltine or the accidental 
uni-multivoltine type. 

For th.e present, !1nd until this area can be properly investiga.ted and 
expert adVIce be obtamed as to exactly how to start, it is probably best to 
concentrate effort on the submootane areas. 

16. At present the cocoons are brought in when quite dry and sold to 
Ghulam. ~a.diq. to the Salvation Army, or to buyers from .Benga.l. usually at 
the exhIbItIOn held. at the end of May'. In some years the rearer certainly 
does not realise the full value of his produce owing to want of buyers and the 
~lvation Army secure the crops on very low terms. The grower realises some 
SIxty to a hllndred rupees per dry maund, equivalent to Rs. 20 to Rs. 30 per 
green maund. There is apparently a difference in the price according to 
whether" the seed has been supplil'4 by Ghulam Sadiq or by the Agricultural 
Department; in the former case, the man gets seed, gets leaf, gets an advance 
~f he requires it and contracts to sell to Ghulam Sadiq at say Rs. 60 to Rs. 80; 
In the latter case he gets seed, gets leaf, "gets no advance, and sells in the open 
market to the Salvation Army or any other buyer at prices fluctuating from 
Rs. 60 to Rs. 100; the cost of his seed is then deducted. Now Ghulam Sadiq 
has to pay his staff. has to pay for leaf, has to risk advances and lose interest 
on the amollnt, and has to pay for t1tis on the difference between buying and 
selling; he cannot obviously pay Rs. 150 for dry cocoons nor would it be busi
ness if he did. The Department, not having to pay for their stati, or their 
leaf. can let the rearer realise the full amount if he can do so minus the cost 
of the seed; obviously no one else can do this and unless the department con
tinue doing it to the end, there will some day be a set-back to the rearers who 
will not be able to get the full amount if the buyin~s taken over by a private 
agency; it would be well to stop the system at once or at some convenient 
moment when prices are high. and when -the private ~gency can afford to give 
the usual price; an attempt should he made to J!'et private agency to take over 
aU the seed distribution where Ghulam Sadiq does not do it or at least with 
the Hindu rearers of Sailkot: otherwise, as the industry grows, the shock 
eventually will be all the .greater. The pre8ent position is t~at the rearers are 
gettinl? uneven prices, either too low from the department s sale or too low 
from Ghulam SadiQ : and there should be one sale and one price. If Ghulam 
Sadiq can manage 400 oz. on his terms. then the industry will continue nn the 
same terms everywhere and the sooner it is put on a proper footing the better. 

The alternative is to develop the industrv directly through the depart
ment alone, exactly as is done in Kashmir and Jammu. paying the rearer a 
proportion of the value and disposing of the (lOCoons to the profit of the State: 
in this connection it is worth reading the section of this report on Kashmir 
and Jammu. If this is to be done, it mllst llf' done at once and the price to be 
paid for cocoons must be settled. 

1'he experience of Jammu and Kashmir is that it pays best not to reel. 
but to dispose of cocoons: eventually it- wi1~ pav.to reel: also at the prtlsent 
time conditions are so abnormal that there IS a hIgh market for cocoons. If 
the State controls the business. it is not desirable to ~o further than to s~l1. the 
cocoons as such and to leave reelin~ wholly to private 3{?6ncy. A curIOus 
difficulty has arisen and will increase: tha.t ist~e smu~gling i~to ~ritish 
districts of cocoons from ,Jammu, the rearers gettmg a higher Price, If they 
can sell their cocoons, in British districts than in Jammu. This is referred 
to on page 53. 

The CQCOOns are reeled by Ghulam SadiQ. by the Salvation Armv or by the 
Bengal filatures and .there is as a r~le no difficult':" in finding a. market for t~e 
cocoons. Silk from these cocoons IS of a class different to that produced m 
Bengal and Mysore: it reels well into thread of a low denier, say 10-12, 
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11-13, and there is not usually a local demand for such thl'f>ad. The Salva
tion Army dispose of their thread in India, in England, in France: they can 
reel to almost any denier, and are in a position to execute small orders for 
any special quality. The filatures in Bengal and that of Ghulam Sadiq are in 
the same position, but all would benefit by the advice of a central co-operation 
and commercial expert; there is a..iemand in India, (e.g., Lahore), for the 
~rades of silk that can only be produced from these cocoons: there are facili
ties for producing from these cocoons these grades of silk. if the organisation 
existed that could put the reelers and the users into touch: and the appoint
ment of a central organising expert for the disposal of silk would undouhtedlv 
make it possible to obtain the best market for the raw silk produced and 
reeled in the Punjab.. . 

17. Eoually there is scope for the improvement of the reeling: at Amrifr. 
sar the reeling is done in a similar way to Bengal: the Salvation Army uss 
three different reels at least, and it would appear as if the best.reeling system 
for the Punjab has yet to be found. If expert advice is obtainable, these ques
tions can soon be set.tled and the Puniab will oonefit by the provision of such 
expert assistance: the industrY is not hi!;! enoul!"b to justify the emploYment of 
an expert for the Province alone bnt. it should 00 ,,-ble to I!"et such advil'e. 
With this provision the industry will 00 on sonnd lines tbrou!!,hout and its 
ultimate ext.f>nsion depends probahlv wbollv on the proportion of the nopula
tion that will en!?a!!'e in it. It is the most uromisinl! area for sericulture in 
Ind;". at the present time and it is not TlOSsible to place a limit on the amount 
of silk that may ultimately be produced. . 

18. The question of whether the Province is to become a silk-producing 
one depends entirely upon the amount o~ effort put into the vlantina 01 tree8 
in suitable vlaces, the dist.ribution of egl!"S and the stimulating of the people 
to ta.ke to the industry. Thel't' is no doubt that in la~e areas cocoons can he 
produced, and the main obst.acle to development now is the lack of tree.~. It 
is necassary to settle the lines on which this development will take place : 
whether t.he Department will continue to issue seed. supervise rearing and 
dispose of cocoons for the.-earers. whether it shall be left to private enterpriRe 
01' whether the whole business will be taken into the hands of the Departmpnt. 
The nresent system bv which part is iT! P!ivate hands, part in the control of 
the Department should lie stopped. Trials should be made of the best Illant 
and the best variety of silkworm: a better system of hibernation will ulti
matelv be nece5s!lry : the ouestion of BeP.d supply in India reouires to he taken 
up: the di~posal of the CO('I)()ns, the best methods of reeling and the most 
nrofitable disposal of raw silk reouire io be inve."tigated: these questions can 
be left to the care of an expert if such is available il' India: the immprtiate 
pressing need is to develop tree planting and so extend the industry. 

,It is inadvisable to atf.Pmnt to utilise t·he mulberry forests such as Changa 
Man~a or to develop a " Silk School " at Simla. 

On tbe a.nalogy of Jammu. the best way to establish sericulture in the 
Punjah will he to plant trees, to exert pressure, to buy cocoons and to give 
rewards for outturn. 

The existing roadside trees can be used as they are District BOllrd treE'S: 
but it is more important to plant up trees on two systems; one is to issu,.e trees 
to villagers for their mm lands, the other to plant hlocks of trees npar villaczes 
where rellriDl!' is bein~ done and to let the leaves liP. taken solely for rearing 
worms. In this case. either the leaves must be paid for or a doonction must 
hp. made from the price of cocoons or a fixp.d sum must he paid for cocoons. 
The proner thing to do is to visit every villaqe where there are l't'arers, to 
plant either waste land or field marjrins or roadsides or railway embankments 
or land taken up'for the purpose. I would plant early leafing bush at once 
and use that till tl)e trees were big enough. 

This will require a small permanent staB to plant and look after trees. 
The villal!"e headmen can be responsible and the district officers will have to 
use their influence freely to get trees protected. 

Hav~ng planted up the rearel]' villages, one wanta to plant up othqs 
near bv tin the area inCre&sell. . u •• - • - _ __ • _ _ • _ •• 
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.... Di§trici O!llOOfl must un their inftuenci or nothing will blJ dona. 'fhi! 
bepartment will have to buy cocoons at a fixed price, deducting !'lOst of tSeed. 

Ghulam Sadiq has a large experience of the district and his advice is to 
plant trees on x:oausides everywhere. Until the industry develops, it is UIl
likely that zemindars will plant trees in blocks on their land and as a rule the 
rearers are not zemindars but are weavers, shopkeepers and others who do 
not themselves cultivate land. 

While it is easy to say plant mulberry it is a more difficult matter to 
actua.lly get this done. Very·little mulberry exists and that chiefly as road-
1Iide trees, which are plante<1 for shade and which look unsightly il badly cut 
alJout. m plucking. Also the trees are old and in planting trees now mango 
and SISSOO are preferred as they yield a larger revenue. If District Boaras 
will not plant trees, the industry cannot develop. 

Trees could be planted round villages but there are many difficulties. It 
would be no one's business to protect them, to water them or prune them unless 
a ,;peclaJ stall were employed. The rearers are u:>uaUy weavers or shopkcepers 
or lOW caste people who have no land on which to plant mulberry. The 
zemiridars ana CUltivators will not, as a rule, have anyiliing to do wlili seri
culture and it seems unlikely iliat the free issue of young trees will do much 
to stimulate ilie growth of trees. The iliird possibilitY'is to acquire land, 
plant mulberry and sell the leaf to the rearers, starting first at tne villages 
where rearers exist, who definitely want leaf. 

These difficulties exist and vary ft.·om district to district; to what extent 
iliey are coP.Bd wiili depepds clearly on the amount of effort made and 011 the 
support given by the 1Jeputy Commissioners and tahsiJdars. The industry. 
oilers a very definite return to rearers who iake it up : but ilie number who do 
110 IS small. There is no special virtue in sericulture and if ilie industry will 
not be taken up it will be because it is not needed. 

There is no question that the industry can grow to any limits if it is 
required and if help and guidance is given in developing it: but whether it 
will develop seems uncertam. 

Its development would be much aided if the full value of the cocoons was 
always realised and if the crop was not bought too cneaply at the sale, for 
want of competition. The Punjab rearer gets Rs. 20 per green mauntl for 
cocoons far superior to Bengal's, getting Rs.32 to Rs. as per green maund; 
and ilie industry would probably develop very ~apidly if the sale was better 
managed. This is a matter that should certainly be inquired into and it. 
might have a large influence on ilie development. 

CHAPTER VI.-ASSAM AND BURMA. 

ASSAM. 

As a mulberry silk-producing area, Assam is distinct in that the bulk of 
its produce is used lilca.lly, its production is one of the many activities that. 
families there practice in addition to many other occupations, and it is 
extremely difficult to estimate the extent and possibilities of such an industry. 
It is limited to a Hindu caste called Katonis or Jugis and to some MohanIma
dans. It is practised by some 4,026 families according to ilie estimate pre
pared for Mr. B. C • .BasUj and the total productIon of ilie province is 
estimated at 150 maunds of raw silk worili about one lill. The recorded 
exports of raw silk are most confusing 8J!.d end in 191.2-13 with a minus 
quantity of 51 maunds; but the bulk of ~e silk produced IS used l~ny and 
is not recorded. Basu states that there IS no export of mulberry SIlk from 
Assam at all. 

The mulberry silk industry of Assam is fully dealt with in B. C. Basu's 
" The Silk Industry of ~ " publis~ed in Shillong. in 1915. The auilior 
was my guide in my tour m A~. HIS report contaIns a very full acco~t 
of the whole industry. Here I diSCUSS ~nly.so much of the. mdustry ~ IS 
necessary to explain my points. The rearmg 18 done on trays III the dwellIng 
house of the rearer; as the climate is moist, the litter must be changed though 
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this is not Gone as often as it should be; neither neta nor perforated papel' 
are used, though Mr. Basu thinks the rearer would readily take to the use of 
neta. The worms spin on a chandraki of the usual kind and the general prac
tices of the rearer are similar to those of Bengal. Rearings are smaU and 
the cocoons are reeled olI before the moth has emerged as a rule. Tree mul
berry is grown and bush is unknown. The variety of mulberry is not known 
and ther~ are several. T~e industry is ~ sma.ll subsidiary one, and Mr. 
Basu estImates the productlOn of each faw)y at. 3 lhB. of reeled silk, or 30 
kahans of cocoons, in the year. Rearing is done from November to March 
by all but the few who keep the stock going to provide the seed for next ·year. 
This applies of course to the multivoltine race only, the koru polu; there is 
a certain amount grown of a univoltine race, the bar polu, generally regarded 
as being the same as the Bengal boro polo. 

The cocoons of both are poor. Mr. Basu finds it requires 20 kahans of 
horupolu toa seer of silk and 15 kahans of bar polu; in .Bengal it would be 
16 and 13 as a rule for the corresponding races. . 

2. The silkworm in Assam is as diseased as it is elsewhere and the fly is a 
very seriotlS pest. As the worms are kept in the dwelling house with no 
means .of keeping out the fly it is an inevitable pest. Pebrine is another 
disease which is prevalent as there is no examination of seed. The whole 
industry is casual, badly done and is not of any great importance; the family 
wants silk to weave or to sell, has some mulberry and gets a stock of seed 
cocoons to rear from; the rearer may be a cultivator and a fisherman as well, 
is well to do and is not dependent upon his silk for his living. 

S. Mr. Basu discusses the caste problems that stand in the way of the 
extension of sericulture, and considers that only the polupohas of the Katoni 
caste and the Mussalman population will take up improved sericulture. The 
popUlation of the Assam Valley is 3,267,000, of whlCh 2,200,000 are Hindu, 
364,000 Mussalman, 27,000 Christian and 668,000 Animist. Mr. Basn men
tions the Mechs of Goalpara, a people numbering 45,000, who might take up 
improved sericulture. Assam is a country of many peoples and very diverse 
conditions. Until trials have been made in Assam of better races, etc., it is 
impossible to say to what extent caste scruples'willlimit sericultural develop
ment. But there is no doubt as to the need for improvement; ~nd what 
extension is possible if there were good seed of better races from which a 
full crop was always obtained cannot be foretold. 

4. In no part of India. will the question of improvements be so difficult to 
decide. There is scope in Assam for rearing the best univoltine in summer, 
for rearing a multivoltine race such as Madagascar through the year, for 
rearing a good two-brooded race from November to March in the plains, and 
for improved selected hybridised horu-polu from a hill station. The cond~
tions vary so much, the population factors are so diverse, the climate condI
tions are so different, that it is impossible to lay down a broad scheme as in 
other parts of India. Harm has already been done ~Y sending. seed. of t~e 
wrong varieties to rearers; and the greatest care Will be reqUIred m thIS 
matter. 

5. In addition to the climate and race complications arethe plant diffi
culties since the rearers grow and use tree mulberry and do not know about 
bush. The policy will be to proceed in one way if it is a case of new develop
ment where sericulture is not practised and in another where it is to be im
provement of existing processes and breeds. For the first, the very be8~ race, 
the most suitable methods, the best pl~nt c~n be adopted after O?DsI~er8:tl?n of 
the circumstances. For the latter, It WIll be a case of gettmg mUIVldual 
rearers to adopt a better breed, similar to their own but disease-f~~ !lnd 
improved by selection,' hill cultivation and if necessary by hybrldIsmg. 
Existing rearers will probably welcome a better breed and mIght even take 
to .a, race such as the Madagascar, but only trial will determine this. 

6. In Mr. Basu's report, the suggestion is made that a s~i~l e.liQrt in the 
Khasi Hills with the_co-operation of the Roman Cathob.c MlSSIOn, would 
establish sericulture there. The climate is suited to growlDg the European 
variety in the summer and a summary of the Shi1long exper~e.n!-, will be 
found in Appendix XI. The war has put a. stop to the actiVitIes of tbe 



Mission at Shillong and no further progress has been made, but it seems prO" 
bable that a comparatively small efiort would establish an industry among 
the Khasi Hill Christians and Animists. The 1911 census r6COJ:ds _192,453 
Animists, and 31,527 Christians in the Khasi and Jaintia Hill district, with 
9,454 Hindus and 1,528 Mohammadans. There is therefore no djfficulty on 
that score. 

Another area of interest is Manipur, where sericulture has been carried 
on from early times on a sIIIl\ll scale. In Appendix XI will be found a state
ment of recent experiments .there. These experiments have been a failure 
though done under the auspices of the sole European firm who still manages 
silk-filatures in Bengal. rhe question of caste seems to have been a difficulty 
and also the enormous initial expense in fitting out rearers with houses, 
cattle, trays, etc. The growth of mulberry is- stated to have been bad owing 
to water logging of the soil. If Manipur does ever become a silk-producing 
area, it will only be after a larger sum has been spent than a business can 
afford to and the State does not at present appear to be a promising area. 

Below is an extract from Watt's Dictionary of the Economic Products of 
India on silk in Manipur . 

.. The author had the'opportunity, while on a visit to Manipur, to witness 
the system followed of rearing the worms and reeling the cocoons. The worms 
were to a large extent allowed to run wild on a scrub of mulberry bushes, and 
absolutely no care was bestowed on them. Yet.. the silk obtained was of supe
rior quality and the manufactures highly creditahle. The people were, how
ever, so sugerstitious on the subject that it was impossible to learn more than 
the most ordinary facts. Judgmg from the rampant growth of the mulberry. 
bushes and the prevailing climatic features of the State, Manipur, next·to 
Kashmir, would appear to offer the best prospects of a future-extension of 
sericulture in India .. Labour could be had plentifully, and large expanses of 
rich land, perfectly-level, would be available, which for centuries have not 
been cultivated, and which bear a wild vegetation that in many respects 
resembles that of China and Japan. The average height of the northern 
portions of the Valley is about 3,000 feet, but much land could be got at even 
5,000 feet, in which the humidity and temperatuI)e closely resemble that of 
France or Italy. Perhaps .no better country exists for the oak-feeding 
Antheraea pernyi than Manipnr, so that both" Chinese taaar " and mulberry 
worms might be reared. Manipur might; in fact, be described as a land of 
oaks. and in many respects it possesses the characteristic features of Shan
tung, the home of A ntheraea pernyi, which might be characterised as the best 
of all the so-called wild silkworms." 

..l1URMA. 

7. The production of silkin Burma is summarised in J. P. Hardiman's 
" Silk in Burma" (1901). and some information is to be found in. Watt's 
Dictionary of Economic Products. Hardiman gives a table from the Census 
of 1891; abstracted as follows:-

- I 
, 

Rearen. Spinn .... Weavers. 
I Print .... 

• 
Rangoon · · · · .. · . 369 , 19 
Prom. · · · · 1,603 2.4M 2,020 11 
Henoad& · · . · · · 21 · . 635 • 106 
Taro" .. . · 2 · . 1.107 ! .. 
To_ · · · 776 2 

244 • 
.. 

Mand&I&" · :I i 6,821 3,073 I 1441 
Bhwebo · · . · · 7 · . 1,117 ) 2J 
L<>wer Chindwin · · · 70 166 517 ! 1 
Pakokku · · 32 U8 432 I .. I 

M&gW1! · · · · 279 .. 369 ; (6 

Pyium- · . · · · 310 :I 49! 1 
I 

ToTAL 3,102 9,662 9,821 I 331 
ACTUAL TOTA.L8 · 3,_ 9,7~ 11,600 I 386 



It 
i'he actriai totals included figures of less important. districts not. here 

tabulated. 
8. As regards rea~rs, it is difficult tc? know the. present posit.ion. the 

Census of 1911 records rearers of small ammals II but 1D Mysore for instance 
this does not include th~ rearers nor proba~ly ~oes it in Burma where probably 
a,ll were classed as cultivators; the followmg 18 a summary of available infor
mation regarding the present silk rearing industry ;-

Prome.-Forest villages near reserves, and those planting teak inside 
reserves in the Nawin, often grow mulberry and rear WOrDlS (.D. F. O. 5th 
April 1916). The rearing is done in the neighbourhood of Shwedaung and 
is in the hands of Yabeins, who reel thread and sell it. for Rs. 5 to Rs. 6 per Ib. 

Thayetmyo.-At the villages of Tindaw and Inle near the East Yoma 
Reserve, worms are cultivated. If mulberry was extended the industry would 
increase (D. F. 0., 8th May 1916). Silkworms are grown for sale of eggs at 
Tanyinmaw (District Gazetteer). 

Tha1'Tawady.-Cultivation referred to by the Personal Assistant to the 
Conservator of ./!'orests (June 1916). The Conservator of ,Forests, Tena88Brim 
Circle, refers to its having flourished here IS years ago (19th June 1916). 

Pakokku.-Gangaw Sub-division. An account of the industry will be 
found in Appendix VI. 

Magwe.-Agricultural ledger, 1897. No. II. Cultivation by Yabeilld in 
11 villages. Raw silk sold for Rs. 16 a viss (3'6 lbs.) and refuse for RI.!. 10 a 
viss. 1he DiVisional Forest Officer refers to rearing at Thekkemyaung in 
the South but the industry: is in a declining condition (6th May laI6). 

Yametkin.-Silkworms are reared at Taungnyo near Pyinmana. (See 
Appendix VI.) , . . 

Nor.thern Shan States.-The Wa and Lao States produce silk which is 
woven in South Hsenwi. 

Southern Shan States.-A little silk is produced. (See Appendix VI.) 
Chin, Hills.-Silk is grown in the South bordering on the l'akokku Hill 

tracts and the Gangaw sub-division of Pakokku by the »urmese. 
Sandoway.-In the Gwa. sub-division, bordering on Henzada, the 

p.creage of mulberry for silkworms was 1.140 in UI4S. 20 acres employing 128 
persons in 1873 and i:1i 1891 the industry was no longer in existence (DIStrict 
U azetteel'). 

Toungoo.-Silk is produced in villages near Yedashe; rearers who came 
into Yedashe told me they gave it up partly for religious reasons, partly' 
because they did not care to go to the forest fo~ the leaf. They reckon that a 
rearer doing nothing else will have ten to twenty trays in his house, each ~ 
feet across, and that ten trays will give cocoons enough to yield' a viss (3·Slbs.) 
of raw silk. They buy seed at. Re. 1 per 6 papers, each paper being 20 layings. 
a tray holds 3,000 worms, so that 30,000 gives 3·Slbs. of silk, which is equiva
lent to about IS kahana per seer of raw silk. Seeing how primitive the reeling 
is and the coarseness of the silk, this is probably equivalent to 18 to 20 kahans 
per seer of khungru silk. , 

Prome.-There are S5 villages near ProIne, in the Paukkaung area, 
where silkworm rearing is carried on. In its main features. it is similar to 
that of Leiktho near Yedashe in Toungoo; the rearer clears his bit of forest 
(Taung-ya) and puts in mulberry; he takes leaf from it for two or three years 
and then plants another clearing. He keeps perhaps ~n trays of WOrDlS at 
suitable seasons of the year, getting seed from hawkers who come from another 
village. Most rearers live up on the hills at from 200 to SOO feet elevation; 
few are wholetime rearers, most do it as a. subsidiary occupation. The women 
reel the silk, and it fetches about Rs. IS a visa. . A dealer in Prome estimated 
the present production at 400 to 500 visa, where formerly it was 3.000 to 5,000 
visa. 

9. The silkworm of Burma is· referred to as 'BombY$ arracanensis and is a 
multivoltine giving white and yellow cocoons; it is said to have been intro-
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du~ f~ China. ~~d ~eed.s on two varieties of mulberry, with red and 
whIte frwts; the Phdippme variety of mulberry is said to have been intro
duced by the Agricultural Department shortly before 1884 (R. A. ?rIannel) • 

. It would assist in understanding the position in Burma if the history of 
the mdustry were better known; but it appears to be certain that the worm 
and ~he ~lant were introduced into Burma from China at an early date, that 
Manlpurls were captured and brought down to Burma in 1755 and 1822, who 
work~ at the weaving industry, that some of the silk they used was pro
du~ m Burma but was ousted by better silk imported from China and the 
StraIts, and that the indust'l"y of growing silk has declined steadily during 
the last century. Whether the industry was ever a large one seems tQ be 
doobtful ~ardiman refers to the possibility of the industry being older 
than Buddlllsm and of the Yabeins being the only race who maintained their 
industry ~n ~pite of t~e religious prohibition, but there does not appear to be 
any certain mformabon. 

ImprofJement oJ the Industry. 

10. The Burma Sericultural Industrv is a small scattered one, carried on 
bva small class of people who live in the hills or near forest areas. It is never 
l~kely under present conditions to become large or to occupy any large propor
tion of the people. both from economic. climatic and religious reasons. The 
only questiou that arises is whether it is desirable that the present classes 
from which the rearers are drawn should be helped to take up sericulture or 
to make it more profitable: if this is desirable, the lines on which improve
ment is possible are quite clear. 

The real question is as to how far the rearers have decreased on account 
of their fjndin~ other occupations more profitable or how far they are com
pe1led to keeD to their occupation. and whether they are in distress. In the 
time at my disposal it has been Quite impossible to make the detailed l(l('al 
inOlliril'S reanired. even if I wpre the proper person to do so; but I think this 
is. the fil'llt point to clear up. The questions to answer are :-

(1) Are there silk rearers who have no other occupation 1 
(2) If sericulture DIIid better, would any who have abandoned it or 

any new people take to it again! 
(3) Are silk I'f'llrers in distres.<; or less prosperous fhan other classes 

and is there a need for improving their condition 1 

If for any number of pPODle. the answer to these is in the .. ffirrnativp. 
the" ;mnmvPTTle .. t. Clln hP p/feetPd: i' Tlot. thp silk .... 'lrin~ industry will 
probably finally die oot and no one will be any the worse. . 

The first and Ilimplest improvement is a better race of worm: I would 
iss1\e the best available multivoltine race. such as Miss CI~hom's hvbrid, 
Il.nd see what the remIts are; it is probable that the returns would be distinctly 
larger than from the present race. to the extent probably of quite 50 per 
cent. In this ca.«e, the further improvement of the Dlant can be undertaken 
Ilnd Quite prolmblv a bette,. variety can be intronuced. The third point if' to 
hetter the ree1in~: this will be ilone Drobably best by showing a simplified 
Rt'n~al system; to show it, it will nrohablv be best to devise a. reel suited to 
tht' rearers' circumstances and teach a local rearer how to work it. 

The fourth point. is to find a ma.rket for the I"'ICled silk. probablv a very 
easy matter if from the first the silk is reeled to a size suited to the Mandalay 
weaver. 

11. If these f01'" effect an improvement then other minor improvements 
C'l.n be considered. To ClI.rrv this out t"Pquires little exnense: ~ seed can be 
obtained in India; for the'first, distribution can be limited to two or three 
places where thpre are re.arers easv of ar.cess: the distrihution of seed can be 
l'xtended if tbe first rearings succeed and in this case the distribution of seed 
nnd the economic enquiry into the eircumstanCt'S of the rearers must go 
together. If the economic enquiry !:hows that the industry. will expand 
enQugh to justify some further eltpenditure, then a properly tramed man can 
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be appointed to carry on more extended development. It is probably unnect'tl
sary to incur any large expense or to appoint any staff permanently. Seed of 
Miss Cleghorn's hybrid haS been experimentally sent. to Yedashe for trial by 
two rearers; if this succeeds, the plant which Miss Cleghorn uses can.be intro
duced there also; and a trained fieldman can probably be obtained from India 
for further extension of work. If there is likely to be extended development 
a· young Yabein or other rcarer could be trained. AU this can be readily 
arranged for if there is in India any Sericultural Department or staff; if 
there is not, the entomological'SCCtion at Pusa can train a man or supply a 
trained fieldman probably. The principal of the Amarapura Institute is 
anxious to try silk {>roduction there employing in the first place Mohammadan 
families. If this IS done, then men from any suitable tracts, such as the 
Chin Hills, can come there to be trained in rearing and eventually in reeling. 
This is probably the simplest course and is the e.asiest way to start the industry 
in places that are considered to be suitable by the Forest or Agricultural 
Department. If the proper principles are followed, bush mulberry planted, 
small rearing houses erected such as the rearers wonld use, and each man 
rears say one ounce of seed at a time till he understands how to get a full 
crop, the industry can be started on goOd lines from the start. For new areas, 
the Madagascar race would be the best or a hybrid, for existing areas the Cleg. 
horn bybrid or a Madagascar hybrid. This has been fully discussed with the 
Director of Agriculture, the Chief Conservator of Forests and Mr. English 
ill Burma; they express the opinion that there are areas in hill tracts such as 
the Chin Hills where the people need such an industry and would take to it.; 
in some areas forest villages are to be formed and a subsidiary industry of 
an easy kind is required for the women; the portability of the raw silk is an 
advantage where transport over a long distance has to be considered, and it 
seems worth making a trial of sericulture under these conditions. The best 
plant, the best variety of worm, the best methods can all be used from the 
start, and it is -clearly desirable to test the value of sericulture in this way. 
In this question the value of expert advice is evident and the further develop
ment of the industry will depend to some extent upon its being available; an 

. annual supply of seed will be required. which could well corne from a Cen· 
tral Sericultural Station, if such is created, and assistance will be wanted 
from time to time in connection with reeling, the best breeds of worm, the best 
plant. If Burma can obtain this. then tlie expenditure to be incurred is very 
small; if sericulture does not succeed very little will be lost and the expendi-
ture is wen worth incurring. . . 

12. In estimatin~ the possibilities of producing silk in Burma, it may be 
remembered that while the mulberry will not grow on flat paddy lands, it will 
grow and thrive on the hill sides and the ideal climatic conditions are to be 
found in the hill tracts for a large part of the year. In no part of Burma 
can silk be grown the whole year, but in all it can be for some part of the 
year, and iIi most hill tracts quite four crops a year are possible. Given the 
people to practise sericulture, the conditions are favourable for the plant and 
the worms everywhere above the flat paddy lands. 
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PDT II.,-BEW .ABEAS FOR SILK l!RODUCTIOB. 

Introductory.-The conditions under which silk is produced have been 
discussed for the large areas, Mysore, Bengal, KashmIr, the Punjab and 
Assam. Are there other areas in which the cultivation of mulberry silk is 
likely to ~ possible and profitable! In considering this, there are two sets 
of factors concerned. the first the natural conditions of climate, soil. people. 
etc .• the second the results obtained from experiments and the value of these 
results. Both these are discussed here, the natural conditions first. the ex· 
periments second and the suitability of every area in India is considered. 

In doing this, I first attempt to present the factors as they would appeal 
to the district officer, then broadly for each area: the ultimate unit is the 
district and it will usually be the officer in charge of the district, who will. 
with advice, decide whether sericulture can or cannot be taken up as an 
industry. . . . 

The list of districts In Appendix VII follows the natural divisions of the 
country used in the Census of 1911, and not the political divisions. In this 
list certain information is Conveyed by means of figures. etc., and these are 
supplemented by Appendices VIII to X. 

CHAPTER VII.-CONTROLLING FACTORS. 

RELIGION. 

This is a difficult factor, to which too much weight must not be given. 
Broadly speaking high.caste H,indus will not take up sericulture directly or 
indirectly: Mohammadans will do so and it will be noted how great is the 
Mussalman predominance in Kashmir: but the religion figures for other silk· 
producing districts do not really coincide with marked religion figures. 
Some classes of Hindus take to sericulture in Jammu and in the Punjab 
districts. It is probable that Hindus generally will not do so in the United 
Provinces and Tirhut: but in Tirhut, for instance, there are separate 
Mohammadan villages scattered among the predominant Hindu ones and 
these would take it up. In spite of Hindu predomi,nance in the Deccan, there 
would probably be no difficulty in getting a large population for sericulture 
if other conditions were right. In Kashmir there was opposition at first 
from Hindus and Sikhs, now they and the Pundits engage in rearing. Far' 
more important than figures is the local knowledge of each district but the 
figures may help and the religion figures for all .districts are reproduced. 
Broadly ~peaking, a high Mussalman population is encouraging; a higli 
Animist population occurs in tasar districts; a high Christian population 
points to Missions which are good media for starting the industry and to a 
population ready to take. up this industry (e,g., Khasi Hills). A high 
Buddhist figure means a class of people adverse to the industry as it requires 
the taking of life. So that however good the other factors, a Buddhist 
district WIll probably not be a silk-producing one. 

If one could present these figures, the climate figures and the other 
factors all in one table, one would be able to see exactly wiry sericulture is 
limited to certain districts; and this religion factor is a definite one, but a 
difficult one to assess the importance of. The figures are produced in 
Appendix IX. 

CLIMATE. 

2. The question. of whether silkworms can be grown or not is, in the 
second place, a questIon purely of temperature and moisture. By artificial 
means, the temperature and degree of humidity can be very largely modified : 
but it may be accepted as fundamental that it does not pay to grow silkworms 
if any co~s.iderable ~~ification has to be made in the degree of temperature 
and humidity by artIfiCial means. No one would attempt to grow silk.worms 
for instance in Jaipur in May: the mean maximum shade normal for the 
month is 107°, the peroentage humidity for thCil month is 37 per cent. In 
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ordinary language that means intense dry ht'at and to try to rear silk-worms 
under those conditions involves very great difficulties, and a certainty of its 
bein~ commercially unprofitable. If then one wishes to decide as to the 
possibility or not of sericulture, one must first consult the climatic condi
tions of the locality. 

In a report of this sort, it is not possible to discuse this minutely for 
every locality in India: but the necessary data are pre8t'nted for considering 
the matter and the question is treated generally. 

3. India is coDSidered under the 16 natural divisions based upon rainfaU 
and climate, which are tabulated in the introduction to the Census of 1911. 
It is useless to follow political divisions and the natural divisions are 
obviously those indicated. 

Taking these natural divisions, the districts and Native States are listed 
in order: for a typical locality, the climatic normals of temperature and 
humidity have been extracted from the Memoirs of the Indian Meteorological 
Department, Vol. XXII, Part III (1914). See Appendix VIII. An intelli
gent interpretation enables one to decide in whitt months, if any, the climate 
is suitable and for each district or State, the months are indicated in which 
the climate will allow of sericulture being possible. 

4. The normals are reprinted as Appendix VIII. To get an idea of the 
proper climatic conditions under which sericulture is possible, it is best to 
study those conditions under which sericulture is done at present :-

Srinagar: the mean maxima for May, June, July are 76°, 82°, 85°. 
The mean minima are 52°,58°, 64°. 
The mean humidity is 83 per cent., 82 per cent., 84 per cent. 

Mysore and Ban galore have mean maxima between 82" and 95°, for three 
months only does the mean maximum go above 90°, the mean minimum lies 
between 57° and 70°, the humidity between 69 per cent. and 86 per Ct'nt. 
Except for the montbs wben the mean maximum is ovt'l' 90°, the conditions 
are" good. Jorhat.-The best months are February, March, and November:. 
mean maxima of 74°. 80°, 81°, mean minima of 52°, 59°,60°, mean humidity 
of 94 per cent., 86 per cent., 94 per cent. Unsuitable months are June to 
Septemlier; and these are unsuitable because there is a high humidity and 
temperature. So long as the temperature maximum is under 85°, a humidity 
of over 80 per cent. is immaterial; hut when both are over thesE', then the 
conditions are wrong: (pupation is rapid, evaporation is slow apd the worm 
cannot rapidly eliminate moistnre). This is well shown in Berhampur: the 
best months there are February, March, November, and December. The 
months from' June to October have--

Maxima, 92°, 89°, 89°, 89°, 88°. 
Humidity, 87 per cent., 91 per cent., 91 per cent., 89 per cent., 89 per 

cent. • 

These months are very bad, the worms are Poor, the cocoons small and 
flimsy. , 

So far as normals or means help to decide on locality, one may say that. 
the proper conditions are maximum, 'TOo to 85°, minimum, 50° to 76°, 
humidity not below 50 per cent., and not above 80 per cent. When the maxi
mum is over 85° a wet bulb of 60° to 70° is needed and if this goes to 75° 
or over, the conditions are then hopeless. That the means do not express all 
that there is to be said is obvious: take Darbhanga: the three means for 
March and April are 88°, 62°,63 per cent. and 96°, 71°, 65 per cent. In any 
year there may be in these·months a few days when the humidity falIs below 
50°, and such figures as 43 per cent., 45 per cent. are reached, with maxima 
of over 100°. A week of this may be disastrous to silkworms. So that it 
can be concluded that with a consideration of the means must be taken a 
knowledge of ,the local conditions and fluctuations. It is impossible to have 
this knowledge for some 300 districts and States: but the climate problem has 
been discussed below for each area, and the unsuitable months distinguished 
clile.arly in the detailed ~~n!! given in ap~n~i~ YIH fOJ; the tYJli.cal loea,. 

tIel!; 
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. 5. pro Gilbert Walker has very kindly suggested a further method d. 
estl~ting the factor-temperature x moistur&-which is so important: it ia 
suffic1.ent to look at ~he mean wet-bulb reading and if this is over 75°, i~ 
p~act1cally always means that the maximum temperature x humidity is tou 
h1g.h. Wet-bulb means are added below (Appendix VIII), for the districts in 
wblch they were obtainable from Dr. Walker: they give a very simple method 
of at once seeing when the humidity is too high to make sericulture practicable. 

'LOWER BURMA. 

6. The characteristic of the records is the number of months with high 
maximum and humidity: in practically. all months at Akyab, Rangoon, 
:Bassein and Mergui, the maximum x hnmidity is more than 85° x 85 per cent. 

The records are for the coast: the country slopes up to 5,000 feet, so that 
there mus~ be a strip of quite sui~ble country: above sea level and inland. 

UPPER BURMA. 

7. There is very great variation in climate in this area, corresponding 
with the elevation and distance from the coast. Generally the wet months are 
too bot, in some districts .the April and May maxima are too high, and in a 
district of any elevation, the three winter months are on the cold side: hut 
in all the districts, there are quite suitable months between November and 
April and the extent of this period varies much according to the elevation 
and the local conditions. . 

ASSAM. 

8. The climate is generally unsuitable from April to November on account 
of the. high .~mperatur~humidity factor: the .hill arell;s such as Shillong 
are SUitable ill those months: the Surma Valley 1S less sUltable from Decem
ber to March than is the Assam Valley, owing to its higher humidity. 

In the Assam Valley, silk-worm cultivation is general from November 
to March, but is too precarious in the moister months. 

BENGAL. 

9. The maximullk-humidity factor is too high from June to October, the 
maximum alone too high in April-May: the conditions are best from Novem
ber to March. In some districts such as Bogra, the conditions are favourable 
over nearly 7 months, in others over less. 

High humidity is the dominant feature, heavy rainfall for the wet 
months, suitable conditions for a varying period of the colder weather. The 
figures are given for several districts near the hills, where the excessive 
humidity is sttll a markea. feature, with cold from November to February: it 
is either too moistly hot or too cold in these districts. 

The figures for Padong are taken as typical of Sikkim: and there are 
not figures for Hill Tipperah or the Chittagong Hill Tracts, in which there 
should be areas at low elevations in which the conditions are quite suitable. 

ORISSA AND MADRAS COAST, NORTH. 

10. Plares actually on the coast and in the South have excessive maxima 
or too high a humidity x maximum factor. Sambalpur and Angul offer better 
conditions from October to March. •. 

The area contains hilly country, little opened up, and little known. 
Much of it would offer extremely good oonditions climatically from October 
to March, some perhaps from June to October, if it is cool enough then. 
Experiments have been made in the Mayurbhanj, Dhenkanal and Keonjhar 
States. 

.VOL. I. .2 
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ii. Excluding part of the Bha~ur Division, 'the conditions are suitable 
only from October to March: Aprtl and M&..~: too hot, and the prevalence 
of the hot dry west winds is uncertain but . troua: the rainy months are 
too hot: the best time is October-November, spoilt in some cases by too early 
onset of cold, or February-l:larch with the risks of an early hot west wind to 
scorch the worms up. 

To those who think that silk-worms can be grown in all parts of India, 
it will be encouraging to know that at Pusa in the Darbhanga District silk
worms are reared all the year: but no one with experience of this would advo
cate attempting to do this, except from October to March, on an industrial 
scale. !! 

As you go west, you get December and. January getting cold, March to 
April getting hot, but lower humidity m October and November. The two 
seasons are getting more definitely separated by a cold period. It is. clearly 
a case for a single spring brood hatching naturally as tile thermometer rises, 
and a possible brood in October, from incubated eggs or from seed of an 
accidental multivoltine breed brought from a colder area. It is not clear 
what are the conditions in the Rajmahal Hills as Naya Dumb is too low: 
probably there are areas where the conditions are suitable from March to 
November. 

UNITED PROVINCES WEsr, PUNJAB EAST. 

12. An area of which the predominant characteristics are December and 
January too cold, May and June too hot and dry, the rains with too high a 

, maximum x humidity factor, and two suitable periods in October-November 
and either February and March or March and April. The further one goes 
towards the west, the greater is the risk of an early disastrous dry heat in 
April. The nearer one goes to the Himalayas, the risk becomes less. Bareilly 
and Agra may be compared. 

There are many hill areas such as Almorah, Kumaon, Tehri Garhwal, 
the Simla Hill States, Kangra and Kulu, in which every kind of condition 
can be got depending upon elevation and distance from the outer hills: and 
in Jammu, the industry is already established, the worms being reared during 
March and April in the low level areas that border on the plains. The higher 
the elevation, the longer the winter when rearing is impossible, the shorter 
the excessive heat period when it. is too dry; at elevations over 5,000 feet one 
finds temperatures too low to be satisfactory. The figures for Muktesar, 
Simla, Murree, Sarain, Chakrata and Ranikhet, should be seen and the low 
humidity of April and May noted. 

It is impoSsible to make any other general statements with regard to the 
hill areas. For every separate portion, the elevation and situation as regards 
rainfall must be taken into account and with a large scale map one could plot 
easily all the suitable areas. 

KASHMIR. 

13. The limiting factor is partly cold, and this varies with elevation: 
while Jammu is politically Kashmir, its outer areas are climatically in the last 
division. The difierence in humidity between Srinagar and Gilgit is worth 
notice. The rearing of silk-worms in the valleys in Kashmir is limited to 
one brood in May and June, climatically the right conditions continue prob
ably till the end of August. 

NORTH-WEST DRY AREA. 

14. Generally speaking there is not a long enough interval between the 
cold winter and the dry hot period from March onwards. Peshawa.r is better 
than Multan. There may be quite suitable spots in the Salt Rang&. Sind 
is bad as represented by Jaooha.bad. Bibner is either too cold, to<t dry ot too 
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hot. Ajmere is interesting and might be possible in the rains; hut it is the 
only possible area, the Aravalli Hills, and really this strip should be con
sidered with paragraph 16 below. 

BALUCHISTAN. 

15. The places for which there are records are not apparently suitable, 
being either too cold or too dry: but the country is hilly, and the right condi
tions exist in the valleys, for at least long enough to rear one brood wi th success . 

• 
RA.!PUTANA EAST AND CENTRAL INDIA WEST. 

16. An area in which tbe cold of winter, and the dryness of spring is 
unsatisfactory, while the months July, August, September, October and 
November offer the best period. Jaipur to the North is less promising than 
Indore or Neemuch to the South, owing to its higher temperature. The 
eountry here is hilly and there is some variation in climate: but on the whole 
it would look as if the more exposed parts would be suitable in the rains, the 
lower and more shelte~d possibly suitable in February and March. 

GUJARAT. 

17. There are two unsatisfactory conditions, the excessive temperature
humidity factor of the districts near the coast, the excessive heat of places 
inland. Dwarka and Veraval may be contrasted with Rajkot and Ahmedabad. 
There is a period of six months in which conditions are right near the coast 
and even inland in Kathiawar, but Ahmedabad for instance is either too hot 
or too dry. 

CENTRAL INDIA EAST, CENTRAL PROVINCES,BERAR AND CHOTA NAGPUR. 

18. The dry hot months are too dry, the rains too hot, and the best months 
are from October onwards except where the elevation is enough to make the 
minimum too low in December and January, in which case the rains are the 
best time. The area is one which embraces large stretches of low hills, often 
too limited to be unaffected by the surrounding plains districts, and in which 
the climatic conditions are suitable only in very small areas. 

The most siguificant is the almost universal dry heat of March, April and 
May, and for every place the best time for sericulture requires very careful 
selection. -

THE 'DECCAN AND MYso~. 

19. It is significant to contrast Poona and Babgalore or Ahmednagar and 
Mysore. The former are unsatisfactory in February, March, April and May 
on account of low humidity or high temperature. Only from July onwards 
are conditions at all suitable there. In the latter the conditions are good 
all the year, verging on too high a temperature x humidity factor in J ul;y, 
August and September. The latter places are in the largest silk area III 
India, the former produce no silk. 

There are 'places in Hyderabad with suitable conditions after the dry 
heat of Maywhtch gives place to the moderate humidity of the rains and these 
are the most likely areas; but these depend very much on elevation and on 
aspect. 

There is probablY also a good area of Belgaum and Dharwar which is 
suitable; picking between the excessively wet outer area and too hot dry inner 
border. 

Bangana,Palle is interesting from its position but records are not avail-
able. Expenmental sericulture has commenced. . 

SoUTH WESTERN WET AREA. 

20. The two climatic· features are even maxima on the dangerous side and 
high humidity. but all months are suitable except the very wet ones. The 



fact that. in this area there is usually a rise to 2,000 feet. is importan~ ali 
probably suitable conditions can be found in a very well marked strip from 
Bombay to Trivandrum, at a proper elevation. 

MADRAS, SOUTH EAST. 

21. Too high maxima give the limiting factor for all but hill slopes. on 
which the right conditions are a matter of elevation and aspect mainly. 
The plains areas are not suitable, as too hot. The hill areas provide suitable 
conditiolls up to say 5,000 feet ab9ve which the minima may be too low. 

It is significant that sericulture is now confined to the Mysore plateau, 
and is not practised in the hotter districts of this division; that is not solely 
due to climatic reasons but the temperature is a definite factor. 

SOIL. 

22. The third factor is that of soil and the cultivation of the plant. 
Mulberry will grow in almost all (probably absolutely all), parts of India as a 
bush, a standard, or a tree. Districts in which mulberry IS definitely knoWJl 
to grow or is growing now are marked in the district list. (See Appendix 
VIL) 

The really essential point with mulberry is to decide, if it can be grown 
as a bush without irrigation and, if irrigation is required for the bush, in how 
many years will trees get established with watering in the hot. weather. If 
irrigation IS required, then the value of mulberry and silk must be estimated 
against other irrigated crops, which usually pay better and are not so risky. 
I f bush mulberry is not to be grown but trees for univoltine silk, then it is a 
question of how soon trees can be established; and there are districts in which 
other factors are exceedingly favourable and in which this factor puts the 
industry completely out of consideration. 

COMPETING CROPS. 

23. The fourth factor is that of other crops. In Bogra for instance, there 
is no doubt that mulberry was largely abandoned as jute came in, since jute 
pays better. In Maida and Murshidabad, the rearer!! say that mulberry 
has been kept on simply because jute will not grow well. So for new districts, 
one has to consider what crops are grown _and .whether mulberry can pay as 
well as the usual crops. Where cane, jute, American cotton, rice are the 
big crops, it is hardly likely that mulberry with a risky silk crop is going to 
succeed unless on poor land where these crops will not grow: and it is worth 
noting that the biggest and -healthiest mulberry crop is in Mysore. where 
tbe land is poor, where there is much rock and waste land and where there 
are not the long stretches of alluvium characteristic of jute, rice and cane. 

I think that most agricultural officers will agree that the Indian culti
vator is fairly' quick to grow paying crops: that a change in the value of a 
crop leads to a corresponding change in the amount cultivated: and that if 
mulberry and silk were shown to pay better than existing crops, there would 
be an expansion in mulberry silk cultivation. 

PRESSURE OF POPULATION. 

24. The fifth factor is the" pressuJ;C of population," and this is a very 
vital one. Where the population breed up to the feeding capacity of the land, 
as in Tirhnt, a subsidiary industry such as sericulture, coming in at a quiet 
time before harvest. is a very valuable asset and this is why the ind~try is 
growing in the Punjab. It provides a clear 8um of say twenty rupees per 
family with no additional expense and little labour. Where the pressure of 
population is really great and there is only just enough food for all. tbis 
extra earning means comfort as opposed to the mere means of living. So Coo 
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where, owing to changes in industry there is a population, who are in distrl'.s5 
and who would take up silk. If the tasar industry finally shrinks to its limit, 
there will probably be a large class of people to whom mulberry silk would 
olIer a good occupation. 

So too in districts where weavers as a class are in distress: for every 
district, if one had the local knowledge one could say .. this is the class of 
people to whom silk would be a boon" and then one would consider if the 
other factors were suitable. It is impossible to do so here and no one man 
can have the local knowled~ of India's districts to discuss it for each: but 
it is a factor of prime importance and one which the district officer alone can 
answer. 

25. In the district list Appendix VII certain other points are marked. 
If the district is a wea.ving centre, then there may be a class of weavers, out-of
work, who would take it up. Tasar districts are marked as there the cocoon 
collectors and wea.vers may be a large factor and they would probably take to 
the industry. The districts in which eri and muga are grown are marked and 
also all districts in which silk is actually grown at present. 

In this wayan attempt has bcen made to present the factors which will 
ultimately decide whether silk will succeed or not and which will be considereri 
in estimating if silk as an industry should be introduced in any particular 
district: with these are certain technical points that can be dealt with only 
by experts and which are discussed below under the Technical Section. 

The chief of these is the question of the race of silkworms, whether it is 
to be a race having one brood a year in spring (as in the Punjab), a race 
having four or five principal broods a year (as in Mysore and Bengal), a race 
giving two or three broods in winter (as in Assam), a race giving two broods 
during the rains (not practised but possible), or combinations of these races. 
The choice of race is governed by the climatic conditions but the value of the 
silk depends upon the race of worm and so the expert is required to decide 
how far the industry will pay. Another factor, which only the expert can 
decide. is as to the relative cost of the appliances required: the success of 
the univoltine race in the Punjab has been partly due to the fact that in that 
dry climate, trays are not needed for ket'ping worms on: this dispenses with 
a definite item of capital expenditure. In Bengal and in all wet areas, there 
must be proper trays and the cost of these is immaterial. if they are used for 
several broods a year. There are many parts of the country, where silkworms 
can be grown for a short time in the wet season : but a single brood then will 
not pay as trays must be used. In other districts where a sin~le brood can . 
be got in the dry ~ring weeks. it pays well as no trays are needed, the litter 
does not require to be changed and there is literally no expense whatever 
except a few annas for matting, which the rearer probably makes himself. 

LOCALITY SELECTION. 

26. In considering a locality, the sericulturist thinks practically in this 
sequence :-At what time of the year is the temperature x moisture or wet
bulb factor suitable: does this time coincide with harvest or sowing or some 
period when the people are very busv: can mulberry be made available then:MId 
if so must it be tree. bush or standard, and does it require irrigation: what 
variety of mulberry is indicated: what race of worm shall be grown; what 
shall be the source of seed; is a sequence of broods possible: will trays be 
required or any other capital expenditure or c.an the rearer manage without 
any snecial expense: given these factors right, what class of PE'Ople will do 
it: are there people who want a subsidiary or a -main occupation: are there 
Animists, Mohammadans. Christians: are there hils or oriminal settlements 
or other sources of special labour: is the pressure of population such that a 
subsidiary industry is really needed' 

Having decided this. what will be the ultimate extent of the industry 
based on the possible acreage of mulberry and the number of people available: 
.~at ~ tile .9QID~ting crops anlj wh~t is tl\eir val\le: finlllly the deo;tinatiOI\ 
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of the cocoons or raw silk has to be considered, the question of local rooling 
or of sale of cocoons, the question of market for the raw silk and il$ utilisa
tion there: if the cocoons are to be sent out of the district, what will be the 
freight and charges and is there a steady market for the produce. 

Finally is there any other unforeseen factor which will entirely prevent. 
sericulture in that. district t ' 

I have attempted here to present the factors from the abstract point. of 
view: I will indicate below the steps to be taken to test the truth of the ron
clusion reached by practical experiment: We have now to turn to the existing' 
experimental evidence and to learn what we can from that. 

CHAPTER VIII. EXPERIMENTS. 

In Appendix XI, I shortly summarise the experimenl$ fl'OOrded that I 
consider noteworthy, with my own 'commenl$ as regards results. These are of 
two classes really, those conducted before the perbine remedy was found, and 
those conducted since. Most of those recorded since are of recent date and 
very little can be ascertained about some of them; some are still going on and 
it is impossible to comment on them in the absence of information. I think 
that on the whole there is very little information obtainable; for every district 
marked E in the list (Appendix VII), an experiment has been made at some time 
and this may be worth looking up; but on the whole there is little to learn. 

2. To those who are interested in the problem of sericulture, one may 
safely recommend Geoghegan's" Silk in India," an admirable and impartial 
a,ccount of the many experiments made. I have summarised them briefly in 
Appendix XI. In the main they are a record of experiments made by enthu
siastic officers, who had no expert advice, who grew the wrong kind of worlI18, 
fed them with the wrong plant, and were each transferred to a fresh district 
when they had begun to get experience .. Further they had in the early days 
no knowledge of disease, and the great choice of races wbich is available now 
was not then available. 

3. Of recent experiments, including 60me still in progress, the predo
minant factor has been the utter want of real expert advice. Native States 
have embarked on sericulture, without expert advice, with a staff utterly 
inadequate and often badly trained. The experimenl$ have been hampered in 
various ways, often finanCIally, have been fundamentally wrong from the siart 
in many cases and then abandoned before any definite result oould bave been 
obtained; and as a rule there has Deen nothing learned at all (see Indore for 
example). To determine the proper lines on which to start sericulture is a 
very skilled and difficult business. I have tried to indicate the factors to be 
considered and I question whether in any single case any large proportion of 
the economic and technical factors were considered at all. 

4. One single experiment seems to me to stand out as a beacon above the 
waste of futile efforts: that is the trial made by the Deputy .commissioner of 
Cbhindwara, when Mr. (afterwards Sir) J. B. Fuller was Director of Land 
Records in the Central Provinces. A single brood of silkworms was grown, 
at the right time, on the right leaf. The breed was of the sort suited to the 
climate and the results were good. The experiments were apparently not 
proceeded with, probably on account of the population factor. On the other 
hand, the colossal failure of the Lister Company in the Punjab and the Dun 
is the worst elj:ample on the other side; and the climax of a long effort came 
when a Director from England, with no technical knowledge, ordered the 
change from cottage rearing to rearing in large houses, thus surely and finally 
bringing to an end, thE: largest experiment yet made in India. 

So far as indi~idual districts go, we learn chielly where not to grow silk. 
But as regards the wider Question, every experiment shows the absolute need 
of expert advice and "Of full.c;.onsideration of everY detail before embarking on 



$erlcu~ture at all. Had this been realised, much money wouid have heen 
saved ~ the past and there is still time to save much money now being wasted 
on futIle efforts, not only in Native States but under various agencies in 
districts in Northern India. 

? The lesson of the past is an extremely valuable one. It is that with per
suasIOn and pressure, sericulture can be established and will persist wbile 
that personal influence is exerted; and tben it dies out. There is no doubt 
whatever that. with' persuasion and personal influence, sericulture could be 
started at once in many parts of India, the extent depending exactly on the 
amount of influence and the tlroroughness of the organisation; but it#>es not 
seem reasonable to do this unless there is clear evidence that the industry is 
needed and will improve the people's circumstances. There is no special 
virtue in sericulture; one does not acquire merit through it; it has to be com
pared as an industry with the growing of wheat, cotton, cane, jute, rice or any 
other staple; and it is patbetic to consider the efforts to establish sericulture 
in places where it never would establish itself. At the same time it is equally 
depressing to see the efforts which would have succeeded had any sort of expert 
advice been available; and the wise policy with regard to silk, in ilie light of 
ilie past, is to find the areas where silk is needed, and then to develop it wisely 
on exactly the right lines. 

6. There is one factor which must be taken account of in estimating the 
value of experiments: that is, wheilier any trial has been made in the way 
that the rearer would himself actually engage in silk-rearing: as a rule experl
ments show only the mistakes made on the technical success or failure of a 
particular breed: they do not show what would be the profits to the actual 
rearer if he reared silkworms in his own h_ouse with his own plant: !lhort of 
actually paying rearers to do this, it is difficult to find ouf what their attitude 
would be or what they would make of it: but it is usually forgotten t.hat 
ultimately the rearer, be he cultivator, weaver or any other man, is going to 
practise sericulture as a means of making money and Jhat it must be looked at 
from his point of view and shown to him in a way that he can copy. The 
Gwalior and Indore experiments, discussed below are cases in point: most of 
the experiments are cases also of what not to do : and I do not know of any 
serious trials which have been aimed at finding out what the rearer himself 
can do or will make of it : most show if silkworms can be grown: none show 
if ilie cultivator can grow them: but this is the vital factor. 

7. As illustrating this, the following three notes on existing experiments 
in Indore, Gwalior and Travancore are given in full ~ they are my account of 
these experiments in the case of Gwalior and Travancore. The official reports 
of the local department will be found in Appendix XI. 

IndoTe. 

The following shows the present position :-
8. An experimental silk station has been maintained since August 1912, 

at which mulberry is cultivated (2 acres), worms are reared, the cocoons are 
reeled, the silk is twisted, dyed and woven. Eri is also grown, the cocoons 
spun, the yarn woven. The silk is grown from July to March: Bengal and 
Mysore races have been grown in the monsoon and autumn, and .French 
univoltine in Februa.ry and March. The work is generally well carried out, 
the rearing and reeling is rather inefficient. : in its plauning it bears the stamp 
of the Salvation Army, whose expert, T. K. Achaya, spent six months organis
ing it. In some details weaving has been improved by the Bengal Weaving 
Expert, and in general efficiency it is the product of its Superintendent, V. G. 
Joshi, not himself a trained ·expert in any branch. The cost to the State is 
put at Rs. 7,000 per annum, and a certain amount (Rs. 800-1,000) is realised 
from sales of cloth. 

9. The experiments show that silkworms can be grown, the silk reeled, 
dyed, and woven at Indore, at a total cost to the State of some thousand of 
rupees, but at present they show nothing else. They serve to demonstrate how 
it is possible to produce silk and to make it into fabncs, and this may .IUl,ve some 
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educational value in the State and the experience is certainly valuable to the 
Superintendent. But it is not clear how this is to do more; no one, who saw 
this inst~tution would repeat it unless as a hobby, on which he could afford to 
spend money; there is no attempt to work out m detail how a businese in 
weaving could be established as a commercial undertaking. I understand 
that no one has taken up any branch of Sericulture as a business and indeed 
no one could at present. It is another instance of the truth of the principle, 
that, to teach or to demonstrate all industry is not enough; you must lirst learn 
how to practise it profitably, then teach it as it is to be practised; this applies 
to the weaving as much as to rearing. 

1~ I had hoped that Indore might have solved one problem, how can silk
worms be grown here in the rains and what is the outturn per ounce. While 
silkworms have been grown, this has been done very badly and there arc no 
definite returns. It is clear that the sericultural station will not in any way 
help to develop an industry, and its chief merit, from this point of view, is 
that it has enabled the Superintendent to learn a great deal as to the method, 
of making cloth and to get some experience of local demand. If ever this 
tract became a producing area, and there was a question of local utilisation 
of the product, this experience would be of some value and the sericultural 
station would become profitable . 

. 11. The first essential in Indore is to ascertain exactly the best way to 
grow silkworms and what the profits are, if any. This can be done at the 
existing station or at a village. It will be necessary in the first case to set apart 
mulberry sufficient, to build a rearing house such as a cultivator would use 
and to ,employ a family to rear worms; they should do it entirely themselves 
using nothing that they caunot themselves get ordinarily. I think they would 
do best to grow MiSs Cleghorn's hybrid or the Madagascar race from June 
onwards and if stopped in the winter by cold or want of leaf, they could grow 
univoltine French or Italian in the spring. The total cost of trays, etc., must 
be kept rigidly and deducted from sale proceeds. If this cannot be done at 
the station, it will be necessary to find a village where say five families will do 
it and to start them, planting 10 acres of mulberry for them and guaranteeing 
them a return or monthly pay. The cocoons must be taken over by the State 
at the market price, not more. 

If this shows that a rearer can make a good living, doing nothing else, 
it will be possible to establish it; it may show that it is better only to rear one 
crop in spring as a subsidiary industry, in that case the methods of the Punjab 
or Kashmir can be applied. ' ' 

12. There is one circumstance in Indore of which advantage can be taken; 
the rearer will plant any plant, will grow any race, can be taught good methods 
and can be taught to feed properly; he wilJ, have no inherited prejudices. 
Before this scheme can be carried out, proper rearin~ methods must be 
adopted; the I?resent Superintendent is more skilled in dyemg than in rearing 
and Indore wlll require a proper fieldman to conduct this work. In starting 
sericuliure, one cannot afford to make mistakes and the present methods of 
rearing are not at all satisfactory. I see no use in considermg reeling, dyeing, 
twisting, weaving at present; there is no harm in carrying on the present 
station, as silk rearing may develop and the question of utilisation may come 
up : liut it must be at least three years before there are cocoons to reel in suffi
Clent quantities to make it worth while thinking about it. ' A reeler constantly 
employed will reel two pounds of good dried cocoons a day, he will want say 
5 seers a week or 6 maunds a year, i.e., 24 maunds of green cocoons. A rearer 
doing 1 spring brood and three rains crops will not produce at first more than 
5 maunds green cocoons a year. So that 65 rearers will supply one reeler, and 
it is not good for a reeler to be at work at intervals only, as he loses his touch. 

13. The cocoons produced should be bought by the State and either sold or 
stored. If the existing weaving station is maintained the cocoons can be 
reeled there and the silk sold or used. A cocoon rearer in Bengal, who does 
well makes in the year Rs. 200 to Rs. 250. A rearer jn Indore, who takes a 
crop of cocoons in spring, and three from June to December, should get 5 
maunds of cocoons worth Rs. 200. When he gets experience he 8hould be able 
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to get double that amount, and if Madagascar varietv is reared, these should 
be worth Rs. 50 per maund. • 

From this must be deducted cost of trays, nets, etc., cost of seed, rent of 
land; I assume that as a rule he cultivates his own land and has sufficient 
mulberry of his own. The conditions of Indore generally are very suitable 
to the industry so far as climate, mulberry and markets are concerned, but 
whether the religion factor will prevent any development must be ascertained 
by experiment. If there are a sufficient number of Mohammadans or of other 
people, who will not object, and if the returns are high enough to attract them, 
as they probably are, then there seems no reason why, on proper 'lines, the 
industry should not develop, either as a full-time one or as a subsidiary one 
to cultivation. If this is done, then the Silk Institute should seriously grapple 
with this problem, how can a weaving industry be developed to utilise the silk, 
and tl;le Institute should be in a position to lay down tire exact lineS on which 
a master-weaver could establish a small hand-loom factory to use the silk, 
making fabrics for local demand or for sale elsewhere in the State and nearby 
markets. This is not easy for an Institute that has Rs. 7,000 to fall back on, 
but it should be possible if the Superintendent will keep rigidly to this ODe 
point. Quiet possibly the best plan would be to run the Institute as a model 
factory on strict business lines, not experimenting, but making money, in 
which case others could be established by master··weavers on its model as the 
silk production expanded. 

GWALIOR. 

14. From 1910 onwards, sericulture has been tried, on a scheme recom- . 
mended by Fakir Chand and to some extent revised by the Agricultural 
Expert Mr. Dongre. Three methods have been tested. the growing of univol
tine silk in February-March, the growing of the Mysore race in the rains and 
eri cultivation. 

The first has shown that univoltine silk can be grown as a single brood. 
but that it is difficult to get leaf then unless irrigation is resorted to. Rai 
Hal' Swarup Bahadur, Conservator of Forests, who has had charge of the 
work, tells me, an average of 10 seers dry cocoons per ounce has been obtained. 
The cocoons are small but otherwise good. 

The second method is still on trial, the first lot of cocoons are not very 
good. ; 

The third method has given very good cocoons but there are difficulties 
about castor, as it cannot be sown till the monsoon begins and leaf is wanted 
then. The cocoons have been sold, have been spun and woven locally. 

15. These trials have been made at three places in the State; at each .he 
rearing has been done and a trained man provided to introduce the industry. 
Seed is provided, plants are given free, and help is given with trays, rearing 
houses, etc. The cocoons are purchased by the State. In spite of this, in 
spite of pamphlets and an exhibition, the district officers are, in the main, 
opposed to it and no one has taken it up. A considerable amount of money 
has been spent, the budget allotment for one year was Rs. 35,000, the rearing 
house is good, the mulberry plant is well grown, good eri is produced, but the 
result is nil. 

16. Technical improvements can ohviously be made, but do not affect the 
result, the plant grown has been Kashmir (which is a late variety) and a local 
fruiting variety, the Philippine or the Cleghorn might be earlier. Then the 
Mysore race is not so good as Madagascar or the Cleghorn hybrid. 

Both the eri seed and the univoltine mulberry seed supply. have been 
uncertain, no reliable renewal of Mysore seed is possible every year. 

These are technical difficulties, which can be overcome, but they hardly 
affect the present issue, which is the difference of thc people. I think it is 
clear that this method of procedure will affect vcry little; it is not enough to 
have a central rearing house, which costs a good deal, and I'(row silkworms; 
you want to do it as the cultivator must do it, in multiple perhaps, and 
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actually show profits. A hut should be made or rented, such as he would use; 
a cultivator should be paid to rear his ounce of seed, with leaf from a local 
plantation or local trees; his crop should be taken oyer: the cost of the hut, 
the seed, etc., should be deducted, and the rearer given the balance. Is be 
willing to repeat it minus the payment! If so he thinks it pays; if not it does 
not: and if it d0e6 not in his opinion, why try furtbl'r ~ 

17. The trial made in Gwalior is one of the best yet made in India, 
probably, in the thoroughness and efficiency of the details; the original scbeme 
was not perfect, but it has been improved: but it has failed to succeOO. because 
(1) it was not done as any rl'arl'r could do it (2) there was no evidence as to 
profits. 

The only way to demonstrate such an industry is to do it, by cultivators 
as cultivators can do it, and then see what the're is in it. If these men are 
making money without any subsidies, then others will do the same. I think 
the Gwalior trials are good and helpful; technically they could have been 
improved: actually they fail because the people, who have to do the industrY 
cannot copy the methods of the State and so cannot see whether it will payor 
not. Local knowledge has been at fault and there has been the usual result. 

TRAVANCORE. 

18. For five years, experiments have been in progress at Trivandrum to 
determine if sericulture can be profitably practised there. The leading idea of 
the Director of Agriculture is that silkworm rearing will be a profitable sub
sidiary industry to the lower classes, as an adjunct to cultivation, where there 
tis land unsuitable to paddy or to cocoanut. A small cultivation of mulberry has 
been established at the cattle farm and silkworm rearing carried on there. The 
Salvation Army are also carrying on silkworm rearing and reeling at their 
settlement and a number of boys are being trained there: these boys are from 
the class, which will possibly take to the mdustry, and they are to commence 
rearing in their villages at the close of the training; mulberry has been distri
buted to these villages and planted there so that they can commence rearing on 
their return. The Salvation Army settlement receives a grant from the 
State; it is the only Salvation Army institution I have seen where mulberry 
was properly cultivated and where silkworm rearing was taught on a proper 
method, and the sole disadvantage that I noted was that there was insufficient 
leaf to allow of each boy rearing a sufficient amount of worms; it is a mistake 
to teach boys by letting them rear one tray of worms, all the trays together in 
one building; each rearer should be taught as he will have to do it when he 
starts on his own account. In other respects the Salvation Army Settlement 
work struck me as being extremely good and practical. 

. The above sbortly summarises the position in this State; only one rearer 
actually grows silkworms outside the farm or school, but when the fil'i!t batch 
of students finish, they will presumably commence rearing themselves. The 
intention is to purchase their cocoons and to reel them at the Salvation Army 
Settlement, and the chief reason for utilising the Salvation Army is that they 
have an organisation that works among the depressed classes and can exert 
influence among them throughout Travancore State. The results of the past 
five years' work give a basis on which to estimate the prospects of the future. 
Mulberry grows well on the poor land, which is unsuited to paddy, and not 
well suited to cocoanut: irrigation is not ordinarily required provided no leaf 
is wanted in the dry hot season, and there is probably no difficulty in growing 
abundant bush or tree mulberry where there is land of this description. The 
present mulberry is from Mysore and is probably Mortts alba, not the Indi,an 
mulberry. Quite possibly another variety will do better, but that is easily 
ascertained. The present mulberry looks excellent. 

19. Thl' climate is on the whole suitable for a good part of the year. but 
not the whole; the general figures are discussed elsewbere (see paragrapb 20, 
page 71), but the actu3II rearing done at Trivandrum gives data on this point, 
and the experience gained is useful. The following figures of rearings at the 
farm at Trivandrum; the figures are difficult to follow because the amount of 
~eed used to start witb is so obscure : assumin~ a laying to be 300 eggs, the actu~l 
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number reared is as a rule very small indeed and the fraction at the end repre
sents the theoretical proportion reared ;-

-
Yield or Propo •• 

Kind. Month. Seed. day •. cocoon. No. to lib. tion (dried) 
Weight. reared. 

-Myaore • · · n ill 226 layin8" 40 71h1. 1,650 1/5 

• · · V .VI 5Q .. 26 5 " 800 1/4 

.. · · · VI vn 500 .. 51 22 .. 900 1/7 

.. · · · VII VIn 380 .. 42 Haeherle. 

.. · · X Xl 18 .. 23 lib. 800 ' 1(1 

.. · · IV V,200 .. 33 91hl. ' 1,000 1/7 

.. .. · · VIII IX 1100 
" 38 3 .. 1,050 I/JO 

.. · XlI I 20 .. 34 5 .. _ 1.000 6/6 

.. · · · I n 75' .. 30 8 .. 900 If.! 

.. · VII VIU 50 .. 31 15 ", 1,500 2/3 

.. · VI VII " 30 .. 32 6 .. 1,100 '2/3 
, 

Puse.yeUow · XII II 26 .. 27 II n 1,200 1/4 

Nist&ri • , · · n ill 40 " 28 BBchcrie 

Yellow .. · V VI 28 6 lbo. 1,000 

.. · · · VI VII .. failed , 
Puaa, Y.llow · IX X' 68 .. 26 3 lbo. 960 1/8 

.. .. · X Xl 28 I lb. 1,000 

.. " 
. VI VII 200 .. 31 16 lbo. 1,500 1/3 

.. .. · Xl XII 71; .. 30 12 " 1,000 1/2 

.. .. · XlI I 100 .. 40 2 .. No leaves 

.. .. · · VI V1I 40 .. 30 14 .. 2,000 

French, Puse. · · n ill 50 .. 28 I 2 .. 1,000 1/7 

.. .. · · V VI 27 1 Ib. 500 

Uoivoltine Puse. · · Xl 40 .. 28 2 IhI. 1,000 1/8 

.. SimI!' · · 1 n 2oz. 35 died 

.. Puse. · · VIU IX 100 laying. 38 3 lbo. 1,000 1/10 

.. .. · · Xl XlI ' 1,000 eggs 21 ' I lb. • 400 2/5 

.. Simla · 12 .... di~ not hntch. 

The cocoon weights vary a good deal, but on the whole suitable months' 
seem to be June, July, August, October to January. The Mysore race gives 
the best results on the whole, but it is practically certain that the right breed 
for Travancore has yet to be found. The Madagascar and the hybrid races 
need to be tried. There has been difficulty with leaf supply and pro~bJy too 
much has been attempted on an insufficient amount of plant. The ('Qccons I 
have seen are promismg but better results oan be got. 

Assuming the climate to be suitable inithose months and the plant to grow 
well, it is necessary to have seed twice a year, in May-June, in October : this 
adds to the difficulty and has been one of the troubles in the past, but this can 
be overcome and if the Central Silk Station proposed in Chapter XXVIII is 
created, Travancore should get its seed there: If Mysore or Madras start seed 
supply from a hill stlltion, they also could supply Travancore. 



20. Assuming this to be overcome. there is the question of the rearers: I 
am told that the people. who will welcome the industry are low caste people. 
who can grow mulberry. who will have no scruples about killing cocoons, who 
will welcome an extra industry. If there are such people in large nnmbers, 
then the industry should estabhsh itself and do well: it is not proposed to teach 
reeling to these people, but to buy cocoons and reel them at the Salvation Army 
Settlement. At the start this is a wise course: if the rearing succeeds 
and extends, then the reeling question can be gone into: but with the efficient 
management there is now, the system of reeling at the Settlement will be the 
best. 

21. The future seems to me to turn on the progress made by the 12 students 
tmined at the School, and I would concentrate on them before extending 
further: each should have one acre of proper mulberry cultivation: each 
should grow a proper brood of worms from say 120 layings of seed and get 
at least 40 lbs. green cocoons: and they should be able to do this at least four 
times a year. If this succeeds then the farm should be properly run to test 
the best varieties and the best plant: it should do rearing properly. setting a 
full return from a definite amount of seed: and the further traming of 
students should be properly provided for, each having his own trays and leaf 
enough for at least 50 layings of seed at a time. The training of students 
should not include reeling, weaving and the like and if in the settlement these 
an! done, the students should not have anything to do with it. The mistake 
made elsewhere of teaching. rearing, reefing, dyeing, twisting and weavillg 
should not be repeated here. If there is scope for silk weaving other people 
should be taught and the first aim is to develop silk rearing alone as a cottage 
indnstry. 

The wise policy seems to me to concentrate on the existing students first. 
If they succeed extend the farm as a trial place, extend the Salvation Army 
settlement as a training place: both will require money to he spent, the 
former in better rearing accommodation and in training the Manager, the 
latter in more mulberry and more rearing accommodation. It would be money 
well spent to send the farm manager to Berhampur (Bengal), Pusa, Srinagar. 
It will be necessary to test the available hybrid and pure races and get the best 
for TravanCQre. 

22. The possibilities of the State are worth testing properly: at present 
the outcome is uncertain but seeing that 12 students will shortly be ready I 
would use them to ascertain what can really be done and for the rest await their 
results. It will be a case of either spending more money and developing 
largely or of abandoning the attempt altogether. The present efforts are too 
small to be successful and yet they cost some money. I am hopeful of ultimate 
success, but not on the present scale. 

CHAPTER IX.-CONCLUSIONS. 

NATURAL DIVISIONS. 

Lower Bunna. 
The climate is on the whole adverse owing to its extreme humidity and 

temperature. Sericulture is practised in Prome, Toungoo and Magwe. The 
population is very predominantly Buddhist but the number of rearers (2,658 
in 1891) is very small There are areas where the climate is quite SUitable 
but the population factor is against sericulture, otherwise there might be a 
considerable production of univoltine silk in the winter months. Another 
adverse factor is the value of rice, and the suitability of this area for rice 
cultivation. One would not expect this to be a promising area. 

I 

Upper Burma. 

2. Suitahl" months in the winter are four or five and the climate offers 
scope for at least t1l"0 broods of very good silk if Qther factors were favQurable. 
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But t~e population is predominantly Buddhist and though much silk is used. 
little 18 produced and there is a very great import from China. 

It would be interesting to see the eJIect of better races giving a high yield 
of the Chine56 quality of silk which is in demand locally. 

A.ssam.. 

3. The Assam Valley is a producing area fully discussed in Chapter VI 
(Assam). A single small new area has definite promise and it is probable that 
a silk industry of some size80uld be developed th~re; this is the Khasi Hills, 
an area lying at some elevation with a population of 192,000 Animists, 31,000 
Christians, 1,500 Mohammadans and 11,000 Hindus; experiments made there 
show great promise. 

Bengal. 

4. A silk-producing area fully discussed in Chapter II. The natural con
traction of the silk area is partly due to economic causes such as jute; there 
will be no extension to new areas under present circumstanres; the interesting 
localities are Hill Tipperah, the Chittagong Hill Tracts and similar areas of 
higher elevation. A definite limiting factor in the plains districts is Ute 
great value of rice. cane and jute. " 

Orissa and Madras Coast North. 

5. The available figures of climate show a long and suitable period fmm 
Novemberto March. There is a very large population of ,Animists, all dis
tricts are tasar producers, though the ind,ustry is smalL and all are hilly and 
with some range of climate. Experiments made in Cuttack. Mayurbhanj, 
Dhenkanal and Keonjhar are of little use. There is probably no area of 
India in which the prospects of sericulture are more deserving of trial and 
en9,uiry, particularly in the North. The country is little developed and it is 
qUIte possible that sericulture would be an industry well suited to the people 
as a subsidiary Hvelihood. Until its possibilities have been investigated, it 
cannot be definitely placed. 

Bihar and United Pro1)inces East. 

6. The climate factor is quite definite, offering great possibilities from 
October to March. The religion factor is a strong adverse one but there is a 
high Mussalman proportion. Experiments are very enlightening and it is 
well shown that sericulture is possible. The work of Pusa over eight years 
shows exactly what is possible; and there is probably a very great prospect 
of sericul~ure being profitable if run on proper lines. 

What those lines are is fully discussed on page 114 under Tirhut and there 
the unique factor of the European planter complicates the pOsition. The 
.. pressure of population" appears to me to be a factor of very high 
importance. 

United Pro-oinces West, Punjab, East. 

7. The outstanding factors are good climate for a single brood fed on tree
leaf in FebrusI'f and March in the submontane tracts, where there is " pres
sure of populatIOn." The ultimate limit of this cannot be estimated but on 
the analogy of Jammu and Kashmir, the industry could well be a bigger one 
than the whole of the existing Indian industry. 

There is also the uncertain factor of the hill districts especially Kulu 
and Kangra and the Garhwal division. Against these is a peculiar climate 
factor, the continual rainfall tending to disease in the worms owing to the 
feeding with wet leaf. Light-hearted enthusiasts forget this practical 
difficulty and think the Simla Hill States should be large silk producers. 
But it is a. very real difficulty. 



N orth-West Dry A rea. 

8. There is one limiting climatic factor. It is there a long enough period 
between the cold winter and the extreme dry heat to allow for one brood of 
univoltine worms on tree mulherry; where there is, then eoonomic factors 
come into play; the population is predominantly Mussalman; and experi
ments show that the best silk can be very well grown at very small cost where 
trees are available. 'considering the amount of silk produced further North 
and West, there should be a good deal produced in parts of the North.Wt"st 
Frontier, with a good market at hand. The rest of the area is climatically 
impossible. 

Baluchistan. 

9. The factors are much as in the last section, with very marked economic 
factors depending upon population. Good silk has been grown and there is 
no difficulty on the technical side. 

Mulberry grows well.,in restricted areas as in the Harnai Valley in Sibi 
and -is valued for its fruit. • Silkworm' mulberries grow well and the exten
sion fJf .sericulture is probably solely a question of popUlation and 
orgamsatlOn. 

Rajputana, East and Central India, West. 

10. The climate records give too cold a winter. too hot a dry weather; the 
ra.ins are the best time. Apart from experiments in Indore. Gwalior and 
Bhopal, which have not given mud. promise, there is no direct evidence of 
the possibility of sericulture and the method of getting several broods during 
the rainy months has not been fully tried yet. The population factor is 
distinctly adverse but variable and there are areas where sericulture should 
be tried, using the new hybrid or an improved multi vol tine race. 

Trials have been commenced in Indore with a. view to testing the possi. 
bility of getting three broods of silkworms during the rains. Irrigation is 
a difficulty and possibly the system of growing one brood of univoltine worms 
in the spring on tree leaf will be the best. In that case expansion iBlurely 
a matter of planting trees. which grow very well when once establishe . 

Gujarat. 

11. All the factors are against the area as a whole while one can easily find 
places where the c1ima.te factor is !ery g~. .The Ja.i~ and. Hindu are a 
feature of the populatIon and the Irflgatton dIfficulty IB agaInst mulberry 
cultivation. Experiments have been made in Baroda but not on sound lines 
and there is little to be learnt from them. It is possible that Kathiawar has 
suitable conditions for at least six: months but the population factors are not 
known. 

Central India, East, Central Provinces. Chota Nagpur. 

12. Should a system of growing good silkworms during the rains he per· 
fected, as could possibly he done this area offers very great possibilities. It 
is the tasar·area of India, extremely diversified in climate and conditions, 
with a very large population of A'himists and of tasar rearers inclined to silk 
rearing. There is the short dry hot weather that is unsuitable and, in many 
places, irrigation being required for mulberry prevents its being grown. It 
will not be taken up on black cotton soil areas but might be at higher leve~s. 
in Chota Nagpur. in.~ar districts, if the population factor does not forbId 
it. It isa promising experimental area. 

The rainfall in the cooler monsoon months will be a bar, on the experience 
of Kashmir and this will probably be the deciding factor. 
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Tke Deccan. 

l~. Th~ factor that at i~ southern limit there is the largest area of mul
berry ill ~n~I~ leads one to think there are greater possibilities in the Deccan' 
but the limIting factors are the necessity of irrigation in all but the lfysor~ 
area, the very dry heat of the hot welther months and the shortness of the 
suitable moist cool period from July to October. 

The ~rp .delinea~i?n of the, ~ysore area is noteworthy and is due 
wholly to chmatlc condItIOns; and 1~ IS ~xtremely d,oubtful, if under any cir
CUlnsta:nCes the mulberry plant and Its risky host will flOUrish in the Deccan. 
ExperIments have been made, mulberry grows well; but if irrigation is 
l\~ded, .cane pays very well ,and is less risky. Mulberry silk culture has 
eXIsted ill Dharwar and there !s np do~bt it can be practised; in some respects 
~h&D~arwar an? Belgaum dIstrICts are climatically as nearly ideal as any 
Itl IndIa, yet senculture has never established itself there. 

Malabar and tke K(mkan. 

14. The population is mainly Hindu, with a large Christian element in the 
South. The climate is excessively moi!lt and rather hot. The mean mini
~um is hi~h, the hu~idity high, the ra!-nfall great. Over a great part there 
IS no questIOn of an mdustry, as much IS forest land; and the experiments in 
the South are not yet very definite or decisive. It is an area in which a small 
industry might develop in the South but no more. 

IIJadras South-East. 

15. The climate f,ctor is adverse; the crop factor is usually adverse as the 
crops are good, the rainfall secure and there is little need for another indus
try. This area is a silk-using and silk-buying area rather than a producing 
area. 

POSSIBLE NEW AREAS. 

16. Apart from single districts and small areas, which may be found 
almost anywhere in India where local conditioos call for a subsidiary industry, 
there are large areas in which there is a reasonable exception that sericulture 
could be developed. 

17. The first is the extension of the Punjab submontane area naturally 
along the submontane districts to the East. The second is the development of 
an entirely new industry in Tirhut joining to the Punjab area if the United 
Provinces submontane districts take up the cultivation and stretching east 
till the jute areas of the Bengal districts limit sericultural development. 
The main features of this development are very fully discussed under the 
Punjab and Tirhut (Bihar and Orissa). The third is the Chota Nagpur area, 
but its development depends on the working out of the best race of worms to 
grow during the cool wet season. When this is done and a supply of seed is 
available of the proper variety of worm, it is probable that the Chota Nagpur 
area can become a large silk-producing tract, The fourth area with pros
pects but which has as yet been almost entirely untouched is the Orissa area, 
The economic factors will need to be worked out with the technical question 
of the best races of worms to use. 

lB. Other possible areas are less promising, and it is probable that develop
ment can only take the form of the finding of places where a subsidiary 
industrY is required, where the conditions are good and where sericulture 
can be de'\'eloped on an upland stretch, in a sheltered valley or in a small well
defined are-a within a single district. The valleys of tbe North-West Frontier 
and of Baluchistan are typical examples. The Khasi Hill plateau is 
another. Such places can also be found for instance in the Central Provinces. 
If economic factors were promising, such places as Chhindwara and Chikalda 
would be suitable. The Central Indian uplands offer many promisin~ areas 
if the economic conditions are suitable. The experiments made at Indore 
should have given better results hut the :proper race and the proper method 
~. . 



of doing sericulture in the cool rainy months in Central India and Chota 
Nagpur has yet. to be worked out. The same applies to the South Western 
Hills, and Travancore, to Coorg, to Almorah, Kumaon, Kangra and Kulll. 
Neither the univoltine spring brood system of the Punjab nor the multivoltine 
continuous system of Bengal is the right one for these wet areas and the 
promise of these districts is yet an unknown quantity. It needs to be worktd 
out in detail and t.he experience of Kashmir is not favourable to rearing suc
cessfully in -rainy months. 

19. From the sericultural point of view India consists of four uniform 
tracts where sericulture is practised and can be extended with limiting econo
mic factors, these areas being Mysore, Bengal, Kashmir, Assam; there is then 
one very lu.r~e uniform tract, in which sericulture can be immensely developed 
by commencmg at the two ends, these being the P,!~: submontane and thll 
Tirhut areas. There are then two large.areas, of own possibilities, but 
fit for development, the Chota Nagpur and Orissa areas. There follow three 
large tracts in which the conditions are right at many selected spots but not 
uniformly over the whole tract, these tracts being the Central Provincetl and 
the Central Indian uplands and the valleys of Baluchistan and the North 
West Frontier. There is a small area of very definite promiSe in the Khasi 
Hill district of Assam. There is finallv a series of places characterised by 
excessive rainfall in which sericulture may develop but only on very definite 
lines which have yet to be worked out. Included in this series is Travancore, 
Malabar, the South West Hills, Kangra and Kulu, Kumaon and Almorah. 

For the rest of India the possibility of sericulture under present condi
tions seems smaIL 

20. It is a re:tSOnabIe policy that where factors are not absolutely forbid-

l ding, sericulture should be tried under the cultivators' ~nditions till definitely 
shown to fail for good reasons, such as economic ones. But until this has 
been done, the prospects of sericulture are not assessable: the Tirhut people 
took up ed culture to a considerable extent till they saw they had no market, 
but had they had a market, it would have flourished now. This looks as if 
Tirhut might be a good area but it has not been tried. If a real trial is 
made, under their conditions, and it then fails, I would strike off Tirhut as a 
possible area. But one cannot do so till it has been tJied. So for other areas 
where sericulture has never been seen or tried: I would try anf place at 
which climate, water, economic factors promised success: and having really 
tried it. either go hard for development or cease wasting money. 
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PART UL-UCBNICAL. 

CHAPTER X. 

In this section of the report. the technical details of silk-rearing are discussed 
so .far as they are n~ in c?nsidering ~ow the industry can be improved. 
It IS. not necessary to go mto questions of de~il as regards cutting the leaf, number 
of times to feed. amount of leaf and the like; but there are questions such as 
the seed supply, ita hibernatioh or cold storage, ita production in India, the races 
and hybrids, the rearing methods, the spinning methods, the problCRIS of disease 
and plants, which are best dealt with in a separate section. 

MULBERRY. 

There is a considerable amount of confusion as to the existing sl?ecies and 
varieties of mulberry in India and this is not lessened by the confuSIOn in the 

. nomenclature of the species of Moroa in the world. This need not concern us 
further than is necessary to get clear ideas as to the available mulberry plant 
varieties for sericulture. There are wild indigenous species, there are introduced 
species or varieties. Introductions have been made from Europe, from China 
and possibly from Japan or the Philippin~ and there is a difficult problem for the 
botanist to clear up. The following is a summary that is without any botanical 
authority whatever ;-

1. Moroa sen-ata Roxb.-Giant Hill Mulberry. Hooker, Flora British India. 
4,000-9,000 feet in the Himalayas, Kashmir eastwards. (Probably 
one of the cOlIlIQon Kashmir varieties). 

2. Moroa luroigaI.a Wall.-Wild and Cultivated-Hooker, Tropical and 
subtropical Himalayas to 4,000 feet. Assam, Khasi Hills, Burma. 

3. Moroa indica Linn.-Hooker-China. Japan. Temperate and subtropi
cal Himalaya. Cultivated in Bengal. 

4. Moroa atro-purpurea Roxb.-Hooker:....chlna-Introduced to India for 
fruit, cultivated. Probably the " Shah-toot." 

5. MOruB alba Linn.-Hooker-North and West Asia. In India, cultivated 
to 10,000 feet. (Possibly in Kashmir but not certain). 

6. MOruB muUictiulis-MOruB alba var lati/olia-Introduced to India from 
China or the Philippines about 1840; the so-called Philippine Mul
berry. 

7. Manu alba var ,_. 
8. Manu alba var morelti.-

These were obtained as seed from France. The names are those used by the 
French Seedsman. The former is growing at Pusa. 

II. Manu nigra Linn. 
10. MonuJ nigra var {aciniata.-

Two varieties from France. The former is said to be cultivated in Balu
chistan. (D. Brandis.) 

11. MonuJ alba var Binensis.-A variety from China. Possibly the variety 
in the Srinagar nursery. . 

12. Manu japcmica.-A broad leaved variety, stated by l'Arbousset to have 
originated as a sprout among a lot of Japanese seedlings, in France. 

The above are referred to in ·books, papers and silk literature. Numbers 
7 to 11 are of little value, and probably are not distinct. 

From the silk point of view, there are the following ;-
1. Indian or Deshi Bush Mulberry. Manu indica-No.3 above. 
2. " Bombay" Bush Mulberry of Bengal, Moros !-A distinct bush mul

berry to which two sources are ascribed; it may be the European 
varil'ty brought to Bomhay via St. Helena in 1832. It may be any 
of the European varieties brought to Bengal more recently through 
the European filatures. 

WL.L 
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3. Philippine 1\Iulberry No. 6 above. An early variety that grows well from 
cuttings. 

4. Kashmir Mulberry-a tree, growing freely in Kashmir. This seems 
to be a distinct plant, with much indented leaf and a small black 
fruit: but what it is botanically is not clear. In Kashmi!- there is 
a white fruited plant, a black fruited, the Shahtoont, a fruitless and 
a large leaved supposed Chinese race. 

5. Japanese Mulberry. No. 12 above-A tree or bush with very large 
leaves. 

6. Italian, French, Hungarian Mulberries. Grown as trees usually. 

Probably varieties of Morus alba. A distinct form is Cleghorn's varietr, 
which bears no fruit and is a male plant, from a tree found m 
Ballyganj. See Appendix XII. 

7. Mysore bush Mulberry.-t 
8. Purple fruited Mulberry.-No. 4 above and perhaps also No. D and 10. 

U Shah-toont." 
The fruiting mulberry of Indian gardens, usually regarded as useless for 

silk worm cultivation. Possibly the indigenous variety of Indore and 
Gwalior. 

9. "Toont" or Fruiting Mulberry. Referred to by N. G. Mukerji as the 
best for fruit and called Moros alba var lwvigata. Probably No. 2 
above. 

10. "Kajli" or "Chini Toont."-Referred to by Mukherji as M0f'U8 alba 
var sine1l8is and probably No. 11 above. 

n. 12. At Jeolikot, Mr. Gill has an unclassified variety that makes very 
good buahes and he refers to another variety as Moru, alba vax 
serrata-te<!te Bur. His new variety was the best for chota-polo and 
nistari worms. 

l\lulberry occurs in the Punjab in plantations of sissoo on islands in the Jhelum 
and in such irrigated plantations as Changa Mansa, probably from seed carried 
down by the water or dropped by birds. Brandis refers to the Changa Manga 
species as Moros alba, Gamble refers to it as Moros indica. The mulberry gradu
ally takes the place of sissoo and in Changa Manga, the mulberry trees are extremely 
fine. These plantations are irrigated. 

3. A question of the greatest importance from the silk point of view is the 
behaviour of each variety as regards early budding. Mulberry becomes leafless in 
winter and as it buds and the leaves develop, the eggs are brought on to higher 
temperatures so that as the trees come to leaf the worms hatch and find tender 
leaf for them. In India this is a matter of enormous importance in some tracts 
as the earlier the trees will bud the earlier the worms can be hatched and the greater 
the chance of escaping the hQt. winds. Notably early varieties are the Philiypine, 
the European known as M0f'U8 alba vulflaris tenuiJolia and the unnamed vanety of 
Jeolikot. The Indian buah (Moros indica) and the Himalayan Moroslwvigata are 
late varieties. 

4. Mulberry is grown in India as either a small bush or a tree; elsewhere it 
is grown on a variety of sys~. Buah mulberry is got by taking cuttings, and 
putting them in the ground in a bunch of six to eight, each !lne of the bunch sepa
rate but the whole forming a compact buah : eac~ roots and buds and you get a 
shrubby growth of shoots to about three feet high. These can be plucked, cut 
down to the ground and a fresh growth of shoots starts. In this way you can 
get several crops a year: but it requires good soil, good water and good manuring. 

- This is the system of Bengal and liysore. Shoots are planted as close as eighteen 
inches apart in the row and the rows two feet apart. 

The other existing system is to grow trees: the best are grown from seedling/l 
which are carefully handled from the start and are planted out in permanent 
positions up to five years old. 

It is not necessary here to describe the details of the production of trees which 
are well known in India. Trees are not planted as field cultivation but along 
boundaries, headlands, water courses, railway embankments and roadsides. In 
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Ka.s~ blocks of trees are grown on land near villages, the trees put out from 
nursenes when three or four years old and planted 18 feet apart. Each tree should. 
have room to develop and the roadside tree, which gets covered with dust, is 
the least satisfactory; at the same time the mulberry, so grown, is a good com
pact shade tree, useful for roadsides and growing well in almost gli parts of India. 
If mulberry existed over India as a roadside tree it would be much easier to test 
tlericulture. As it is it will be necessary to plant it in such areas as are likely to 
be suitable for sericulture. 

5. A point of great importance lies in the difference between the leaf of bush 
mulberry and tree mulberry. ·The former matures quickly, contains more mois
ture, contains less resin and secondary products, and is used chiefly for multivol
t~e races. The latter matures more slowly, is produced from a tree and so con
tains more secondary products and is generally used for the univoltine silk such 
as the European breeds. It is usually stated that the Bengal breeds will not feed 
on tree-lea~, the European will not take bush leaf without getting disease. 

As a practice, tree leaf is associated with univoitines, bush leaf with multi
voltines; it is to be noted that multivoltines must have bush as from a tree you 
cannot get leaf four times a year. 

6. There are intermediates between trees and bushes. It is possible to plant 
single cuttings live feet apart and develop large shrubs eight to ten feet high. 
It is possible to let one single shoot of a bush shoot up to say 6 feet high, and 
let it bud off all the way up: you get a bush that you pluck leaf from several 
times a year, but in which eventually the single stem becomes thick and grows a 
great deal of short twiggy stufi that is not very good. 

In this matter the advice of the horticulturist does not seem to have been 
taken and I was very much impressed by the beautiful clean bushes produced by 
Mr. Nonnan Gill at Jeolikot. I think that in his method we have the ideal cul
tivation that will give leaf suited to all varieties several times a year if necessary. 
Fortnnately the question has been taken up by Dr. Hope and Mr. Andrews of 
the Indian Tea Association. Their experience of leaf production should help with 
& very similar problem; and guidance will certsinly come from these trials. 

7. It will be ea.silyunderstood how vital this point is and how necessary it is 
to first determine clearly whether you need trees, or bushes, how you are going 
to get leaf when you want it, whether it is the right kind of leaf and 110w much 
you can get per tree or per acre. Where, as in Jammu, trees are common, the 
matter resolves itself into the question of whether you can use these, where you 
want to start and you have to plant, what are you going to plant and on what 
system! 

These questions have never been properly tried. N. G. Mukherji laid down 
the law about tree growing in Bengal without efiecting anything or really quite 
understanding the problem; and a great deal of experimental work has to be done 
on this point before we oan quite decide how far sericulture is possible in any new 
area.. I have referred elsewhere (see page 72) to another aspect of this, namely 
the ~ation and watering problem. Even in Bengal the plant must be irrigated 
in the dry hot weather if it is to yield leaf, though it will survive without it. 
The same holds in Mysore, and the cost of irrigation is a considerable item . 

. Where irrigation is required for. bush mulberry, trees mar yet do if they are 
. watered during the first few years, provided the soil conditrons are right; and 

trees can be established in seme parts of India if looked after the first two or three 
~ h?t weathers, when bush mulberry would be impossible owing to wa.nting 
IlTlgatron every year. , 

There is one objection to trees and that is that leaf is produced anew only 
once a year. How far trees can be used for giving leaf in the rains or in October 
is an unsettled point; and where leaf is required in the rains, or in October, the 
large shrub method of cultivation will probably be the best. Here again the 
vanety of mulberry varies immensely. At Pusa seme varieties hold their leaf 
through the cold weather while others lose it all in November; and these problems 
have aU to be worked out and solved. 

8. The yield of leaf per acre of mulberry varies according to soil, water supply 
manure and number of pluC'kings. In Bengal 200 maunds of leaf per acre in 
live. pluckings is near tha average but 300 might be got with irrigation in March 
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and good manuring. Less will be got from the big shrub system and less still 
from trees. The last will probably not give more than 100 maunds per acre at 
10 years old in one plucking if planted 15 feet apart or allowing for 200 trees in 
a line. It is easy to overestimate this matter and there is little reliable inform
ation on this point for this country. The Pusa yields are put at 300 maund!l 
per acre for bush, 240 for tall shrub and 200 for trees, the last being in two pluck
mgs, the others in 4 or 5. 

Maillot and Lambert give the yield of a 7 year tree in France as 5 maunds; 
the trees grown 20-30 feet apart gIve from 250 to 360 maunds per acre in one 
plllcking over the two months rearing season. The yield of a Kashmir tree, with 
full room to develop is probably quite three maunds, and after it has yielded this 
amount it renews its leaf quite well: but Kashmir suits mulberry as no part of 
India except the North-West Frontier Province and Baluchistan does. 

Aa a rule the Indisn varieties of silk worm require 20 maunds of leaf per 
maund of green cocoons but in the higher temperatures of India leaf dries or fer· 
ments quickly. In Europe 12 to 15 kilos, of leaf yield a kilo of green cocoons. 

9. It is evident that in this fundamental point India has yet to get the facts. 
There are many kinds of mulberry, which can be grown on several systems, and. 
under very varying conditions. The preliminary to any sericulture is knowledge/: 
of the best way to produce a leaf supply at the proper season; and except where I J 

sericulture is actually being practised as in Bengal and Mysore little is know" I 
about it; even there the best leaf-producing plant and the best way to grow it is J 
still unknow 

REARING. 

10 • .An essential to much univoltine rearing is a system that dispenses with the 
trays altogether after the second moult. 

The Persian s)-stem should be thoroughly tested. So should variations of 
it such as net and wood frames, pierced pulp trays, folding wood snd cloth tmY6. 

ll. Aa the cocoons are 811 to be killed, none kept for seed, the production of 
the very healthiest worms is not necessary; so l<1Ilg as all spin properly it does not 
much matter if they are healthy and one wants to find the compromise between 
the use of trays which is costly but essential to a certain point and the death of 
the worms before spinning due to bad rearing. Where this compromise is has 
to be found for each climate. 

12. It may be possible to get wood-pulp trays, perforated. 
The cost of temporary shelter for rearing is very excessive and one should be 

able to do something with portable huts or shelters. 
At Moradabad, the semi-underground place cost Rs. 200; it reared at most 

5 oz., i.e., 6 maunds green cocoons worth Rs. 300. To use it again next year 
will cost another Rs. 100 probably. 

H one could get Eght roofs with light sides, all tied together, it would do. 
There is as a rule no rain when this univoltine rearing is done and the huts could 
be packed away again for another season; it may be possible to combine huts 
with trays so as to cheapen the whole thing. What is wanted is shelter from 
wind, dust and sun, for a short time only, as ,cheaply as possible. 

A different problem arises when it is a case of several broods or when the rear
ing has to be done in a climate 'BO moist that trays are essential. This is a factor 
that is of importance in estimating the chauces of success in a new area, for the 
cost of trays for only a single brood is a serious item. Aa a rule trays are of split 
bamboo and palm leaf strips; their cost may be as much as Its. 8 for a crop of 
cocoons worth only Its. 32 and this cost needs to be spread_over a series of 
broods before it is a negligible item. Such trays when not in use deteriorate 
rapidly and cannot be kept from one year to another. 

There is clearly scope for ingenuity in this matter,and one imagines that quite 
workable trays would be possible from cheaper and more durable material: also 
that such trays could be so made as to be really disinfected after use. 

13. The following table shows the results of trials of rearing in the Persian 
system without litter removal carried out at the Agricultural Research Institute, 
Pusa, by M. N. De in 1915. ' I am nQt as sanguine 811 to the merit.s of the system 
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for mul~vol~ne races, as M. N. J?e is, though these trials look as if the system 
was pOS8lble m the rams: but things are done at Pusa in a way the rearer could 
not do them. . 

WalHRIO 100aA1OiD • 

... - Raw _1_ JI......,. 
WOI'IDI. 00C00IlII. COCQODS. OOO0QD8. 

----------------I-------~--------I---~--- I--~------
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I 
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14. If it were possible to supply ameliorated seed to all the rearers, then any 
system of rearing would be pOSSIble and when, in a new area, seed is to be supplied, 
almost any method of rearing will do: but where continuous broods are to be 
taken and the rearers keep these for seed, trays are absolutely essential. The 
same applies to the nets used in reariug. The very ~ood rearer in Bengal uses 
nets for the small worms, in Japllon perforated paper IS used and in Mysore this 
system is being introduced. 

15. Spi'lllning is done on spinning trays (chandrakis) of the Bengal kind where 
multivoltine broods are grown; where the univoltine is grown, the worms spin 
on twigs, dry grass, linseed stalks, etc., piled over them. There is a great need 
of a good sinJple system such as Italian hurdles for the univoltine breed but the 
chandraki does not seem likely to be improved upon. The curious hiring system 
of Mysore is worth note and it would be an advantage to be able to abolish it. 

SEED SUPPLY. 

16. The details of seed supply of the Bengal races is very fully discussed for that 
Province. The seed supply of the Punjab and all areas that rear univoltine worms 
is a very di1l'erent matter since the eggs are hibernated or'exposed to cold and are. 
brought down for reariug in spring. At the present time, the seed required for 
the Punjab is brought to Simla and hibernated there, that for Jammu and Kashmir 
is imported from Europe and hibernated there. This seed is mainly , industrial' 
seed, that is from moths of which a proportion are examined for pebrine: the 
Kashmir locally produced seed is "cellular," that is, from moths each of which 
is examined separately for pebrine and fiacherie. The imported seed comes from 
several firms in France and, Italy, who make a business of seed supply, and have 
rearing establishmenta at places in the hills. The supply of this disease-free seed 
was the factor which ohanged the crop in Kashmir from a small precarious one to 
a large regular one; and it is at present essential that the supply should continue. 
The Only features about it which require investigation are the uneven hatching 
of the eggs and the mixed oharacter of the worms. The hatching of the seed is 
spread over too long a time and it looks as if more care is required in putting in 
one box only seed from moths that have all laid at the same time. The second 
point is the mixed colouring of the worms; they are white, zebra and ~louded ; 
the Punjab rearer cares little at present but every other rearer in India is most 
particular about his worms and it would be an advantage to get seed that gave 
all white, all zebra or all clouded worms. This is a matter that needs to be looked 
into in Europe if the Indian seed supply is to come from there, 



17. Seed is hibernated at Simla and some of the seed imported by the Salvation 
Army is usually for sale in the spring. There is no difficulty in hibernating the 
seed. At a proper elevation with a suitable building any quantity of seed can 
be kept, properly wintered and brought out to hatch at the proper time. With 
the use of water and ice, the hibernation can be prolonged a little to supply a 
late demand. Such hibernation is possible in many parts of the hills and by 
selecting proper sites, a short or long hibernation is easily arranged for. It is 
suggested that in some parts of India a second crop of worms should be got in 
October from seed produced from the spring moths and artificially hibernated in 
cold storage during rains. 

So also artificial cold storage may be needed to produce univoltine races for 
hybridising purposes at any time of the year. Up to the present, artificial cold 
storage of this sort has not been a success, probably chiefly because it is not 
specially arranged for and the ordinary ice company cannot give the necessary 
facilities. Natural cold storage in the hills is very different to an ice factory 
storage. The Japanese make ~t use of certain caves at high elevation for 
their cold storage and it seems likely that a similar arrangement could be made in 
India if bivoltine crops are possible. The cold storage problem needs to be 
tackled, as artificially hibernated seed has been a source of failure and trouble. 

18. h would.seem as if India should not have to import seed from France and 
Italy, since there are areas at all elevations where similar climatic conditions to 
the Pyrenees can be fonnd. Why should not India produce good univoltine seed 
from unported stock 1 

There are two reasons probably why it is not done now: the first is that the 
univoltine breeds grown in India are reared on a system quite good for cocoons 
but not good for reproduction purposes, and no one has seriously taken up seed 
production from worms grown say as Miss Cleghorn grows hers. The second is 
that the problems of pebrine in India are as yet untouched and there is not the 
control over disease 'that there is in Europe. It is quite likely that a really mst
class establishment at a place like Shillong, witn not too much rain, would give 
excellent results if worked with rigorous care and supervision. The result ob
tained in Shillong from their own seed was good (see Experiments Appendix XI) 
and quite likely this could be done on a large scale. As yet it has not been done 
and the question is another that needs investigation. The disease problem, as it 
affects this, is discussed below. This question is further discussed under Kashmir. 

19. Another seed problem, of another'kind, is the hill rearing station for pro
ducing "ameliorated' seed. notably of the multivoltine breeds. The only one 
existing is the small one at Kurseong, used for producing ameliorated nistari or 
hybrid males for crossing with nistari females to produce the seed for the November 
crop, Every multivoltine race could be improved.by this form of amelioration 
and it is a question that might profitably interest commercial enterprise. if there 
were any, in Bengal sa,y, The value of ameliorated seed is discussed on page 100 
for Bengal, Assam and Mysore and there is considerable scope for the production 
of hill-ameliorated stock. 

RACES AND HYBRIDS. 

20. There are a number of races of silkworms in existence, and it is impossible 
to tell exactly what had been tlreir origin or whether they have developed from 8. 
single stock or a single species. As they hybridise freely, as ~here are practically 
no differences ill the moths and only small ones in the cocoons, we may treat them 
as races or strains of a single species. 

21. There are the three main characters in the races, the number of broods. the 
physical characters of the worm, the physical characters of the cocoon and silk. 

In India, one can distinguish the following races :-
Kashmi'l'.-One brooded large yellow or white cocoon. Now no longer 

grown. 
European.-One brooded buff cocoon of mixed ancestrr. worms of nncer. 

tain characters. The imported worm of Kashmir" and the Pnnjab. 
Boro"[1olo.-The Bengal and Assam one-brooded, originally probably the 

old European prior to the Japanese stock reaching Europe; white 
c,locoon. 
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BUNn4.-The many brooded race of ~urma; cocoon yellow and very 
tlimsy. ' 

Mysore.-The many brooded race of Mysore, said to han reached India 
from China about 1795. Cocoon greenish-yellow. 

Nistari.-The many brooded race of Bengal'llrobably a Chinese race, grown 
chiefly in the rains. Cocoon yellow. 

CActapolo.-The inferior many brooded race of Bengal, probably the orig
inal race brought in before Europeans reached India. 'Cocoon 
yellow, flimsy. 

Midnapur.-(Chin& polu) & many brooded race. Cocoon greenish yellow, 
that may be the same as Mysore and Assam. 

Bulu.-A white variety of the Jast. ' 
A.ssam.-Horupolu a greeny-yellow many brooded cocoon, grown there in 

winter months. Cocoon very poor. Possibly the same as Midna
pur and Mysore. 

There is now another remarkable race, the Madagascar, which is a many 
brooded race with the characters of the European and which is the European race 
become many'brooded. It was produced by Grangeon in Madagascar and sent to 
India. 

Elsewhere there are hundreds of races varying specially in cocoon characters 
but also in the question of broods. There are in Japan races giving two broods a 
year and when after the pebrine outbreak, the world was scoured for seed, eggs 
were obtained from all silk areas and hundreds of kinds are figured by Duseigneur 
Kleber (Las Soies 1883). None of thes6 are known in India now. There have been 
introductions of white and yellow Chinese and Japanese races, which are no longer 
to be found in India and there are hybrids from Chinese and Japanese races still 
to be found. A Japanese race is said to exist..still in the Gurdaspur district. 

22. If one looks at a series of cocoons and long series bred from them, one 
realises that the colour, shape, size, thread characters, amount of silk, fluffiness, 
etc., are perfectly fixed definite characters inherent in these races. Another fixed 
character is the number of broods; but one finds too that climate has a great 
influence on size, 8,jIlount of silk, fluffiness. Cocoons produced in August in 
Bengal with excessive moisture and temperature are similar in colour, shape, 
thread characters but not in size, amount of silk or fluffiness, to cocoons produced 
in November, with a lower temperature but a similar humidity factor; and in 
India in every race the size, amount of silk and fluffiness vary at different seasons 
of the year. -

23. If now you take hybrids, crossing two races, you get at once very great 
effects produced"and by: selfing and then separating! ~y ~her hybridising, you can. 
produce races which differ very much from t~e orlgmal~, m all ?har~ters .. ~f on 
the other hand you work on the pure race, WIth alteratIOn of climatic Conditions, 
you will never produce alteration in more than size, amount of silk and lluffiness. 

If you work on the pure race with selection continually, picking out and breed
ing from cocoons with special chBlacters, you can to some extent affect size, shape, 
amount of silk and fluffiness. It is clear that there are three definite ways of m
fluencing any breed,. each ,,:ith fairly . definite lUnits .. r.t:he' I!l0s~ drastic is, hy
bridising, the slowest 18 selectmg, the qUickest but most limIted 18 climate-ameliora
tion. In India, a limited amount has been done with all three methods but their 
limitations and value are not fully recognised. The full account of the hybri
disation work done in India in recent years will be found in the following publica-
tions:- ' 

1:" Experiments in the inheritance of visible and invisible characters in 
Silkworm" by Maude L. Cleghorn. (Pp. 1-9, Bengal Secr(ltariat Press, 1913.) 

2. " Repurt on. the Results obtained'in the Experiments for Improving 
Sericulture in Bengal" by F. D. Lafont. (Bengal Secretariat Book DepOt, 1910, 
pp.I-35.) , ' 

3. Report J the Agricultural Department, Bengal, for 1913-1914. 
, 4. 'Report of the Scientific Officers of the Agricultural Department, Bengal, 

for the year ending June 30th, 1910., 

vo,," It JII • 



5. First Report on the Experiments carried out at Pusa to improve the 
Mulberry Silk Industry. -Bulletin 48. Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa 
(1915). 

24. The earliest experiments recorded are those of Mr. Bashford' in Surdah 
who in 1854 crossed French and Benwd moths: he found the cross with French 
female was univoltine, with Bengar female the eggs hatched, the worm spun in 
34 days, but on pairing inter Be (selfing) the eggs were univoltine. The cocoons 
were fluJIy but good. He crossed with China also. . 

The second year he recrossed the French male-DesAi fem8le that had become 
aunual, with Deshi female but eventually all seem to have become annuals. 

In the autumn of 1856 he had some crOSl! that had not become annual for he 
issued much seed and got six bales of raw silk (i.e., 6 X 150 Ib8.) j a large quantity 
was Bold for seed and spread over the district but the rearers were unused to the 
large worms, fed them insufficiently and the race deteriorated. Only bush mul
berry leaf was used. (Geoghegan.) 

25. There are two main objects in hybridisation in India; the one is to take II. 
multivoltine race indigenous in India which is in favour with rearers, and by 
hybridising with a superior race, produce a race which is so like the original indigen
ous one that the rearer will take it: its cocoon must resemble the indigenous; itS 
worm must not be very different in appearance and the worm must lIot eat too 
much more. The other object in hybndising is to prodmJe from any races avail· 
able a superior race which will give several broods a year. 

In both these the question of degeneration comes in. A further point is the 
proportion of eggs from the hybrid parents which will hatch at once, i.e., be multi
voltine, and which will hatch only after wintering, i.e., be univoltine if the parents 
are from multivoltine and. univoltine characters respectively. 

26. Among the many races in the world, there are speaking broadly (1) the 
single brooded ones, whose cocoo* may be white, buff or yellow, whose worms 
ul?ually are fed on tree leaf, in which the worms are large, . and in which the eggs 
must be hibernated before they hatch. As a rule these give good quality cocoons, 
easy to reel, of which from 5 to 8 kahans green cocoons give 1 seer raw silk. 

(2) The dO)lble brooded races, of white or yellow cocoons, with small or large 
wonns feeding on tree leaf or bush leaf, the eggs of the secend brood requiring 
hibernation. The cocoons are good but probably 8 to 12 kahans are required per 
seer of silk. 

(3) The many brooded races, of yellow or white eocoons, of small worlDS, 
feeding on bush leaf, the eggs hatching without hibernation. The cocoons are 
small, flimsy, with a high proportion of floss ; the thread of the cocoons is weak, 
breaks frequently, is troublesome to reel but usually has a peculiar lustre. As 
much as 15 to 20 kahans of cocoons 'are needed for a seer of silk. 

27. The first or univoltine are the races of Europe, Japan, China, Central Asia 
and typical of cold countries; .the second are best known from Japan and China 
where the cl'imate allows of two broods; the third are characteristic of India, Siam, 
Tonkin, Annam, South Chiua and other places with a continuous warm moist 
climate. 

'Whether these are from one original stock or not is not known but it is a sound 
working hypothesis that they are ; and it is probably true that the cocoon charac
ters, i.e., the amount of silk and fioss, the length and characters of the thread, are 
functions purely of Climate. As evidence of that, the same race of worms grown 
in November and in July will give cocoons similar in shape and colour, but the July 
oncs are inferior in amount of silk, in 9.uality of thread, in amount of floss. As 
further evidence, the Madagascar race 18 a umvoltine European that has become 
multivoltine ; that is, when grown in a wann climate a race nonnally one brooded 
has become many brooded, the eggs hatching without cold. This race brought 
to the warm moist climate of Bengal, "degenerates" i.e., the cocoons get smaller, 
flimsier, with less silk, with more floss and the thread of poorer quality. 

28. Equally if a poor race grown in Bengal is grown &Iso at an elevation of say 
5,000 feet, the latter race will give better cocoons at once. Why this should occur 
is probably a matter of physiology; and it. is to be noted thai temperature is less a 
factor than humidity. Silk worms wiJllive well between a wide ra~ of temr'" 



rature if the humidity is what suits them; but that range of temperature becomes 
much more limited if the humidity is excessive. This has to do with several 
factors; one is the elimination of moisture from the body. The excess moisture is 
lost through the spiracles, the size of which is fixed, and the amount of water lost 
by evaporation may be insufficient when the worm is feeding actively at a high 
temperature with a high humidity. Worms do better at a temperature of 90 with 
600 humidity than at 85 maximum X 85 humidity; still more is this so when the 
worm spins a cocoon. At that time it is building a cocoon from wet materisl that 
needs to drY. ; and itsown body needs to lose a great proportion of its weight as 
water owing to the rapid changes taking place as the metamorphosis commences. 
At a high temperature, cocoon making and metamorphosis go fast ; if then there is a 
high< humidity, the cocoon formation and the metamorphosis may be seriously 
impaired by the fact that the excess of .water cannot evaporate sufficiently fast. 

H this is correct, then any variety will tend to " degenerate," that is, to 
adapt itself to the climatic conditions, till it is small enough and secretes a suffi
ciently open cocoon to be able to eliminate its moisture. The fundamental fact 
then must be faced that continual cultivation in a climate in which there is a high 
humidity and temperature will tend to bring down to one level any race however 
good. 
• The object of the hybridiser in India is then to produce a race that will stand 
adverse conditions for a few generations and that he can ameliorate by recrossing 
at intervals with a better strain. 

29. The most successful hybrid race produced at present is that of Miss 
Cleghorn. She mated an Italian Japanese male with a Nistari female and selfed 
these. After nine generations, the eggs were entirely multivoltine and from parent 
cocoons of 1 to 1'6 grains in the Nistari and 2'5 to 4'6 grains in the Italian Japanese, 
the cocoons weighed on the average over 4 grains. This race was carried on to F. 
36, and was then recrossed with an Itj:Llian-Japllnese race, which was an accidental 
multivoltine, these were then carried on to F.43 and a trial on an industrial scale 
was arranged for. Results obtained with a few cocoons are of little value and it 
was necessary to form some definite idea of its value to rearers. 

A trisl was made at the Rose Filatures Concern, Ramnugger, and· Mr. de 
Minvielle reported as follows ;-

"I received 1 kahan seed cocOons, which had spun on 26th February, from 
Miss Cleghorn. The coooons cut out as follows ;-

Laying •• 

3rd March 3 

4th " 
11 

5th 
" 

29 
6th .. 120 

7th " 
136 

8th .. . . 115 

9th " 
60 

10th .. • 36 

The layings of 3rd, 4th and 10th March were discarded and half the worms of 
the layings of 9th March were thrown away for want of space. From start to 
finish the worms gave no trouble in spite of very hot weather .and were healthy 
throughout the brood. 

We obtained 73 kahans of cocoons from the 430 layings. T4ere were a few 
univoltine layings. 

Hisa C1t'ghom's went 12 kahana and 12 pun. to tho soor of silk. 
Nistaris went 17 kahana and 14 puns to the seer of silk. 
Chotopolua trent 18 kahana &Ild 10 puna to the seer of silk. 

The weather throughout the brood was very hot and against the worms and 
with better weather there !s no doubt the cocoons would .have been superior in 
quality but this would have applied eqnallx to the Nistari and Chotopolu worms." 
w~L N2 



'this is an excellent result and is most encouraging: the silk from Miss Cleg
horn's hybrid was not of such full colour but was otherwise excellent. A note 
on this hybrid will be found in Appendix Xll. 

30. Two interesting points emerge from the experiments of Lafont, Grangeon 
and others. When a univoltine male is crossed with a multivoltine female, the 
eggs hatch at once, i.e., they are multivoltine : but if the moths are selfed and lay 
eggs, practically all these eggs will not batch without cold i.e., they are univoltine ; 
if these are then batched and the moths selfed, a varying proportion of the eggs are 
multivoltine. 

The following are the figures of J?ercentage of polyvoltine eggs for one of 
Lafont's crosses of univoltine male by rustari fen,uUe. 

99'8 0·41) 66'6 'IT-'l 95'8 91-'1 83 100 

31. If a univoltine female is crossed with a multivoltine male, the eggs are all 
multivoltine but in the next generation are all univoltine; and it then continues 
with a very large or complete proportion of univoltine. If therefore you want a 
multivoltine race, and you can get characters from the males, it is the best pro
cedure. It is unnecessary here to discuss fully the results of all the experiments, 
figures are given in the publications mentioned. 

• 
32. The other point is the question 9f the" degeneration " of these hybrids. 

A series of figures are given in the Pusa bulletin but they are not of great value. 
Lafont's figures are expressed as number of cocoons in one seer of cocoons :-

Univoltine male X Nistari fenui.le-
()ocooOI 

per Mer. 

Generation 1 May t62 
2 June 

.. 
600 

" 
" 

3 July 635 

" 
4 August. 780 

" 
50etober 730 

" 
6 November 694 

" 
7 February 1187 

.' 8 March 937 

Corresponding figures for other races, as given by Lafont are :-

Italian male x Japanese fema!e-March 
Japanese male x Italian female-March 
Chinese male x univoltine pare-Apra 
Var univoltine pare-April. '. 
Var univoltine 2nd generation-May 
Boussellon univoltine-April 
Japanese bivoltine-April • 

" " - " Ita'ian male x Japanese female-March 
Niat&ri-Augu&t 
Chot&polo,-November 
Niatari-J uly • 
ChotapoJo-October • 
Madagascar January. 
Madagascar male xNiatari -female-March 
Niatari xUnivoltine-October 

" " ,~ .. 
.Japanese bivoltine-May' . 
Uni.voltine x Chot&po!o-May 

Coooonli 
peraeer. 

595 
600 

731 
461 
702 
543 
867 

• 7U 
700 

1,465 
1,000 

.1,000 to 1,230 

• 

1,200 
600 

508 
491 
566 
750 
571 
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T~ese are the figures of ~coons per seer. What the sericulturist wants to 
know IS how many cocoons give a seer of silk, and in ;Bengal this is expressed in 
80 many kahans (of 1,280 cocoons each) per seer of silk produce. 

Lafont gives this for some breeds :-

Japan X Italian-March 
Japan, white, nnivoltine-March 
Chinese golden nnivoltine-Mareh 
Chotapolo-March • 
Nistari-March 

" 
selected-March 

Univoltine xNistari Reareror-April . 

" " Lafont u 

" " Rearers " 
" " " " 

K. p. g. 
812 0 
8 o 0 

11 3 4 
17 912-
20 9 0 
1815 6 
1612 Q 

7 8 0 
815 0 
714 0 

, The figures, are the number of kahans (1,280) puns (80) gondas (16) of cocoons 
required to give a seer of raw silk at Banjetia factory. 

It will be seen how difficult it is to compare in any way the figures of the 
various hybridisers and 80 how useless most of these figures are. All that is learnt 
is that a cross of univoltine male xmultivoltine female will be univoltine in the 
second generation and thereafter largely multivoltine, and that by a combination 
of selection, hybridising and good breeding improved multivoltine races can be got. 
How long they will last industrially is to be seen. The total result of hybridising 
in India is encouraging but not conclusive and there has been a good deal of 
wasted eHort. The cross of Madagascar and multivoltine is on a very different 
footing as regards percentage polyvoltine as Qoth parents are polyvoltine. We as 
yet know little of its behaviour as regards cocoons, etc. • 

Some results have been obtained at Berhampur with crosses' of Madagascar 
and Nistari. The direct cross gives a worm larger than Nistari giving cocoons of 
which 5 kahans 3 puns gave a seer of raw silk and 9 tolas of floss: A rearer ob- ' 
tained cocoons of which 6 kahans 8 puns gave a seer of Khungru silk. I'faking a 
further race, (Madagascar male X Nistari female), male crossed with Nistari, a 
cocoon was got of which 7 kahana gave one seer of raw silk and 23 tolas of floss. 
Rearers obtained 100 kahans of cocoons per kahan of seed cocoons. These results 
are promising but not yet conclusive. • 

33. A similar problem to that of India is found in French Indo-China and has 
been solved by hybridisation. A hybrid between the Annam and Japanese was 
bred, and was subsequently crossed with univoltine French and a stable multi
voltine was produced. Mons. P. Viei! writes :-" Except during the hot months 
one ean rear the J apanese-Annam crosses with the best results. Yellow and white 
cocoons are got but by constant selection pure multivoltine races are maintained. 
These tend to revert but by recrossing with Japanese ean be revived" (Bull. 
Econourique Indo-Chine, November 1911). 

At that time Tonkin filature silk, 15/16 denier was selling there for Fros. 35 
per kilo, very nearly Rs. 22 per seer, so its quality was high. 

Selection. 
34~ As a ~neral rule in coc()()n selection it is best to breed from good average 

cocoons allowmg for the disparity in weight in the sexes ; little is accurately known 
of this in India, and nothing fr()m an industrial scale. A result in T()nkin is ex
pressed as follows ;- ' 

Originaistock 1,555 cocoons to llrilo. 
1st brood 1,248" " 
2nd )) 1..230..-" ,. 
3rd u • 1,100 n " 

From then on the cocoons remained at approximately that figure. They were 
selected on weight, strength and whether the female laid eggs in a continuous 
circle or not. (Bull. Econ. 1911, page 263.) 



E. Delonea (Considerations Generales sur Ie role de la Selection en Serideul
ture (1912)) gives data of erossing and selection, preferring selection: but their 
problem is to improve what we should regard as a very good breed with nothing 
better to cross it with. 

Disease. 

35. Mulberry silkworms in India suffer from the nsua) diseases, including 
pebrine, grasserie, Hacherie, mnscardine and the fly. These are discWl8ed under 
Bengal: the really serions diseases are pebrine and the fly pest: the former is known 
definitely in Bengal and in Mysore: the latter is at present confined to Burma, 
Assam and Bengal: the remaining diseases are presumed to be similar to the 
diseases passing under these names in Europe but very little is known about them 
in India. They should be investigated fully and a method of dealin~ with the fly 
should be worked out: as this is a purely entomological problem, It might well 
occupy the attention of the entomological section at Pusa. 

Pebrine. 

36. This disease appeared in Bengal about 1895, and probably in Mysore 
between 1890 and 1900. Its effects in Bengal have been fully discWl8ed and it is 
only necessary to point out here that Rs. 2,65,000 have been expended in Ben~al 
since 1910 in the production of so called" <tsease-free " seed, which still contains 
from 2 to 5 per cent. of disease, and that pebrine is probably as serious in its effects 
as it was thirty years ago. It is quite evident that the mere application in India 
of methods suited to the univoltine race of Europe has failed and it is necessary to 
know more about the behaviour of pebrine under Indian conditions: this is im
portant not only for Bengal and Mysore but for Kashmir, which imports seed 

- worth~. 2,00,000 and is now J:.lroducing about 15 per een~. of its seed require
ments ill the State: the questIOn has been taken up this year by Mr. C. M . 

. Hutchinson, Imperial Agricultural Bacteriologist, at Pusa, and his inquiry has 
shown that the Bengal method of examination is faulty and that there is hope 
of being able to issue really disease-free seed if a better method of examination 
is adopted. The followin~ note by Mr. Hutchinson summarises pro~ to date : 
it is to btl hoped this inqrury will be carried on to a definite conclUSIOn. 

37. "No original work on Pebrine in India I'ppears to have been carried out; 
Paste,u's recommendations have been adopted wholesale without reference to the 
diJIerences necessarily exis~ between European and Indian conditions. This 
being 'the case it is not surprISing that the standard method adopted in Europe 
should have been found only partially successful in India; on the other hand it 
may b~ considered most su:llnsing that pebrine has not played a more important 
part in the decline of the Indian Silk Industry than it has done so far and it may be 
said with some confidence that as things are at present, so far as the methods in 
vogue for procuring disease-free seed are concerned, at any moment this disease 
might spread and threaten the existence of the industry as it did in France and 
Italy before Pasteur's investigations were carried out. I agree with Mr. Maxwell
Lefroy as to the serious menace of this disease to the welfare of the industry in 
this. ~ountry and I sh~uld be inclined to g!> still fu?her and to sa1' that in ~ll pro
bability the comparatively small part whICh pebrme has played ill depressmg the 
successful rearing of silkworms in India up to the present is merely due to the 
comparatively short time which has elapsed since the introduction of infection, 
and that in the absence of efIective measures for dealing with it, its future spread 
and expansion to dimensions similar to those attained in France in the middle 
of last century is only a matter of time. 

In the comparatively short space of six months' time, which I have been able 
to give to this enquiry, it has been naturall1' impossible to deal with more than 
a few of the many important points which it IS necessary to investigate jn order to 
arrive at any definite conclusions as to the causes underlying the incidence of this 
disease in India and the preventive or remedial measures necessary to deal with 
it successfully. It has been ~ossible, however, to discover some important facts 
bearing on the problem, especially with regard to the diJIerences existing between 
the European and Indian conditions. .._ 

1. Life histmy 0/ the parasite.-This part of the work, although essential for a 
complete understanding of the relations between parasite and host, is necessarily 
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80 prolonged and difficult that it is a matter for satisfaction that progress on the 
practical side has not depended upon any complete working out of the life cycle. 
So far as my observations have gone I have no reason to suppose that there is any 
difierence between the organism as described in the standard works of European 
authors and the organism as observed by me in Indian specimens; the life cycle 
as described by Stempel and others appears to be the same so far as I have ob
served it, although there are important gaps in my observations as compared with 
those of this author on Nosema bombycis and of Fantham and Porter on Nosema 
apis j the relations between parasite and host so far as I have been able to deter
mine them, limit the method d infection to ingest;on of the " pebrine body" and 
the p!,-ssage of the latter into the alimentafJ. canal of the worm, where the motile 
amooboid form of the parasite emerges from the spore case (the pebrine corpuscle) 
and penetrating the lining membrane of the gut enters the epithelial tissue and 
there multiplies. Subsequently this maltiplication continuing indefinitely results 
in penetration of practically every part of the body of the worm, which eventually 
8uccumbs to exhaustion. The final stage in the life cycle of the parasite consists 
in th~ forma~0!l in the b~y of th~ worm of the ~t~ stage or spore form. of the 
parasIte; this IS the fatnihar pebnne corpuscle whICh lB large enough and lB pos
sessed of a sufficllmtly characteristic appearance (high refrangibility) to be readily 
recognized _ under a comparatively low power of the microscope, thus making it 
poslllble for unskilled workers to detect Its presence with ease and certainty. This 
resting spore form plays an important part in the propagation and perpetuation 
of the dIsease as it is resistant to drought and extremes of temperature which 
would be fatal to the active dividing forms. In this spore form it not only passes 
out unharmed with the fwces of the diseased worm but even survives the decay 
of the body of the host, whose death it has brought about, and remains as a source 
of infection for later generations. The importance of a complete understanding 
and knowled~e of the life cycle and inter-relationships of parasite and host lies 
especially in lts intimate connection with the elucidation of thE! vital problem of 
comparative immunity. One most important conclusion, fully confirmed not 
only by controlled experiment at Pusa, but by the experience of expert breeders,* 
is that the silk-worm in India is practically immune to pebrine infection, whether 
derived by heredity or environment, provided the conditions under which it is 
reared are suitable for its healthy growth and development. So far as my observ
ations have gone, I should be inclined to suggest that the explanation of this 
most important point lies in the fact that infection can only take place through 
the lining membrane of the alimentary canal and that in healthy worms receiving 
proper food the necessary conditions-for the penetration by the amooboid fonn 
of the parasite do not generally occur. This may come about in more than one 
way, either the conditions are not favourable for til.e emergence of the ammba from 
the spore form of the parasite, or the lining membrane of the well nourished worm 
is sufficiently resistant to penetration; a third-possibility, which appears a highly 
probable one, is that the peristaltic movements of the gut in the healthy worm are 
of such a vigorous nature as to prevent the adhesion of the amooba to the gut wall 
for a sufficient length of time to allow of penetration. It may be remarked here 
that the amooba on emerging from the spore ease or shell is furnished with an exC6'!d
ingly long flagellum or tail, the function of which is generally supposed to be, 
not to produce motility, but to secure adhesion to the gut wall and so allow of pene
tration into the epithelial cells which line the latter. Vigorous muscular move
ments of the intestine producing correspondingly rapid passage of the food along 
the gut would tend to prevent adhesion of the parasite to the liuing membrane 
-and so inhibit penetration and infection. It has been established by experifnent 
that emergence of the amooba from the spore only takes place under certain stimuli, 
auch a8 those afforded by an acid medium. It is supposed that the chemical 
action of the digestive fluids in the alimentary canal of the host provide such a 
stimulus, but it appears possible in the light of work which I carried out on the 
causes of lacherie m the Eri worm at the instance of Mr. Maxwell-Lefroy some 
five years since, that this acid reaction and its resulting stimulus to the emergence 
of the parasite, result from abnormal conditions in the gut due to improper fceding, 
and that this may be a contributory cause of loss of immunity to the pebrine 
infection. 
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Enough has been said on this subject to ilI118trate the importance of complete 
invest~tion of the relationships between parasite and host from this point of 
view; It will be sufficient to state here that controlled experiments carried out 
at Pusa during the past six months (April-October 1916) have demonstrated the 
possibility of rearing under proper conditions a high percentage of heslt.hy- worms 
producing normal cocoons and moths giving disease-free eggs either startmg with 
pebrinized seed Gr- with health;y seed exposed to infection durin~ the rearing period, 
either by contact with diseased. worms, or feeding with infectlve leaf. 

It must not be inferred from the above record of observations that all worms 
can avoid pebrine infection if kept nnder otherwise suitable conditions of life. 
The question is by no means so simple as might Sp-peaf from the conclusions drawn 
above. In the first place it is generally impossIble in practice to start v. ith a lot 
of equally healthy worms or to ensure optimal conditions for all of them in rearing. 
Hence it is necessary to endeavour to avoid infection by hereditr or environment 
in order to allow not only of the maturation of the weaker individuals but also 
to avoid the condition well-known to medical science of heavy infection which 
will overcome natural resistance by its repeated attacks. A slightly weak indi
vidual worm may exhibit sufficient resistance to allow of its continued life up to 
the spinuing stage, when failure to produce a cococn means the loss of the time, 
-leaf and labour expended on feeding it up to that point, and it is this feature of 
the incidence of pebrine, which has contributed so largely to. the decline of the 
ind118try, by introducing so considerable an element of uncertainty into the rear-
ing of the worms. • 

One point aeserves carefut.consideration in connection with the subject of 
inImuuity. It is practically certain from analogy that comparative immunity 
must be a character of certain varieties, and hybridization could probably produce 
and establish races possessing this highly important character. 

Experiment at Pusa has clearly shown the relative s118ceptibility to infection, 
by feeding on leaf contaminated with pebrin~ parasites, of worms in the earlier stage 
of rearing; thus almost entire lack of resistance to infection was exhibited during 
the first two and sometimes three stages, i.e., after the first and second moults, 
whereas during the later stages comparative inImunity was exhibited. This 
suggests the necessity for the greatest care in avoiding possible sources of infec
tion during the earlier stages and useful modifications of actual methods of rearing 
and feeding might be introduced with this in view. One of the difficulties of 
dea~ with the native rearer is that of presenting to his mind any clear concep
tion of the nature of infection, but a strong effort should be made to impress upon 
him the necessity for extreme care and cleanliness in the earlier stages of reanng, 
when the comparatively small .space occupied br the young :worms which should 
make this easier to attain, in actual practice is liable to result in overcrowding 
and contamination. . 

2. &lectioo oj disea.se-Jrel seed by the Pasteur method.-The Pasteur method 
consists in microscopic examination of moths which have laid eggs, and the rejec
tion of such of the latter as have come from parents found to contain pebrine 

'corpuscles. In Europe the method depends for its reliability upon the fact that 
it is possible and customary to keep the eggs and the parent moth, for so long a 

. period of time, possibly several months, after laying, that mUltiplication of the 
pebrine parasite, which goes on in the dead body of the moth, has proceeded to 
such an extent that examination of practically any part of the bod, of tho moth 
wiIl,serve to determine the presence of the disease. This long penod is possible 
because of the use in Europe only of univoltine varieties of worm the eggs of which 
will not .hatch out until the following season, but in the case of the multivoltine 
varieties common in Bengal, examination of the moth muat be carried out within 
eight days from deposition of the eggs, this being the average period of time before 
imtching out. It has been clearly shown at Pusa that examination of moths by 
the standard Pasteur method may entirely fail to detect pebrine even though 

_ present in the moth, owing to the short period of time necessarily elapsing between 
~eposition and examination. Further, eggs deposited by moths passed as disease
free by the ordinary routine, but condemned by- the more strict method of exami
na~on, gave rise to a high percentage of pebrmized worms thua explaining fully 
the failure of this method in India to eliminate pebrine by selection. It may be 
etaW!i here that the Btricwr Pleth~ of ~!XQ!!"ination'referred to abov~ is well with-
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in the capabilities of the ordinary rearer trained to the use of the microscope for 
the ordinary routine one; the only practical difference resulting from its use 
would be in the reduction of the number of moths examined in the same time ; 
this, however, in my opinion would not constitute a. serious objection to its in
troduction, but on the other hand-might result in the use of rather more care in 
carrying out the operation. It will appear from the above instance that the 
wholesale importation of European methods into India without scientifi,C investi
gation of their suitability to their new environment, is as illogical in the case of 
the silk industry a8 it has proved in other instances. It-is remarkable, however, 
that the point involved in the-difference between the univoltine races of Europe 
and the multivoltine of India should have -escaped the notice of responsible workers 
in this cQuntry over the long period of time during which the Pasteur method 
has been blindly misapplied. 

It will appear from the above that much remains to be done towards the 
scientific elucidation of the incidence of pebrine in India. I have not yet, for 
instance, had time to ascertain the length of time or the conditions under which 
the pebrine body retains its infective power in this country, nor the best method 
of sterilizing the surroundings of the silkworm such as, the floor, walls and roof of 
the rearing house or the trays and supports. Counsels of perfection are of no 
value to the native rearer and of very little even to the Government nursery ; 
what is required ia the cheapest effective method and material. This has to be 
determined, but the basis of determination must be a scientific one and not guess 
work or even imitation of European methods, however sound the latter may have 
proved in France or Italy. Then the local prejudices of the native rearer must be 
considered sympathetically, however difficult this may be, as for instance in the 
case of those districts in Bengal where the rearer will not buy seed eggs although 
certified as disease-free by Government establishments, but must have seed cocoons 
with the attendant risk of re-infection between the egg and pupa stages. The 
greatest difficulty of all appears to be the prevention of cumulative infection of ' 
the rearing house owing to the numerous por~us or rough surfaces of the walls, 
fioor, and roof, in the necessary absence of other building materials than bamboo, 
thatch and cowdung. I should be inclined to experiment with paper lined houses, 
but during the present scarcity of this material it is p~haps unWIse to suggest its 
adoption, although it suitably treated it would appear a aopeful alternative to 
the present ones. 

The lines of enquiry upon which I am at present engaged and upon which 
further work will be carried out, are as follows :-

1. Retention of $njedive power by pebrine parasite under Indian conditions. 
This involves the whole question of cumulative infection, i.e. does a rearing house 
(and consequentlr 8 rearing district) become more and more heavily infected 
every season, failing preper disinfection, or is the vitality of the pebrine parasite 
in its resting condition or spore stage outside the body of the silkworm, insufficient 
under Indian conditions to carry it over as a, source of infection from one brood 
to the next. This would have to be worked out separately for the Multivoltine 
races in India and the Univoltine in Kashmir. 

2. Disin/edirm.-Do standard methods of disinfection as at present practised 
in India have any effect upon infection 1 Nothing is known about this point in 
India, all present methods are blind imitations of European practice. It is also 
to be determined whether disinfection is necessary or merely a precautionary 
measure; and its efficiency as regards the incidence of other diseases such as flacherie 
should be tsken into account. TM most efficient method should be determined. 

3. I nfedion olsee4 egg' .-The infection of eggs by contagion during examina
tion as distinguished from infection by hereditary transmission is probably of much 
greater importance than has been generally recognized in India. This point will 
be examined together with the possibility of sterilizing eggs before issue for rearing 
without affecting their vitality under Indian conditions. The whole technique 
of selection by microsoopic examination requires revision in the light:of recent 
investigation, but more remain to be carried out in order to make such revision 
complete and effective. . 

Intimately connected with the question of infection is the persistence and' 
multiplication o~ the lleb~e parasite U: the body ?f, ~h~ moth after death; t.his 
requires careful mvestigation to determme the pOSSIbilities not only of contagIon 
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passing from pebrinized moths during examination to healthy seed eggs, but of 
the corTect technique of examination in the case of Univoltine the race such as 
that .reared in Kashmir. 

The design of nurseries, rearing houses, enmination houses and seed storage 
houses requires examination and revision in India, more especially with reference 
to the production and issue of diseas~-free seed." 

Mulberry lJi8ea8e. 

38. Apart from the diseases of mulberry.in Kashmir, due to CO't'!/MtIm Mori 
Nomuru [E. J. Butler, Memoirs of the Department of Agriculture, India, Vol. II, 
No.8, (1909)] and to undetermined Longicorn beetles, the onll disease of mulberry 
that is serious is that known as Tukra in Bengal: there are fortunately no fungoid 
diseases of any moment; and Dr. Butler, Imperial Mycolo~ist, regards the deter
mining factor of the Kashmir disease a8 climatic: little 18 on record regarding 
tukra and a note in Appendix XII deals with themost recent investigation. 

HILL AMELIORATION. 

39. Everything points conclusively to the benefit silkwoI'I118 derive from growing 
in areas where, even if the humidity is high, the temperature is lower and thef can 
live : but accurate data are not forthcoming. I am convinced that if the rustari 
stock was kept in the hills, where the temperature factor can be reduced, or in 
artificial dry rooms; where the humidity could be reduced, the stock available for 
industrial purposes would be greatly improved and the nistari breeders would get 
better results. Still more is this the case with the Assam races, which are very 
poor now and I think improvement is possible in the Mysore stock. Whether 
Miss Cleghorn's stock would improve is not known but it probably would. It 
has been ~own entirely in Calcutta and has had extremely good care and atten
tion ; but It has throughout had an excessive humidity to contend with. 
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tART tv.-THE DEVELOPMENT OF SERICULT1JRE. 
• • 

11It¥oouctory.-In this section I B,eal with the broad asJ!ects of the development 
of the cocoon-producing industry" assuming that it is desirable that the industry 
shoul? be developed what are the lines on which to proceed! I omit here all the 
technical methods discussed for Bengal, Mysore, Kashmir and the other existing 
~: the factors of development, the influences to be employed, the broad' ~ 
lines of development of new areas are discussed. 
. A.s in other parts of this report, the lection is rather patchwork, put together 
In the intervals of touring: most of it was written on -the underlying assumption .; 
th!lt the silk industry should be developed and extended to the full extent: but 
this assumption is not accepted or to be assumed as underlying the whole section. _ 
Rather the conclusion is that at present the development of sericulture in IndisJ 
should not extend to new areas but only to areas already producing silk and for or 
these areas the technical measures reqnired are discussed for each area separately. 

This section is chiefly a discussion of the factors of development, of the means 
~f development and of the desirability of attempting it. 

CHAPTER XI.-INFLUENCES. 

THE ZEMINDARS AND GENTRY. 

There are few instances known to me of influential people in this country 
stimulating the development of sericulture or actually testing its possibilities: 
the few I have knowledge of have been interesting and, in one notablejlase, valu
able. In the Punjab report, reference is made to the work of Khan Bahadur 
Ghulam 8adiq of Amritssr and the· developmen1; in the Punjab has been very 
largely his work; others. are referred to under Experiments in Appendix XI. 
Why are there not more t There are many places in India where it would be a 
public-spirited action to test the possibilities of sericulture and if successful to 
extend It amongst the people: it seeln8 to me really more laudable to do that 
than to give funds for a new statue, for the statue really makes no one any 
happier or more contented, while I imagine the extra fifteen rupees is a very 
solid benefit to the Punjab rearer. 

- .; > It caunot be doubted that if the influential landowners and wealthy people 
in India did think in this way, sericulture would develop, as nothing else could 
make it develop: perhaps the time will come when pUblic-spirited action of thia 
sort will appeal to those who have the influence and the means: when it does, 
the possibilities of developing sericulture, which are really an unknown quantity 
for very large areas, can be tested in a way imfossible at present: and if it fails 
we shall know for each place that a proper tria has been made and that place is 
useless. It is worth a good deal to know that and to be able to restrict future 
efforts to directly profitable areas. 

Apart from developing sericulture as a means of "acquiring merit" it is 
reasonable to expect that people should do it as a means of acquiring wealth: 
it is perhaps unnecessary to refer further to this since the prosecution of a new 
industry inyolving capital is foreign to the nature of the ordinary land-owner and 
zemindar. This applies to the planter almost as much as to the zemindar: and 
it is not likely that the natural development of sericulture that one might expect 
.in suitable tracts will take place on the initiative of this class. 

THE DISTRICT OFFICER. 

2. \\'hatever is to be done to develop sericulture in new localities or to extendl 
it where it now exists; is to be done through the district officer and his subordinates " 
and the key to much development will lie in their hands. When the time comes 
that there is a district agricultural officer with the district administrative officer, 
as there will be, the development of sericulture or of mulberry planting will be 
easy: but it is difficult now since the development of sericulture, valuable as it 
lnay be, is but one of hundreds of things of equal importance and it is only here 
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and there that the district officer Can give any attention- to it. I think that ever! 
district officer needs to have tile plam facts before him; they are the climatic 
conditions that are required, the length of time it takes to get a crop of cocoons, 
the lcind of cocoons that can be grown and tileirvalu6, the probable cost of doing 
sericulture and the probable cost of 'testing it in the distnct: he can then with 
his own knowledge decide if there is iaohis district any class of people, who would 
benefit by such an industry, if they &,I.e.t"e kind of people, who would take it up: 
if there is such a class of people, if he.thinks that the conditions are favourable, 
then he should be able to get expert advice as to how to test the matter by an 
actual trial done by people of the cIass.who need such an industry, what such a 
trial would cost and exactly how it should: be conduc~. 

No single expert can have expert knowledge of the industry and the local 
knowledge of the people possessed. by the settlement officer and district officer : 
and the extent to which silk will develop will depend very much upon whether, 
in likely areas, the district officer can give time to considering whether in his 
charge are people to wh?m .the industry would be a help. As district officerS may, 
here and there, read this,lt may be as well to say that the rearer, who grows a 
single crop of cocoons from imported seed, gets probably R16 to R20 in actual 
cash in the Punjab or Kashmir: and that the rearer who rears four or five crops 
as in Mysore or Bengal gets actually some three hundred rupees on an" expendi
ture somewhere near to RIOO. So that it is not difficult to &ompare this with 
the earnings of other crops or industries. . 

e 
I have explained below that the development of sericulture is. question 

of patient work spread over large areas and that no administrative or legislative 
measures on a large scale will effect anything: so that its development rests much
with the district. officer, who can decide whether it is needed, whether it is possible. 

can have the question tested in his own district at a quite small expense . 

. 
AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENTS. 

3. The AiWcultiItal Departments in India are not sufficiently staffed in the 
entomological or sericultural si!Ie to be able to do very much; but they will be a 
valuable iIUluence is developing sericulture and have been of great value in this 
(lnquiry from the knowledge the Deputy Director of Agriculture has of the condi
tions of the peopl~ and of the chances of their talcing to sericulture or growing 
mulberry. In every province the departments have experimented with eri silk, 
on the lines suggested by Puss, and in some the departments have eiperi
mented with mulberry or tasa.r silk. In Bengal the Director of Agriculture 

. is~(}hairman of the Silk Committee and the Department control the nurseries, 
etc., the Committee being really advisory. In Burma the entomological 
assistant has investigated the industry; in Madras, the Kollegal industry has been 
helped; in Mysore, the department are investigating the best methods of growing 
mulberry; in the Punjab the Department issue seed, look after the rearers and 
manage the annual exhibition. The development of sericulture is in their hands. 
When there is a Deputy Director of Agriculture, or an equivalent officer, in every 
division, the development of sericulture will be easier and the industry will reach 

. its full limit; at present the department is too nnderstaffed to be able to give 
\ the requisite time to the demands of the sericuIture organiser. The Agricultural 
Department can of course only influence mulberry cultivation and silk production: 
it is essential that the development of silk production shall be associated with the 
commercial organisation of silk utilisation and the two branches must be in the 
same hands. 

4. Pusa.-The cultivation of eri silk was taken up at Puss in 1907 under 
c~umstances explained in the section dealing with eri (Chapter XV); this led to 
developments in eri silk, the cocoons being spun, dyed and woven in Pusa in order 
to get practical experience of the industry. As this developed, both tasar and 
mulberry silk were taken up; the former was given up but the latter was very 
much developed. The industry was carried on in every stage; the worms were 
reared and every operation was carried out to the weaving of coloured cloth. The' 
Puss Spinning Machine is in use in many places. The possibilities of eri were 
exploited to the fullest and firms in Bhagalpur and Benares are still making cloths 
to Pusa .designs and with Pusa methods. The correspondence filee in Puss ~how 
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~h~ ext~nt of the inftuence exeI1led in India: and _the need of practical advice; 
!t 18 necessary to remember that silk was only one smaIl part of the section, that 
It cost only Rs. 2,000 a year besi~ Rs . .2,I60 for staff. Yet the inHuence exerted 
was out of all proportion to the cost, and it Is. mainly on that 'experience that 
the recommendations in some B~ib!ls of thi:, report depend. 

It is impoilllible here to· giv~ figures s~o\ying the operations of Pusa; three 
bulletins have been published between 1913:imd 1915. Since 1912, the work has 
been practically in the hands of the SericuJtural Assistant, M. N. De, who has 
written these three bulletins. Pusa is in a good situation for eri, a bad one for. 
mulberry, a hopeless one for tasar or· m~; it has enjoyed the advantages of 
belp from the Chemist, ,the 'Bacteriologist, the Mycologist and the Agriculturist. 
At-every stage expert advice was obtained; and the influence of the section in 
India owed' much to this expert help; but the experience of work at Pusa was 
~hieHy that it was too big a subject to be tackled as a subsidiary one, that it re
quired too much attention 'and. that the results of this work were out of all pro
portion to its cost and too onerous for the staff. The whQle energies of the section 
could have been devoted to silk with good results; but silk was an item to, which 
only a proportion of the energies of the staff could be devoted. The Inspector-

- 'General oLAgriculture, Mr. Mollison, wished to uproduce at PUBa the Tata Silk 
Institute of Bangalore; the climate was unfavourable and this was dropped. 
Mulberry silk could' never be developed from Pusa with its excessive wet-bulb 
temperatures and the mulberry silk industry was Iltudied there but not adequately 

-assisted; it is impossible to develop mulberry silk from a place that can only 
get .& good crop once a year . 
. ' A'trial was made at PUBa of teaching sericulture, courses were given there 
in eri- silk cultivation, mulberry silk cultivation, and in reeling, spinning, twisting, 
dyeing and weaving. There was no theoretical instruction, no lectures, no books ; 
.all was done in the way it would be done if the industry was being practised as a 
handicraft on whose profits .the worker livea. The lesson learned was that suel!.. 
instruction is useless; it is probable that there is not now a si!lgle man earning a. 
living at any branch of sericulture who was trained at PUllo3 .• The inlluenee of 
PUBa as regards methods, dyes, designs, markets, remains, but I doubt if. 1I.Dy of 
the men trained under my direction have been able to earn a living at their supject. 
Some may have done so as instructors, none as actual workers in their craft,. 
Possibly the experience gained has been worth the cost; certainly no institution 
in .India had the same prestige, the same facilities, the same teaching methods as 
PUBa ; yet the teaching failed, because the method is one not adapted to the Indian 
Mnd. ' . 

. . ~ 

It is impossible here to attempt to summarise the results of the Pusa experi
ments ; the eri work has been published as a memoir, recent work in three bulletins 
has been published with, I think, absolutely-no effect whatever on the indust7,' 
A bulletin has been published entitled "How to improve Silk Reeling in Bengal '; 
a' Bengali translation has been issued. This will not even influence silk reeling 
in Bengal in any' degree whatever; the same applies to two publications issued 
from the Allahabad Exhibition. They explained how to grow eri silk and mul-
berry silk in the United Provinces; they were supplemented by an exhibit 'at. ' 
the exhibition at which every stage from rearing to weaving was shown. Their 
influence was nil, though thousands of zemindars came to the Exhibition, saw the 
wor!c and took away the pamphlet in their own langnage. 

The publication of these, bulletins affects no one but the staff of the Depart
ment who could get it better by other means; and this branch of activity is use
less except to the officials of the Department and of Government. The chief use 

. of the Pusa experiments was to give us experience of silk, of its possibilities, of 
it", needs; practical experience was obtained of the difficulties, of the methods, of 
t,he commercial aspect. Some. silk was sold and experience was obtained of 
demand, of markets, of values ; such an institution is a nec~ssity if an official is 
to gain experience and be able to get down to the real issues. He has to sell his 
own product,s; he has to produce new designs, to meet needs, to get ahead of the 
p~ailing demand. He may create a demand by a striking design; and in no 
other way can he get in touch with trade necessities which should be the main
spring of his work. Pusa in a smaIl way was what is required in a large way, a 
place where new things could be worked out, new ideas tried, new designs created; .. . 
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yet the commercial aspect had to be' considered, each new piece had to be sold 
and the trade demand had to be considered. 

It is vital to the indW!try that such a place should exist and the prosperity 
of silk will depend very much on whether suchanjDStitution can be created on a 
~cale so big that it will reaDy impress the I;rattsmen in silk; its functions are 
discussed in Chapter XXVIII. Pusa was the beginning-and germ of this idea and 
would have been very successful had it been situated in the proper place. It was 
unsuited to silk rearing, it was not a weaving centre; it W88 an isolat.ed place, hard 
to come to, and its remarkable influence was Certainly not aided by its position 
or its climatic facilities. In the main it demonstrates what could be done bv a 
sericultural institute in a proper place with full facilities and the same meam of 
influencing public opinion. 

MJSSIONS. 

5. The many Missions and Mission settlements in India have not probably 
realised the possibilities of 81lk, either in production of cocoons, in reeling or weav
ing. Where Missions are situated in favourable areas, 88 in the Khasi Hills or 
Chota Nagpur. there is scope for them to take up a profitable industry; their 
difficulty is in getting advice 88 fij.) how to commence and what will pay: but with 
this there should be a development in Mission settlements. . 

As explained under the heading Salvation ArJ'!ly below, development in 
:&lissions will not affect the people: becaW!e silk rearing or weaving is undertaken in 

. a Mission, the cultivators or weavers in the neighbourhood will not do the same: 
and so the amount of extension from Missions will be small. In areas like the 
Khasi Hills where the 1f1issi<lll8 have influence and many adherents, the development 
can be large but such areas are limited. I think the aid of the Missions should 
be enlisted. where the conditions are climatically suitable, as they usually are in the 
areas in which Animists are numeroW! and in' which Missions are successful, and it 
is desirable that some encouragement, notably expert advice, should be offered to 
them. I hope the distinCtion between the direct working of the Missions 88 silk 
workers and their efforts to teach sericulture will be realised and remembered: 
llission activities take curious forms in India and I would emphasise the fact that 
the mere teaching of sericulture is simply a waste of time: it is perhaps also 
necessary here to point out that, before embarking on silk cultivation, cocoon 
reeling 'Or silk weaving, the exact lines to be followed need to be ascertained with 
expert advice and that only within rigid lines can any profitable industry bit 
earned on. In the absence.of expert advice, it is best to leave sericulture or any 
silk work alone. 

It has not been possible,"in this inquiry, to devote attention to the pO!j.~ihle 
extent of development through the Missions: this would have entailed more in
vestigation than there has been time for: but there is some scope for development 
and the Missions should be utilised 811 far as possible. 

THE SALVATION ARMY 

6. In the public press, at public meetings and in direCt communieationM to 
Government, Commissioner Booth-Tucker, head of the Salvation' Army in India, 
has urged the immense possibilities of silk as an Indian industry and has repeatedly 
stated that India is neglecting a great potential source of wealth. Furthermore he 
has asked and obtained financial assistance for the institutions under his charge 
and has obtained other forms of support from the Imperial and Provincial Govern
ments. Recently the Simla Silk School has been opened: the Tata Silk Farm 
at Bangalore has been in the hands of the Salvation Army for sO!De years: a large 
brood of silk worms was reared at Changa Manga in 1916; and at a number of 
institutions in India the rearing of silk worms, the reeling of raw silk, and the
weaving of cloth is carried on. The report of the work of these institutions for 
19~-14, corrected up to August 1915, refers to astaff of 6 experts, 12 European 
Managers, 12 Silk Masters; there are 350 basins for reeling, 30 looms. Five 
" silk schools" then existed and two more were to be formed: and there is a total 
list of 25 places at which the Salvation Army maintained an institution of some 
description, ranging from the Simla Silk School to the smallest branch criminal 
tribe institution. Such an organisation, which puts forward the development of 
sericulture in India as one of its objects should be an influence of some w~ight and 
it is necessary to det~rmine the part it is playing in the development of the mdustry# 
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There are four distinct classes of institution, the criminal and industrial 

settlements, the Tata Silk Farm, the Changa Manga Camp,the Simla Silk School. 
A typical criminal settlement such as Bareilly or Moradabad is a building or set 
-of buildings, surrounded by cultivation, with quarters for the criminals: the men 
are employed on cultivation on the farm: a certain area is devoted to. mulberry, 
usually grown as large Iwshes or small trees; in the building there are chiefl.y 
women and children, employed on weaving, silk-reeling, re-reeling, twisting, 
dhurrie-weaving, mat-making and similar industries. The reeling is dona on a 
variety of machines, usually the Salvation Army pattern, by children; the cocoons 
.are either those grown there or mele usually cocoons supplied by ~e headquarters 
at Simla, which are reeled at a rate of Re. 1 to Rs. 1-4 per lb; of raw silk produced, 
the silk and waste sent to the headquarters for sale or sold by them. At the allove 
rate, the reeling is just paid for and there would appear to be no profit to the local 
institution. Re-reeling is also done, and: the ~ is in some cases twisted, warped 
.and woven into cloth, which is sold. Weaving is done on the Salvation Army 
loom; the method of twisting. is not good, the warping is done on a variety of 
systems, some good, some bad. . , 

At suitable times in the year, rearing is !io'lle; seed is supplied from Simla, 
and the worms are reared on trays, on the floor or on the semi-underground system. 
The manager does this in the best way.he can, with the assistance of a "Silk 
Master," who supervises the reeling, and with a visit perhaps from an " expert.'" 
As a rule·a brood of worms is reared in the spring from French or Italian seed 
.and some eri may be reared in the rains. 

All the children)earn reeling and so long as there is a cocoon supply, the 
regular reelers are kept to that; at other times they weave or do other work. 

The workers at these institutions are criminal tribes, for whose control the 
Salvation Army receive grants from Government; they are paid wages, are taught 
-occupations; in order that the institutions may attain their objects the occupations 
must be profitable. The business part is attended to by Salvation Army employes 
.at Simla; reeling and weaving are llrofitable and are e!jsily taught; and there is a 
definite and cheap labour supply, WIth some financial support in the way of grants. 
The manltgement is extraordinarily cheap, being in the hands of members of the 
Salvation Army who are paid very low wages. As a rule they have very h'ttle 
knowledge of any branch of sericulture, but some know weaving. 

7. These institutions do not influence the silk industry in any way that is at 
present apparent. There is no outside demand for reelers and apart from the 
work in the institution, the reeler cannot apply his craft. These bolCll also learn 
silk-rearing but equally have no scope for their knowledge. The cultivation 
of mulberry is extremely bad at every institution I visited; the rearing is usually 
bad, the reeling is g~od-; but ~he net !esult is ~imply ~ paid occupat~on ; it does 
not enable anyone to start sdk-rearmg for hImself or to earn an Independent 
living at reeling. These institutions simply have no effect on the inqustry. The 
same is true of the Ludhiana school and other industrial institutes at which reel
ing is done; there is no demand for reelers and the only object for practising it 
is that it is-profitable. 

8. The Tata Silk Farm was originally founded to introduce into Mysote im· 
- proved Japanese methods, and particularly reeling. At present, mulberry is 

grown, as large bushes, on an extremely bad system; the Mysore race of silk
worm is reared. The cocoons are reeled on the Japanese machinery and the 
raw Bilk is re-reeled, and either woven, sold in India or exported. The silk is of 
good quality and the greater <J.uantity is fr~m cocoons purchased locally, as their 
own rearing cannot supply theIr needs. 

This institution exerts no influence in Mysore that is perceptible; it employs 
boys from the Salvation Army settlement in Nagercoil and local boys who are 
pwd wages. It produces a. quality of silk not in local demand; the local reeler 
eannot adopt this system of reeling and the method has never been taken up. 
The only merit that I could see in the institute was that visitors could see every 
stage in manufacture from the live worm to the finished cloth and that boya 
-employed there could do the same; but there does not seem to be any real. 
advantage in this. 
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9. At all these institutions; silk-worms are reared, and a great feature of the 
Salvation Army propaganda is that silk-worms can be grown everywhere in India. 
as witness these institutions. It is unfortunate that this statement is so oontinu-

j
ally reiterated because it misleads the public who think that it pays to grow silk
worms everywhere. Silk-worms can be grown in a pukka building. with immense 
care, anywhere in India at any time, provided expense is no con.~ideration, and 
the rearer has unlimited time to give to it but it cannot be done profitably unle.~s 
the conditions are exactly right. Silk-worms have been grown at Puss continu
ally for years, but no one would advocate sericulture there as an industry except 
during a very small part of the year. The pUblic propaganda of the Salvation 

... Army do not refe~ to the .f~ct that their instituti0!lS rear small quantities of silk
worms under speCIal conditiOns and could not poSSibly do EO profitably. 

10. The third feature of the Salvation Army's activities is the Changa Manga 
Camp. At this place there is a very large forest of iiTigatedmulberry and sissoo 
trees: the Salvation Army took there a large number of boys from their institu
tions, a.large part of their staff: they lived in tents, ete., and reared a single brood 
of silk-worms in February-March from seed imported from France and Italy. 
In these ho\lSes immense quantities of worms were reared together, half a million 
(15 oz.) in some cases. The resring was done on several systems, on trays, on 
mats, on the Hoors, in temporary houses of bamboos and grass erected for the 
purpose. There is abundant leaf for the picking and the climate then is very suit
able, unless the dry hot winds commence blowing early: Assilming the high 
average yield of 1 md. of green cocoons per ounce of seed, the net value of the 
crop-was ·Rs. 4,000 at Rs. 50 per maund. The total expenses were stated to be 
between Rs. 4,000 and Rs. 5,000 but it is not certain what this includes. Every 
year the same expenditure must be incurred therefore the rearing ~annot be con
sidered financially profitable. 

No organisation but the Salvation Army could have carried out such a scheme 
and it was not commercially profitable- even to them. It is impossible to utilise 
large forest areas for sericulture when the workers have to be brought there, 
housed and fed, and only a single brood of worms, grown in temporary houses; 
as a final result, the returns are not financially satisfactory. As a demonstra
tion, the Changa Manga venture is not good because it demonstrates the worst 
system of sericulture, a system ahandoned everywhere in the world; small rearing 
houses, large filatures (petite8 magnaneries grandes filatures is the French motto) 
and in India the failure of the Lister Company's efforts in the Punjab and Dehra 
Dun began from the year they started large rearing houses. Sericulture can 
never be successfully carried on if large rearing houses are employed in this way,. 
and it is a mistake to demonstrate and advertise a system that is in itself thoroughly 
bad. 

11. The last and newest part of the Salvation Army's scheme is the Simla Silk 
Farm and Institute. Its objects are to provide a Library and Sericultural Museum,. 
to give· courses in sericulture, and to provide a demonstration centre from which 
the industry will spread. In themselves, a Sericultural Library and Museum 
can interest no one but the Salvation Army's staff at Silnla ; there is ¥ery ~ood 
reason to believe that sericulture as an industry will never spread in the Simla 
Hills, and the main object of the institutions is presumably to teach. The pros
pectus lays down a one year's course for class A, Inspectors, a one year's course 
for class B, Foremen, Rearers, Artisans. There are short cours_three months 
forresring, six months for grainage, six months for filature, six months for weaving. 

Correspondence classes are arranged for and -certificates of proficiency will" 
be given on examinations. . 

An extract from the prospectus wlil be found in Appendix XIII. 
12. The Institute receives grants from Government and in return admits 10 

students to Class A or 20 to Class B. It-is abundantly clear that this Institute 
will not affect the industry in any way whatever. ''''hen a student has ta~en 
either class and has been instructed in everything from "Indian and Foreign. 
Silkworms" to" Silk Literature," what use can he possibly make of his kn?wledge t 
He could perhaps earn a living by teaching it if anyone wanted teachmg. He 
cannot earn a living by growing silk worms, by reeling or Qy weaving; he cannot 

. even become an employer of labour and start a filature or a weavery. He has a 
<superficial theoretical knowledge gained under abnormal conditions from teachers· 
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who do not themselves earn a livelihood at any branch Df the subject. The best 
will be employed in the institutions of the Salvation Army ; a few will be employed.. 
S8 in the past, by Nstive States, to develop sericulture until it is clear they ~ 
incapable of doing 80; snd the school wouW simply add to the present number 
of partly-trained sericulturista unable to find employment. 

The institute has no connection of any kind with the real silk industry of 
Indis, will not sfiect it snd certainly will not be llble to do anything towards 
helping to develop sericulture or to assist the weaver. 

13. It is unnecessary to cri;;icise from the technical point of view, though the 
syllabus lends itself to abundant criticism. The question of the value of schools 
and teaching in the development of sericulture is fully dealt with on pages 110-
112. The Salvation Army is a considerable organisation which identifies 
itself with various projects. Sericulture.is one of the subjects on which they seek 
to influence public opinion, and if they did 80 on good lines, they would be a use-
ful organisation; 80 far as one can see their efiortB sre directed ta-

l.-Improving weaving processes .. 
2.-Selling looms and appliances. 
3.-Teac~g students sent to their schools, when Government gives grants_ . 
4.-Reeling silk. 
5.-Selling machines. . 
6.-Training students in ~ling. 
7.-Taking care of criminal tribes IB settlements, in return for grants .. 

teaching them trades, etc. 
8.-Growing silk-worms on a small scal~ for instruction or use. 
9.-Selling seed from France. 

Their organisation provides cheap supervision and motives of philanthropy
impel them to form settlements for orphans and to take over criminals in the 
endeavour to reclaim them. • 

. They thus have cheap labour available in settlements for whom paying work. 
must be found. As financial aid is small, they must make enough money to pay 
their way. , . 
. They have found weaving profitable, have had a real expert who has improved 

, looms and processes; in order to get grants, they appeal to Governments to aid, 
them in improving looms, etc. . 

As cotton pays little, they hav~ tried silk; they have found rearing an in
dustry suited to children, still more is reeling; but for the reeling they cannot 
themselves rear all they need. A boy Will reell lb. dry cocoons a day, or a maund 
in 3 months, he will want a ma~d of good cocoons (green) every 20 days, or 15 
maunds in a year. At present reeling is far ahead of rearing, apart from Bengal 
and My80re cocoons; there may be 300 maunds cocoons produced in the Punjab, 
but that only supplies 20 boys, so their need is obviously more and more cocoons 
that they can 'buy. '. 

So they start" Silk Schools," for training people, asking and getting grants 
for thli! purpose and hoping to get a large production of cocoons for their criminals .. 
orphans and settlements. 

14. The weak point is that- . 
(11 no school-is any good, as reelers are not in demand; 
(2) they do not take into account the limited profits of cocoon rearing; 
(3) they shut theit eyes to ,the inherent difierence of Kashmir, its being 

a State monopoly, and expect India to develop similarly; 
(4) they entirely mistake the position regarding the possiblitities of seri-

culture in India. 
. 15. In this report I am concerned 80lely with the activities of the Salvation, 
Army as regards silk and am interested chiefly owing to their public influence and 
to their demanding public money to spend on their institutions. If they neither 
attempt to influence the public nor ask for grants it is immaterial to me what 
they do; but genuine efiortB to develop sericulture are very seriously.,prejudiced 
by the ilI-advi..!'ed advocacy of the Salvation Army. Native States are wasting: 
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money on sericulture, partly from the fair prospects held out by the Salvation 
Army, partly owing to their taking badly-trained" experta" from the Salva
tion Army. (See Section on Indore under .. Experiments. Chapter VIII and 
Appendix XI.") Natives of India &Ie going to Japan to get trained and returning 
to find no opening for their training; and lastly the Army are maintaining a Silk 
Farm and Institute with a grant from Government and receive grants from Pro
vincial Governments for similar institutions . 

. 16. I do not think that any part of the Salvation Army's activities \l\;ll bene1it 
sericulture._ If silk cultivation is to increase, if it is a profitable industry that 
should. be developed, it will b~ done only by ?ther methods !han !hose of the 
SalvatIOn Army; and every failure, every misduected venture IS an Impediment 
is a strong infIue\ce against sericulture ever being tried on proper lines in th~ 
same place again. If sericulture is to be developed in India it_~'iJl ~_by apJ?eal 
to ~~.peQRle thlll!!§clyes, n(,t by a!lUr§tem oIplli>.ljeatio!ls. schools or teachulg. 
The rearing of silk-worms-wl1I"lleed to be U!uglIt to them byamanoftht'ir-own 
kind and not by any outside agency-. that is the real limiting factor in the c1I8e 
of the Salvation Army. They can teach sericulture to their own pt'ople, to crim
inal tribes they have control of; but they can never spread it outside the limits 
of their settlements. Their settlements exert no influence outside and the people 
round will not be. influenced by what they do. You could not put a Hindn to 
persuade Mohammadays to try sericulture. You would need to employ a 1I0ham
madan ; and this factor explains Fhy the iuIluence of the Salvation Army never 
extends to the districts they have settlements in and why their work is so com
pletely limited to their own folk. 

17. The above was written before the copy of the Annual Report on the Silk 
Centres of the Salvation Army for 1915-16 was received. The following OCCUl"8 

on page 3 :-" Our progress WQUld probably have been lar greater lwJ. we not been 
crippled at everJJ turn jur lack oj /unds." 

Page 5 :-" We have Completed arrangrments ,or cold storage 0/ European sud 
in Simla and lor its distribution from this centre at the proper Sea801l all over India. 
This in itself malrea a new and necessary departure 0/ great importance." Seed. 
hibernated at Simla has been available for several yeare past, certainly since 1907. 

Page 6 :-" It will be necessary lor us/or some time to come to import cocoon8." 
Comment is needless in view of what is written on page'107 above. The report 
states that 4 tons of cocoons per month are required; but India certainly can never 
develop a silk industry by importing cocoons. No wonder the Salvation Army 
require grants and the first extract above is explained. 

In regard to Kashmir, the report comments on the profit of Rs. 9 lakhs made 
by the State. It omits to notice that the State buys cocoons at Rs. 14 and annaa 
6 per maund, which are worth three times that amount in the open market. 

In regard to Mysore, page 8 :-" We MtJfJ ourselves IlUDered Aroioi[y in our 
efforts to urganize the indmtry by botA the 811I611ness and Ilticertainty 01 the grant-ita
aid." Here if anywhere the Salvation Army should be able to make a large profit 
from the industry; if the Salvation Army· "lith cheap labour and supervision 
cannot make the Mysore Silk Farm a success, no one can do it commercially. 

. Bombay Presidency:-" We have lwJ. a severe and prolonged stroggk witA the 
old enemy, unbelief. Some four years ago we urged that the indmlry should be toJ.. __ 
up. The question was refeTfed to the usual Departmental channel.r with the rf'81Jlt 
that a strongly adverS/l opinion was given.. W /l were soon a/tet- able to send euellenl 
.fPOOimena 01 Fr/lflCh, Mysur/l and Bengal silkwomlB and reeled silk from Allmed
nagar " ; yet the Salvation Army are asking .for a grallt from the Bombay Gov
ernment. (See page 83.) 

Bengal.-Th~ repou advocates p~ting trees, re~ardles8 of t~ fset th~t it 
means a reorganlS8tlon of-the whole mdustry, changmg from growmg multlvol
tine all the year to univoltine in the spring, or growing two distinct races, yield
ing different qualities of silk. 

Moj.rM.-The report advocates silk growing and refers the previons fallurea 
to the growth of trees for feeding the worms; the climate factor is against silk in aU 
but Kollegal and the hills in the greater part of Madras, to say nothing of economic 
and population factors. "The indmtry cannot Aowever be errpected to /loom! till 
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Government iB Fepared to do it.B pari i~ a liberal manner by ordering tlie plmlting of 
mulberriu on an e:&te1I8i1lll leak aM by encouraging and 8tlb3idising 3ilk schools." 
See pageS 72 and 83 of this report. ' -

On page 19 .of the Annual Report an estimate is given of the profits of _ 
starting sericulture: 1,000 trees per acre are to be planted; 1,000 " fully grown " 
trees will supply leaves for from 50 to 60 ounces of eggs, which should produce 50 _ 
or- 60 maunds of green cocoons, say 20 maunds of dry cocoons. These are the 
basal figures for the estimate; they appear to be inconect. One acre containing 
1,000 trees yields actually in o~~ plucking at the most 160 maunds of leaf suffi
cient for 10 ounces of seed. One tree with full roOm to grow will yield 2 -maunds 
of leaf but you will not get 1,000 to the acre; not more than 100. In considering 
the estimate then it is well to divide everything as to yields, etc., thereafter by 
Ii or 6. 

( I deal witl) this because it is a typical example of the exaggerated statements 
of the Salvation Army; -presumably these are included in the teaching of the 
Simla Silk School.) The income to Govemmen~ from this scheme is to be as 
follows :-

100 villages each with 1 acre of 1,000 trees are to use 5,000 ounces seed, 
producing 130,000 Ibs. dry cocoons costing Government to buy Rs. 75,000, and 
giving a profit of Rs. 1,60,000, i.e., Government pays the rearer Rs. 46 per maund 

_dry cocoons (=Rs. 15-6-0 per green maund) and sens those cocoons for Rs. 146 
per maund. _ _ 

This assumes 1 maund green cocoons per ounce of seed as an average. The 
actual average in the Punjab is 36 Ibs. and in Jammu is 55 Ibs. You ean never 
in practice (outside Kashmir) on a large scale realise 80 lbs. of green cocoons per 
ounce; half that would be an excellent return. 

" It 8/wuUl however be noted that in Kashmir a oonsitkrable proportion 01 the 
cocoons are ruled and tlie raw 3ilk and waste sold,. thereby further increasing the pro
fits to tlie State." This is incorrect, the reeling diminishes thll profit 'po~ible by.the 
sale of cocoons. 

The report however continues: "I have avoided any such calculationB as 1 
aBB1(me that G~ would not want to go into this part 01 tlie bu3iness but tt'OUld 
Feler leaving it to private enterprise." 

The report would -be valuable and the efforts of the Salvation Army would 
carry conVICtion if there was a single financially profitable venture to "l:ecoro ; 
every effort must have grants to support it and none can work at a profit. If so, 
why should Government stimulate a financially unsound industry! It would be 
illuminating to have from the Salvation Army an account of a single case where 
silk rearing had paid. I imagine there is not a single case under the management -
of the Salvation Army; and yet this is to be an industry. that is to be de.veloped by 
Government, paying the rearer one third of the value of the cocoons! If the 
Salvation Army getting the full'value of cocoonS cannot work at a profit, even at 
Changa Manga, how is the silk rearer to do it, getting one third of the value. 

CHAPTER XII.-TH~ METHODS OF DEVELOPMENT OF SERIGULTURE. 

Two broad lines of development have been pursued in India in recent years 
in the development of sericuiture, the isolated effort with a foreign-trained expert, 
the' Silk-School' method. 

2. For the first, a Native State will decide that serioulture is an industry that 
should be tried; a trained. sericulturist is obtained, and put in charge. This 
'expert' may be a man who has been to Japan or France, a man who has been in 
one of the Salvation Army institutions, or a man who has had experience in sonie 
branch of sericulture somewhere in India. To decide very difficult questions, 
both technical and economic, a man is taken whose qualifications, jUdging by his 
pay, are small; the result has been failure. India has suffered heavily fro~ 
entrusting sericultural development to men of inadequate tr~ning and insufficien 
experience. The most striking case is perhaps Bengal, which entrusted the de . 
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nies of an industry in which a quarter of a million people were interested to a man 
whose sole Il.ualification, was six months'travel in European silk districts. Not 
only was his mfluence supreme fbr some twenty years but the influence of his work 
persists yet in the Bengal Silk Industry. 

It is possible to quote many cases since then, where quite genuine eltorts to 
promote sericulture have been spoilt by entrusting the development to an under
paid inexperienced " expert .. with some foreign training. 

This may sound harsh but if the industry is to develop it will be only if it is 
taken seriously, and men of real training and experience employed. This is partic
ularly necessary when the lines on which sericulture is to be developed are to be 
decided, as in a new locality. 

It is a noteworthy' commentary on this position that every assistant in seri
culture who left PU88 because he did not come up to the standard required was at 
Qnce employed as an ' expert' to develop sericulture either by the Salvation Army 
or by a Native State in India. No progress is possible under such conditions. 

3. The second line of development is the " School" It is believed that a 
teaching institution, properly staffed, can develop sericulture by teaching it ; if 
sufficient men will pass through a full course of training in sericulture, the industry 
will, by the effort of these men, develop. What it really means is that if you 
could take a thousand young mel). and teach them sericulture, those thousand 
would at once start it as a business and so the industry would develop. 

This policy will fail in India. It has failed continually at the Agricultural 
Research Institute, PUBa, where a short course of training in practical sericul
ture was given; and the'view expressed six years ago in the following article ap
-plies equally Rt this time ;-

TRAINING ScHOOLS • 
• -

We have already suggested that the silk industry might olter an outlet to the 
-energies of educated yQ'Ung men, who are otherwise unemployed and who eould he 
trained in sericultural schools. There are some considerations in regard to such 
schools generally, which are frequently neglected and which are of fundamental 
importance if any success is to be attained. There are already Institutes in India 
at which young men are taught arts, trades, ,industries, etc., and the tendency is 
to multiply them. These are usually staffed, with experts from England, who 
.are often tied to their institutes and never can or do know any part of India. All 
they can do is to impress their (English) methods on the men who come to them in 
their peculiarly English way, without regard to the fact that what they learn they 
have to apply in India and not in England. The expert with his technical train
ing acquired in English should have several years in which ro master the ways of 
the country and the eonditions of the industry, before he is fit to teach in India. 
We have in mind several technical schools, weaving schools and similar institutes 
and we will illustrate our meaning by a definite eoncrete instance. We may con
trast two existing weaving institutes, designed for the improvement of weaving. 
In the one a three years' course is given including the theory of weaving, the 
construction' of looms, the theory of design, design drawing, freehand drawing, 
machine drawing, the theory of ,textiles, etc. It takes three y1!OlT8: the student, 
aided by a scholarship, learns weaving on an expensive iron loom, preparing a 
few inches of each class of fabric in one continuous length, these fabrics having 
no reference to the fabrics of the country and being unsaleable. But when he 
leaves, he is not able to earn a living as a weaver; he knows theoretically all 
about it, but he does not know what fabrics are in demand, what the local trade 
customs are, where to buy his raw material, what to make, where to sell it or how 
to apply his skill,and he is useless except as a teacher. . 

In the other, the learner provides himself with a " country" loom as a sort of 
guarantee, then he sits down and works at it ; having learnt plain weaving, he takes 
twills, etc. Of each fabric he must do one whole piece which is sold. Be does 
only fabrics 'for which there is a local demand; he sells his pieces at the local 
market; when he leaves after six or nine months, he only knows how to make the 
locally !equired fabries (which he can at once sell) by. the most eeonomical 
method and if the institute finds a demand for a new _thing, they tell their 
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trained men and show them how to do it. They teach them no theory, no drawing, 
no fundamental educat,ion~ but simply teach them how to weave, what· they can 
sell, and 80 put them in the way of earning 11 living. 

, The latter we regard as a proper institute': a poo.r man or a poor weaver can 
go there and be taught to earn Rs. 20 to 30 a month in his own house, with a very 
small capital for his loom and raw material. Hll is not demoralised with a scholar
ship, he does not get anything given him but he learns how to practise a definite 
trade in a definite manner, and when he starts in business, he can of himself earn a 
fair living. Now this is an j~tance of considerable rarity in India, due to the 
fact that it is the creation of a practical man, who has been many years in the 
country, who knows the requirements of his district, and who has got competent 
local men to develop a de/itli1e paying industrial line. Why cannot other institutes 
work on similar lines? Because they lill start with the English idea of giving a 
thorough education and leaving the educated man to find an application for his 
skill, as is done in England. This requires a high order of intelligence and requires 
also that the educated man shall have opportunities of applying his knowledge. 
But there are not" in India, the means' of finding the opportunities nor can the 
tra!ned man go about the country till he geta work. Take the case of your highly
tramed weaver; what can he do or where can he start; he cannot advertise, he 
Cl\nnot find out where there are weaving centres. He is averse to leaving his 
district, and if he does, he 'will not easily get a place to live in unless he falls among 
his caste-fellows. ' 

So it is also·in India's greatest industry, agriculture ;,you can give a man 
three years' training jn improved agriculture, but at the end he cannot apply his 
ki¥Jwledge to hil!~d ; he has not that kind 0/ ~iml : if you teach him ten defi
nite improvements, which are suited to his'p'aitlcular land and conditions, andf 
train him thoroughly in them, he will apply them; but it is the teacher and not " 
he who has to find the application of the knowledge and teach only that. 

We may go further and consider the young men, who have been and are being I 
sent abroad to learn industries of all sorts: do any come back to start these indus
tries successfully ¥ Have any been able to apply their knowledge ~ Very, very 
few indeed; and quite recently an association that has sent away many such had 
regretf.tilllc.!&..I}Q~it that only one was earning.ili~thll..in.g..!lst!yjl!l had be~ 
taught m Ellrope, and tliatthetest1iliiIUOtlieen able to do so. Why? Because
tne;Were taught tiiiiriing -or dyeingor textile or gTassmliiiufacture generally,)1 
and had not been taken by an expert in India and taught say silk dyeing, as re
quired at Murshidabad, or how to work a tannery at Bombay or anyone definite 
thing whereby they could earn a living. 

It has become the fashlon to believe that by sending young men to England" 
Japan or elsewhere to be industrially trained, industries are going to spring up; , 
they are not, and the sooner the folly of the present method is recognised the better. 
It is one thi!\lU,O have technieal.I{~Q.wkdge ; i1(}sl!Dot)l~r ~ appl;y jt,. to be abl., to 
work an -industry on profitable lines and to bwld up a busmess ; the (llaslUn maR 

f~:n~!tr~;~';~.:~~p;i;~~~:t:;~a~e=r:ye~:li~a;,~te ;~~~d~~~ 
if Uiey liaanever beensellt out of IndIa. 'We know of severar,-Tor niStiiIiCe, who 
have been tramed in sericulturein Japan and France, but we are not aware that \ 
they have been able as yet to do more than attempt to get into Government 
service, and they are not likely to take up sericulture as a business of their own. * 

The silk industry in Kashmir was not developed by means of a Silk School, 
nor that in Jammu. The industry in the Punjab will not develop if sericulture is 
taught nor doe;_the School of Sericulture in Bengal in any way inlluence the in-

~ 
dustry there. tI9 develop sericulture you JIlust go to the people themselves, not \J 
expect the people to come to schools; and there is 'in India no scope whatever for r 
any school system at the present timllJ 

THE MONOPOLY QUESTION. 

4,. It has been suggested that as in Kashmir the sericultural industry has 
been developed as a State monopolr so in India the same can be done and the 
industry worked just as salt and opIUm are . 

• lDdia .. TutU. JoumoI, August 1913. 
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if the section on Jammu is read, one can see how the presence of Dlulherry 
trees on-the land was a powerful inducement to the owner to take up sericulture ; 
and if trees existed over any Jarg~ stretc~ of country as they do in Jammu, by de
claring mulberry State property and silk a State monopoly one could proceed 
exactly as in Jammu. But mulberry trees do not exist, they do not grow with the 
same facility as in Kashmir and any that were planted would need to be on land 
that was taken up by the District Board or other local authority. This could be 
done and any quantity of mulberry could be planted but that would not be a 
guarantee that people would take to the industry nor could they be compelled to. 

The circumstances of the development of sericulture in Kashmir have ooen 
very carefully considered and they are obviously different to those of India; and 

~
here would be insuperable difficulties in making a State monopoly of silk in any 

J art of India. The \)oundary difficulties in Jammu illustrate the point very well 
nd it is clearly impossible to develop silk on these lines. 

PRIMARY ScHOOLS. 

5. Another method of developing sericulture is the use of primary and other 
schools to familiarise the people with the industry. 

Hungary is believed to have made use of this method and it is used in the 
Punjab on a small scale now. In other parts of India, it has been tried with eri 
silk and the rearing of silk worms may have some definite educational value. As a 
means of developing the silk industry in India, the use of the primary or any other 
school docs not appear to offer much hope of progress. 'I have little personal 
knowledge of schools or school masters except in Tirhut but lUltil the standard of 
education and the ability of the masters rises to a higher level, the schools cannet 
be used to spread the industry. They may spread a knowledge of it that has an 
educational value-but that knowledge may be a bar to further extension by the 
parents determining that they will never get any good from such an industry. 

To convince a cultivator or weaver that sericulture pays, you want to show 
him the business properly done, as he can do it, to do it well throughout, to get a , 
definite return in money for definite expenses in appliances, plant, seed, etc. No 
school can do this, The school grows a couple of trays of silk worms, gets its 
leaf from the village trees, has all the scholars to look after the worms and bring 
leaf, and at the end has a small crop of cocoons that gives each boy a few annas. 
It would be much more practical to have a single proper rearing house with 
worms at every railway station in India and let all the passengers actually see it 
being done and tell them the selling value of the cocoons. 

BOUNTIES. 

6. It is reasonable that a man who starts sericulture in a new area should 
receive assistance in the -form of a bounty, such bounty being calculated as a sum 
sufficient to cover actualloSB if the venture totally fails and being paid only if 
the crop dOl¥! wholly or partially fail. 

The cost of doinl,!' Jl6riculture through an indigo concern in Tirhut is calculated 
in Chapter XX and if no cocoOns were got at all, a sum of Rs. 8D per acre covers the 
expenses incurred. In this case the full bounty could be otIered up to say 2() acres, 
thereafter a half up to 100 acres, thereafter a bounty fixed upon the green maund 
of cocoons produced. Once the industry has been started and its difficultiea met, 
it would be possible to know exactly how far it would succeed in that area and the 
bounty conld be discontinued. This system has this advantage that it provides 
for control of the experimental oJ?erations and 80 gives a reasonable chance of 
their being properly done ; and this is easential to success. 

The French bounty amounts to Rs. 15 per maund of cocoons produced, the 
Brazil bounty is Rs. 42-8-0 per maund of cocoons (probably dry), the Turkish 
bounty is Rs. 30 per acre of mulberry cultivation and from Rs. 13-8-0 to Rs. 70 
for 30 to 600 square yards of trays used in rearing. These are not experimental 
bounties but are actually paid for all cocoons produced. and even on the full crop. 

In very few parts of India are the conditions such that a direct permanent 
bounty would effect much and it is an open question if these bounties are a sound 
way of establishing an industry unless the industry is to be permanently supported 
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by BUch bOJUlties or by BOme protective tariff. The experimental bounty has a 
very definite value as a means of testing possibilities. 

OTHER METHODS. 

7. A difficulty which has to be faced in the development of silk in India is the~r 
immense number of races, castes, tripes and kinds. of people, each one difficult to I V 
approach except through a member of the same race or caste. If I wanted to I 
develop silkrearing among the Mohammadans of a district, I would select a i 
Mohammadan of that district, 'pay him to do silk rearing in the best possible way, 
see that he found a market for his crop and employ him to persuade other Moham
madans to take it up ; there would then be direct access to one class of people who 
might tak" up the mdustry. The Dir~tor of Sericulture in Kashmir lays stress 
on the importance of this point and states that their experience fully endorses it, 
It is in this way that Khan Bahadur Ghulam-Sadiq in Amritsar has developed 
sericulture among the Mohammadans of Gurdaspur. It will be the same every
where if a new industry is to be created and it is an essential point in the develop
ment of sericulture in any part of India. It is the limiting factor with regard to 
the Salvation Army, whose activities must be confined to criminal tribes, orphans 
'and the like. 

8. In starting sericulture in a new locality or in testing its possibilities the pro
cedure is a very definite one. The climatic conditions are studied and the favour-

',able months determined. The best kirid of mulberry to plant, the method, the 
details of cultivation, are settled after regard to the face of silk worms that will 
suit the conditions best. If tree mulberry is required, time has to pass before it 
will be available and meanwhile the standard or large bush system of cultivation 
is adopted. The seed supply has to be arranged for, a small hut erected similar 
to those that would be used in the neighbourhood; and at the proper time a rearer 
is Bent to rear the brood of worms, The crop is then sold for reeling, or reeled and· 
the silk sold. The results are then gone into with District Officers and the chances 
.of the industry growing are fairly easily ascertained; if they look good, it is a 
question of getting a small number of cuItivatorslocally to try It, giving them seed, 
supervision and plants, buying their crop and guaranteeing them a definite fixed 
amount, probably half the value of the normal crop, if total failure results. With 
success in this small way the industry "<ill start, expand if profitable and eventu
ally become established. As it grows, an agency must be provided to issue 
seed, to buy coooons, to register fresh rearers and so on. In Kashmir this agency 
is the State, in the Punjab it is chiefly a private agency aided and supplemented 
by the Agricultural Department. 

If there is reason to think that a district or a locality is suitable for silk, and 
that economic factors are favourable, then the question can be easily and cheaply 
tested in this way; but it is essential that it shall be d<]ne as nearly as possible in 
the way the people themselves will do it if they take it up and there must, at the 
start, be an organisation behind it. ' 

9. It is possible that eventually the development of sericulture maybe taken 
up Qy zemindilrs as it would be in England for instance, and in such cases a different 
procedure will be neceseary. 9ne can imagine a large land-owner having a son or 
relative taught how to start sericulture ; in England he might go to an Agricul
tural College, take a three years course and if he was exceptionally sensible, be 
able to go back and develop agriculture on his property ; but we cannot expect 
this in India and that man will have to be deliberately taught exactly how to 
detJelop llericuUure "Mer his oum conditiom on his own property. There is at 
present little sign of this -happening as it is easier to employ a paid ' expert' on 
small pay who soon fails. 

But it mnst be kept in view and there is no doubt that if ever the well-to-do 
and well educated land-owner and people of influence take up sericulture as an 
industry beneficial both to their tenants and themselves, it will develop more 
rapidly tban it can under any other system, The pne essential will be that no 
effort is made to start till every detail has been thought out, till the exact llnes 
have been rigidly laid down, by rehlly com~tent persons; and there must be this 
~pert F~ behind it t~ushout. Given that, given sensible practical 
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methods of developing it, and sericulture could be rapidly established wherever 
the conditions are right. 

It is probable that. a great deal can be done to develop it by utilising the in
flue~ of the zemindars or influential people in suitable districts, by having silk 
cultiyation done on their land or under their influ('nce wherever the prospecUl are 
good ; and if t.he experimental Ios..qes are made up to them, the qUt'8tion can be 
t'aSily and cheaply decided .. If eyery large land-owner knew that he could get 
really practical advice and would not be encouraged ro do sericulture unless suo
cess was fairly certain, it would not be difficult to get as many to try it as eould 
be advised and helped at one time. District Boards and District Offic.ers may 
be utilised, as they are in the Punjab and elsewhere ; but the key to aU is the 
provision of advice. 

10. In this respect the experience gained at Pusa with eri silk was extremely 
valuable and it has sbown pretty clearly some mistakes to avoid. One certainly 
is the indiscriminate distribution of seed to any who require it. I would not send 
seed to anyone whatsoever unless I Wall satisfied he knew how to procood; every 
failure from ignorance is interpreted all a failure due to the unsuitability of tbe 
industry, and I would supply seed to no one unless I could baye it followed up. 
the rearing properly done, the produce sold for its full value. 

II. Another mistake hall been referred to, the belief that after training in rear
ing silkworms a man can go back to his own place and practise it. If you want 
to belp a ·man to do sericulture in a particular place, it is of no use to take bim to 
Pusa and train him, unless he is a Tirhut man. You want to send a man to his 
place to find out how to do it and then to show him. A further lesson is the utter 
uselessness of any kind of printed matter; it is a waste of time to write 
or print anythine: meant to reacb anyone in India outside tbe officials of the 
department; ana all efforts in the education line are of no use. The Allahabad 
Exhibition contained a good working exhibit of eri and mulberry silk, two pamph
lets in two vernaculars, sold very cheaply, leaflets given away free, and intelligent 
people to answer aU enquiries; but the ellect Wall "il. 

The experience of Kasbmir is the same. the rearers had to pay sbopkeepers 
or literate people to read the lea£ets to them and the metbod waa abandoned. 

12. This inquiry is directed chiefly to detennining whether the silk indlL.~ry 
can be increased and the broad lines of the methods. It is perhaps 1lIl1leCeSSary 
here to eonsider detailed procedure but for tbe fact that it illustmtes method 
better tban anything else can do. 

13. I a.m assuming that it is determined to develop sericulture as an industry 
in all possible new areas ; and the lines of procedure are somewhat as foUows :-

(a) Tirhut.-Arrange with one indigo concern to plant twenty acres of mul
berry at 4) suitable villages; gnarantee all losses provided tbe ins
tructions wete exactly followed, grow one crop of univoltine breed 
in February-March, another crop of nistari bybrid or Madagascar 
in October-November. Hit suc.ceed.ed, extend on that concern. 
The rearing would be done in small mat-huts on the lines discu88lld 
in Chapter X under" Rearing." If successful, extend indefinitely. 
providing a trained field man to show rearers to carry out the work. 
That would absorb one field man for some four months. 

(6) K1uJgi Hil18.-With the help of the district officers or one of the !Iissions 
find a village where Khasis would do silk rearing ; plant bush mul
berry or trees, if necessary pay for smaH huts; rear one crop of uni
voltine or lladagascar, paying wages to . villagers if necessary and 
having one field man to carry it out. If tbat succeeds, extend there, 
issue cuttings or trees and never take in more new villages tban can 
be looked after properly. The number dependa on the available 
staff chiefly. I think that in t,he Kbasi Hills or at least in part of 
them two or three crops could be got, in which caae the Madagascar 
or an improved multivoltine would be.used. 

(e) Find a suitable area in the Central India uplanda and experiment with 
the growth of the Madagascar or a very good multivoltine in the 
rains and till the cold or heat stopped it. Do lIothiP.g e!at: there 
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whatever, no reeling or weaving, etc. Definitely aBIllirtain if and 
~ow seri.culture there will pay and what class of people will take to 
It. (This has been commenced at Indore: see Appendix Xl) 

(d) Do the same in a suitable place in the Ce~tral Provinces if one can be 
found where the population £setor is right. 

(e) Do the same in Chota Nagpur if a proper place can be found. 
(/) Find a site In the Orissa area if one can be found and try silk. rearing 

th~re, at one place, using a good multivoltine race or Madagascar ; 
QU1te possibly the conditions would suit a univoltine race. 

(g) If (~), (d), (e) showe"d that sericulture could be developed during 
these months, a~ply the method in Belgaum or Dharwar if there 
was reason to think that any community would take it up. 

(A) Ascertain the position in Baluchistan and if possible develop the uui-
voltine race there, on the Punjab lines. -. 

(i) Pay grants to individuals or any organisation, a Mission for instance, 
prepared to take up sericulture under fixed conditions, where the 
climate factor was right and where there waS a community that 
would be large enough eventually to be able to produce a reasonable 
amount of cocoons for reeling. ,. 

The exact details of the whole procedure would have to be rigidly laid 
down and adhered to ; a market would be guaranteed for cocoons 
and the grant would include any loss made. 

(;) Wherever possible, put the present eHorts on right lines or advise their 
cessation; this refers to Native States which are experimenting. 

(k) Ascertain the available mulberry in the whole area from Ambala to 
Purneah and start an experiment where climate X population x mul
berry agree as favourable. 

This is a large seemin~ programme but it would not all be done at once; it 
indicates the points at which I think progress will be made most rapidly. 

of scheme depends a great deal on the exrert who lays down the exact details for ,( 
each place, it depends a great deal on his Initiative in pushing it, on his knowledge 

14. It is necessary to refer to a difficulty which will be fairly obvious; this kind\ 

of the country and the people, on his relations with local authorities; it is not a 
plain straightforward administrative post. It is not the control, or improvement, 
of an exist~ industry as for instance in JanlIDU or Ben~al. There is nothing 
~oing on, the 'show will not run itself" and routine work is not part of it ; so that 
It may well be that, in practice, it will not be possible and its practicability is nof 
made to appear more likely if one reads the recommendations of foreign experts 
for Mysore or Bengal. But to me the development of sericulture depends more 
on the man than on any administrative or financial measures. The only alter
native that suggests itself is the blind money one; spend money, oHer bonuses and 
grants, finance every experiment liberally, and deliberately devote a large sum of 
money to the development of sericulture blindly. If Missions know that they will 
not lose, they will try sericulture probably; if liberal grants are given and a really 
big bonus is put on every tree, every acre of mulberry, every square yard of trays, 
or every maund of cocoons produced, every reeling basin, the industry will cer
tainly get a full trial and if a thousand trials are made every year, some few will 
succeed and eventually get established as local industries. especially if the bonus 
is kept on. 

POLICY, 

15, Silk has heen developed in Kashmir and Jammu agalnst the will,of the 
people and not with it. The same can take place in suitable areas in India. but 
without a measure of persuasion, and enthusi¥tic help from the officials, it will not 
succeed. If the vieW' is to be that the Government is to force, the industry on 
the people against iheir will, but for their good. then the Government must take 
the necessary steps, but if the view is that it must not be forced but must be left to 
native enterprise assisted by Government, then nothing will be ~one. 
~. q 
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My pergnaI feeling is that it is a mistake to foist on the people a Dew industry 
they do not want. When th~ representatives of the country ask for it, then it can 
be given, but I do not see how under the freedom that obtains in Britiah India, 
we can adopt the methods used by a more alltocratio C]Qvernment in a Native 
State. There is undoubtedly no demand for the development of the industry 
from native sources. In Jammu the industry has been developed against the will 
of the people and not with their consent, and there is, as far as I am aware, no 
demand from native sources for the development of seri<Nlture in any part of 
India. 

It is not my business to do more than show how sericulture can be developed, 
if it can be, but it is my business to state that any development must take plaoe 
in opposition to the feelings of the Indians and not with their active help. The 
duty of Government ends with the provision of the means of developing the in
dustry, if it is needed; in the absence of a demand, the means of development are 
not called for. ' 

There is, I think, no doubt that a big industry oan be created, if the autocratio 
methods of Native States are adopted: but I think that it is repugnant to 
Government to do this. 

If the methods of Kashmir and Jammu are followed in Beng!ll, in the Punjab, 
in Assam, in the Mysore area;ineluding Kollegal, in parts of the Central Provinces 
and Central India, in the submontane and northern districts of the United Pro
vinces, Bihar and Bengal, a very large silk industry can be created ; but there is 
no evidence that it is wanted, that it can be established except against opposition 
or that it will be acceptable to the people, if it is done. 

Looking at the matter from the point of view of the Indian Government as 
now constituted, I am not sanguine that proposals fur the development of seri
culture will be acceptable to the country, will be welcomed by the Indian members 
of the Imperial and Provincial Councils, will be successful without a measure of 
autocratic Government, that will be, incompatible with our inethodsof 
Government. 

16. Success can be achieved probably far more quickly by the encouragement 
and active help of the inJiuential Indian than in any other way. In suitable tracts, 
it is open to the zemindar, the rajah, the member of council, to exert his inJiuence, 
to employ capital, to use the persuasive methods of the Jammu authorities. It 
is an industry that offers scope to such persons if they are seriously in earnest 
as to the welfare of their people. It offers scope to all inJiuential {lei-soDS and it is 
open to them to ask for the technical expert help that can be provided by Govern
ment, if they are willing to'use their inJiuence and to persuade their people to try 
it. Without this, and without the C]Qvernment using the methods of the Jammu 
and Kashmir State, I see no cha.nce of the industry developing to any extent nor 
would I recommend it to be tried. 

I should therefore be inclined to point out the possibilities of the industry,. 
the means of development, the. part that can be played by existing nati:ve agency ; 
and leave it to that agency, well represented in Councils and in Governments, to 
press for jt and to use their inJiuence to develop it. 

That there is not a larger sericultural industry, is due mainly to industrial 
apathy, to want of business enterprise, to the apathy of the people, and their. 
leaders ; there is no reason why an industry should not be develoPed: but for 
Government to force it on the people will be a costly and difficult task. 



PART V.-WILD SILKS, 
lnkoductory.-In India at present, the only silks that are of economio 

importance are the ta.sa.r, the muga, the eri. 
2. Tasar is regarded and treated as one species, which is one brooded, two 

brooded or three brooded, according to the race used. As described under ta.sa.r 
below, the cocoons used for breeding are both wild ones and semi-dom.esticated 
ones; the tasar of the United Provinces is probably a distinct species, if the cocoon 
characters are any guide, and it is probably this species which comes to females 
of the Chota Nagpur race when moths emerge from cocoons brought for instance 
to Pusa.. ' 

It is at least probable that the tasar in Chota Nagpur is not really all one 
species but several; the practice of exposing females to fertilisation by wild males 
offers inducement to hybridising between various species, if there are such, and 
accounJilrobably for the uneven hatching and irregular brood characters that 
are a culty there. 

3. Muga, as grown in Assam, is stated by Watson to be three species; this is 
quite .probable and as no scientific investigation has been made in Assam, we
cannot tell how far muga is jnf}uenced by the hybridising if there is any. En 
again appears not to be a pure species but probably a hybrid; whether this fact 
is of economic importance is uncertain except so far as the cococn colour is_ 
concerned. . 

4. In his note Mr. Watson expresses views as to the possible utility of other 
races; he refers to oak-feeding species, not realising that there are difficulties 
about growing oak-feeding worms in India owing to the lack of pop;!,!lation at 
suitable elevations in the hills. Appendix XIV. ., 

His remarks however help us in estimating the value of the experiments 
made with China tasar at Chakrata. - -

5. There is no doubt that the whole problem of the utilisation of muga and 
tasar is bound up in this purely entomological question of pure races; and a full 
investigation of this point is an essential preliminary to any efforts to improve, 
revive or extend the industries dependent on the cultivation of these silk-worms. 

This investigation will be difficult, 'will take several years to carry through 
ani!. will require considerable expenditure both in providing suitable places for 
experiment and in travelling facilities in India, in the Andamans, in Japan, China, 
Borneo and other parts of the East. Mr. Watson who has prepared this note 
(Appendix XIV) at my suggestion has for years specialised in the wild silk
worms, both from the purely entomological aspect of getting rare species and 
new hybrids, and from the industrial aspect and the commercial utilisation of 
the cocoons. Were he able to devote his whole time to this subject and have full 

• facilities in India for the experimental culture of all the likely races, it is un
certain what results might be attained. They might be results of very consider
able economio value. They might lesd to no useful result except as far as muga 
and tasars were concerned. 

6. While I am interested in the purely scientifio problem of the classification 
of all the wild silk moths as they occur in India, I am not prepared to advise that 
it should be taken up in connection with the present problem; it is a matter that 
falls within the scope of the activities of the Indian MllSeum. But a part of the 
enquiry is of very definite importance especially with regard to muga and I think 
that an enquiry should be made into the following questions :-

(1) The species comprised within the" muga" as grO)VD. in Assam, 
(2) their isotatio~ as pure races, if possible, and the determination of the 

economio value of each, . 
(3) the question of distributing seed of one to muga rearers and the determ

ination of the amount of hybridising that then occurs, 
(4) the races of tassr as found in all parts of India, 
(5) their isolation as pure species and the determination oj their economic 

value, 
VOL. I. Q 2 
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(6) the "improvement of the existing industry by these pure races, and 
(7) the investigation, in India, of any races of wild silks, which seem likely 

to have any commercial value, whether they are drawn from Indian 
or foreign sournes. 

If developments showed that there was any real advantage to be ~ined 
by seeking other species in Borneo, China or elsewhere, this could be cOn:;ldcred 
but at the start, the work might well be limited to the above points solely. 

CIIAPTER XIII.-TABAR. 
This is a wild silk insect, neTU successfully domesticated, which lives in fore..t 

jl.re8S chiefly and which feeds on 8 variety of trees. In nature, the moths hatch 
aut in June, fly and pair at nights; the female lays eggs on trees, which hatch 
to caterpillars which feed on the leaves of the tree. When full-fed and very large, 
they spin cocoons on the tree, either spinning a stalk to the cocoon round a branch 
or spinning the cocoon among a few leaves. In due time the moth emerges and 
the cycle starts again. The normal cycle is a brood from June to Augu.t!t, then 
another which remains in the cocoon from October to J\Ule. 

FOODPLANTS. 

A8~n.-Termi~li~ ~sa.-} The ttvo chief varieties in Chota Nagpur. 
ArJan.-Ternwn{Jl~a ar1una.-
Remarks 011 the aevelopment of sericulture in India. 
Ber.-Zizyphus iuiuba.-The food plant out.side tasar hill areas. The COCOOB 

is without a stalk and light-coloured. 

Lager8tra:m~a ind~_ } Can be reared on these. 
Lagerlltrwmw pa'ro/""", a.-

Other recorded food plants are as below, but it is not at all clear on what 
authority they are called food plants. 

Mahua.-Bassia latifolia. 
Simul.-Bo'lnbax malabaricum. 
Jam1m.-Eugenia iambolana. 
Pipal.-Ficus religiosa. 

F. retusa. 
F. ben;amina. 

Sal.-Skorea robusta. 
Teak.-Tectona grandis. 
Desi-badam.-Terminalia belerica. 

Terminalia catappa. 
Castor.-Ricinus communis. 

Dodonwa viscosa. 
Okloroxylon swietenia. 
OeZastrus paniculata. 
Oarissa Oaru'Mlas. 
Oareya arborea, . 

.4.nogeisSU8 lati/olia. 
Baukinia variegata. 

2. The most successful investigator of tasar baa been Captain Cousslnaker, 
who bred it successfully in semi-domestication in Poena. This race was quite 
regularly two brooded and he got moths to pair in baskets, so that he was able to 
control the breeding. He quotes the following figures for cocoon-weight :-

.. Cocoon, 150 grains, chrysalis 130, shell and pedicel 20, reelable silk 12; 
about 800 yaras.,of thread is reelable, the thread fiat, coarse, and self coloured in 
shades of brown." 



-3. Rearing in captivity has been successfully done at Pusa of the race which 
feeds on ber (Zizyphus jujuba), but the rearing so done could not be commercially 
profitable, nor could Captain Coussmaker's system be profitable unless the price 
of cocoons was extraordinarily high. . ' 

AREAS. 
4. Tasar occurs as a wild insect over a great part of India: its northern limit 

is the outer slopes of the Himalayas bordering the Punjab and including Kangra 
and Kulu. It is found in the Hoshiarpur and Sialkot districts in the Salt Range 
and along the submontane districts, in Debra Dun, Almon, most of the dist.ricts 
in the United Provinces to Mirzapur and Benares; further east it occurs north of 
the G~es through Tirhut as far as Purneah, and along the Himalayas into the 
:A-ssam hills: Its occurrence in Burma is not certain, tho)lgh it is stated to occur 
In Amherst and Akyab.' . 

From the United Provinces it occurs westwards over Central India to the 
jungles between Burat and Thana; it is found in the Western Ghats as far south 
as Malabar, and is known from Pondicherry: it occurs through Mysore, Hyder
abad and the Central Provinces. The great ares of hills forming Chota Nagpur 
is the centre of the industry and it is found in Orissa, -and in most of the Bengal 
districts, including the Bunderbans. 

The fact that the insect occurs wild does not mean that in that district it has 
any economic value necessarily; only where it is so abundant ~hat large quan
tities can be easily and cheaply collected, does the wild form have any value; 
these 100alities are chiefly forest areas, where the' conditions may be Huctt tllat 
collection is impossible. When in 1875, attention was devoted to the possihility 
of .developing tasar in all provinces, cocoons were collected from many places in 
which no industry exists, but at a cost which would leave no profit 00 the collec
tors. More recently, it was believed that a possible tasar industry was being 
neglected in the forests of the Bombay Presidency and cocoons were collected 
there; but there is no possibility of any industry there under the present 
conditions. 

The princiEal districts in which tesar is produced are the Chota Na~1~ 
districts, Hazarlbagh, Ranchi, Palamau, Manbhum and Singhbhum,-the San 
Pergannahs, the Sambalpur district, the Chota Nagpur and Orissa States, and the 
Chanda and Bilaspur districts of the Central ProVInces. A small amount is col
lected in Mirzapur district and in Balasore, Angul, Midnapur, Bankura, Gya, 
Bhandara, Balaghat, Sooni and Raipur. In Ganjam, the Panos rear a small 
amount, selling the thread or cocoons to Sambalpur: of the Orissa States, Bonpur, 
Bamra, Bonai, Mar.urbhanj are reported to produce <:O(~oons or to coll,ect them. 
Ta.sar could be obtained over a very much Wider area if It was worth while collect
ing and there are probably areas in Hyderabad; in the Orissa and Chota Nagpur 
S1j&tes, whele much more is prodnced than is recorded. 

PRODUCTION. 

5. Tasar cocoons come into trade from two sources, wild cocoons collected from 
the trees and brought in alive, semi-domesticated cocoons reared upon selected 
trecs from seed obtained from female moths in captivity. The proportion of each 
is a wholly unknown figure: the cocoons are collected or produced in jungle and 
forest tracts by hill peoples suoh as the Santhals, and Kola, and accurate figures 
of production are not available. As a rule the"wild cocoons are needed for stock 
from which to rear the semi-domesticated worms but are not always used, the 
rearers preferring to use their own stock. There is a very great difierence in value 
in the difierent classes of cocoons and prices range from Rs, 3 per kahan for poor 
cocoons to Rs. 12 per kalIan for the best. There is a very extensive literature 
on tesar, which can be found in Watt's Dictionary of Economic Products, in Goo
ghl,'gan's "Silk in India"; it is unnecessary to reproduce any account of the 
methods of rearing, etc. A very great deal of descriptive matter can be found and 
it is only necessary ~ere to discuss the present position of tasar and the factors 
that have to be cOll8ldered. . 

_ EXTENT OF THE INDUSTRY. 

6. It is diffioult to get any idea of the extent of the industry i,u India, or of the 
&lll9unt of produotion. 
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in 1912-13,4,498,000 coooons were produced in the forest areas of Bihar and 
Orissa, under the administration of the Forest Department, yielding revenue of 
Rs. 1,462. Singhbhum alone produces 40,000 kahans (51,200,000) in all, accord-
ing to the figures of Mr. H. H. Haines, Conservator of Forests, Ranchi. Mr. 
Walker quoted in the Annual Report, Chaibassa Silk J:t'arm, 1908, computes that 
in 1907-08, 12,500 kahans went to the Central Provinces, 12,000 to Louis Payen 
& Co., and 8,000 kahans were bought by _hajanll; that gives a total produo
tion for Singhbhum .of 32,500 kahana (41,600,000). 

The remaining Chota Nagpur districts must produce at least twice this 
amount. Chanda produced in 1875, 22,000 seers of thread, BO apart from cocoon 
export, there must have been 22,000 kahans of cocoons 1?roJuced there. Sambal
pur used to produce 6,000 kahans of cocoons. Ass1lIIllIlg a total production of 
250,000 kahans of cocoons, and allowing 2! kahans per rearer, allows for 100,000 
rearers and collectors, apart from families, with whom it is a partial means of 
living. As each weaving family uses 30 X 800=24,000 cocoons=20 kahans, there 
are 12,000 families of weavers or 50,000 persons engaged in tasar weaving. -

These figures are based on the returns available in 1904 and there is no real 
m~ of checking them for the present. The census figures of 1911 are repro
duced below: but they are of practically no use because so many rearers are 
returned otherwise, so many twisters are returned simply as silk twisters and 
weavers, and most weavers weave cotton also and so come under that head. The 
total people con?:rned are--

Collectors and rearer •. 

Twisters 
Weavers 

UTILISATION. 

TOTAL 

100,000 

20,000 

00,000 

170,000 

7. Tasar cocoons come to the markets at fixed places (where revenue can be 
paid on them in BOme cases) and are Bold to dealers, who export them to the weav
ing centres. The dry cocoons are reeled, by a very simple hand process, a kahan 
of cocoons yielding from It to 4 Ibs. of thread: the unreeJable part of the cocoon 
becomes" tasar waste" as also do cocoons from which the moths have emerged. 
Tasar waste is spun by hand into coarse thread, or is sold for export. Some has 
been used by milia in CaWnpore, who spin jt and weave tasar twill puttees and 
similar fabrics. Tasar cocoons vary from Rs. 3 to Rs. 12 per kahan, thread sells 
at Rs. 8 to Rs. 16 per seer, and waste fetches from Rs. 18 to Rs. 35 per maund 
according to demand. Louis Payen & Co. used to buy cocoons and reel thread for 
export to France; they have now ceased their operations in India and no European 
firm exports reeled taaar. The whole reeling is in the hands of the weavers and 
taaar reelers, and there is no filature reeling at present. ' 

Tasar silk is essentially different to all other silks except the Assam 1Iluga, 
the Chinese Shantung and the Japanese Oak Silk; it is a coarse flat fibre, self
coloured throughout in delicate shades of buff and-brown; dyein~ is not easy 
except in dark shades and it is chiefly used in its natural colour. It IS a very dur
able, rather harsh fibre and is used in India for weaving pure or for weaving with 
cotton into" balta," a cloth much used by Mohammadans to whom I?ure silk is 
forbidden. In India, much ill woven into cloth entirely worn by natIVes, either 
pure or bafta. Outside India, tasar cloth competes with Shantung, the waste 
competes _with Shantung waste. A great deal of Shantung waste or cocoons is 
e~orted to Europe for spinning or for manufacture into plush, imitation seal
skm, carpets Of other fabrics. Taaar is used for this purpose but the price is 
determined by the price of the much greater supply of Chinese Shantung. So the 
cloth is also in competition with Shantung silk, which is incredibly cheap. A 
1JIxge London firm sell Shantung cloth at a little over a rupee a yard; they buy it 
in China at 9 and 10 aunas a. yard. A complete lady's costume of Shantung 
Insde ready to wear, sells for five shillings and six pence in London. India simply 
cannot compete with the extraordinary cheapnees of Shantung silk cloth from 
China. In India, tasar and bafta cloths are cheap, as silks go, but not as cheap as 
Chinese tasar. The weaving centres for tasar will be found on pages 124-125 and 
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present conditions discussed. The industry very seriously needs organisation, 
exploitation and advertisement. The weavers need to be told the clasa of fabrics 
required, to be organised in societies and helped to manufacture what is in 
demand. If exorbitant demands are made as to price, the industry will die but 
with good craftsmanship, labour-saving appliances, knowledge of what to produce 
and help as to sales, the tasar weaver could hold his own in India. Eventually 
the China yroduct will rise in price, as communications and civilisation put up 
the price iii living ~na the cost of food, then the ~n craftsmen will prosper and 
the taear weaver will compete on equal terms, to his advantage. 

A considerable amount of "effort has bsen expended on enquiry into tasar. 
The Res01ution of the Government of India No. 5156-165, dated the 23rd 
November 1875, and the attached papers brought together as " Collection of 
papers regarding tasar silk ... giv~ a grea~ deal of information as to the industry 
and the efforts made to reVIve It: AgrIcultural Ledger No.9 of 1893 discusses 
efforts made in the Central Provinces: "The Report on an Enquiry into the 
state of the Tasar Silk Industry" by N. G. Mukherji gives a detailed account 

- of his enquiry, made during 1904: as a result of his enquiry farms were opened at 
Chaibassa and Chanda, for the supply of seed and the investigation of disease. 
The investigation there made will be found in the Reports of the Agricultural 
Departments of Bengal and the Central Provinces; with the abandonment of these 
farms no further investigation has been made. 

In all this enquiry, the one salient point that has been wholly omitted and 
neglected has been the investigation of the insect from the purely biological aspect: 
the decline of taear has been put down to (1) Restriction of the use of trees in 
forests, to prevent excessive Or injurious polla.rding; (2) IncreaSing value of 
crops such as rice with no corresponding increases in tasar values; (3) Disease, 
due to over-collecting or to too prolonged breeding from domesticated stock; 
(4) Low prices, due to less demand for tasar cloth and yarn. 

These points are important but are not all ; . and in no single enquiry has a 
competent entomologist investigated the insect from the biological point of view. 

It is certain that tasar is more than one species ; that these species exist side 
by side in Chota Nagpur and neighbouring areas and may have to some extent 
hybridised; that the resrers have difficulty with their crops because when they 
get wild stock or when. they buy Bemi-dom~ticated stock they buy either of the 
species and the disease may be due to the wrong species being reared on the trees 

, USed by the rearer. In considering this, it is necessary to remember that tasar 
is an extremely wild insect, very little amenable to control. The mating is effected 
by fastening the female in the open and wild males come to her at night: the 
cultivator does not attempt to control this and a male of any race comes; if there 
are distinct races, with distinct kinds of cocoons, distinct breeding periods and 
separate food plants, one can understand the irregularity in these matters if the 
progeny are hybrid. In Chota Nagpur, the rearers say that their own produced 
males never JU8.te with their females. This was the case at Pusa with Chota 
Nagpur stock, whkh attracted local males, though till then no tasar was known 

. to exist there at all. 
The whole of the difficulties of the rearers in Chota Nagpur, the irregular 

emergence of the moths, the irre~ar behaviour as regards food-plants, is explain
able at once if two or more species have been confused as one; BO too the failure 
of the farms at Chaibassa and Chanda is understandable. The present position 
is that, until the races or species of taaar are investigated and understood, no 
further amelioration is possible from the scientific point of view; and it is extreme
lr. doubtful if any other method of assistance is pOSBi~e at present. N. G. Muker
ii'S Report deals with.the industry from the economic aspect and his main recom
mendation, the isaua of good stock for breeding from, has been found to be impos
sible because the fundamental distinction in behaviour between the strains and 
races has never been understood. 

This is no new consideration and was pointed out in 1909, when the work of 
the Chaibal("8. farm was under discussion. It is necessary to emphasise it as it 
explains the failure of all efforts to improve and safe~ard the indastry, from th~ 
~-8urrlr side. . 
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THE IMPROVEMENT OJ' THE INDUSTRY. 

8. The most careful enquiry yet made into tasar is that of N. G. Mukerji, and 
action was taken on his recommendations both in Bengal (now Bihar and Orissa) 
and the Central Provinces, y;ithout any effect. 

N. G. Mukerji's conclusions were:-

(1) The main decline is dfMJ io grOMerie. No investi~tion of the di.'leIlsell 
of tasar haa yet been made. He concluded thIS on his inquiry and 
on analogy with the diseases of mulberry silkworms. 

(2) Brasserie is partly caused by unatJOidable weather cotUlitions. Grasserie 
ianot really known in tasar. 

(3) Degeneracy of the worms is dfMJ to selection lor seed 0/ thin COCOOWl, used lor 
seed 0/ home grown COCOOWI instead 01 wild ones. This is correct, 
and its importance is emphasised if we treat the thin cocoons aH 
being possibly of a hybrid or separate race. _ 

(4) Exchange of 8eed is beneficial. 
(5) There is difficulty in getting wild COCOOWI for seed, and fraud in seUing 

as wild COCOOWl those produced in semi-domestication and so inferior. 
The most illuminating comment on this is provided by the failure 
of the nurseries established to provide seed. 

9. In considering the tasar industry .. it must be looked at from three points of 
view, the rearer or cocoon producer, the trader, twister and thread producer, 
the weaver alJd the trader lD cloth. For the first, all the efforts made on the 
lines of Mukerji's recommendations fail. They must fail, until it is clearly 
understood what the, races are, they are got pure and under control, and until 
we know just how far it is possible to issue good stock. This would in any event 
affect only those who rear the worms and will not affect the cocoon collector. 
There is then the question of the position of the rearer. He is not favourablr 
looked on by the Forest Department. His methods are injurious to the trees, hIS 
industry is a precarious one and is a subsidiary occupation from which he derives 
little. There is no evidence that the degeneration of the taaar has produced 
distress; from the rearer and collector's point of view, the industry is not in 
urgent need of help or regeneration. 

10. The second class affected is the dealer, twister and thread producer. The 
diminution in the production of cocoons, due largely to purely economic causes 
and poor prices, aHects particularly the twisters or reelers whose occupation is 
pa.i:tly that of preparing thread. There is no doubt that a plentiful supply of. 
cocoons and a good demand for thread would benefit them, but in the districts 
in which these are most numerous, there is little evidence of distress. The tasar 
twister has other means of living and there is little evidence of there being any 
need to assist them. 

ll. The third class affected are the weavers and cloth dealers. These are situ. 
ated in places outside the producing areas, and their condition is hard to estimste. 
Some reports are reproduced in Appendix XlV, obtained from the districts con
cerned ; from personal enquiry, my opinion is that on the whole, the short supply 
and high prices of cocoons are affecting the weavers.,that the c.ontinual rise in the 
price of food, with the stagnation in the demsnd for the price of cloth, haa affected 
the weaver who will not work for very low wages if he can get employment in any 
other capacity on higher ones; and that the demand for tasar cloth could be much 
increased by good organisation and that the price would increase to a reasonable 
extent. In Ill.dia tasar and balta has been'll cheap cloth. In the towns and out
side India it competes with Chinese Shantung and then must be cheap. And it 
is impossible by imy reasonable method to make tasar very cheap and yet pay the 
weaver well. However much there is, however the rearer is helped, he will not 
produce cocoons at the old prices while paying for rice at the new, and the weaver 
will not work for the old prices if he has to pay for rice at the new. So many 
people are concerned, in so many ways,.in so many places, that one could come to 
fifty different conclusions in this matter. My own may be entirely wrong, but 
the data are presen~ ana those with experience of the industry will fo~ their 
Q~' . . 
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12: If the acient~c p~oblellll! of tasar breeding were investigated. if forest areas. 
were given for breeding. if all cess were removed, more tasar might be produced 
and the prioe might fall; if 80 the twister and weaver would benefit, the cloth 
would be cheaper, the demand would increase if properly organised. But behind 
all is the increase in the value of food grains and the increased cost of living. (both 
tending to J;Ilake cocoons dear and weaving dear), and the persistent supply of 
extraordinarily cheap Shantung silk. If there were a twenty per cent. duty on 
Shantung, Indian tasar would be in demand; without that it seellll! that whateveF 
was done, the industry would not be really affected. 

13. I have tried to eliminate all effects due to the war, which I assume to be 
temporary and I have tried to be uninfluenced by the peculiar conditions it pro
duced. A significant factor, which I have laid littla stress on, is that the mills 
'buy j;asa.r waste for spinning when they can get it at Rs. 20 per I!laund but cannot 
do so when it goes to Rs. 40. Tasar mm be cheap or it is cheaper to buy 
Shantung and at present tasar is not and cannot be cheap. 

If nothing is done, if the demand remains as it is and the prices as they are, 
what will hallpen ~ Tasar is a wild insect, naturally indigenous; to entirely 
cease cultivation will be no harm. If the prices go down, less collecting will be 
done and the wild stock will increase; if prices go up very much more will be 
collected ani!. some will be cultivated. If the prices went up, because the demand 
for cloth was greater, and if better prices were paid for cloth, then it would react 
backwards right through to the produoer, and if tasar was really to be in demand, 
cocoons could be got from larger areas. But this must come front the demand 
for cloth, and the point at which to start is to organise and stimulate the selling 
of tasar cloth. 

Until the demand for cloth stimulates'the price for cloth, giving the weaver 
good wages, the reeler a good price for yarn, the cocoon producer a good price 
for cocoons, no good can be done by increasing the supply of cocoons, and it is 
necessary to start at the proper end. To ultimately benefit the tasar industry 
it is necessary to organise aJ;ld help !fe sale of cloth; there should be a survey of 
production, the qualities produced;, the amounts, sizes, etc., should be ascer
tained ; the demand should be investigated, the merits of tasar advertised; the 
sale of Shantung, of tasar sul:stitutes should be investigated and so far as possible 
the real tasar put in its place. The tradesmen selling tasar should be put in touch 
with the master weaver producing it; and the whole business should be intelli
'gently organised and stimulated. 

14. If this leads to no results, then it is useless to attempt to improve j;asa.r. 
But I anticipate that it will lead to a very greatly increased demand, and 
ultimately a good demand for cocoons at a better prioe. Whether this will occur 
while Shantung remains at its present level is uncertain. Ultimately Shantung 
will riS1l in price but it seellll! worth while making a single effort with tasar on the 
lines indicated. . 

Such an effort can be easily made, the number of tasar weaving centres is 
few; the people are keen to be helped and probably only Government can help; 
and the industry will probably benefit most if this particular form of assistance 
can be given. ' 

TABAR FABRICS. 

15. Tasar is used to weave maiuly saris, dhotis, chadars, pagris, and similar 
pieces of fixed size; they ~e nearly always woven plain, rarely twilled; co~oured 
stripes or checks are put m, and narrow coloured borders, usually: crunson. 
There is a limited amount made of tasar thana and these can be got for Instance in 
Bhagalpur ; but there is much more made of tasar cotton mixtures, called bajta or 
garbha suti. In a few places a very coarse cloth is made of spun waste taaar, called 
ketAe. It is a harsh coarse cloth of a dark brown colour, but exoeedingly durable. 

Tasar is a comparatively cheap silk in that the prices vary froql twelve annas 
to one rupee eight annas per yard, of a yard wide. Mixtures are of course cheaper 
still if made with cotton and good balta is sold at about twelve annas a yard. The 
fibre is a harsh one, and pure j;asa.r fabrics are very stilt The lustre is good but 
the colour varies very much according to the class of cocoons used in, spinning. 
Tasar has not the ~elightful .. old gold" tint of mugs. or the very light buff tint 
of 'Shantung' silk; i~ ill usually rather ~ dark fibre. . Full ul!l> has never been. 

vor.. t. 
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made of 1asar in ~ to mixtutell and the commercial Jl?88ibilities of. taaar have 
~ never been thoronghly worked out. Tasar mixes well WIth spun eri or spun mul
berry. It can be used in alternate warp threads or doubled in the weft to give 
stiffness and to modify the colour. From the fabrio designer's point of view, the 
possibilities of tasar are very interesting and if there were a fabric designing in
lltitute, the use of tasar should be studied and new ideas tried. 

SPDiNING. 

16. The cocoons are softened by soaking or boiling with water containing plant 
ashes and when soft are removed from the water, the outer floss taken off and the 
thread found. The threads from tlnee, four, six or eight eocoone may be taken 
together and the joined threads are run off on a latai or spindle; the thread gets 
a twist and is consolidated by the spinner, rubbing it along the thigh, the thread 
passing from the cocoons on the left side to the spindle in the spinner's right 
hand. It is a very simple primitive proeeas, and very slow. The outer 1Ioss and 
the inside of the cocoon are waste and either spun into thread or sold as waste. 

A kahan of cocoons (1,280) is ordinarily supposed to yield a seer of thread and 
it takes "ten to fifteen days to spin it. The wages paid are near to Re. 1 per seer. 
The work is done almost entirely by women, usually relatives of the weavers who 
make the cloth. There is great variation in the yield of the different qualities of 
cocoons and the prices ~id for the best yielding cocoons, such as dabas, are twice 
or three times that p81d for poor cocoons. 

The reeled thread is wound off and twisted or doubled together, us~ either 
the spinning wheel or charkha or simply running the thread from one spIndle to 
the other and in the passage twisting it a little by means of the left hand. Dewar 
describes a machine used in Chanda which is practieally the multiple belt machine 
used in Nagpur, Belgaum, ete., bnt the use of this is certainly net general. 

17. Dyeing tassr is not easy unless heavy shades are wanted and the dyeing 
is usnally done with lac, cochineal, kamela, indigo and other plant dyes. In 
Bhagalpur aniline dyes are used and the use of aniline dyes is spreading. 

18. Warping and sizing, brus~, and drawing in to the loom are done as with 
ordinary silk or with cotton. The details of the looms vary but there is nothing 
essential in these details. The looms are of the ordinary type. the shuttle thrown 
by hand. Mr. Cumming notes that the fly-shuttle has not been applied to taaar 
and that it requires some adaptation to do this. 

19. The improvement in the details of handling tassr may not influence the 
industry to any material extent, as the weaving and spinning is the occupation of 
so many scattered people in villages in remote parts of so many districts. At least 
it is impossible to mention any detailed improvement that could be of much URa, 

without very careful study of the material and of the conditions of the people. 
Better reeling may be possible but if it entails any reeling machine. then it will 
be better left alone probably. What is wanted is a study of the taaar spinner and 
weaver, in his own surroundings with a view to finding means of improving his 
craft in a way satisfactory to him, and I do not think this has ever been done. 
Better weaving may be possible with the fly-shuttle slay or some other modifica
tion but the thread is so unlike other thread that only experience ean show this. 
It would be v4iuable to have a tasar weaving experiment for a short time and to 
really work out the p08Sibilities of improvement and utilisation. 

The following is a summary of districts in which tasar reeling, spinning and 
weaving was formerly carried on ; an enquiry was addressed to district officers and 
the replies received will be found in Appendix XIV, which show the present state 
ofthe industry. . .. 

Billa" and 0riMG. 
Patna.-Bihar subdivision, 200 looms doing balta· or taBar, Barh sub-divi-

sion. 1,000 looms. " 
Cocoons imported from Hazaribagh and Singhbhum. 
Gya.-Gya, Kadurgunj, Akharpur, Daudnagar,100 families. Cocoonsl,from 

RlIDchi, Hazaribagh and Singhbhum. 
Manhk-um.-Raghuna.thpur, Singh Bazar, Lobagarh, 150 families; cocoons 

from Singhbhmn. . 
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8i~hbhum.-Beraikella State, 30 families. 
Santhal PergannahB.-Malbhagaya, 40 families. . 
Bluzgalpul'.-Champanagar, Nathnagar, Rumpur, Keiabari, Kutubganj, 

Kbangarpur, Lodpur, Poorami, Mustafarpur, Radbanagar, Dariapur, 2,000 families. 
Cocoons from Cbaibassa. 

BaUuore.-PUrusanda, 40 families. Patpur and Raibanda, 50 ~milies. 
Cocoons from Keonjhar. 

. Puri.-Khurda, 40 famili~. 

C"~k.--Gopalpur, 200 families. 
Mayurbhanj.-Bamanghati and Ulmara, 200 families. 
Sambalpur.-Rengali, Sam~alpur, Reminda and Chandrapur. Weaving. 
Angul.-Dhenkanal State, 50 families. 

Bengal. 

Birbhum.-Kalipur, Koddia, Tantipara, Birsingpur, IDanbazar, 500 families 
emllloyed. Cocoons got from Singhbhum aD;!l the Santhal Pergannahs. 

Bankura~pinathpur, Bankura, RajgraIn, Swamuki, Vishnupur, Rajhat
Birsinghpur, 3,000 families of rearers, who weave tasar and cotton. 

Cocoons sold at Rajagram, locally produced, and also imported from Singh
bhum. 

Hooghly.-Bbambazar, Badanganj, and villages in Goghat thana, 100 
families. Imported cocoons from Singhbhum and Bankura. 

BUTdwan.~Bagtikri, Katwa, Mankar, Memari, Radhakantapur, Tantigantar, 
Kbanpara, Uttarpara, Halbazar, Jagatpur, Kota, etc., 1,000 families. Cocoons 
from Bankura and Singhbhum. 

Midnapur.-Anandapur, Kesiari, 200 families. Cocoons from local jungles. 

Bilaspur.-Tasar weaving. 
Charula.-Tasar spinning. 

Central Prwince8. 

Umrer.-Saoli, Cbamursi, Garohiruli, Armoori, Nagbhir, 200 families. 
Bha'1lJkra.-Tasar spinning. Sakoli, Panni, Taroda . 

• 
CHAPTER XIV.-MUGA. 

This silk is derived from a semi-domesticated insect, whose origin is not very 
clear. Unlike tassr, wild muga is not known in the places where muga is grown; 
there are stories of wild muga but they are not reliable. AlI the muga in 
cultivation is derived from cultivated sources; but it is not clear that the matter 
haS ever been investigated by a competent entomologist. In Upper Assam, Nagas 
are said to bring in wild cocoons for sale. The seed supply of Assam is said to 
come from an area where the Kamrup and Goalpara districts join with the Khasi 
and Garo hills (Luki, Bangaon, Boga and Pargana Habraghat). There may be 
wild muga there, but it bas not been established for certain. Many rearers go 
for stoak to D/l.rrang; it is possible there is wild stock there. 

FOOD PLANTS. 

La_: 
. 1. Soom.-Machilm bombycina King, usually called Machilm odwatUisima 

Assam,-West Duars. Chittagong. , 
M. Ktwzii from Sikkim, 6--9,000 feet, Upper Burma and Martaban. 
Jf. Gamblei, Sub-himalayan tract and outer hills from the Jumna eastwards 

to 7,000 feet. 
May be the same species (D. Brandis). 

VOL. I. all 
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2. Hualu.-Lit3aea polyan/M JUBS, usually Lit$(Jet1. _pel4l& Sub-hi.inalayan 
tract from the Ravi eastwards, to 3,000 feet. PunJab, Salt Range. All88.m
Khasi and Naga Hills, Cachar, Bengal plains, Chittagong, Satpura, North Circars, 
Burma. (D. Brandis). 

3. Digloti.-Lit3aea salici/olia Roxb. usually Lit3aea glauca.· Sub-himalayan 
tract from Nepal eastwards, to 6,000 feet. 

Oudh forests. Assam.-Garo, Khasi and Naga Hills. Bengal plains.-Sundar
bans, Chittagong. Burma (D. Brandis). 

4. Pati konda.--Cin7Wmmnum obtusi/olium Nees. Outer Eastern Himalaya 
to 7,000 feet. Khasis. Chittagong, Andamans, Burma (D. Brandis). 

5. Mezankuri.-Lit3rea citrala, .Blum. Adakuri, Sub-himalayan tract from 
Nepal eastwards, ascending to 9,000 feet. West Duars, AIl88.m Valley, Khasi 
Hills, Ca.char. Upper Burma. (D. Brandis). 

Magnoliaceae. 
6. Cbampa.-Michelia ol;longa. Wall. 
Assam, Sylhet. (D. Brandis)_ 

Styraceae. 

7. Bomrati.-SymploCO$ grandiflora. " Wall. Assam, Khasi Hills. 
These are.the recorded food plants. The fust two are those used on a large 

scale. Champa and Mezankuri were used to feed special varieties of ailk and it 
is by no means certain these were the same species as mugs., AntkerClia Assama. 
"Basu gives figures of 800m trees for ten years, showing a total of 20,000 acres in 
1903-04, that increased to 24,334 ip. 1912-13. These figures are for the area 
assessed, not that used for rearing. He also gives details of the method of utilisa
tion of the trees, the 800m being planted, the hualu being commonly used wild. 
A tree is, as a rule, used only once a year, and should be at least three years old 
and not more than twenty years. 

3. Rearing is entirely done in the open on trees, usually OIl kualu and Boom, 
sometimes on both in this order. The moths that emerge and couple are put to 
lay eggs on korikas, each consisting of a numb~ of grass stems tied together with 
a crook at the end; these are hung up on a frame in the house; when they hatch 

,they are hung on the tree and the worms crawl up on to the branches. When 
the tree is stripped the worms are collected on triangular mats attached tp crooked 
sticks, and the mat is taken to a~ther tree and hung on it. In this way the 
worms are handled without being touched. When they are full grown they crawl 
down the trunk and are collected, placed on trays and over them a bunch of leaves 
in which they spin. The cocoons are picked out and placed in a basket formed 
by turning in the corners of a square piece of matting, in this the moths emerge 
and couple. Cocoons not wanted for reproduction are steamed and dried. 

4. A tree will carry 1,000 to 1,500 worms. There are usually five broods 
a year, harvested in November, March, May, July and September, and the biggest 
is the autumn one when a family will do a brood of 4,~,000. The return 
is small; a brood from 100 females (25,OOO eggs) on ten trees, estimated at 10,000 
when half grown was expected to give 3,000 cocoons. In another case, the return 
from 40 couples was actually 800 cocoons. An increase of 20 fold on the number 
of seed cocoons is a fair yield and is very small. 

Cocoons for seea sell at 70 to 100 per mpee and are very carefully selectea ; 
for reeling the prices are Rs. 3 to Rs. 3-8 per 1,000. Land with hualu and Boom 

pays assessment of Re. 1 per bigha and a local tax of say anna one per bigha. 
Such land is not under the Forest Department, but under the Agricultural De
partment. The average size of plantation held by a family is five bighas; to the 
asseasment must be added seed cocoons costing from three to five mpees but 
no other expenses in money. A family produces in- a good year some 15,000 
C?Coons worth perhaps Rs. 50 as cocoons, worth probably Rs. 100 &8 raw muga 
silk and waste. 

5. The great enemy of the muga is disease; the worm is said to sufier from 
" flacherie" and Mr. Basu's teport refers to examination of worms. All silk. 
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WOr1ns suffer from "flaclierie," meaning nothing more than bacterial fermenta
tion of undigested food. These diseases have been very serious in eri, tasar and 
muga ; they are not understood, have not been thoroughly studied and the muga 
disease should be studied on the spot.. An identical problem afiects ,tasar silk 
and no control of this disease has been feasible as yet. Grasserie is also reported 
as occurring in-muga. worms, and pebrine. The whole question of disease in 
muga, as in taso,r, requires investigation. . 

Muga has many other enemies, such as birds, bats, monkeys, wasps, ants, 
which feed on the worms. The parasitic fly a.lso attacks it. Most of these can 
be guarded against and the trees are carefully watched. At night the bats and, 
owls are scared off by empty tins or bamboo clappers pulled from below by a 
string. 

6. Basu refers to degeneration taking place in the stock in Assam and new 
seed having-to be obtained. He says that resring can only go on continually 
in a small tract of hilly and jungle country lying near the southern junction of 
the Karnrup and Goalpara districts. The same problem occurs in tasar, and is 
met by the use of good wild stock for breeding from. -' 

Here we find the same difficulty as in tassr and it is significant that two 
kinds of muga are known in Assam by the rearers and that Mr. Watson refers 
to two species as being collected ali muga. • ' 

The muga insect has never been biologically investigated by an entomolo
gist. Basu has to quote Mr. Stack's figures of the length of the life history even 
and no study of muga has ever been made from the biological aspect. 

, It is noteworthy that, when the worms craw1 down the trunks to spin cocoons, 
some escape and spin in the ground, etc. What happens to these ~ Is there a 
wild stock and do these moths breed successfully in the open 1 Do wild males 
come to the females if they are exposed as tasar is 1 Basu states that surplus 

• females are tied to klwrikas and placed out of doors and are mated by wild males 
that come to them. This is extremely probable if there are wild males there. 
He also says that, eggs so obtained H hatch imperfectly and give an indifferent 
result." If there are separate strains, then they need to be obtained separate 
and pure strains used; if there are not but if only hill seed can be used, then a 
hiU station is required to supply seed. . 

. These questions lie at the root of the whole matter and improvement will 
be possible only when they are investigated'. 

7. Visiting the muga rearings and seeing the methods gives one a strong 
impression that the industry could be benefited by better methods. The rearer 
has extremely ingenious appliances, follows very carefully a strict routine and is 
not hampered by the strict observances enjoined on the tasar resrers: but his 
methods are those of the aboriginal dweller in the primeval jungle and his treat
ment of the tree is remarkably bad. It is an obvious disadvantage to have worms 
at the tops of tall trees. Whether this is really avoidable is not certain but it 
certainly should be tested: the ,question of food plants is worth investigation: 
the seed supply question is a very interesting one and the question of races : and 
lastly the disease is a serious and difficult problem. 

No improvement will be possible without very careful investigation and this 
investigation must commenoo- with the growth of the food-plants. When these 
have been grown in several different ways, and there is a supply of food-plant 
available for feeding worms, the cultivation should be taken up and the behaviour 
of the worms studied. This would allow of solving the wild race question and 
throw light on the occurrence of wild stock: ; possibly this could be supplemented 
by inquiry in different hill tracts of Assam and wild Btoc~ could be collected. 

• 8. Muga cocooll.S are reeled by a very simple process, distinctly be~r than 
. 1\00 ' tasar reeling and apparently well SUlted to 

hng. the cocoons. 
Five or six cocoons are placed in a pot over a fire and the cocoons warmed 

for some time in water contaIning alkali derived from ash. They are then teased 
out slightly and a thread got from each. This passes over a bar in front of the 
reeler to the winder who takes the thread over his forearm and winds it on a hori
zontal bar suspended on two bamboos placed in the ground: on tile bar is. fixed 
a bt>,svy piece of wood acting as a fly wheel to keep the bar spinning. In the 
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worst reeling the reeier puts in as much floss as JlQB8ihIe and while reeling th4 
cocoons is also teasing out another to put in the floss. In the better reeling, the 
cocoons are first cleaned of floss and then boiled. The thread also passea between 
two smooth canes tied togetlier which ~nd9 to prevent lumps passing through 
and makes the thread coll8Olidate better, also the winding bar has a fiy wheel 
on it of solid wood which makes the winding quicker and the thread is wound 
on a bamboo slipped on the bar which can be detached when .full and replaced 
by another. The thread is run over the forearm to lIIllooth and twist it, the winder 
rubbing it along her forearm just as in tasar reeling the reeler rubs the, 
thread along her thigh. The thread is rereeled off the bar and formed into skeins. 
One thousand cocoons give 25 tolas silk and 60 to~s waste: (Acoording to ,Basu 
only 20 tolas silk and 8 tolas waste.) ,_ - _.., . , ' 

. . ,..Rs, • .,. P •. 

1,000 cocoons cost ., • ". ' .. ~ 0- 0 
reeling 

.. ; 

25 Mia. good thread ,. 
50 tolas waste • 

• 
340 -

II 4 0 

640 
012 0 

700 

Waste muga is spun on the taku or charkha just as eri is and produces a 
coarse thread like spun tasar which is utilised for weaving or is sold. 

Good muga thread is bought by dealers at the fairs and sold at prices now. 
near to Rs. 20 s seer, usually Rs. 7 to Rs. 16 a seer. Reeled and waste muga 
are used for weaving at home and mugs owes its chief value. to its colour. The 
thread has a tint best described as " old gold" which ia not superficial and which 
is quite fast. The thread mixes beautifully with white silk in. weaving, and can 
be mixed well with eri or pat silk. It is very lustrous when woven pure and 
cloths of pure mugs are very attractive. , 

There is no export of mugs cocoons from Assam: but there is an export 
chiefly of inferior reeled mugs thread and according to the statistics this amounted 
to an average of 642 maunds from 1886 to 1911-12. 

Deducting cocoons from exports, the following are the figures of raw silk 
exported:- . 

Maunds. 

1886. 258 

1887 . 886 
" 

1888 • 684 
1889, 758 
1890 . 1,437 
1891 , 374 
1892. 438 

1893. 973 
1894 • . 1,155 
1895. 923 
1896. 497 
1897 . 95 
1898 . 448 

1912-13 

1899 . 
1900 . 
1901 , 

1902 . 
1903. 
1904 • 
1905 • • 
1906-07 
1907-08 
1908-09 
1909-10 
191G-11 
1911-12 

• 

• 

51 

Maunda, 

2 
o 
Ii 

3M 
559 
213 
789 
635 

644 
453 
429 
474 
915 

The figures vary from 1,437 maunds to niland there has probably been con
fusion bet-:veen-,r&w mulberry, muga and eri silk; These figures are obtained 

-from the:retUlljiiPlLblished in Appendix II of B. C. Basu's Report on the Assam 
Silk Industry. ' . . 
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Ba8u considers that there is really a much larger export and that the figures 
ale of little value on account of the amount of silk exported by post which is not 
recorded. The silk is sent to Calcutta, Dacca, 'Madras, Hyderabad, Bhagalpur, 
Benares, Murshidabad and other weaving centres where it is used for embroidery 
and for ornamental borders. Its naturfl sheen and colour account for the 
demand; and probably with better reeling and larger supplies the demand would 
be much increased, at the same prices. 

The production of muga in Assam is put at 2,25,000 kahans of cocoons, valued 
at RB. 6,25,000. The export is.put at an average of 542 maunds of thread, worth 
Rs. 2,16,800. The total produ~tion of raw silk and thread from 2,25,000 kahans 
of cocoons mer be put at 1,'750~unds of raw silk and 3,000 maunds waste silk 
or spun thread .. ·,The indusWy is estimated to concern 15,000 families who rear 
and 10,000 per8onA.wh~ IIre"cOilcerned in reeling, spinning and weaving muga 
with o~her .. si)ks. ''1~ i~,:w.ita. all ~ ~ubstdiary occupation but an important one. 

JlY~ eSti~te ii'6ovi fa.U8po~gre~with Basu:s which ,is:
Total outturn of cocoons 2,2&,000 k,JlIlUS. 
Reeled thread: 21itoiu per I,ood .,;, 1,400 maunds. . ' 

Thread exported in 1911-12,592 U1&unds 
Thread woven in bsam-

808 maunds at 600 per maund, RB. 4,85,~. 
Value of cloth woven 
Mugs wasta 560 maunds = 480 maunds thread, RB. 98,000. 
Valne of cloth 

TOTAL 

Rs. 
2,37,000 

. 9,10,000 

1,96,000 

14,03,000 

The figures in both cases are not likely to be more than extremely approxi
'mate and they are onl;y quoted to give an idea of what the muga industry is. 

The prospects <lfthe industry are difficult to assess. There is not likely to be 
any export trade m~uga waste. l'he waste is valued in the villages at Rs. 1-4-0 
a seer, equivalent to Rs. 50 a maund and this could not be used for spinning. 
Nor is there likely to hE! any export tradejn muga cocoons unless a filature was 
set up to reel muga cocoons: and sinCe Pay.en and Co.'s filature was stopped, 
it seems unlikely a'lD.uga filature would be profitable unless on a sma.ll scale in 
Assam. 

The export of raw sil!c is astonishing and I am unable to agree with Basu 
that it is likely to be over 500 maunds at present; but if it is, I still believe it 
woulq, be very much greater if muga was better known. I have visited weaving 
centres in India :where muga was wholly IUlknown and weavers would certainly 
use it if they ever saw it : but the use of mugs reeled silk, as an ornamental silk 
for borders, stripes and ornamentation, is not generally known in India. ' 

The question of weaving is discussed in chapter XVII] and if the Bale of muga 
cloth expands 88 it should do, the demand for muga thread would also grow. It 
is quite unlikely that mugs will ever be grown outside Assam. The industry is 
& oonsiderable one, of peculiar oharacter and' concerned with a class of silk not 
known from any other area. It is probably well worth while making an effort 
to put the industry on a good footing and to develop it . 

• 

CHAPTER XV.-ERI. 
There are in India two species, which are recorded as Attacus ricini and 

Race Attacu8 cynthia. The moths differ slightly 
. • in markings and in the amount of white 

scales on the abdomen. The cocoon of the former is a loose white one, that of the 
latter a smooth compact brown one, usually spun in a leaf; the former is the 
species cultivated in Assam as eri silk, the latter is a wild inSect, found also in 
China, acclimatised and now wild in North America, and once grown in Europe, 
where it lives. in the open. The two hybridise freely, not otUr with each other 
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but with other species of the ~nus Attaoru and there is a very large series of AlJtWlloO 
hybrids described. The IndIan eri silk is probably not a pure species and it is not 
known with certainty that it occurs wild. It is also probable that the As.."Ilm eri 
is recrossed with cynthia by the rearers in Assam from wild cocoons. This assump
tion is chieHy based on the fact that in As..«am the cocoons are often white and red. 
This condition can be obtained by crossing white ricini and brown cynthia, when 
the red cocoon is obtained. A very full account of eri silk &II an industry occurs 
in Basu's Monograph of Silk in Assam. A detailed aecount of the rearin~ and 
utilisation is to be found in Memoirs of the Department of Agriculture in Indl& IV 
No.1 (1912). There is some other literature on eri but these two, with the section 
in Watt's Dictionary of Economic Products give a full account. " 

2. Eri"is cultivated in their houses by the Animistic tribes who liV'S on the out
skirts ofthe Assam Yalley and to some ex
tent by people living in the Valley itself. It 

is cultivated for use at home, the women spinning and weaving it, and it is alro 
brought in to the fairs and dealers' shops for sale by those who cannot live whony 
on their cultivation. The latter supply the amount that is exported as they grow 
more than they can spin or weave; and there is a trade in eri cocoons, in Rpun 
eri thread, and in handwoven cloth. Many women spin and weave eri who do 
not grow it; and the spinning and weaving of eri, usually for wear, sometimes 
for sale, is a common practice in the houses in the Assam valley villages. 

3. The big crops are reared from September to November and in February 
& . and March because the climatic conditions 

.nng. are best then. December and January 
are cold, the rainy months are too steamy; and rearers want seed in September 
and again probably in February. Seed cocoons and eggs are sold in the fairs or 
are obtained from a rearer in the village who has kept a small quantity of worms 
go~ to supply seed. 

It is probable that in the hilly areas, wild cocoons can be got and are used to 
some extent to provide seed in September. 

The rearing is done on trays, as usual, or is done, when the worms are in the 
last stage on bunches of leaves tied up on a frame. As one bunch is stripped an
other is put beside it. Very little care is taken, the worms are not all of one age, 
there is no separAte rearing house; it does not matter very much if a fuJI crop 
is got or not; cocoons are wanted for the.girls to spin into thread and by the end 
of the two big broods there should be enough cocoons to supply the family needs. 
All the moths are allowed to emerge if more seed is needed and the cocoons are 
not harmed, so that very great care is not necessary. 

Two food plants are used, the castor which grows about the villages and the 
keseru (Heteropanax /rD{Jrans), a wild or cultivated tree found near the villages. 
There'is no field cultivation of either plant .for the purpose of feeding silk-wqrIDs. 
They are grown on headlands, on embankments and round the"houses, no family 
requiring a great number to feed their crop. If leaf is scarce, the rearer may buy 
leaf by the load or buy the leaf he ca!.l pluck from a patch of castor or a group of 
keseru trees. 

Eri sufiem from severaLdiseases, the two worst bei~ the Hy pest and what is 
called "Hacherie." For the former, only such precautIOns as wire gauze would 
be of any avail; for the latter, nothing is yet known and it is a more -serious 
problem outside Assam than in it. 

In.spite of very careful rearing at Pusa, the onset of the disease has never been 
connected with any definite climatic, food or other factor. Many wof!11S will 
die in unsuitable conditions but this is not" Haeherie "; and there are so many 
variable factors in the rearing of any silk-worm that it is not easy to connect any 
with the production of disease. Like.the similar diseases of muga and tasar, it 
needs investigation. -

4. A greater part of the eri is used in home weaving but a certain amount is 
Export. e.xpor~d to C!"lcutta, whence it is 8~.nt to 

" . sdk spInners ill England or the Contment. 
The cocoons for export are said by Balm to come from the hilly country along the 
south bank of the Brahmaputrs, the hill men bringing thetll to fll-irs when th~ 
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lIarwaris buy them, pack them and sena them to Gauhati. The following are 
the figures of export of $locoons from Gauhati as recorded :-

.~ 

Maunqs. Maunds. 

1886 1,290 1900 0 
1887 62 1901 0 
1888 1,498 1902 .. 0 
1889 . 3,544 1903 0 
189Q 

... 
920 1904 578 

• 1891 .; ~ 1,120 1905 0 
1892 1,342 1906-07 8 
1893 603 

. 
1907·08 0 

1894 . 196 1908-09 0 
1895 278 1909-10 0 
1896 33 1910-11 4J!3 
1897 21 1911·12 323 
1898 -0 1912-13 1,081 
1899 5 

Figures for prices are not available. In 1889, the price is said by Easu to 
have gone to Rs. 140 per maund, normally't is Rs. 50-60 for cocoons con
taining the skins: i.e., 80 per cent silk:. In February 1916, it was Rs. 70 per 
maund and in June 1914 was Rs.llO. The highest known V{JI,S Rs. 250 and for 
some years (1909-1912) the Choi Mills bought at Rs. 80. A dealer in Gauhati gave 
his annual export normally as 600 to 700 maunds. His limit should. be 1,000 
maunds unless prices were very high. 

. The dealers' accounts and the export figures do not agree at all; and too 
muoh reliance cannot be placed on either. 

The eri coooon is exported as a " pierced cocoon" from which the moth has 
emerged. Such a cocoon contains 18-22 per cent of drY,chrysalis skin and last 
caterpillar skin, i.e., 78-82 per cent silk shell. The cocoons are valued in Calcutta 
on that basis and should be about 80 per cent. silk.· In Assam the Animistic 
rearers eat the chrysalis which they extract by slitting the cocoon; and they leave 
the cocoon clean, removing also the caterpillars moult. Such cocoons are 100 
per cent. silk:. 

If the cocoon contains the dead chrysalis, the percentage of silk is much less. 
It is so lilso if the moth has died inside without emergence, if the caterpillar has 
diCIt inside without becomin~ chrysalis, if the chrysalis has been killed in t.he cocoon 
by heat. The percentage of silk: to waste is still greater if stones or mud are put 
into the cocoons. The condition of the cocoons therefore is really important if 
any export is to be done and unfortunately' when prices are high the tendency is 
to find cocoons in which the silk: proportion is low. The silk spinner then suffers, 
if he gets these cocoons at all, since his machinery gets fouled with extraneous 
non-fibrous matter for which he has paid at the silk rate. 

This ilf one reason why eri coooons are not favoursbly looked on in Calcutta 
or elsewhere and if the high prices were kept up and there was a real demand for 
ed, which \vould undoubtedly benefit the Assam Valley, some precautioIl§. would 
he neceasary. 

The Coryton Cocoon Reverser would probably be the solution as this turns the 
cocoons inside out, throwing off all dirt, etc., and giving a cocoon that must be 
clean and is quite different to any other cocoon. . 

This machine was invented in two forms, a small hand one and a large auto
matio machine one. As a full deacription of the mechanism exists, it need not be 
further referred to. There is at present no question of eri export: but if there 
ever is, t.he question of exporting clean cocoons, not slit up one side, will he import •. 
ant alld if a means can be found of exporting guaranteed clean cocoons the pro
duction would increase with good demand. 

VOL. I. 
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The pooitioIl of Eri ia _. 5. The following is Basu's estimate of the 
en industry in ABSalft :-

Total outturnof cocoons, 5,325 maunds. 
Cocoons exported in 1912-13,1,080 maunds valued @ Ra. 100 per 

ID&und 
Cocoons spun in Ass&m, 4,245 maunde. 
Thread 3,180 maunda. 
Imported eri thread 150 maunda. 
Thread exported to Bhutan, 1,096 maunda 
Thread woven in Assam. 2,234 maunda 

@ Rs. 240 pel ID&und = (5.36,OOO) 
Value of cloth woven . 

TOTAL VALUB 

'. 1,08,000 , 

2,09,000 

-10,72,000 

13,89,000 

• 

6. A trial was made of eri silk at Cawnpore as it was thought" that it would 
afford a cottage industry for the wives and 
families of the mill workers. The worms 

were found to die every year in ~prit and the entomological section of the Agri
cultural Research Institute, Pusa, investigated this. Eri silk was taken up there 
and the cocoons sold in Calcutta. It was then decided to try using the cocoons 
and as the local method of spinning was poor, a new machine for spinning was 
invented. As yarn accumulated it was decided to try weaving and finally the 
whole series of operations was started. mtimately this led to a long senes of 
dyeing and weaving trials and the possibilities of the fibre were fully worked out; 
the Choi Silk 'Mills in Bombay took up the spinning of yarn from the cocoons, 
turning out very fine yarn of 160-2; 180-2,220-2 and 280-2 count. 

Eri outside Aas&m. 

An account of this was published and help was given to those wishing to 
start the industry, either for the production of cocoons or ef home spun and 
woven cloth. Eri silk is still produced, spun and woven at PU8a and -elsewhere 
in India: eri cocoons werll grown in practically all provinces of India where the 
climate allowed it: but the industry has not succeeded anywhere and it is now 
again almost confined to Assam. The reasons for failure were :-

(1) Seed Supply.--No part of India can keep eri going all the year: each 
has to start afresh every year at some time and wants then a new supply: in 
spite of the seed exchange arranged by Pusa, the seed supply failed. 

(2) Market.-N 0 fixed market exists for cocoons. The Choi !lfills bought lots 
of 100 lbs. and over but could not buy small lots all over India. Pusa could buy 

_ nothing except for its own use; and no organisation existed whi"h hR.tl t'.apital 
to buy cocoons in small lots and sell in large lots to the mills. 

(3} Disease.-Eri silk-wonns sufier from a disease due to bacteria. Up to 
now no method of dealing with it is known and 'Careless rearers lost their crop; 
as most Indian rearers are careless, the industry suffered heavily. Even at Pusa 
with very careful rearing the wonns died from disease at times. 

7. Eri silk was tried by a number of rearers in the Central Provinces who 
finally abandoned it chieHy owing ttJthe want of a seed supply in July when the 
climatic conditions become suitable. 

8. In Bombay Presidency, in 1909-10, many cultivators tried it and eventually 
abandoned it owing to disease and to the want of buyers for small lots of cocoon8. 
In the United Provinces, the biggest trial was that at Shahjahanpur made by 
Munshi Akhtar Mahommed Khan, who was put on special duty in 1911 and was 
allowed to demonstrate how to grow eri at a profit on a large scale. There was 
a total loss on the working in 1912 of Rs. 915; in 1913, the total expenditure on 
rearing was Rs. 2,790, the income Rs. 984; on weaving and spinning the expenditure 
was Rs. 1,772, the cloth sold and in hand Rs. l,80l. Cultivators working in 
connection with the farm produced 9 maunds of cocoons in three years. The 
fann is closed now and the experimep,t is Jiot re~arde4 as ~h9wiJlg anything definite. 



Other experimenta show that big rearings, in large houses, will never pay and 
the only possible way tD do it is as a cottage industry. 

9. Elsewhere many rearers took up eri silk culture and the Iesson.Ieamt was 
that without an organisation that will continually buy cocoons as produced, 
a!ld fin~lly sell ~ large Iota to the mills, nothing will be done. Such an organisa
tIOn eXlSta only m Assam where there are ~r dealers and the cocOOns come 
to the fairs held. at nxed places. A certain I number of rearers took up eri 
with a view to using the cocoons themselves and getting cloth made from the yarn 
spun by their women folk. This is in progress still in some parta of the country 
and is likely to continue unless.there is no source of fresh Geed supply. 

10. Eri as an industry was very carefully investigated and ita utilisation 
thoroughly studied. The Pusa spinning machine and the Coryton reversing 
machine are still used in India. The mill spun yam from Bombay is woven in 
Benares, Bhagalpur, etc., often to the desigas devised at Pusa, and dyed with the 
very fast dyes, whose use was developed there. Eri silk rearing and spinning can 
be learnt at Pusa now and the industry is carried on there. The whole method of 
working eri was shown at the Allahabad Exhibition and has since been shown at 
exhibitions, etc., but the industry has nowhere taken hold d~finitcly, for want of an 
organisation with capital to buy up cocoons. It will possibly be taken up even
tually as an adjunct to mulberry silk cultivation but this will only be if there is a 
proper seed supply from a station in the hills and if the disease can be controlled. 
Given these two, and some buying organisation, and the eri industry would 
succeed in many parts of India. 

11. There is a demand for en cocoons outaid'e India and there is a small export 
from Calcutta. This could be much larger if large quantities of cocoons could be 
got. Enquiries have been received at Pusa for quantities of 300,000 kilos and 
similar large amounta. Without large and constant supplies spinning machinery 
cannot work but no one in India can offer such large quantities and the demand 
from Europe cannot be met. The cocoons are in demand for spinning, and their 
white colour is an advantage. At the present time there is a small export but no 
eri is now spun in mills in India. 

12. The war has of course interfered with trade and it is uncertain whether the 
high prices that prevailed shortly before the war will be current again. The use 
of waste ailk of all sorts for spinning was increasing enormously in Europe, resulting 
in high prices for eri cocoons, but the future is wholly uncertain. 

13. Eri will persist as an industry in Assam and can always be revived again. 
It may be an adjunct to mulberry silk cultivation but probably not. If a seed 
supply can be found from a hill source and if prices rule high it may be worth trying 
the industry again ill places where it has now failed. 
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PART VL--SILB: PROCESSES. 

CHAPTER XVI. 

Reeling. 

The first process that takes place after the cocoon ia Bold is the \Inwintling~ 
of the cocoon. 'There lre three systems followed in India :-

(1) [ndian.-The cocoons ate placed in a pot of water, heated by fire, and 
the reeler has beside him a pot of cold water. The cocoons are beawn 
with a bundle of twigs, to remove the 11088, and after a little the enns 
of the fibre are found and some eight to 20 ends put together. The 
thread is put through a hole in an iron plate, and taken ul? throu*h 
a guide to the reel, passing through a guide on the .. oscilJatmg bar' ; 
·a second thread is passed the same way and crossed over the first 
th~d. The reel is turned by a small boy usually. 

The reeler's object here is quantity, not fineness, evenness or quality: the 
thread ia not examined but ia removed from the reel and dried: 
if the thread breaks it is joined but not knotted. 

Such is the reeling of Bengal and Mysore. It yields 14 or 15 chittacks of 
reeled silk per day. 

The reeling of Burma and Assam ia still simpler but essentially the same: 
it can scarcely be called reeling at all. 

(2) Chambon or Bengal FiUdure.-Here the essential differences are (I) 
steam heating of basins (2) porcelain buttons for the thread to pass 
through (3) a crossing of 20 or more turns of the two threads. Tho 
thread is also examined on the ,reel, the skeins are examined, the silk 
is tested for denier, for breaks and ia classed into qualities (see under 
Bengal page 17). It yields perhaps 8 or 9 chittacks per day. 

(3) Tavelette or Kashmir filature.-In thia system each thread is twisted 
round itself, twenty or more times by passing it over two pulleys 
after it has left the button. It yields 6 or 7 chittacks per day. . 

In all these systems, the-yield varies according to the worker. With Bengal 
cocoons, no reeler does more than two threads at once: with MY30re, some reelers 
do four threads. With Kashmir cocoons and the tavelette, boys are classed as 
2, 3, 4, 5 and even 6 ·skeiners: naturally thia depends very much on the quality of 
the cocoons and only the best cocoons can be used by 4, 5 or 6 skeiners. In all the 
above the winder or reel-turner is a separate person from the reeler; but there are 
systems in which the reeler turns the reel by a pedal. These are simply adapta
tions of one of the above systems whereby the reeler has mechanism to enable 
him to turn the reel. In European and in the new Kashmir filatures, the reels 
are turned by power and each reeler can disconnect hia own: at Bangalore and 
Ludhiana, the Salvation Army have all the reelB ~ed by a separate man or 
/woman, as there are only a few. Whether it ia an advantage or not to have the 
/reel turned by power or hand depends on circumstances: the winder learns his 

- work, can adjust his speed to suit the reeler, can knot breaks, examine the thread. 
He may be an old man or a child, unable to reel but quite able to wind. In Jammu 
as in Bengal, separate winders are employed. 

Re~eeling. 

2. After the silk is taken off the reel, and examined, it should be re-reeled. or 
could be re-reeled direct from the original reel : re-reeling is simply thia, that th' 
thread is run off from the original skein over a bar. to another reel: every break 
becomes obvious by the original reel stopping: by simple mechanical adjustments, 
the thread can be put under tension so that weak spots break, and so that joins 
can be knotted or the silk can be mechanically tested for thickness and the reel 
stopped at thick places: or the silk can be examined by the eye. The re-reeled 
silk should have no breaks, or defects: and selling it 88 such lessens the manu-



facture thereafter by one whole stage. Re-reeling i!l not practised in india and it 
is significant that the biggest filature in Bengal after erecting the machinery for 
Tavelette reeling and re-reeling, deliberately went back to the Chambon and po 
re-reeling. .. _ 

There has been a certain amount of inquiry into reeling and in 1906 N. G. 
Mukherji published" Suggestions on the Improvement of Silk Reeling in Bengal" : 
in 1914 a Bulletin on " How to Improve Silk Reeling in Bengal" by M. N. De was 
published from PUS&.: the Salvation Army produced and sell a reeling machine 
that uses the Tavelette system and only requires one person. The filatures in! 
Kashmir are organised on impl'Oved systems and the Department of Sericulture 
there have given great attention to the reeling question. It is unn~ry here 
to discUlll! the publications: no printed matter, in English or Bengali, has the 
smallest effect 80 far as the reeler is concerned. -As a record of experiments these 
bulletins are interesting reading to the expert but that is all. I have discussed the 
question of reeling for Mysore and Bengal in Chapters II and III. The question of 
reeling in Kashmir is thoroughly understood and it is significant to remember 
that they find cocoon-selling pays better than reeling. 1'he difficulty with reelingt 
will be the system to introduce if silk is grown in new areas where reeling is not 
known: and in this connection it is necessary to remember that good cocoons 
from univoltine seed ~ve a quality of silk that reels well at low denier but for which 
demand is uncertain III India at present and that multivol1;ine cocoons reel well on 
a simple system giving klli/J/II{J'N silk for which there is a demand in India. 
The reeling system adopted must be suited to the class of cocoon. 

I do not think that any improvements in reeling will atiect the industry except J. 
in Burma: the problem is the same everywhere and the methods, have been so 
thoroughly worked out that India will not be likely to improve them: but whether 
these improved systems are to be adopted and which of them, is a matter purely 
of local conditiollS. Bengal and Mysare would both sell more silk if they re-reeled:\ 
whether they would get an improved price sufficient to compensate them is pro
bably a matter for organisation, which does not at present exist. If there were to 
be a greatly increased supply of cocoons in India, this question would become 
important locally. .-

The most important point in connection with reeling and re-reeling is the- . 
formation of model reeling sheds, which will be economical and yet not require too 
much capital expenditure. Re-reeling shoUld be more general, even of:::R~:ed 
silk, and there is scope for the small factory with say 10 machines for re- - all 
the silk used locally and for doing economIcally what has to be done slowJy by 
each perSon separately a skein at a time. 'l'his is referred to below. The same 
applies to reeling: there is scope in Mysore and Bengal for small reeling houses, 
employing say 20 reelers, worked economically and turning out good silk for the 
Indian demand. The details of these have to be worked out and this is badly 
needed. 

Winding 00 and Sorting. 
3. The first process in the utilisation of raw silk is the windinJr oti or sorting. 

The skein of silk is opened out and placed on a swift free to revolve: the details 
of this vary: in the Punjab the skein is placed over two reels, one on the floor, 
one overhead: in Western India the skein is placed over three or four upright rods 
a'bd the thread passes through a glass bangle hung overhead and back to the winder. 
The silk is run off on to small hand reels, usually made of bamboo, which are held 
in one hand and twisted by the stalk : the Burmese hand reel is a very neat one 
and is used in all the processes there: it is revolved by a wheel and belt and works 
very repidly. In winding off Chinese silk, the thread is sorted into qualities by 
feel: there are usually four qualities, of which the worst is used. for embroidery 
or sold as ,u winding waste," the finest is twisted for warp, the second used for 
weft. In estimating the comparative value of qualities of silk, it is necessary to 
take into acoount what pro{lortion is tit for use : Chinese silk at Rs. 14 a seer is not 
80 good as Bengal filature silk at Rs. 18 because of the waste in the former, (See 
under Chapter XXVII.) 

Twisting. 

4. After sorting, the silk is usually twisted if for warp. The best warp is made 
__ by putting twist into single threads at ~y six turns to the inch from right to left 



and then twisting two or more threads together with the llame amount of twist 
from left to right. This is by no means always done: much warp is ~mply thread 
tw..iBted once. ~ 

In the best method the following five processes are done: the silk is wound 
on to reeds or smsll bobbins: these are placed on the twisting machine and each 
revolved while the thread is slowly run off on to a large reel: if for instance the 
reel has a circumference of 30 inches and the reeds revolve 180 times to one revolu
tion of the reel, the twist is 6 to one inch. The silk is run off the big reel on to 
reeds, two threads at a time side by side: these are placed again on the machine 
and twisted in pairs the reverse way: the thread is again run off the big reel on to 
small ~ls,for warping. ' 

The machines used for twisting vary in detail: the simplest is a plain spinning , 
wheel In which a big wheel with a belt turns a spindle on which the reed is placed: 
the silk is drawn oft sl,?wly on to the axle of the wheel: if the diameter of the axle 
is six inches, of the spindle one inch, of the big wheel thirty six, the twist will be 
six to the inch. If instead, you place a number of spindles between two sloping 
uprights and drive them by a number of thread belts from one big wheel, you can 
twist many threads at once : and if from the axle of the big wheel you drive a large 
receiving reel slowly and reel the threads on it, the twisted threads can be reeled 
off at one time. ~l'his is the system of Nagpur, Belgaum, Poona, etc. : it varies 
only in detail. In the Punjab it is perfected: a single big wheel drives a number 
of spindles by a single belt passing successively rOuild opposite sides of them: 
and the silk is received on baby reels each turned by another single belt driven off 

.. the axle. It is a very great improvement on the Nagpur system. The best Burma 
../ , machine is pedal driven, and has an oscillating bar to lay the silk criss-cross on the 

big reel. In Kumbakonam the receiving reel is vertical and is made to move up 
and down so that the thread is laid criss-cross on the reel, thereby avoiding the 
next stage of criss-cross reeling off. 

The Surat machine is still more perfect and is a hand-machine perfected from 
the power machine: the spindles are vertical and each separately belt driven from 

" a drum: the silk is received on baby reels at the top. 'this is the most mechani- , 
cally perfect machine. In all these the silk is received on reels and must be again ' 
wound off 011 bobbins for the next twisting. 

A ~chine was made in 1910 to my design which twisted each thread singly 
and in the same operation twisted them in pairs the opposite way: it has never 
been developed and its usefulness is uncertain: but it did in one operation what 
now requires five. 

Another process is in use in Benares, Bengal and Assam: the twister erects 
two vertical bamboos 6 feet apart and across them two horizontal sli~ at say 7 and 
6 feet from the ground: a number of these are erected down a straIght stretch of 
road for say 60 yards. The rectangle formed by the four is divided into 10 com
partments with vertical slips of bamboo. The threads are then passed down No. 1, 
3, 5, 7, 9 compartments from'one end to the other and back along No.2, 4, 6, 8, 
10 : the thread is broken so that each pair of ends hangs say one foot from the 
ground and the ends have attached to them little reed spindles weighted. The 
weighted spindles are then kept spinning till the twist of the thread has raised each 
spindle about 3 feet: a fresh thread is th~n joined to the end in No.1 snd the eid 
in No.2 is joined to the thread on a reel and is run off, l'ulling in the fresh thread 
to No.1; when the knot is reached in No.2, the thread 18 broken and the spindles 
put on the new thread: so for all the threads, which are separately wound off after 
twisting. This is a very clumsy, laborious and tedious method, and almost any 
mechanical system is better. . 

I cannot pretend to give clear descriptions without pictures or to expect the 
reader to be able to follow: the point is that there are at least five machine systelUS 

. of varying complexity and one primitive one : and that a ;promising improvement 
waits development. There is no single process in which lInprovement will be 80 
;valuable or so labour-saving as in twisting: but the introduction of better methods 
lwithout an increased demand for twisted silk for weaving would simply throw a 
:number of people out of work without any real advantage. But where there is 
increased weaving and labour saving is a gain, there the introduction of better_ 
methods will be a benefit 
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Cross reeling is done from the skein, usually by winding the jlilk oft the receiving 
·reel over t:W& upright pegs: in Madura there is a very neat Jittlecross-reeling 
machine which lays the t~read ~t?88-cross on a re~: this machine is descrj>ed 
1Ulder Madras. Cross reeling facilitates later operatIons. . 

W~ft preparation . 

. ,6. As a rule weft is not twisted to the sa.me extent a.s warp, as the weft is in~nd
ed to cover the warp and a looser thread is needed. Weft is commonly prepared v
by running off two or three threads side by side on the shuttle-reed by means of a 
wheel and this is used as it is. 'the improved method of loosely winding one thread 
round three or more parallel ones, is unknown in India and would...be a useful 
introduction. The Indian weaver does not as a rule know how to make the most 
of his material through ignorance of these methods and some classes of fabric 
are at present beyond his scope on that ·account. 

Boil>ing oU. 
6. After twisting, the silk is boiled oft, usually with soap of an inferior kind or 

with plant ashes. The process is done quite simply in a pot over a fire and the 
finishing is estimated by rule of thumb usually. It is doubtful,if any improvement 
can be efiected except perhaps in the supply of better soap: the dyer is usually 
careful with the water, choosing the best he can get: clean rain water is the best 
as the purity of the water as regards lime is very important. 

Dyeing. 
7. The question of dyeing is a very important one in the silk industry, since the 

best fabrics are made very largely of dyed yarn and there is a far smaller proportion 
of undyed cloth prepared than in cotton for instance. Many branches of silk 
weaving are now feeling the shortage of dyes acutely and it is not possible to re
place artificial dyes at short notice. This is a matter that need not be too closely 
considered since this inquiry is not directed to determining the effects of the war 
but to the general question of silk. ' 

In the d"eing problem, there are two separate questions, the use of good, 
.. indigenous ' or plant dyes, including imported cochineal: the use of aniline, 
a1u:arine and other dyes, distinguishing fugitive from fast ones. 

The use of indigenous dyes has decreased very much during the last twenty 
years, chiefly owing to the introduction of aniline dyes by German firms. Certain 
centres were famous for dyeing, such as Amritsar, Benares, Belgaum, Nagpur: 
in Madras dyeing is-done at most weaving centres, as it is in most provinces. 
Cochineal. with or without kamela, indigo, lac-dye. madder, kusum, sspan wood, 
jackwood, and turmeric are used for colours, and cutch or myrobalans with iron 
for black. Cochineal and kamela are the commonest since this gives a very fast 
red for turbans and other fabrics exposed to light. At the present time, it is 
difficult to find people who know how to get good shades with any colour but red or 
blue, except where. dyeing persists among hill tribes as in Assam and Burma: 
and it is as a rule not easy to obtain any but light shades with most of the indi
genous dyes. If the use of plant dyes was to return, there would be difficulty in 
obtaining supplies of the materials: in Madras, Turkey red (madder) dyeing is 
practised on cotton and the question of indigenous dyes is being investigated ; 
now if ever is the moment to re-establish the use of the best indigenous dyes but 
. it is impossible to believe that their use will remain. Their range is limited, their 
use difficult. their supply difficult to organi,lle. ,. 

Aniline dyes were widely used in India and the German firms had a large 
organisation for selling them: one company maintained a laboratory at Bombay 
and dyers 'could get advice. sample cards, etc., freely. As a rule, fugitive basic 
dyes were used for silk, since they were simple and 'very cheap. This question 
has been investigated at Pusa very carefully and the result of much trial there is 
that the best method is to use mordanted alizarin dyes, using alizarin in the wide 
sense to include ooerulein, gallein, etc. Good results can be got also with a care
fully selected range of acid dyes, which are as simple to use as basic dyes but which 
~uire theouse of acids not usually available to the dyer. 

'f' .• 
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If conditions were normal, I would endeavour to get the faster acid dyes used 
in place of basic ones. and to introduce alizarine at dyeing centres where there 
w<;e professional dyers likely to adopt it if properly taught. The Bhagalpur and 
Benares weaving masters and dealers were much interested in the Puaa dyed 
silks: the Amritaar dyers, for wool as for cotton, are much concerned at ;present 
in the question of fast dyes : o~ to the shortage of anilines, an attempt IS being 
made to find dyers and raw matenals for the use of indigenous dyes but it will be 
a difficult matter. 

The question of silk dyes is actually a smaller one probably than the dyeing 
of cotton, and the matter will presumably settle itself by the supply of dyes from 
Japan, America or elsewhere. If alizarines became available, I would endeavour 
to get thei1' use more general lor all yarns in which fastness is essential. This 
question cannot be settled without further inquiry: it is one which should engage 
the attention of a silk institute if such is created and with real technical advice 
from such a eent~ the matter could be solved. 

Winding of}. 

s. After dyeing, the skeins are dried, spread out on a swift and wound 011 on 
small reels for warping or on reeds for the shuttle. The efficiency of the metliods 
used varies very much and the rapidity with which it can be done say in Bengal 
and Burma differs over wide limits. It is in these details that the Indian crafts
man is so slack as compared with his fellow worker elsewhere: the Indian oharkha 
is. a poor clmnsy tool beside the neat English or Burmese wheel and it will pay 
to introduce better methods where increased demand is stimulating labour
saving devices. 

At various stages in its progress, thread has to be run oti on to reeds or bob
bins, either for twisting, warping or the shuttle and this process is very variouijly 
etiected. Only in Burma is the compound winder in use: in this the big wheel 
turns by a belt an axle on which is another wheel which drives the spinille by 
another belt: whereas one turn of the simple wheel will give say 50 turns of the 
spindle, one turn of the compound will give say 50X 10 turns of the spindle. In 
these little details - the efficiency of the weaver is shown and generally speaking 
there is scope for much inlprovement in India in this way. 

Warping. 

9. The simplest system of warping is to erect posts in a row, to the length of the 
required warp, and to wind oti two threads at a time one on each side, crossing 
at the posts so as to give the leases; a warp 50 yards long of 400 threads means 
walking say 6 miles in an but it requirtl§.little intelligence and occupies time. The 
next improvement -is to place the posts in a rectangle and save the walking: the 
next is to carry a frame on which are several or many bobbins of yarn and to lay 
out several threads at once; the next is to fix-a creel of bobbins, to take threads 
from them in a hand frame and to lay the warp round a series of pegs on a board. 
From this it is not a long way to the revolving warping mill on which the warp 
threads are laid in a spiral on a revolving vertical frame: and one ends with the 
horizontal revolving frame on which the warp is laid out in a spiral and cut in 
sections. . 

All of these systefils obtain in India, some indigenons, BOme introduced from 
mill practice, BOme introduced by textile expertS. Which is the best depends 
upon the fabric, the loom, the thread, the length of warp and the weaver'. circum
stances. There is an increasing use of prepared warps of spun silk inlported from 
Japan. Warping is a process in which the weaver's peculisrities have to be con
sidered and in which the worker himself is more to be consulted than in other 
processes. No very-great improvement is to be effected in warping probably: 
the simple method of the single weaver suits his circumstances while the hand-loom 
factory needs a quick labour-saving one. 

At the same time, where co-operation is inttoduced among weavers, it will 
pay to adopt mill warping as a special process, as in Burma : the practice whereby 
each weaving family does its own warping ill not a cheap one but suits where work 
is slack: if by organisation and advertisement a demand can be created and busi
ness increased, then better warping methods will be needed. 
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Weavifl!1. 

10. The Indian loom is a simple llfiair, consisting of a plain wood sJay holding' 
a bamboo reed, two shafts with heaIds knitted round the warp threads, a simple 
beam for taking up, held in position by a cross bar and anoth~ for the warp, which 
can be let out by a cord fixed at the weaver's side, and a pair of pedals usually 
placed in a hole in the grolll)d, the weaver sitting on the ground. In Assam the 
100m is carried about and hung from four up-right bamboos: in Burma it is a 
frame loom and the warp comes back to the top of the frame over the weaver's 
head so that tension is easily ftgulated. 

An improvement is the fiy-shuttle slay in which the shuttle is thrown by a 
, . cord attached to a picker: the weaving of widths of over forty inches is then easy. 
- Another improvement is the automatic bl'ating slay in which the shuttle is thrown 

by the simple beating motion of the slay: in Assam, fiy.:-shuttle slays and brass 
reeds have been introduced: in Burma the automatic beating slay is popular and 
the fiy-shuttle loom of no account. Better made healds have been introduced 
in some cases and metal reeds are an advantage. There are then the automatic 
looms worked by pedals: the Hattersley loom is one, the Japanese another, the 
Churchill loom another: the last is an extremely remarkable invention and it is 
a great pity its development has been checked by the war. 

It iIf a far cry from the simple village loom to the Hattersley automatic loom 
and the usefulness of one is quite distinct from that of the other. From the simple 
tv.. shaft loom in which only plain cloth can be woven, we come to the four shaft 
loom capable of doing twills and simple patterns: from this one development has 
proceeded, as in Burma, to eight and twelve shaft looms, giving a great variety of 
designs by simple adjustment of the pedals and shafts: a rather similar loom, 
,,\,ith the shafts only controlling the border healds and worked by hand is typical 

. of Orissa and Ganjam : another development has proceeded in the direction of the 
automatio Dobbie loom with its mechanical production of pattern, or of the Dobbie 
border attachment solely for tlle production of quite simple patterns in silk borders 
on silk or cotton cloths. The last development is the hand Jacquard loom, in 
which figured designs are woven by a mechanical selection of healds controlled 
by cards stamped out for each design: given the Jacquard attachment and the 
cards practically any design can be woven by hand. The most complex form of 
Indian weaving was the " kamkhwab "loom, in which every pair of healds was 
connected separately to threads from above and in which every possible successive 
combination of threads coUld be got by loops enclosing a particular selection of 
heald threads: each successive loop pulled a different set of healde up; and by 
pulling the whole series of loops in succession, the pattem WItS worked out and 
was reversed in complement by reversing the series and working back again. 
Combining this with double and treble warps, with border warps and loops, with 
ornamentation put in with small embroidery shuttles separately, you get the 
beautiful and elaborate kamkhwabs of BenaJ'es and .Burat. 

In this weaving as.in the Jacquard, all depends on the loop setting or card 
. setting: but the most elaborate and beautiful designs are possible on this system. 
Separate weaving systems exist in Burma and Kashmir, where all the weft is put 
in by small shuttles, giving thus what is praotically a carpet or tapestry design : 
this admits of any complication of pattern within the mental grasp of the weaver 
and t.he Burma A.ckeih used up to 250 distinct shuttles in 22 inches of warp. 

In the two matters of the design of loom and of method of forming designs on 
patt~rns with thread selecting mechanisms, there is clearly scope for improvement 
and a gi'eat deal has been done in different areas of Indis, notably in Madras. There 
is still much scope not only for experimental improvement but for teaching im
proved methods m areas where the weaver still'practises a slow method. The 
four most notable lines of improvement lie in the development of the eight shaft 
loom, the Dobbie, the hand-Jacquard, and the Churchill mechanical loom. The' 
simplest development is the use of the fly·shuttle loom. For every class of fabric 
there is the appropriate loom and the possibilities of each need to be worked out: 
there are looms, not referred to above, which need testing: and a promising mecha
nicalloom such as that of r.lr. Churchill should be developed -,viti! funds from the 
Department if it ollers promise of 8\lc.cessful deveIo~ment, 
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Fabria. 

11. Over a great part of India no other weaving but plain weaving is done on 
a two shaft loom: pattern can be effected only by the use of coloured warp threads 

-and weft threads, as in the Burma checks, etc. In some parts, twill weaving on 
four shaft looms is known and the variations possible on four shafts are woven. 
A development in some places is the border Dobbi4! attachment which is probably 
copied from mill practice: in a very few instances a Dobbie attachmE'nt for the 
body is used or a similar result is arrived at by means ofheald combinations brought 
into use by cords which the weaver pulls and fixes with a wedge or a ring. Beyond 
this is the brocade loom worked by the loop·puller or draw-boy, which gives any 
combination it is set to, as th~ Jacquard does. 

In this series, wh'ch almost covers all the modifications found in India, ther,,
has been no development of the many-shaft loom or the loom with the double 
harness, giving pattern effects simply on the combinations of pedals and shafts : 
nor has there been any development in the satin and damask direction .except 
the plain satins woven at Azamgarh, Ayyampet, Surst and Benares. 

Pattern and colour effects are got by other methods: one is the dyeing of 
warps tied every inch or so, and arranging the warps in pattern: another is the 
tieing and dyeing of the actual fabric: a third is printing (In the fubric : a fourth 
is embroidering on the fabric. -

Finishi1lf} . 

12: When a fabric is woven, it is taken off the loom, folded and sold. In 'the 
mills it is examined, loose threads picked, knots taken out, dirty spots cleaned; 
the fabric is calendered between hot rollers, and is pressed between smooth sheets 
of card-board. It is then folded carefully, packed in a card-board box and is 
sold. In this case it looks clean, polished and well put up: its appearance is 
attractive .and the best has been made of it. 

This is one of the great faults of Indian weaving as a whole and there is Ecope 

I for really good finishing processes: the best way to secure good finishing will be 
through co-operative societies or through small finishing factories capable of 

, dealing with the whole output of a weaving centre or group of villages. This is 
referred to in Chapter XXVII under industrial development: it is one of the most 
important points on which investigation is required: in Burma finishing is properly 
done at Rangoon and Mandalay: it should be more general and in any orgam
sation of weaving the question of co-operative finislting establishments will be 
very important. 

Fratul in Weavi1lf}. 

13. There are two forms of fraud practised: in one the dents in the reed are 
closer at the margin, so that the cloth feels more compact when the edge is tested 
by the buyer or more threads are put in the dents at the edge than in the middle; 
in the other the number of picks to the inch in weaving is greater at the ends, 
giving a cloth which looks compact but is really not so. Both frauds are as 
undesirable as is the adulteration of silk with mercerised cotton: the former is 
deliberately secured by using a special reed: the latter is done for each individual 
piece by the weaver beating up more closely at the ends and putting in more 
threads to the inch. 

Gold Thread. 

14. In much of the best weaving, gold or silver thread. is used and this is either 
imported ready for use or is made. In the latter case, the process is shortly as 
follows: a bar of silver is coated heavily with gold leaf and the leaf fixed on by 
hammering: it is then drawn through holes in steel plates, at first by means of a 
winch: each hole is a trace smaller than the last: at each drawing the bar elongates: 
always the gold overlays the silver: a bar an inch across becomes hundreds of feet 
of fine thread wound on spools: when it is fine enough, the thread is passed bet
ween fine steel rollers and becomes fiat. It is then wound spirally round a thick 
orange thread of Chinese silk; the silk thread is drawD through the axis of a steel 

I flyer and the flat thread laid. on it so as to cover it. This. is a separate branch 
• of the industry and it uses very neat and efficient methods and Ina;;hinery. 
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H~ OM M~ Industries. 
is. An account of the embroidery ind1ll!try in Kashmir will be found under that 

State and no enquiry has been made into it elsewhere: it is an industry that occurs 
in the Punjab and the North-West Frontier, in Gilgit and Bokhara. The silk 
nsed is very coarse raw silk which yielda a very thick flossy thread: there is a de
mand for silk embroidered goods in India and mneh is sold in shops and bazaars, 
by travelling box·wallahs. Other minor industries employing silk are those COD

nected with the making of silk hnqa-tnbes, of buttons, of silk braid and plaited 
fringes, of silk armleta and OlD8ments: these minor indWltries exist widely in 
North India, on a small seale, occnpying the attention of women ebiefly as a minor 
ocenpation. No figures are available of the numbers engaged or of the amount of 
silk used: they are probably inconsiderable. 

Organi8alion. 

16. Weaving in India is run on four systems, eaeh with its own character
istics :-

(1) The single weaver or family who sells his product locally to a dealer. 
(2) Master-weavers who employ weavers in their own houses but who 

advance materials. pay wages and sell the product. 
(3) Hand·loom factories, in which the owner erects the buildings, buys 

machinety and pays wages for labour solely. 
(4) Mills, employing power, and paying wages to weavers. To this mWlt 

be added . 
(S) The Co-operative Credit Society of weavers. 

17. The single weaver or family is probably the commonest unit in India, espe
cially where the industry is not highly qrganised and does not occupy a large number 
of people in a town : most of the tasar weaving appears to be done in this way and 
it is the usual system in Burma. It grades into the system where a master· weaver 
or dealer employs the weavers, giving them the dyed thread and paying for the 
actual weaving: this is to be seen in Benares, Nagpur, Surat, Murshidabad, and 
other large centres: it is apt to lead to much sweating, to a system of slavery of 
the actual worker to the benefit of the employer: where the system exists, this 
point deserves further investigation wJrich is not always easy to make as an out
sider can learn little of relations between employer and employed. Hand·loom 
factories exist, where the vanoUl! operations are done in one place and the weavers 
work in 8. building, being paid wages or by piece work. The drawback to them 
is that the weaver has to leave his house and work for stated hours at a factory: 
one advantag& lies in the economy possible in minor processes, such as twisting, 
filling, dyeing, etc. : another lies in the employer's command of resources, enabling 
him to make what is in demand: whether they succeed or not depends very much 
on the people themselves: what succeeds in Madras fails in Bihar and on the whole 
it is not certain as yet that the hand·loom factoty is to be encouraged. ' 

18. Mills exist at Calcutta (1) and Bombay (2) where silk is woven on power 
looms: there was one working at'l'oona but it is closed. The.!.riff Silk Mill at 
Calcutta was established to weave Bengal silk with power looms and has been in 
working for over 30 years. It is equipped with winding, twisting, warping and 
weaving machinery, with a dye house and with finishing plant. It used also to 
print designs in up to 12 colours on silk cloth. Its present activities are hampered 
by want of dyes and it weaves chiefly for the local market. The Sassoon Alliance 
and the Choi Silk Mills in Bombay weave on Jaequard looma, for the Indian market 
now, formerly for the Burma market chiefly. They are equipped with machinery 
for winding, twisting, doubling, dyeing, warp~, weaving, finishing: they both 
spin waste silk into yam, which they use in their weaving with raw silk. Both 
have suilered in competition with Japan in the Burma market and they have 
little trade in Burma at present. An inquiry into the circumstances of these 
mills has not been made as the enquiry into the Japanese weaving indWltry was 
not possible: the point to determine is why the Japanese product haS cut out the 
Indian mill product in Burma and India and this cannot be determined in India. 
If the Indian silk mill is to be a feature of development of the iDdustry, then this 
iDquiry should be made: but the present circumstances of the mill development 
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do not calI for any special investigation at the moment. The mills have a iarge 
field if they can work it: they have the proper e<J.uipment and techuical know
ledge: and it is not possible for me to discuss their condition or their prospects. 

On general grounds of social economy, hygiene and the like, I am not in favour 
of any mill development as a solution of the problem: the weaving indWltry _!Ill! 
to me to be eminently suited to the Indian craftsman working in his own village 
if his circUllllltanceB can be bettered: and if I am correctly informed the BucceBB \ 
achieved by Japan has been due largely to a splendid orgamsation of cottage weav
ing centred round factories which only collect and ' finish ' the fabrics. Whether 
we achieve a similar result by the individual weaver, t:Jte group of weavers or the 
hand loom factory is a matter of local circUllllltances purely: but it cannot ordi
narily be by any development of mills. 

19. The Co-operative Credit Society is probably the best solution and the 
development of wea~ on this system urgently requires organising. An account 
of the Conjeeveram SOCIety will be found nnder Madras in Volume 11 and a short 
statement of the Amarapura system under Burma on page 147 of this volume: 
the applications of co-operative credit to all branches of the weaving industry 
could be very extensive and though my practical knowledge of the 8ubject is very 
small, I am convinced that a great deal can be done on these lines. Want of 
available technical advice limits the development at present but once this is 
available, there should he a notahle development: through the societies the 
weavers could be informed of new demands, of new methods, of cheap raw 
materials: through them, special fabrics could be made to test new markets: 
and any attempt at the indWltrial developlPent sketched in Chapter XXVII 
mWlt clearly depend much on the develoJlment of Co-operative Credit Societies. 
lt is not always easy to develop such SOCIeties or to conduct them satisfactorily: 
in some parts of India it is almost impossible to get the weavers to combine 
or to work together: they have been slaves of the dealer so long that they 
cannot work on their own account or understand how to work together: it will be 
as difficult to organise combination among these people as it is to induce them to 
nse a new method: and it will be very slow work developing in this way. 

It is'the root of the whole matter if the weaver's condition is to be bettered ; 
if I am correctly informed the organisation of the cottage weaver is the secret I 
of the success of Japan: and Unl688 it can be done in India it will be wholly im- i 
possible to improve the indWltry or to enahle it to compete succeBBfully with the 
Japanese product. 
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PART VlL-THE SILK DIDUSTRY. 

Introd1.wlmy.-In this section, the industry is very shortly discussed for each 
large administrative area and the main features of the weaving are summarised. 
The intention is not to minutely describe the industry but to discuss the technical 
methods, the fabrics, the features of the industry and ·the prospects of its 
extension. As this is the only section in which administrative areas are dealt 
with, the prospects of silk gro\iing are also summarised. 

CHAPTER XVII.-BVRMA. 

Burma.-The following summary of localities is prepared from Hardiman
Silk in Bum:uL, (1901); E. L._u Capital" 13th November 1913 and Imperial and 
District Gazetteers of Burma ;-

Rangoon.-. There was weaving in Hanthawaddy district prior to 1891, which 
appears now to have ceased; the number of weavers reported in 1889 was 2,882, 
in the 1891 Census 359, in the 1911 Census was 17. 

PrOf1Ul.-At Shwedaung and Kyithe specially, silk is woven, from silk de
rived from Paukkaung, Tllungoo aAd Thayetmyo or imported, and the cloth is sold 
in Burma by traders. The report of 1899 refers to the want of prosperity of the 
industry. 

Rtnzada.-The District Gazetteer of 1915 refers to weaving at Henzada 
and Kyangin, with silk from Prome and Tharrawaddy, the cloth sold to Rangoon 
and Mandalay. 

Tavoy.-There is much weaving with imported silk. The 1,107 weavers 
returned in 1891 are 1,282 in 1901 ; the Gazetteer gives the following figure.q;

A viss of silk costs &S. 24, spinning costs Rs. 3-12-0, dyeing Rs. 4-4-0, weaving 
Rs. 5-0-0, totalling Rs. 37, and the produce is four longyis worth Rs. 40. 

Tqungoo.-The Gazetteer refers to silk weaving as a declining industry. There 
were 327 silk spinners and weavers in 1901, 39 in 1911. Weaving is still carried 
on as a house-hold industry. 

Mandalay.-Amarapura ia the largest weaving centre in Burma, using over 
half the silk imported. 

Patheingyi also is a centre. 
The 1899 report refers to the increase of the industry. 
In 1826, Mr. H. Gouger resident as a merchant, estimated the Chinese import 

of silk at 27,000 bundles worth each 30 ticals: (Embassy to Court of Ava, J. Craw
ford, published 1834). 

Sagaing.-Weaving in elaborate patterns with imported or Burmese silk. 
The 1899 report gives the price of imported silk as &S. 9-5 per lb. of Burmese as 
&S. 7-3 per lb. 

Kyaukse.-In 1899, 569 people were weavers of silk but the number was 
referred to as a large decrease. 

Skweho.-Weaving was done at Shwebo town, Chiba and Seitkun. "The 
. profit, nine or ten rupees per year per worker, would not seem to encourage a 

feverish development ~f the industry." (1899 report). 
Lower Chiradwin.-At Kothan an industry developed between 1887 and 

1899 but was apparently declining as fashion changed. 
Pakokku.-It is referred to in 1899 as not having any industry: but the Gazet

teer refers to the Gangaw subdivision where the famous Yaw waist cloths were 
produced. The writer in " Capital" refers to the workers as Taungthas and Chins. 

ThaUm.-A special quality of cloth is woven in Thaton for pasos and longyis. 
JIagu.>e.-There were 50 or 60 looms in Taungdwingyi but in 1899 only 20. 
l·ameihin.-There was a little weaving formerly. 



U ppet' Chindwin.-In Kabaw, there is a very limited amount of silk weaving 
for home use. 

Thayetmyo.-Tan~-hinaw and a few villages wove silk. 
Sandoway.-Silk weaving is reported from villa~, for locallllle. The cloth 

made in Sandoway is reported to sell for its weight m silver. 
S. Shan Swtes.-In Yawng Hwe States, there is weaving, and the dyeing is 

reported to be particularly good. 
Akyah.-The Arakanese weave silk with thin cotton or plUe 88 a home oc

cupation for their wear. 
Palrokku.-There is at present an industry in Pakokku town and neighbouring 

villages: the weavers are women, who weave on two and four shaft looms, with 
silk or silk and cotton, for employers: the looms are of the usual simple type 
and the warps used are some 20 yards long. Twisted China silk is obtained from 
Mandalay: for raw silk untwisted Rs. 23 per visa is paid, for the same slightly 
twisted Rs. 27. The silk is boiled oti and dyed and then given to the women, 
who warp it and weave it : four threads are laid together for the weft, wound 011 
from reels by a spinning wheel. The patterns are of the usual check type, done 
with alternating colours, or of a better check done with four shafts. A weaver 
makes about a yard a day and earns about Rs. 7 to Rs. 10 a month: three workers 
together earn Rs. 20 to 25 as the payment for the cloth woven has to cover filling 
spoolS and warping. . 

The industry in Pakokku town is there said,to be increasing: formerly cotton 
was woven: the recent fire destroyed many looms and assistance is given in pro
viding new ones from the relief fund. The e:Qlployers collect the cloths and sell 
them locally or supply traders who come in for them: they also buy all the yarn, 
boil it ofi, dye it and arrange for the pattern to be woven. The weavers are skil
ful and can do a number of patterns. The shortage of dyes, high price of silk 
and want of demand are causing difficulty but I could not find that there was any 
lessening of production. 

General. 

"2. As in Assam, there is a certain amount of weaving done as a spare-time 
occupation by women in their homes, the cloths being for home use or for local sale. 
In Toungoo such weaving is done, the return to the weaver being some six or eight 
rupees a month, she doing perhaps two feet of cloth a day. These persons are not 
returned in the census: they are members of cultivators' families and would be 
returned as such: they weave in slack times to earn a little extra and there is 
probably a large number of such weavers in Burma. They are not dependent 
on weaving, and cannot easily be reached or helped: nor do they need any help 
prob~bly and their home industry is not one which is muc~ allected by any de
pressIon. 

The bulk of the weaving is done by professional weavers (many women). 
whose main source of livelihood it is and who weave wholly for the local market. 
So far as can be seen they are well-to-do and the increasing im'ports of raw silk 
point to increased demand for Burma silks: the pessimistic VIeWS of Mr. Har
diman have not been realised: the Burmese weaver is doing fairly well, there is 
a steady demand for hiS products and the weaving industry is on the whole Hour
ishing; but I think it is clear that the industry has declined in the outlying areas 
and increased in places like Amarapura, Sagaing, Prome: the small communities 
of weavers in scattered places are no longer weavers: if they are. they weave for 
home use and pot for the markets and something must be attributed to the general 
increase of prosperity in the country as a whole. . With the increase in the import 
of raw silk has gone an increase in the import of piece goods. Burma is buying 
more silk, whether its own fabrics or imported ones: and this is probably an index 
of increasing prosperity. Whether it is due to any internal conditions or to the in
crease in the money value of the rice crop I have no means of knowing: but what
ever it is, it is a definite process. 

It would be interesting to know what the fluctuations have been in the nature 
of the demand: the decline between 1890 and 1910 was ." many put down to the 
competition of cheaper showy goods: but the demand now is for good articles of 
good silk, which will last and wash well. This is the view of Mr. English, Registrar 
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of Co-operative Credit Societies, who has long experience of the industry in Burma. 
If the fashion has changed and if the day of the cheap showy silk is over, then the 
position of the Burman weaver may be a very sound dne if his originality is equal 
to competing with the Japan craftsman's skill. In Rangoon, Mandalay, Toungoo, 
Prome, etc., longyis of the full width of dyed Japanese and Chinese figured silks, 
in one colour, were selling lar~ely and were qwte new: the beautiful Ba~kok 
fabrics sell well and are not WIdely made in Burma: but l\landalay ]ongYls of 
full width of new designs in basket-pattern weaving were selling and these are 
in good demand. All these are good cloths but only one class out of these was 
produced in Burma. The new fllbrics are from abroad: and it is a question whether 
the fashion will go over to new fabrics not made on the 'hand loom or will remain 
with fabrics possible to the Burman weaver. Here again the utter lack of patri
otism in dealer and buyer is faWy apparent: the former must live of course and 
sell what he can : but the latter might well help his countrymen by buying Burma 
made goods. It is typical of India that wealthy Hindu dealers in Burma should 
send the cloths in demand to Japan as patterns for the Japanese to copy, getting 
thus a cheap article resembling the hand-loom fabric then in demand. This 
is the practice at the present time and the Japanese producer is naturally much 
helped by this assistance. . 

Organisation. 

3. Th.e industry in Burma is mainly in the hands of independent weavers, 
usually women, who either buy silk and weave for sale or who get silk and are paid 
for the weaving. At Amarapura, there was formerly a system almost of slavery, 
in which the weavers were so indebted to dealers that they worked for a starva
tion wage: but this has been altered by the Co-operative Credit development: 
doubtless there are still many employed on silk who are badly paid labourers and 
who are in the hands of em,Ployers to whom they are in debt: but on the whole the 
weaver is not in this condItion: at Shwedaung, Pakokku, Toungoo, the weavers 
seemed to be in good circwnstances and earning a proper wage. Many worked 
for employers but were paid reasona.ble wages and could earn from six to ten 
rupees per month. In the main the weaving in this province is a woman's employ
ment and they are not so wholly dependent upon it as are the weavers elsewhere. 
The remark in the Shwebo Gazetteer may be referred to above, and there is 
probably a large variety of condition among the weavers. 

Raw Material.· 

4. The silk used by the weaver is largely white or yellow China or Bangkok 
silk imported through Rangoon or from Yunnan via Bhamo: some of it is slightly 
twisted, suitable for warp, some untwisted and used for weft. The silk produced 
in Burma is used for local weaving in smaller centres where coarse longyis are 

. produced. The prices of imported silk are at present high, Rs. 18 to 25 for raw 
silk, Rs. 36 to 40 per viss for boiled silk: locally produced raw silk fetches Rs. 
15 to 16 per vias. The figures for import and export are discussed in Appendix: :;-CV. 
The silk imported is largely of very poor quality and is first sorted into grades, 
with a great deal of waste, especially in the Banskok qualities. Why. this poor 
grade of silk should be used is not clear: it is certainly not cheap when it has been 
sorted and while it is good for coarse longyis it is not good for anything else. 

MetMds. 

5. The industry has been dealt with in Hardiman's volume and illustrations of 
the methods used in Amarapura will be found in Shroff's article in the Agricultural 
Journal of India, volume IX, p. 254 (1914). The silk when received is opened out 
and the skeins joined: it is t.hen run off on to small reels and sorted into fOUI quali
ties: the medium even silk is used for warp, the very thin or thick for weft, the 
very thick rejected. The little reels used are well made and polished: in Shwe
daung a particularl~ large pattern is used and the sorting is done very well and 
quickly. If local silk is used the warp thread is twisted, the machine used being 
a modification of the Nagpur and Bombay one: the silk is run off on to reeds 
by a very well made compound spinning wheel: the reeds are placed on spindles 
which are twisted by thread belts from a single large wheel: the thread from 
each reed passes through .. loop in a ~ fixed OJI. a board and then to aJl.other 
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loop on the frame and 80 up to a large reel : the reel is turned by Ii. belt from & 

small pulley on the axle of the driving wheel and 80 the proper relation in speed 
is obtained. 

The illustration in the Agricultural 10urnal explains the machine. It is a 
very neat machine and works up to sixteen threads: a larger machine is uRed 
in Shwedaung which is worked by a pedal, and in which the thread is laid on 
reela criss-cross (compare Madras), with a very neat cam driven by a bclt from a 
wheel: this is a very effective machine and is well constructed. In some Cllses, a 
neater machine still is used for two threads: in this case the twisted thread is re
ceived on the shaft of the driving wheel and there is no slow-turning reel: the 
simplicity of this is admirable and it is well suited to the household where only a 
little weaving is done. ~ 

. The silk is then boiled off in soap and washta: the washed silk is dyed with 
aniline dye and run off on to reeds fOl: warping or for the shuttle. The dyes for
merly used were lac, saffron. safflower, indigo, anatto and jackwood: cutch 
was used for black: the use of cochineal seems to be unknown and the bright reds 
were obtained from lac and anatto combined. Before warping the thread is stretch
ed between posts and is sized and polished with rice-glue. Warping is done 
in several ways, the most interesting being the use of the revolving warp frame 
such as is used in mills. Warping on the mill is done by women, who are paid 
four annas per warp and usually do two per day. But it is also done on a rec
tangle of up-right sticks as in India. The healds are knitted on the warp threads 
by special workers usually women. The 100m is an upright frame loom, with 
two shafts, the reed of bamboo slips, the warp carried over the beam and over 
the top back to the weaver where it is stretched to the frame by cords: the cloth 
is taken up by hand in the usual way. Most weaving is done 22 inches wide;md the 
longyi is of two pieces sewn together lengthways and it would be an advantage if it 
were woven the full width. The fabric is then washed and sold: finishing is crude 
in the extreme except in Rangoon itself and there is scope for better methods. 
The three noticeable points in the methods are the very neat polished reels URed 
for handling the silk; (equivalent to the latai of India), the neat twisting machine 
and the very excellent warping method. The Burmese weaver is neater in hill 
methods, more careful and more efficient than the Indian craftsman a8 a whole. 
He is also interested in better methods and has experimented with Hattersley 
looms, Dobbie looms and eight sha,ft looms. There will be little difficulty in having 
improvements adopted. 

Fabrics. 

6. Two classes of fabric are made, tlie single whole garment such as the longyi, 
the piece for cutting. A longyi is one and three quarters of a yard or two yards 
long, of two pieces stitched together lengthwise, each 20 to 22 inches wide: a 
paso is double this length. Originally they were made in stripes, checks, and 
plain •. shot silk " with blending of colours for the checks, giving very beautiful 
colour effects. Figured effects Acheik were obtained by a more complicated 
weaving method, involving the use of man} small shuttles and giving real tarestry 
cloth: very complicated designs were worked out in this way, usually 0 such 
small conventional patterns as are easily worked in with a number of separate 
shuttles on a plain or striJ;>ed warp. A peculiar class of fabric was woven in 
stripes of colour, with. twill weaving.: the Yaw cloth ill of black and dark blue 
check with white patterns put in with embroidery shuttles. The designs are 
quite different to anything Indian: the colouring, the patterns, the complicated 
checks and tartans are of a distinct character and the Burma fabric is in a class 
by itself. Other fabrics were imported, notably from Surat and from Chins ; 
the former were hand-loom fabrics, woven to the Burma style but without their 
special characteristics. , 

Now the imported power loom fabric has altered the character of what is 
worn and the expensive figured cloths·are scarcely made: fqJ the last thirty years 
there has been a growing demand for figured cloths, woven on Jacquard looma 
or printed on a check or line design. The mills in Bombay and Calcutta specialised 
in this trade: there was an import alao from France, from England, from China 
and now from Japan: imd the Burman is buying cloths of totally distinct chara\}
ter, many of them not suited to the hand-loom o( the weaver. 
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7. The Aiilarapura Silk Institute will probably be the factor in saving the 
indigenous industry from decline: if the.indigenous weaver does not learn-new 
methods and new designs, if his variety of fabric cannot keep pace with the im
ported one, it is pro~able ihatogradually the imported ~ric will prevail. The 
excellent work of the Institute will, I think, save the situation: the method of 
work there is wholly admirable : the weaver comeS, works at producing new classes 
of fabrics, which he sells: he learns no theory, only how to weave profitably goods 
for which there is a steady demand; and the result is an increasing variety of 
product which is competing with the imported fabric. The Institute is new, and 
is already very successful; everJ loom is Gccupied and the new designs of the Prin
cipal, Mr. Hurst are very attractive. When it is possible the scope of the IBStitute 
needs to be enlarged: it is not enough to teach how to weave new cloths on an 
eight-shaft loom: there should be a section devoted to the production of a far great
er .variety of fabrics, in which skilled weavers are retained permanently solely for 
working out the new ideas of the Principal. At present the best student stays only 
six months and there is no permanent weaver who can go on from the stage reached 
during that time. Eventually the Institute will doubtless go in for better methods 
of dyeing: butt hat is not immediately necessary. The future of weaving in Burma 
depends on the progress made at the Institute and on the v.ariety of design that 
can be produced: the hand Jacquard may enable the weaver to produce figured 
cloths at a price that will 'compare with the product of the power-loom or the 
Japanese hand-loom: that is uncertain but needs to be ascertained. If this proves 
to be possible, then the industry should extend and prosper; the competition of the 
imported fabric will be fully met and I think that the Burman will prefer the well
made hand-loom fabric, once its range is equal to that of the foreign product, 
Should. the commercial organisation that is sketched in Chapter XX VII ever be 
created in India, Burma should benefit from it and there is a field for the sale of 
Burma fabrics if an organisation is formed to make these more widely known. Simi
larly if enquiry shows that certain classes of silk goods are likely to be in demand 
which are within the scope of the hand-loom, the Burma craftsman, through the 
Amatapura Institute, will probably readily produce them : there is no part of the 
Indian industry that will benefit more from trade organisation than this and 
there is probably none that will respond more readily or give more effective help 
to the organisers. The immediate necessity is to extend the scope of the Institute 
in the experimental direction, without altering in any way its excellent methods 
in teaching weayers. . 

8. The principle of co-operative cTedit has been applied in Amarapura: small 
societies are formed of weavers, and these are united in: one union with societies 
of cultivators and of cultivator-weavers. The members of each society- are each 
liable for the whole indebtedness of the society: each society is liable only for its 
total indebtedness; periodically the society meets, receives payments from its 
members, decides on its needs: the total required is scrutinised by the Union, 
which if satisfied, passes it WI.. to the Regilltrar : it is again scrutinised and the 
bank is authorised to advance the total or such proportion as is available. In 
this way weavers who had got into the hands of dealers have been enabled to pay 
off debts, to buy silk or looms and to carry on business under good conditions. 
Had the wa,!: not crippled the trade the position of these societies and of the weavers 
would prob8;b.ly be Vf~ry satisfactory: b~t ~he ~egistrar is ~atisfied that with 
normal conditIOns the weavers and the SOCIeties will prosper. 

The essentials to success are an extension of the Institute's activities, some 
expert hel~ i~ methods of dy~ing, twisting and the l~e, ~n increa~ in co-operative 
credit SOCIeties and the 3BSlstance of tradeorgarusation outSide Burma. The 
industry would ~enefit very definitely from the techni~al advic.e and ~rade.organi
sation proposed lU Chapters XXVIII & XXV~I r~spectlvely; gIven this asslstanoe, 
there is probably 8 good future for the weavmg mdustry. 

9. At the present time, the Burman imports one longyi for every one he makes : 
the total value of raw silk imported in 1915-16 is Rs. 22,88,304. Assuming that 
it is worth double as cloth, its value is Rs. 45 lakhs: and the value of imported 
piece-goods of silk ~n ~his year is Rs. 38,63,286. This gives a rough me.asu!e of the 
Importance of the mdl~eno,!s product and one ~u~t remember that ~hile Imported 
piece-goods sell especially m the tow~, the mdigenous sell bette~ ~ the ,:ountry 
districts. For the Burman weavers to meet the tOW!l competition, qUlte new 
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weaving with new qualities of silk will be required: it. is not enough to go on 
weaving inferior China and Bangkok Iftlk into longyis but it will be necessary to 
weave satins, waved cloths, crapes, brocades, pongee silks, which means new 
methods, new qualities of yam. - .. • 

10. I would introduce to Burma the producta of Bengal, Mysore. Kashmir in 
coarse and fine raw silk: I would pick intelligent weavers and get them on to weav
ing twills, satins, pongees; I would try weaving tlie suiting silk 80 lar~ely import
ed : and I think that with commercial organisation in India generally and with 
j;echnical organisation in Burma, the Rs. 38 lakhs worth of cloths now imported 
could be made in Burma or India. The policy in this case will be not to interfere 
with the existing production but to pick intelligent weavers and put them on 
gradually to other fabrics: the preliminary to this is to extend the Amarapura 
1nstitute so that these fabrics can be made there: and then as each new fabric is 
made, to get weavers in there to learn how to make it and where to sell it. 

Whether this is possible or not depends as much on co-operation from India 
as in development in Burma but underJ;he scheme proposed elsewhere (see Chapter 
XXvnI) this should be possible. 

Priming. 

11. A feature of the industry in Rangoon is the many establishmenta where 
satin or pongee silk is printed, or dyed, and finished. 

The printing is done with wood blocks applied by hand: these are cut by 
carpenters from pencil tracings: these tracings are from designs produced by artista 
in colour, the designs suggested or planned by the printers. A design may take 
four or more colours, each separately applied by hand with many separate blocks: 
tQ.ey are largely copies of chintzes or other figured cloths and are cmde conven
tional flower designs as a rule. The beauty of design that characterises the Sri nagar 
embroidered silk is lacking: but a considerable amount of skill and taste is ex
pended on the designs and processes. 

The advantage of the method is that it is cheap, and that a longyi or shawl 
can be printed again when the wearer is tired and wants a change. The printing 
is not fast to washing: a well executed longyi and shawl on good Japanese white 
silk costa some Rs. 10 to 12 in all and judging by the number of printers engaged, 
the business is profitable. It sorely needs help: a little assistance with de><igns, a 
little originality, would help them very much: and it is a branch of the industry 
that is extremely interesting. 

Finishing. 

12. In Rangoon there are many establishments where cloths are cleaned, ironed 
and finished. It is a pity there are not more of these in other places: but only in 
Mandalay apparently is there an establishment where the silk cloths are properly 
cleaned, picked. and ironed. There is scope in Burma as in India for the Silk 
finisher: and the Burman fabric would get a better sale probably if properly fin-
ished. ' . 

Trade. 

13. Burma is separated from the rest of India, 80 far as tr;ule is con
cerned, and is a distinct unit with its 'own trade cl¥lnne1s; it is not dealt with 
in detail in Mr. Ansorge's report (Volume II) and this section is added to 
cover the figures of the silk trade. Chiefly the figures are of interest as indi
cating the main features of the industry, and also asilIustrating the effect 
of the war, marked as regards the importation of fabrics, small as regards 
raw silk importation. See Appendix XV. 

Raw silk. 

14. The figures of importance are reproduced in Appendix XV and it is 
necessary to include also the figures of importation bv land. Raw silk im
ported is chiefly Shanghai. Yellow, (S.C.) Meyong. (1.fein-Yang), No.2, or 
Canton, S. W .C.; there is also importation of Shanghai re-reeled: silk com"8 
also from Siam, Cochin-China and Tonlrin. The bulk is Shanghai, which is 
imported in lar!!e quantities, by firms in Rangoon. whose brokers sell it in 
bales (130-140 Ibs.) to up-country dealers, who f'!IlU it a~ain in bundles of III 
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skeins. a bundle being about 101bs. The silk is all coarse, not reeled to denierl 
irregular and of quality inferior to Bengal Khungru silk probably. As in 
Assam. all has to be sorted into grades: the price is low, Rs .. 19 to 23 per viss 
for ordinary, Rs. 2i for r~-reeted. This is equivalent to Rs. 6 per lb., Rs. 12 
per seer: when SOf'tingisallowed for, the weaver is probably paying Rs. 9 
per lb. for the good silk at which price Bengal or Mysore silk of similar quality 
will compete. So long as silk of this quality is imported and used, the Burma 
fabric will be poor: there was an import of Bengal silk to the extent of 22,000 
Ibs. in 1912-13, but this has ceased: there was an all round increase in raw 
silk importation in that year .and even Japan raw silk was imported :. but 
China and Siam practically export the whole of the silk used at present. 

The Trade.-Pie.ce-goods. 

15. It is extremely interesting to Visit the bazaars in places like Manda
lay, RangOQn, Prome, etc., and see what is actually selling there. The dealers, 
as well as the importing firms, find that the Burman demand fluctuates and 
varies over a considerable range and that the amount of trade depends on 
the season. A good .rice crop means a large demand and a sale for a wide 
range of goods. Speaking very broadly the demand is for these fabrics; 

Brocades of pure silk or silk and cotton, woven in one or two colours and 
selling at about Rs. 5 to Rs. 6 a yard. These are of good quality and must 
stand wearing. They are from Japan and China now, formerly from India or 
Frant:e. 

BanfTkok waved eloths, of pure silk with the peculiar pattern in two . 
(',olours. These have been woven also in Surat but unsuccessfully and the Surat 
fabric is not so good.· 

Crepe.-Woven in Japan chiefly. 
Plain, twiU and stripe silk, from China and Japan. 
Pongee silk, plain and printed in colours, which sell in pieces for head 

dl'esses for men, scarves and the like for women's use. 
Light figure silks (Habutoa) for handkerchiefs and head-cloths from 

Japan. 
Satin, plain and printed, or dyed in " bandanna" patterns: the last are 

from Surat. . 
Tasars and Saitings in Shantung and Mulberry silk from China 

entirely. . 
Yaw cloths, formerly woven for the Burmese royal family only, said to 

be still popular on that account: they are black, of silk and cotton mixed and 
the limited supply fetches a high price. 

Mandalay and Tavoll cloths, in the stripes, checks, tartans, 'basket' 
patterns, etc., already described above. 

Surut-longyis in checks and basket patterns. 
The above are the principal things sold quite extensively: there are small 

quantities of fancy cloths, embroidered silks, etc., but the above cover the 
articles in large demand, Between figured cloths, printed cloths, 'bandanna' 
cloths and the Burmese designs there is a very large availahle variety. Up 
to quite recently there was a trade in English printed silks woven and printed 
in Macclesfield and the last importation was apparently in 1915. Twenty 

- years ago there was a. very l~rge trade in these goods, but the Japanese have 
ousted them entirely. . 

16. From all the importers, brokers and deal,:rs, I met in Rangoon, the . 
same story was to be heard, that the Japanese fabrICS cut out the French and' 
En<7lish fabrics wholly on price and quality: some say that the quality is now 
not so high: but th~re is. no impo~ from England of printed goods, and of 
Frenc~ gOOds, only Silk ~Oll~ or muslm not produced elsewhere. . English arti
ficial slil!: goods ar~ selling ~n the ~arket at annas 10--13 per yard 22 inches 
wide: the demand IS for brIght varIegated goods. and the dealers complain of 
lack of variety of design. Apparently this fabric fills the demand of the 
Burman who fikes a change: his wrap does not wear for ever but it is cheap 
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and he can renew it in a new design frequently. The cotton cloth dealers sell 
the artificial silk fabric and not the silk dealers. 

17. Piece-goods are handled by a dozen English firms and twice as many 
native firms in Rangoon, who import direct from Japan and Bangkok, or 
buy from dealers in Burma. The Japanese dealer pushes his goods in 
Burma and the larger firms buy from English or Japanese firms in Japan and 
China. Formerly this trade was with France and England: now it is 
practically all with Japan: the figures in Appendix XV illustrate this: and 
It will be seen how very little Indian piece-goods come to Burma now. There 
are dealers who specialise in Surat silks, having their headquarters in Surat 
and branches in Rangoon. An average value of five lakhs of piece-goods from 

. India, with a foreign import of from Rs. 43 to Rs. 64 lakhs, was the ap£roxi
mate position before the war and the Indian piece-goods were from l:5urat, 
Madras, the Bombay mills, chiefly. The import from England now is chiefly 
, suitings ' (i.e. cloths made to look like tasar or Assam silk) qJ spun-silk 
chiefly. There is an import from France of silk muslin. The Ariff Mill in 
Calcutta used to supply Burma with printed silks but has ceased to do so: 
and the two Bombay mills used to weave fi~: silks, etc., for the Burma 
trade but do so very little now: dealers in goon Who formerly dealt in 
Calcutta and Bombay mill fabrics do so no longer, and say that the Japanese 
article, made on a hand loom, but cleaned, polished and fmished in a factory, 
competes with the mill product in durability, design and variety. That seems 
to be the reason why Japan has nearly the whole of the trade: and until Jndia 
can supply a similar article, in, wide variety, at a similar price, Japan will 
keep this trade. . 

CHAPTER XVlII.-ASSAM. 

The districts of the Assam Valley are the home of a silk industry of a peculiar 
kind in that it is a subsidiary industry, mainly carried on by cultivators, but 
partly the occupation of the leisure hours of the women folk of the well-to-do 
Assamese, and which embraces three kinds' of silk-worm, the mulberry or pal 
silk grown indoors, the castor or eri silk grown indoors and the laurel or muga silk 
grown outside on t;ees. 

It is not easy to form an idea of the number of persons interested: according 
to Basu's figures, there are actually 4,250 families who rear mulberry silk; the 
out-tum of eri is put at 5,325 maunds, which probably means 20,000 families, 
who grow some eri : the outtum of muga is put at 225,000 kahans which would be 
the production of some 15,000 families or rearers : there are probably BOrne 40,000 
persons interested directly in silk resring in Assam, all doing it as an adjunct to 
cultivation. The total value of the silk products of the province is estimated by 
Basu as Rs. 31,00,000 of which perhaps a quarter is exported, the remainder used 
in the country. The silk is grown practically entirely in the Assam Valley, none 
in the Surma Valley districts except a little in Sylhet. En is found in Sylhet, 
Sibsagar, Nowgong, Lakhimpur, Upper Cachar, Darrang, Kamrup, the Garo Hills, 
Goalpara and it used to extend into the Bogra and Dinajpur districts of Bengal, 
and some eri cultivation and spinning is still done in Bogra. 

Muga is found in areas in Sibsagar, Lakhimpur, Darrang, Nowgong, Kamrup . 
. Pat is grown in Sibsagar, Darrang, Nowgong, Kamrup and a little in Lakhim

pur. Manipur also produces some. 
Weaving is done in Cachar, Sylhet. Goalpara. Kamrup. Darrang. Nowgong, 

Sibsagar, and Lakhimpur.· .' 
The pat silk industry has been-discussed under Mulberry silk. The en 

. . ~ industry and the muga are discussed under wild silks.and in this section it is 
proposed ouly to discuss the uti1isation of silk and the requirements of Assam as a 
separate unit with the best means of developing its industry. 

The Utilisation 0/ Bilk. 

2. The methods of reeling muga and pat and of spinning en have been referred 
to under wild silks. The methods of preparing and weaving pat silk ate hete 
discussed. Chinese pal silk is imported by post in 10 lb. parcelB and sells at R8 . . ' 
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iia to B.a. is a seer; it is obtained from Bombay agents. Eri. hand spun yarn 
sells for RH. 5 to Rs. 7 per seer ; ffltlga reeled sells for RH. 10 to Rs. 30 per seer: in
digenous pat silk, if sold, fetches Re. 16 a ~r as a rule. 

Eri silk is not usually, twisted or doubled but is used in the single thread 
and the first operation il! warping. M tlga silk is frequently used as it is, after 
re-reeling but for some fabrics is doubled. Pat silk is doubled and twisted for 

. warp, doubled for weft: but this depends on whether it is imported Chinese silk or 
thick locally-produced silk. The Chinese silk is doubled and twisted usually. 
The sequence of operations may be followed in pat silk. 

The Chinese pat silk is opeJled up and the skein put on a swift; the end is 
found and the thread is run off on to a series of " latais ", each for a separate 
thickness: at each break, the thread is knotted and at each change of thickness 
the thread must be broken and reknotted. The result is a series of two 1;0 four 
qualities of thread and some unusable waste; the skeins vary very much in quality 
and there may be little more than half of the best quality. 

The threads are then doubled together, by removing them from swifts on to a 
latai, the requisite number being taken and run off side by side. . They are then 
twisted either by the method described on page 136 by laying out the threads 
and spinning them with spindle-weights, or by using the charkha or spinning wheel. 
The thread for weft may be twisted as is done in Bengal for tasar, by taking the 
doubled thread and running it over the left forearm on to two short uprights in a 
figure of eight. . 

3. Boiling oU.-Pal silk has to be degummed and this is done. usually before 
weaving: the thread is dipped in a hot solution of plantain ash until the gum is 
removed. Muga and en are 110iled off before or in reeling. 

4. Dyeing.-There is not much dyeing of silk : muga is used in its beautiful 
natural colour: en is used mainly in its natural tint but coarse cloths in checks are 
made for sale to the Khasis, etc. and the yarn is dyed. Mr. Basu refers to dyeing 
among the hill tribes, usually with vegetable dyes and lac. In Gauhati, the dyes 
used are aniline. There is a demand for really fast dyes for dhoti and sari borders 
and for a few fabrics in pal silk. 

5. Sizi'll1J.-Eri yar,n must be sized if for use in the warp and this is done, before 
warJ;ling, with rice-starch. Basu describes an additional sizing applied to the 
fabriC to make it appear smooth as the best quality en cloth is smooth. 

{S. Waryi'll1J and Weavi'll1J are done for silk as for cotton, the warp laid out in the 
open and the threads put down from latais held by the warper who walks up and 
down: as a rule several men each with a pair of latais walk up and down together 
till the proper number of threads is laid. The loom in use in Asssm is usually a 
simple frame -loom. fixed to four upright bamboos outside: the better quality 
fabrics are woven indoors. _ The loom is a simple one, with two or four sets of 
healds, and the shuttle thrown by hand. Big widths up to 54 inches are woven 
for some fabrics of en yarn. At Gauhati, R. K. Saraswati has introduced metal 
reeds and fly-shuttle slays. Fly-shuttle looms are being introduced in the districts. 
The fabrics are usually plain woven, sometimes twill. I was not able to see the 
very beautiful weaving done by the well-to-do Assamese in their homes but the 
fabrics show the weaving must be similar to the best Benares or Murshidabad 
brocade and dam~sk -weaving. At Sualkuchi, the weavers make pal silk with 
borders in four coloms, the border pattern formed by a series of 25 loops attached 
to sets of healds, the pattern reversing by taking the loops in the reverse order 
and so completing the pattern: this is similar to the Benares method. They 
also make a damask with a pattern aver the whole fabric. As a rule, the weaving 
is much simpler and plain or twill is made. 

7. Fabrics.-Most of the cloths made are for home wearing or for sale to the hill 
people or to Bhutan. B. C. AIlen's Monograph of Asssm Silk Cloths (1899) liSt/! 
a great number of fabrics, mostly for wear or local sale. The only exported clot-I! 
is plain eN cloth or plain muga, woven either as dhotis or chadars or in pieces to 
cut. There was formerly a considerable trl\P.e in ". Assam silk " that is plain en 
doth woven up to 54 inches wide and used for hot-weather suits in India, in Aus

-tralia and elsewhere. This trade is rapidly lessening and even the enterprising. 
Gauhati firms with branches in Calcutta are doing small business. The reason 
is that firms in Calcutta or Australia could not obtain a continuous supply of one 



quaiity and one size : the quality varies and the cloths were not quite uniform. 
Another reason is that Indian firms certainly prefer to stock and sell imitation 
silks and mercerised cotton, under fancy names suggesting that they are silk. 
This is discussed on page 20S. 

The other fabric exported is muga or mfJga mixed with pal, en or ~. 
Neither en nor muga are cheap; an en cloth 00 inches wide costs from 2 to Ii. 
rupees a yard depending on closeness of weaving, evenness of yarn, etc. A muga 
cloth.36incheswidewouidsellforRs.l-StoRs. 3 per yard. Pat cloth 36 inches 
wide sells for Rs. 2 to Rs. 2-8 a yard. There are many .mixtures of pal and 
muga, pat and en, muga and en, or either silk with cotton: at Gauhati. the weavers 
have used mill-spun en silk &nd the weaver in Assam is much interested in it. 

For home use, cloths are made ~f spun muga or of spun muga mixed with en. 
The P08Uio'll 0/ tke Industry . 

• 8. In the main the weaving is done at home for home use or for cloth to sell 
at the nearest luit. In Gauhati, there are dealers who buy cloth or who employ 
weavers to make pieces to their order. Tllese dealers have agents who buy at the 
fairs and they also deal in China silk, reeled mugs thread and the like. So far 
as the internal trade is concerned, the position is probably normal: the export 
trade is decreasing and has gone down very much. 

At Sualkuchi the weavers are combined into associations or" companies which 
attempt to develop trade with other places. -- These issue printed catalogues of 
cloth as the Gauhati dealers do and they are striving to develop on more np-to-date 
lines. One dealer told me he could get 500 pieces (7 yards X 36 inches) of muga 
of all one quality woven in three months, this cloth selling there at Rs. 2 to Rs. 2-4 
per yard. Some of the cloths at Sualkuchi are well adapted to European use if 
better known but they are made in a far corner of India and have little chance 
of being known. So far as development is concerned, an increased trade in cloth 
from Gauhati would be an advantage if it could be achieved: and if there was 
increased demand, it would be well to go carefully into the question of better 
reeling, better twisting, better warping. Basu suggests that Sualkuchi reelers 
would welcome a reeling machine: still more they would benefit by a twisting 
machine if there was increased demand for cloth. 

9. Mr. Basu refers to the trial of co-operative societies among cloth producers 
at Sualkuchi and Palasbari. Without some assistance outside Assam, it seems un
likely that the trade will expand: if Assam fabrics could be seen and introduced 
to the trade at the big cities, if the societies of weavers would rise to the occasion 
and produce what was wanted, I think they could be helped. Assam weavers 
have one asset, the reeled muga silk, and they should develop it. This is a case 
where commercial organisation and expert advice would help the industry very 
considerably. Mr. Basu sums up the position of the whole industry in Assam 
and the following is quoted from his report :-

The rearing of the muga silkworm is in a stetionary condition, and 
does not seem capable of much development. There is some demand 
for muga silk from other parts of India principally as material for 
embroidery, but the demand is limited and is not likely to ~xpand 
much. Practically, there is no demand for this silk from outside 
India: it is far too costly to suit the European market. The cul
tivation of this silk is attended by cOllStant losses from disease. If 
some means could be discovered for preventing disease, it might 
help to put a new life i:nto the ind~try, and mu~a silk may. be
come cheap enough agam" to hold Its ~ound agamst other kinds 
of\ilk. The present high price of this silk has caused many to give 
it up and use imported mulberry silk instead ; and I fear that unless 
it becomes cheap again, it may before long succumb to the competi-
tion of imported silk. . 

The rearing of the mulberry silkworm (pat), has long been in a state of 
decadence-and is of little importance at the present day. It is in 
danger of further decay from the social movement which I have 
mentioned in paragraph 55. We may perhaps be able to give it a 
new lease of life by introducingjmproved races of the silkw'!rm. by " 
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teaching the rearers how to combat disease and by introducing its 
culture among such people as have no social or religious prejudice 
against the industry. But I admit that the task will be an uphill 
one and the chanCEs of success, considering the nature of the people 
concerned, somewhat doubtful. The Agricultural Department 
made a beginning in these directions some years ago at Shillong, 
but their efforts to populari.se sericulture among the Khasis have 
not as yet met with visible. success. The work is now being carried 
on by the Roman Catholic Missi6naries. of Shillong. I have some 
hope that with' due co-operation and financial assistance from 
Government, the efforts of the Mission to spread sericulture in the 
Khasi and Jaintia Hills will prove successful. 

Lastly, as to the rearing of eri silk. The prospects of this branch -of the 
silk industry seem hopeful. There IS a demand for eri cocoon from 
silk spinners of Europe and Bombay. Eri silk is probably in 
greater favour for power spinning than any other class of waste silk. 
The export of eri cocoons is showing a marked tendency to increase, 
but there is a danger'ahea.d which must be removed to enable the 
trade to expand. I refer to the adulteration of cocoons with 
insects (paragraph 26). The export trade in eri cloth and thread is 
also in a flourishing condition. The export of eri silk to Bhutan has 
enormously increased within the past three years, and there is a 
brisk demand for eri cloth from Bengal and other parts of India. 

Sericulture has to face the competition of other occupations just as 
much as any other form of employment. It is said that the 
~ of silk 'Y0r:In8 does not cost ~uch, and bein~ a cottage 
mdustry and J,>rmClpally the occuPftion of females. It causes no 
interference With agricultural work or other kinds of rural labour. 
This is not exactly true; silk gro~ may not cost mucn in 
money, but it costs labour and is more rIsky than any other occupa
tion. It often clashes with other kinds of employment. In most 
parts of Assam the women take an active part in the cultivation 
of crops which are more profitable than the rearing of silk worms 
and are becoming more remunerative every year with the steady 
rise in the price of agriculturel staples. Then again, the attention 
of the people is being diverted to many occupations which did 
not exist before. All this must tell on the popularity of ~ silk 
rearing. It is not possible to forecast the effect of this growing 
factor on the -future of the sericultural industry in Assam. In the 
open thickly populated. parts of the Brahmaputra Valley, . the-: 
rearing of silkworIn8 is losing fiIVour with the people; away in the 
hills and in the backward parts of the Valley, the people~.have ~ot 
nothing to attend to beyond their hereditary callings of whICh 
silk growing is one, and it is in these parts that sericulture still 
retains its former importsnce, and has at least in some places, 
gained in importance in co~parison with former times. 

Recommendations. 
10. 1: Eri.-Grow'Eri at Shillong or at some place with ail elevation ot 3,000 

feet where castor will grow well. Issue seed from this every year in Septemher
October for the cold weather crops. If necessary get the seed to start with from 
the best centre in the hills. 

2. Go into the question of cocoon reversing 0" cleaning and ensure clean 
cocoons. Do this through the tmde. finding out the exporting agents in Calcutta 
or the buying firms in EngllUld. France, et.c.If necessary sell guaranteed co-
coons under seal as clean. '. . 

3. Muga.-Start a s~1l plantation of 800m and hualu, champa and 
mezankuri. and on this grow muga. First master the rearing in all details trying 
new methods: then study the disease with the co-operation of a bacteriologist. 
Study the best means of growing th~ food-plants Wlder c;ontrol. If possible issu~ 
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4. Ascertain the wild centres of mllga, and if possible get wild stook. 
5. Grow mulberry at an elevation of 3,000 feet at least and there grow the 

horu-polo, the boro-polo, the nistari, chota-polo, bulu, ltlysore, Madagascar, 
and hybrid races: select resrers in the plains and to each iB8ue seed as an experi
ment guaranteeing them against loss. If no other worm does, then f!;ive them 
their own from the hills. Grow the important kinds of mulberry and test them 
with selected rearerS in the plains. 

6. Grow the race that does best Ilt Shillong under industrial conditioM, 
each lot in charge of a Khasi in a hut similar to what he would use. 

7. Extend the Gauhati Weaving School, not. as a school but to experiment-
Get better reeling, twisting, spinning. _ 
As soon as a good simple method is found. for either, extend it through tIle 

penpatetic agency of the demonstrators. Similarly extend the use of brass reeds, 
of fly-shuttle slays, of .warping machines. 

8. Get samples of all cloths available, and organise the trade, either dire;,t 
or through the all-India organisation if there is one. Use this to 8timulate the 
use only of fast dyes, plant dyes if possible. Introduce to the weavers bettl'r 
kinds of raw silk, e.g., Mysore, and organise the supply of this from Indian 
sources. 

11. To carry this out entails-
1. A station at an elevation where eri, mulberry, and if possible muga can 

be grown: probably the latter must be separate and the two former could be 
grown on an extension of the Fruit, garden at Shillong. There should be 5 acres 
of castor, 10 acres of mUlberry. 

2. A separate muga station, at the upper level limit of 800m and hualu growing 
preferably on the Gauhati-Shillong road but possibly near the Sibsagar district, 
or in connection with a tea garden. The first essential is to test growing all the 
food plants. Site will be a matter of careful survey. 

3. Funds for purchase and making of machines for reeling, etc., for purchase 
of cloth samples, for paying losses on rearers' experimental crops. ' 

4. 8taU.-A trained native (of Assam) not one who has been to Japan, hut 
one trained in India; and if possible selected with the assistance of the Silk Ex
pert whom I assume will be appointed. His pay should be at least Rs. 200-
300. Under him, an assistant for the en and pat statio,n, another for the mUfJa 
station, and more than one demonstrator or fieldman to tour the district. 
, 5. Generat.-It should be recognised that it is essential-

(1) to have continued expert advice and guidance, 
(2) to budget liberally, 
(3) to guarantee at least.five years permanency without financial stringency, 
(4) to do the whole scheme and not parts of it. 

Until the whole can be done, including 1, I would do nothing more than 
extend the activitillS of the weaving master on P1}r6 weaving questions. 

CHAfTER XIX.-BENGAL. 

Weatling. 

The districts in Bengal in which silk weaving is most important are I1iurHhida
bad, MaIda, Rajshahi, Bankura, Birbhum and Burdwan. The table in appendix X 
.gives censusfigur418 for 1891, 1901 and 1911 for cocoon rearers and for silk spinners 
and weavers: too much reliance should riot be placed upon the figures 
of cocoon ~earers. The fabrics produced are mad&- from filature silk, khungru 
silk, reeled and spun tasar, reeled muga, spun mulberry waste (matka), and Bpun 
eri. The filature silk is derived from the filatures in MaIda and I1Iurshidabad ' 
tJuough native dealers: the k}w,ngru is obtained from dealers who buy it froIl1 
the native reelers: tasar is obtained from districts chiefly in the <lhota Nagpur 
division and in the Orissa area. A little reeled muga is used, obtaiI)ed from ' 
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Assam, nmthJ is spun in the districts producing khungm silk from the waste 
(lOcoons, and the en is obtained from Bogra, ltangpur and Dinajpur, or from 
Assam. There is a very great variety of fabril)8 but the main claBBCB are the 
following:-

Tlm1l8. 

(1) C0raA8.-These are the silk that formed the basis of the export trade 
which is now nearly extinct. ThC1 are plain khungru silk, woven 
of untwisted thread and· boiled off after weaving. The price of 
cloth 36 inches wide is from '&s. 1-8'() to Rs. 2 per yard. They are 
made in lengths of from 7 to 50 yards and are the class of plain 
white or cream silk cloth used for making dresses; etc., and which 
every draper's shop in England stocks: only now they are not made 
in Bengal but elsewhere.. They were exported originally to be 
boiled, printed and finished in England. , 

(2) Tltrma.-Made of khungru silk, in p1sin or twill and either uncoloured, 
, coloured or in stripes, checks, etc. The thread is twisted and is 

properly boiled off and perhaps dyed. These cloths are better 
quality, heavier, better woven. Some are of very good quality, 
though these ,are rare. The Japanese and the French power loom 
has superseded them to a. large extent: what the box-wallah, or 
bazaar or European shop now sells as Japanese or Chinese used 

. to be from Bengal. 
(3) Muslins, chiOan lind fine fabric8 (mal-mals).-Made.' from filature silk 

of good quality, sometimes with gold thread: ther' silks are now 
supreseded by Benares products or foreign fabrics. 

(4) Matka Tlm1l8.-Matka is woven in p1siiI or twill, sometimes with a 
stripe or check and used for making suits and frocks or for making 

. coarse cloths that are exported to Orissa and North India. Its 
use is entirely limited to India and-there has never been any foreign 
trade: it is used to some extent to imitate eri silk cloths and is a 
peculiar product of Bengal. It is a cheap fabric and being made_ 
of hand spun thread is rough like " Assam silk." . 

(5) TasarTlm'M.-Taear is woven into p1sin fabrics, like Shantung silk, 
this is done in Bankura and Birbhum chiefly: the thread used is 

. that reeled from the cocoons. The waste tasar is spun like matka 
and used to make a coarse cloth (kete) which is very cheap and 
durable. -

(6) Eri Tlm'TIII.-These are made for suits chiefly and there was formerlY a 
considerable trade in these. Dinajpur, Rangpur and Bogra make 
these for local use and Murshidabad also makes them for export. 

Wholt pieces. 
Chaddars.-Usually 3 yards by 50 inches. 
Dlwties.-Five yards by 44 inches. 
Saries.-Five yarda by 40 inches. 
Jores.-Eight yards b": 44 inches. 
These are made of khungm silk for the heavy qualities, of filature silk only 

for very fine fabrics: they are made in plain or twill, with coloured borders, with 
gold borders: they are also made of tasar silk and of matJra. There is great 
variety in these, especially in the degree of ornamentation of the borders. 

Floweretl 8ilk.-Brocades, tapestries, damasks, etc., woven on special looms 
are made as shawls, saries, table covers, etc., the ornamentation may be exceed
ingly complex and the weaving very slow. A sari of this sort may cost a very 
large sum of money. The~e lIave been largely superseded .by Benares products, 
and still more by hand-loom products from Japan: Murshldabad and Bankura 
fabrics still have a reputation. 

.: Pri~ silks.-Silk·printed in patterns was formerly made and the art is 
"st.i\ll?ractised to a amall extent. Banda'fKJ silk is silk dyed in a pattern made 

. . -by tymg knots in the fabriQ witb strin~ and then dreing the fahric. 11:1e bandana • 
, VOL,! X 
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handkerchief of past times "88 so made ,or was a printed handkerchief. Lord 
Carmichael's search for" bandana" and thediseovery of their origin 88 Mun;hiJa-
bad baa led to a demand for these. ' 

Mixed FabrU;s.-Thans, chadars, dhoties, saries are made of silk and cotton 
mixed: when tasar is used, the fabric is Clllled balta: this is produced chiefly in 
Bihar and Orissa. There are various mixtures and recently mill spun eri h88 been 
used to some extent. Mercerised cotton is being increasingly used and spun silk. 

HandkerChie/s.-These are of white silk, 18 to 24 inches square, sometimes 
with borders or checks: they sell at Rs. 4 to Its. 12 per dozen. 

Th£ preparation of silk. 

2. The Bengal weaver uses his silk in every form from plain ldm1lflru silk 
to twisted doubles. The first procedure is to wind it oft from the skein: if using 
kllUngrtl silk, this first winding must be carefully done and the thresd sorted: 
at every break, at every thick piece, the thread is knotted and the thick thread 
is taken out. As a rule the sorting is done into three qualities or thicknesses. 

Filature silk is of one quality and simply requirea winding oft. If the silk 
is to be used raw, the wound thread is used lit once for warping: if not, the silk is 
either twisted or is doubled: for twjsting the single thread the tedious and elaborate 
method is used of laying out the threads on long frames, each thread !<plln with 
a small weight (see page 136). As each thread is twisted it is wound off again 
upon a latai : two or three of these threads are then run off side by side from the 
latais and this double or treble is used direct or is twisted on a spinning wheel 
or charkha. This thread is then ready for the warp if it is to be used raw, (lr 
is boiled off and dyed. 

Where the regular silk-twister is not known, as in small weaving communities 
the twisting of threads is done by hanging up the thread on a swift so that it can 
turn easily and then the thread is carried over the twister's left forearm, twisted 
with the right hand (as in tasar reeling) and the thread put over two upright 
sticks in a figure-of-eight skein. Boiling off is done in the skein as a rule but in 
the piece with raw silk fabrics such 88 corabs. The silk is boiled in carbonate 
of soda or potash, derived from the ashes of plantain, or purchased. The method 
is probably satisfactory where care is taken in the preparation of the dye: the 
silk is afterwards washed in clean water. The quslity of the water is of great 
importance in boiling off. Dyeing is done by pfofessional dyers or by the weavers 
themselves. Formerly plant dyes such as mdigo, cochineal, lac, kamela, aootto, 
were used and skilled dyers were able to obtain almost any shade. Anilines have 
replaced these to a very large extent and not always the best or fastest anilincs. 
Some aui\ine dyes are satisfactory: still more so are alizarines but they require 
mordanting. -

There is an industry in silk dyeing by the bandana method, the threads being 
tied at regular intervals and this is also applied to cloth: with this is combined 
printing on silk with blocks and there used to he a large trade in bandanaa for the 
European trade. 

3. Warping is done on the crude method with upright sticks fixed in a 
rectangle, the weaver walking round laying two threads at a time. The warp is 
then laid out, brushed, sized if necessary and drawn..w to the reed which is usually 
of bamboo: the healds are then knitted on. ~ are filled with the cl.arkha and 
the weaving is done on a pit loom of a very sunple kind with usually two or four 
shafts. In Murshidabad there is still weaving on the complicated loom in which 
the pattern is developed by loops controlling difIerent combination of healds, the 
loops manipulated by a 'dra>v-boy' and the weaver having to put in wedges to 
hold the cords up.' This is similar to the Beoorea method, and to the Madras 
method ~ ,hut in details it is inferior to the best Madraa loolll8. 

This class of weaving is diminishing, the delllllnd for this expensive cloth 
is small and uncertain and the industry is never likely to develop in this province. 
It is to be seen if the Jacquard succeeds in Madras and Burma: if it does, then 
the Bengal industry may revive again. _ 

4. The Bengal Silk Industry is concerned with three difIerent outlets: dIe: 
Indian demand for saries, chadd-ars, dhoties and Indian fab~: the demand for 
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thana, chiffons, muslins, suitings, blouse lengths, dress lengths, etc., in European 
shops in India: the demand abroad for eorahs, .thans, chiffons, muslins, etc. 
Thirty years ago, Bengal exported a class of cloth t1sed for dress goods, especially 
for linings and for printing; that demand has ceased practically entirely and there 
is now no export. The Bengal weaver;iBolated and in ignorance of develoJilment 
abroad, failed to keep up with the chang!' in demand or to meet com{letltion : 
his methods did not change, he could not produce so quickly or cheaply, his fabrics 
were supplanted by others, produced by workers directed by men in close touch 
with the markets. The power- loom helped to cheapen these fabrics and the 
superior commercial organisation of the mills gave their products the advantage. 
For the second, the Bengal trader has failed equally: the European trade no 
longer buy Bengal silks, they buy Japanese, Chinese, French or Italian: and they 
do lID because they get the quality they want, in uniform thickness, weave and 
slze .. m guaranteed dyes, qualities and weights. If you want plain white or coloured 
silk now, you get Japanese but Bengal produces that silk, ouly they market it 
badly and the trader prefers Japanese. The question of finish comes in, the 
method of packing, the way it is put to the trade. Given the same business 
capacity and enterprise, Bengal silk could probably hold its own. 

The trade persists chiefly on the demand for chaddars, dhoties, saries and 
thans sold. in Bengal and exported to other provinces. It is handled largely by 
dealers or tgeir agents who come round and buy pieces, who buy in centres where 
there are weavers, or who advance thread or money and buy the silk when made. 
In some cases ~eavers are able to buy their own yarn and take their cloths into 
the to~ and sell direct, ~nd in Murshidabad and Mirza~ weavers are 
employed on wages by dealers who trade on a large scale and sell a great variety 
of cloths. These cloths are sold locally, for the very large demand in Bengal 
it..qelf or go to dealers in North India, in Madras, in Burma : the outside demand 
is usually for a pecUliar quality or style of cloth which haJ! a definite local sale 
in that place and the trade has persisted from former times. 

When large quantities· of a single class of fabric are wanted, as used to be 
the case, they are obtained from weavers through silk dealers or mahajans, who 
spread the oroer among the necessary number cf weavers: but there is less of 
this now that the export trade is practically dead. It is not at all easy to get 
large quantities of any uniform quality or pattern now in piece-goods. 

In Murshidahad, Benares, Bhagalpur, and other centres, there are produced 
silk fabrics which have only a local sale lrecause they are no~ known. The pro
ducers find no use in advertising, are not in touch with markets and have only 
a local outlet. Yet their silks are vf!ty good, would sell well if known and with 
steady demand,. cost of supply would go down. 

The condition of the actual weaver in general is not a good one: he is often 
very much indebted, is in the hands of a mahajan and cannot easily get a real 
living' wage: the industry has very much declined, many weavers have turned 

. to other occupations and there is a great need of organisation on proper lines. 
It is impossible to obtain accurate figures at the present time and this View 

does not hold in all weaving centres: but it is the general truth for the Bengal 
industry as a whole. 

In 1903, N. G. Mukherji estimated the value of silks produced at fifty lakhs, 
his very aetruIed figures can be f9UUd in the Monograph of Silk Fabrics of Bengal : 
it has not been possible to minufely investigate the Bengal weaving industry 
and its present position is not properly known. 

5. At present the silk weaver is assisted by the peripatetic Weaving Expert, 
who is attempting to improve weaving generally, and by the Commercial MUlleUDl 

in Calcutta which stocks silk goods and exhibits them. The present organisa
tion is wholly insufficient and Bengal stands in urgent need of proper organisation 
for the indust.ry: the employment of one weaving expert from Madrss is not 
sullicient to give any real help to the weaver: the Commercial Museum is of very 
little .use JlS yet. The SeIanlpur Weaving Institute is concerned with cotton 
and .hM not attempted to develop or help the silk weaver. The Bengal industry 
wants firs!> a proper survey: secondly the application of the reorganisation dis
cussed elsewhere (see Chapter nVn) in this tepor-t: thirdly the development of 
eo-operative credit,.to put the weaver in a position to get proper earnings indepen-

. VOL.I x2 
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dent of the malutian and dealer. There is considerable scope for the development 
of small finishing factories as centres from which the weavers can obtain materials 
and to which they can sell their fabrics, and there is considerable scope for the 
development of the co-operative credit society for weavers. There is also scope for 
the development of better methods of twisting and the like : the weaving is skilful 
but the weaver's condition is usually a very bad one and his methods are poor. 

CHAPTER XX.-BIHAR AND ORISSA. 

The silk industry in Bihar and Orissa is concerned mainly with tasar silk 
twisting and weaving: the only important weaving centre is Bhagalpur: the 
figures for all districts are given in' Appendix X for 1891, 1901 and 1911 ; they 
are of little value: a great deal of tasar twisting is done'by persons with whom 
it is a minor occupation and who are otherwise returned and this &CCOUlits for the 
fluctuations in each decade. The increase in weavers, etc., in Bhagalpur is curious 
and the large number of twisters and weavers in the OriBBa States, who work 
chiefly in tasar. 

2. The tasar ,industry has been fully dealt with under Wild Silks and the pro
duction of tasar is limited to. the Chota Nagpur Division, the Sonthal Perganahs 
and Orissa. The fate of the industry depends upon the policy followed in regard 
to tasar and thousands of weavers, twisters and spinners in ~engal and the Central 
Provinces depend upon Chota Nagpur for their cocoon supplies and 80 for their 
livelihood. 

Tirhu&.. 
3. An attempt has been made to calculate the costs and profits of growing 

univoltine silk worms in Tirhut. Assuming that the indigo concern planted 
mulberry, paid for seed, and a rearing house, etc., and peid Ra. 20 a maund for 
cocoons, how would they stand ¥ 

An acre of land planted in June as bush gives 100 maunds of leaf per acre 
in the next spring: this supplies 6 families who each get two ounces of seed : they 
produce each 1 maund of green cocoons from the seed, which the factory buys. 
The expenses are- -: 

RB. A. P. 

12 oz. of seed at RB. 3 ounce 36 0 0 
4, temporary chitai houses 12' X 9' • 20 0 0 
Split bamboo machans .12 0 0 
Cocoons 6 maunds at Re. 20 120 0 0 

Bags and height 6 0 0 

Drying and carting 1 0 0 
Land " 30 0 0 

TOTAL • 225 0 0 

The seed is assumed to be got from Simla: the houses aretemporarj shelters 
of chitai, assumed to cost Re. 7 to Ra. 10, and to cost &S. 2-8 a year to keep 
up : so Ra. 5 each is allowed. The cost of split bamboo machans for cocoons 
allowing for three machans above the other is put at Re. 1 per machan per· 
house: the Cost of wire netting would be from R8. 1-8 to Ra. 3 and the cost of 
chitai would be R8. 1-8 per machan; probably split bamboo with cloth over 
would be used. The cost of land is put at R8. 30 per acre as covering manage
ment expenses. 

Assnming IS lJ'lAun,ls of cocoons are produced, selling them at Ra. 35 covers 
expenseS: and good quality cocoons from European seed are worth Ra. 45 to Ra. 
50 as a rule. I have assumed the cocoons are sold to Bengal for reeling until 
the production in Tirhut is big enough to justify a filature. It is impossible 
to calculate costs of reeling in any way a.ceurately : in Bengal, labour costa Re. 1 

·per seer of raw silk, other expenses Re. 1 per seer. 
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.Allowing 100 lI-cres of mulberry, producing 600 maunds green oocoolitl at 

Ra. 35 a maund:-

Cocoons cost 

&eIing costs 
Expenses are 

600 maunds green cocoons 

TOTAL 

4,000 Ibs. raw silk = 
6,000 Ibs. waste .. = 

TOTAL 

Ra. 
21,000 
4,000-

4,000 

29,000 

Ra. 
40,000 
4,800 

44,800 

This estimate has been prepared after very careful disc~sion with lIfr. Francis 
Coventry, the Manager of the Dalsin~ Semi Concern in Tirhut. This division is 
peculiar in that it is covered with indigo concerns, which have great local 
influence and which would form an admirable medium for the introduction of
sericulture : it may also be pointed out that the whole cost of an acre of mulberry 
is put against a. single brood in the spring: but this acre will yield leif for the 
rains crop or an October crop, if such is possible. 

The figures given above have been calculated on a yield of 40 lbs. of cocoons 
to one ounce of seed. S~pposing conditiolls are bad and only half is got ~ then-

Ra. A. P. 

12 oz. seed 36 0 0 
4 houses 20 0 0 
Machans . 12 0 0 
Cocoons 3 maunds 60 0 0 
Bags and freight 3 0 0 
Drying and carting 0 8 0 

Land 30 0 0 

TOTAL • 161 8 0 
----

To cover this half yield of 3 maunds, Re. 54 per maund must be got, which 
is equivalent t.o Re. 162-11 per dry maund. Such prices would be realised..now 
and probably for some years: but if such low yields were got, it would not pay 
eventually. The average yield in Kashmir is 80 100., in Jammu is over 60 Ibs. 
and in the Punjab is about 40 Ibs. I think that Tirhut offers very good hope, 
as the pressure of population is high, the indigo concerils, European or Native 
managed, offer a means of organising it and a very complete experiment can be 
made at quite small expense: I would guarantee to make up losses up to Rs. 100 
an acre to a concern for 5 years subject to 20 acres being done the first year, and 
the experiment being under the supervision of a competent fieldman. If one 
concern made a success of it, others would take- it up and a nucleus would be 
formed: possibly large land owners such as the Maharajah of Darbhanga. would 
be interested. It is perhaps well to point out at once that no silk industry will 
be profitable if large rearing houses at the factories are used : the eri failures have 
confirmed that fully. - . 

4. I have discussed on pa..ges 83 &; 84 the possib~ties of Chota NagpUr and 
Oris..~ as areas for mulberry silk and I would expenment carefully after very full 
,eI'quiry;,;E~~~ts have been made in three Ori~ States but I d? not 
think the pOSSibilities have .b~t?D: properl~ tes~ .. T~ 18 referred ~ here SllIIply 
to bring -together the pOSSlbilities of this adllllIllStrative area, which are very-
Wr· • 
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Weatling. 

5. The following districts are concerned in the industry :~ 

,Patna Ditoision, 

Patna,-Is reported to have once produced mulberry silk. In the Bihar 
subdivision, 200 looms used to work on tasar and bafta : in the Barh 
subdivision, 1,000 looms were estimated to work. with silk from 
tasar cocoons imported from Hazaribagh and Singhbhum. 

Gya.-In OY8-, Kadirganj, Akbarpur, Daudnagar, weaving of bafta 
occupied many looms, probably nearly 1,000. The reports say 
that thll chief demand is to supply shrouds and the demand is from 
pilgrims. 

Sluikabad is not reported to weave. 

Tirkut Division. 
Saran has a cmous return of 258 persons engaged in bee keeping, bird and 

cocoon rearing in the 1911 census: these are probably shikaris 
and have no relation to silk. A crop of univoltine cocoons of very 
gqpd quality was grown at Hathwa by Mr. M. Mackenzie in 1909. 

Champaran.-Should be a splendid silk producing area but produces only 
the handful 'of cocoons grown at the &lvation Army L'riminaI tribe 
settlement at Bettiah. 

MuzaDarpur.-The only silk production are the eri products, now nearly 
extinct. 

Darbhanga.-Apart from Pusa, there is no silk produotion. This district 
contains the very skilled weav.ers who produced kokti cloths from 
cotton; the Madhubani subdivision should have a large silk weaving 
and producing industry, containing as it does very skilled weavers. 

Bhagalpur Division. 
Monghyr.-There is.~ither silk production nor silk weaving. 
Bhagalpwr.-Is reported to have produced mulberry silk. The villages 

round Bhagalpur city contain many weavers of tasar and bafts. 
The cocoons are bought from Chota Nagpur, very largely from 
Chaibassa. There are probably from 1,500 to 2,000 weavers' 
families in the district. There are also very enterprising firms 
who employ weavers to produce a great variety of fabrics: a good 
handloom factory exists there, in which weavers can get work. It 
is characteristic. of the industry that at Champanagar, the weavers 
were having slack times, in Bhagalpur, the hand-loom weaving 
factory could not get workers. The enterprising Bha~jj~ firms 
took up many ideas from Pusa and have used much en . • 

This is probabl.J. the only place that will respond readily to advice and 
technical assistance. Hattersly looms can be seen working there 
and good pirn-winding machines: but the firms want expert advice 
and help, which they cannot get. 

Purneah.-This district·is on record as having produced mulberry silk: 
it might produce- some now. -

&mthal PerganMha.-This is a hilly district cut 0:11 from the Chota Nagp~ 
blOck, in which a certain amount of tasar is produced, the cocoons 
going to Birbhum. Formerly a colony of weavers exillted as; 
l\1albhagaya, who wove tasar. Probably mulberry silk could be 
produeed successfully. 

ChtJta Nagpur. 
Hazaribagh has a production of tasar cocoons, exported for use to othet 

districts. 
RancM- i.'I #limilar to the last district: it is an exporting area for tasar_ 
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Pala_ as the last. 
Manbhum produces tasar and also weaves it : three villages produced tasar 

cloth. 
Singhbhum produces tasar cocoons, and formerly contained a filature for 

tasar cocoons, the thread being exported: in 1911 thiK employed 
90 people according to the census. A small amount of weaving 
was done in Seraikella State. 

Orissa. 
Cuttack.-Gopalpur contained 200 families of weavers who used cocoons 

"'rom the Keonjhar State and produced tasar fabrics. In regard to 
this district Mr. Ansor3~e writes-" There is an interesting little silk 
industry in a single village. Olsing, about 16'" miles from. Khuroa. 
Some 80 families are employed and all branches of the industry are 
carried on. Pure tasar, pure mulberry-silk, and a cloth composed 
of a tasar wal}> and a mulberry weft, are manufactured. The 

,mulberry-silk is all Bengal, and is bought in Cuttack at Rs. 20 a 
standard seer (SO tolas). It is ,said to lose 20 tolas in cleaning, 
and no use appears to be made of the waste. If this is true the 
silk ready for use costa nearly Rs. 27 per seer. This price is 
absurd. Malda and Mysore cost Rs. 13-8 for 72 tolas in Kum
bakonam and obviously by better' organisation the Olsing weavers 
Could get their raw material for much less than they now pay." 

.. The tasar cocoons are fetched from Angul, Chaibassa, etc., or bought in 
local M.ts. They are spun in the usual way across the thigh by 
ol~ women, 8 cocoons at a time, two bobbins being used, one for 
Kamm (coarse thread) and the other for the tasaT. Both are used 
for weaving. MiMi -and msar cloth are both plastered with lia 
(fried paddy and water), while still on the loom, for strengthening 
the fabric." 

" The tasar cloth sells for Rs. 9, misri for Rs. 16 and mulberry for Rs. 24 
to Rs. 28 for 15 cubits. The dyes used are German, and also magenta 
and lac from Cuttack. Kamela was formerly obtained from Banpur 
(forest tract in this subdivision) but for some reason is not now 
used. All the cloth is sold locally." • _ 

.. I noted (1) bad communications. The 'vill8ge is practically isolated 
by paddy fields in the rains. I am told that it is ready to provide 
half the cost of a 2-mile feeder road. and I shall see if this cannot 
be arranged. (2) The fly-shuttle is apparently unknown-still more 
the Churchill loom. If these could be introduced I imagine the 
output could be enormously increased. (3)}.p, already mentioned 
the price paid for raw material is much too high. (4) The weavers 
appear to be mostly independent and not merely servants of petty 
employers. (5) The industry is probably not economically run, 
winding-waste being apparently thrown. away. It could be sold 
to the Bombay mills." 

" I think there is good soope for co-operation here. By joint buying and 
selling, and joint funds for purchasing improvedilooms, etc., on the 
same plan as the big Conjeevaram Weavers Union, I do not see 
why the industry should not impro~e very considerably." -

Bakuore.-A small tasar weaving industry existed. estimated at 40 families 
in Purusanda and 50 in Patpur amlltaibania using cocoons from 
Keonjhar. ' 

Angul.-The Dhenkanal State: 50 families wove locally proquced tasar 
ooooons. A mulberry silk experiment has been recently in pro-

Sam1Ja~':"'Thi8 district i; a great tasar using district; for details the 
Central Provinces Monograph is to be consulted: a report on 
the tasar industry will be found under 'Tasar' in Chapter XIII. 

Puri.-In the Khurda subdivision, 40 milies of weavers existed who 
~ local coooons. . 
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Orissa SIate8.-Aooording to the census of 1911, there is a great production 
of tasa.r and a considerable use. In Mayurbhanj, 200 families in 
Bamanghati and Ulmara wove tasar. The State has also experi
mented in mulberry silk production. Not very much informa
tion is available but these States should be able to develop sericulture 
probably, if they worked it on proper lines. 

DEVELOPMENT. 

It has not been possible to investigate in detail the silk industry and its 
poBSibilities in these districts and in many .States. The only la~e centre is 
Bhagalpur and that mainly uses silk derived from other districts. the industry 
elsewhere is very scattered and it will be a very difficult matter to help the 
weaver in these scattered villages. The trade is a difficult one to understand 
or to know: and the isolation of most of the weavers in this area adds to the 
difficulties. If they could be helped, this class would probably respond very 
readily but the number of small communities concerned makes it difficult: 
on the. other hand, these communities respond very readily and d,o offer very 
good hope of development. At Olsing for instance, the weavers make excellent 
cloth that would probably have a wide sale: but in the first place they get their 
raw silk from a mahajan who comes from Madras and they pay an extravagant 
price: in the second place they sell their cloth only in the local market. 
They would probably co-operate and get their raw silk direct from Calcutta a 
bale at a time: they would also buy their tasar supplies for the whole year and 
not as they want them: and they could execute an order say for 100 tha'1l8 of 
their cloth for an outside demand. 

7. All this would be easy to do if there was the organisation: and it would 
only need an assistant to visit all such places, investigate their circumstances, 
start the co-operation, give a big order for cloth, and then visit them say twice 
a year: if there were a demand, the assistant could see that it reached them 
and was being executed: and slight improvements in their processes could be 
introduced. There are hundreds of places like Olsing in this province, largely 
in feudatory states: and the need obviously is for organisation and co-operatIOn. 

S. The main interest is tasar and the enquiry made into the tasar industry 
this year shows that while the tassr cocoon rearer and collector is not in need of 
any assistance, having othe~ means of livelihood to fall back on, the tassr weaver 
is very definitely in need of help which can be easily applied. Moreover the tassr 
weaver is largely outside Behar and Orissa and this province is not less concerned 
in this problem than is Benga.l or the Central Provinces. Apart from the organi
sation of the trade, the real interest in Bihar and Orissa lies in its possibility of 
developing a mulberry silk producing industry, both in Tirhut and in suitable 
areas in the Chota Nagpur and Orissa tracts: the possibilities are very large 
indeed and have not been tested as yet: but it would not require a very great 
expenditure to commence experimental silk rearing on sound lines in suitable 
places and this expenditure would be fully justified. As a centre CPusa) already 
exists in the province from which the production could be organised, it requires 
only the provision of the small necessary~staff under the general control of the 
silk expert if such an officer is appointed: failing that, the appointment of a pro
perly qualified silk expert for a short term, say three or five years. 

CHAPTER XXI.-. THE UNITED PROVINCES. 

There is no mulberry silk rearin~ in the Province at present : the trials 
at Kalakankar and Dehra Dun were mteresting (see Experiments, Appendix' 
XI) and the eri trial at Shahjahanpur (page 132). In Mirzapur, tasar is 
collected 00 a considerable extent. Mulberry grows well and has been planted 
in mos! districts at some time: trees are available in quantity in 8ubmontane 
districts particularly. The population is .predominantly Hindu and witll 
strong prejudices. against taking life: the rearing industry, if introduced, 
will be done by Mohammadans, by low castes and by paharis and tbe like in 
hill districts. The climate is well ·suited to growing a single crop of un ivoltine 
worms in the spring; whether another crop can be taken in tbe autuUlll remains 
to be seen. 
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. 2. Eri has been;grown by numbers of cultivators,who got seed from Shah
Jahanpur or Pusa; It has ceased for want of a. market for the cocoons arid for 
want of a certain seed supply in July. If there were a demand for cocoons 
large quantities of seed could be supplied from Jeolikot as has been do~ 
r~tly and .a big crop of C?COOns co~ld be obtained if markets were organised. 
1~e best pol!cy. for the Umied ProvmceB will be to ascertain where mulberry 
eXIsts, and If lU those places there are people who will rear silkworms: to 
start the~. at it diI'I'Ctiy, doing e!i in the rains a.nd mulberry in the spring; 
Th~ .f~tlhty of schools, bullt;t!D-s, de~onstratIOns, school-teaching, and 
exhIbItIOns has been well shown and nothmg but direct starting by the culti
vator will achieve anything. Mission settlements who have land could stal't 
it but their example will not be followed outside their own limits, so they
have no effect in actually increasing the industry. The Province could. have a 
large industry as almost the whole of it is climatically favourable in 
:February~March : but its development will be difficult and is not worth under
taking except in specially favourable places.-

3. The United Provinces are more-directly interested in silk weaving and 
a considerable population (15,000--20,000) are concerned in the industry 
which is centred at Benares. Weaving used to be practised at Agra, Azam
garh, Farukhabad, an~ Jhan~i; at Meerut, silk embroidery was an industry, 
at Budann-there was SIlk dyemg and weaving: Fatehpur had an industry in 
printing silk, Lucknow was famous for dyeing, for chikan work and' the 
making of ribands, lace, etc., in silk and gold or silver thrl'ad. A1i~arh, 
Muttra, Jalaun, Allahabad. and Manipur have small indnstries ill silk 
embroidery, buttons and kuqa tube making, etC., in which silk is used. Bara 
Banki is now a silk weaving' district, the industry having been developed by 
the Hewett Weaving School there: there are silk-weavers now at Shahjahan
pur. The census figures for 1911. are to be found in Appendix X. 

4. The industry is centred in the towns and is not It village industry 
except in Baril. Banki : Benares is the chief town concerned and is in its work
manship and fabt'ics one of the leading weaving centre;; for all India. The 
details of the methods used in Benares are described fully in A. YUSllf Ali's 
Monograph of Silk Fabrics (1900) and need not he ~epeated here. The twisf~ 
ing and doubling of the thread is still done orrthe slow and tedious process of 
laying the thread out and twisting each one individually by II weighted 
spindle: warping is done in the open, by layin~ out the threads round uprights 
in the usual way: if the wavy pattern is required. the warp is tied up at inter
vals in such a way that when placed in dye, tbe threads are dyed between the 
knots only and the warp can then he arranged so that the dyed and undyed 
parts make a pattern. The weaving is on pit-looms, some of them with the 
complicated harness required for weavin~ brocades and flowered fabrics: the 
h€'ald strings of romp1ieated patterns are manipulated bv loops pulled by 11 

, separate worker: in gold ornamented cloth the e:01d stars on patterns are put 
in separately from small bobbins and a single 100m may require fonr workers. 
In the United Provinces the kumiiqar or polisher is a feature. the finished. 
fabric heinl!' washed, then smootbed and polished with a mallet and a flat 
block or with a smootJt block of stone. 

5. Benares was famous for its very elaborate brocades and.th~ req~ire 
the very complicated looms, worked wholly by hand, whose settmg IS so ~lffi
cult: a single 100m may have as many as five separate sets of loop oombma
tions to form the border. the corners. the solid body. the end block and the end 
border: one cannot use flv-shuttle !'lllvs and rapid weaving for such fabrics 
and it is not easy to see how. apart from dyes and twistinl!' methods. much 
improvement can be made: also the demand is lessenine- and the production 
of the very fint'St Quality fabrics is diminishiJl~. In th", last fifteP.n vears 
Benares has develorerl a new industry in • Kashi' silk. plain cloths of 
IIrtificial silk. spun "ilk and mercerised cotton. sold for suits. frorks lind 
~nf'ral use: thp trade has been partly with Furopenn firms and with box
wal1ahs lind traders who ,mpplv Euronf'aDR anrl An .. lo-Tndians. nartlv ...-itlt 
the usual bazaar {'hannels for the supply of SIliting silk for wear by Indians, 
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a custom which is rapidly growing. There is little doubt that had it been 
better organised and had only good spun silk been used, the production in 
~ena!es would have reached much larger dimensions: the reputation of Kashi 
SIlk .IS. ~~w not good and yet the amount of the demand showed wnat the 
pOSSlblhtl~ have been and what an opportunity has been lost. Such silks 
are now bemg mad') elsewhere and Kashi no longer has the monopoly of the 
supply. 

Fabrics. 

6. Brocades (Kamkhwabs>.. are produced in' great variety of design 
on hand-looms: sIlk alone or Silk and cotton is used, with gold and silver 
thread. The coat reaches Rs. 100 and more a yard for pure silk and heavy 
gold thread: the than is usually 30 inches wide and S or 4: yards long. With
out gold or silver thread, the fabrics (called amru) are proportionately 
cheaper. 

SangJ'is a plain fabr.ic wi!-h .waved elT~ts produced by dyeing the weft 
thread WIth regular knottmg: 1t IS usually SIlk and cotton mixed: two warp 
threads of different colours are put together. 

Gulbaaan is another fabric with waved effects: masAru has the wave 
produced by dyeing knotted warp threads and is also silk and cotton, like the 
balta of Bhagalpur. 

Satinette is {;otton back satin, so woven that the smooth silk is one side, 
the cotton warp on the other. It is a feature of Azamgarh. Real satin is 
made in Benares. 

Checks, stripes, aaf"!lai, nainsooks, gauzes are produced in great variety 
of colours and designs, some of the finest with gold threads in them. In 
:ecent years there has been an attempt to make these for the European trade· 
In India and Benares firms are represented in Simla, Calcutta, etc. 

Pieces. The best weaving is employed' on making pieces ready for wear. 
Saris are made with one end plain, the other very elaborate. and with one 
border ornamented. 

Dhoties are simpler.pitambar dhoties of pure silk, others of silk and 
cotton; Dupattas are wrap's of ov.er fifty inches. wide, made in silk or mixtures. 

Borders and end pieces are separately woven and stitched on in some 
cases: they are very elaborate, with much gold and sell by weight. Turbans 
are woven in simple line designs of various widths and lengths. Rumals are 
small \'\U'llpS or handkerchiefs, woven in single squares up to 60 inches wide: 
they grade into wraps and sbawls of various kinds and sizes. 

Other pieces include petticoats, bodices, veils, kamarbafU1s, rizzai pieces. 
and chadda1's. woven for special order or for special places: there is a l!1'6at 
variety of these in silk and. silk-cotton; there is a separate production of hand 
spun mulberry waste (matka) and of tasar, the former in pieces ready to wear 
such as dhoties or in lengths to cut. The Monortt'aph dated 1900 makes no 
reference to the fabrics of spun silk, noil, silk, artificial silk. mercerised 
cotton. already referred ·to, which is now such a feature- of Bens.res, so pre
sumably it has developed since that time. So tOO the silk fabrics of Bara 
Ranki, usuallv piece goods in stripes. made.of spun silk and cotton. are not 
referred to: these are now largely produced and sold in Lucknow, 'Bara Banki 
and neighbouring districts. . ; 

7. A bad· feature of the Benares industry is its poor dyeing: aniline ~yes 
are used giving the 'delicate shades so much is demand but the best amhne 
dyes are not usl'd: acid dyes are sometimes employed. with the juice of limes 
to provide the acids: most of the very pest fabrics will scarcely be exposed to 
light or washed. being worn on hil!h Qbcasions by women: but there is scope' 
for really good dye!' .and the Weavinl1' Maslers·were much interested in the 
alizarine dyes that PuS&. employed. The use of first rale fast pyes would be 
an. advantage especially in regard to fabrics for the European .trade. 

_ 8. The silk uSed in the United Provinces is from various sources: much is 
llengal khungru !lilk. som~ isfilatllre silk from l,lerhampur, China silk from 
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bombay'is used as weil as dyed silk from the B~mbay dyeing centres. From
the North, Hokhara silk ~tq~ down fJW Peshawar: 1lUJ,tk~ or spun mulberry 
thread, and tasar thread IS nnported from Bengal and Muzapur: a limited 
amount of handspun eri is used but not much is available as a rule. There 
~s now a large import of spun silk and noil silk from Bombay, which is mostly -
I~ported fro~ Italy, Eng!and and Japan, the latter now predominating. 
There lS a~ Import also of spun ~,r silk from England: and one mill at 
Cawnpore Imports tasar waste, spms It. and weaves the yarn into serge, put
tees, etc. The figures of trade, etc" WIll be found in Mr. AllBOrge's report, 
Volunte II. ,-

D. An investigation of industries was made by A. C. Chatterjee, I.e.s. 
aDd pu~lished i1:l11103 (Notes on the.Industries of the United Provinces). H~ 
?eals WIth the SIlk and gold thread indus~ries and-makes suggestions for their 
Improvement. He classes the Benares weavers (jolahas) as- -

(I) workers for dealers, who are not themselves weavers, 
(2) independent workers who sell in the bazaar, 
(3) employes of Mohammadan factory owners: 

" the first class are almost entirely within the power of the middleman dealer, 
who advances the yarn and takes the manufactured product either as a pur
chase or on commiSSIon sale. It was for the benefit of this class mainly that 
the Benares ::)ilk Weavers Co-operative Association was started and the 
results have so far been eminently successful." 

10. In Benare.; as elsewhere the weaver who is in the hands of the 
employer makes a bare livelihood working at a very skilled craft and his con-
ditIon is a very unsatisfactory one. ' 

11. The oevelopment' of the silk industry in ilie ,United Provinces has 
receIved some attenUon ~d the opemng 01 the vlliage muustry sJlops in 
places 11ke \.iawnp'0re IS an mterestlng aevelop'ment. but there are so mat.y, 
IndustrIes to deal WIth that SIlk is nOL receIvmg-much attentIon as yet. The 
mostnotewortlly aeve1op'ments are the .Henares \.ientral Weaymg Institute, 
the Bara. lmnl!.l weavmg I::)chool. _lhe tormer IS intended to undertake 
experimental work for the weavmg industry. to aftorcl asSIstance in technical 
operations and to provide instruction. A course is given which occupies 
tlJree years: twenty' students a year are admitted and m 11113 there were til 
M whom lJ were weavers: there are now 1l0! mainly of non-weaver castes. 
Materials and appliances axe supplied free and some students get scholar
ship,s. The instItute is eqUlpped, with many kinds of .looms costing frl?m 
Rs. 200 downwards and wit.hwarpmg and wmdmg machmes, The Supe~m
tendent informs me that 80 per cent. of the students have taken up weavmg 
or hosiery after leaving. As a rule the wea.-.:ers ~ the ones who benefit l~t 
and it is among non-we~vers most success 18 gamed; at th~ present tIm~ 
hosiery is the popular llldustry. Socks are bemg made of SIlk and the en 
silk socks made should have a future, if the yarn supply can be arranged for. 

A supply of eri cloth w~ made for sale in ¥>ndon, partly through 
my suggestion wben. I w~s 1n Lond~)ll. ~nd thlS has no~ been ~s
posed of at good pr1ces: 1t looks as If en, was wor~h paymg attent1<?n 
to and it is certain that if it had been pushed m connection wlth t~e war ~n 
Mesopotamia. the Benares weaver could hav~ added a new production to hiS 
present se!ection, This wor~ is done ~xperuD:entally at t.he sN1oo~ and then 
tried outsIde: and the Supermtendent lS startmg a model factory III Bena~ 
and is in touch with master-weavers Who want to do the same. The, fll:bncs 
and hosiery made at the school a:re sold or are made, to o~der: this IS an 
excellent. practice and works especIally well on the hOSiery SIde. ,!he scb:001 
experience with looms is against the Jacquard and the automatic beatmg 
loom but is for the fly-shuttle and the Dobbie: it is an illustration of how 
each 'province varies in this respect and shows how each area. must be separ-
ately developed. . 

1 do not think that this Institute will effect m~ch as ~g.ards s~lk and 
I question if Benares will benefit very- much from 1t. It IS Impossible for 
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such an Institute to teach and to improve weaving: the head of it cl1hnot 
. possibly master and improve all processes from winding to weaving including 

dyeing, unctel'Stand the trade, develop hosiery and teach 90 students on a 
three years' course. Nor can I see any good in teaching 90 students of whom 
only a few are weavers. 

12. Bara Banki was an example of the proper weaving school and the 
original idea was excellent: it was the most practical and commonsense 
Institute for silk that I ever saw and its policy was extremely sound. It is 
the one referred to in the extract from the " Indian Textile Journal" quoted 
on page 110. 

The following are extracts from its prospectus:- • 
• • • • • 

The pritnary object of the school has been to give a thoroughl! practilal 
-training in weaving on improved hand-looms. 

• • • • • 
In the men's section the school has 87 students on the roll, out of which 

55 work on hand-looms, 14 on hand karghas and 4 on carpet work, with 35 
~alvation Army looms,- 6 Salvation Army slays and 2 Chatterton looms. 
This school has during three years instructed a25 pupils of whom 26 have 
gone out as teachers to various districts on pay of Rs. 25 or more, while others 

- exercise their profession in this district either at various branch factories-or 
at their homes. 

The weaving section is, divided into two parts (1) those who buy their 
own looms, (2) those who are being instructed to beco~e teachers. 

• • • • • 
There are in the district eight branch factories employing between them 

5O'looms of _the Salvation Army iarge type. The school assists these branches 
in every way by giving continuous instruction even after the weavers have 
left the school and also putting _ their manufactured cloth on the market. 
During the three yearS the Hewett School has sold Rs. 5,100 worth of cloth 
fur these branches. The Elgin Mills have given us an order for &00 yards of 
cloth and have promised to give us further orders. . ' 

• • • • • 
In the dyeing section not onl)" is all the yarn required for the school dyed 

but lessons are given in dyeing fast and beautiful colours to all the students 
in the weaving and hosiery Sections. The dyes used are aniline dyes and the 
dyed product is dipped in boiling water to prove that it is fast. 

We have ourselves sold 88 Salvation Army looms, 38 Salvation Army 
slays, 20 Ser~pur sla:ys, 21 &nares slays, and 53 knittin1 machines and 14 
SInger's Sewmg machines. . 

Apart from the above, students have J>urchased lrom Bombay. Lucknow 
and Lahore to the value of some thousan<Is of rupees. Cloth we have pre
pared to the value of about Rs. 24,500 and we have sold from the beginning 

-up to the present to the value of Rs. 22,900 out of which Rs. 8,282 worth of 
cloth we have sold from 1st April to date; from 1st April to date we have sold 
cloth of other factories to the value of about Rs. 600. During the same period 
we have received donations to the amount of Rs. 4,185, we have purchased 
yarns from the beginning to the value of Rs. 20,000 or from 1st April to date 
to the value of Rs. 8,000 and we have sold yarns to students and other factories 
from 1st April to date of about Rs. 1,906-6-6. A further very satisfactory 
fact is that we have during the last two montha sold 74 looms on the takka7)i 
system and expect to sell a large number more shortly. These are our own 
school adaptation and cost omy Rs. 7 each. 



'the following are extracts from the notes I took on a visit to the school 
in 1910:-

The men who come, buy looms and take them oli. They may not be 
weavers and often are not but they take it up. They buy the_ 
upright loom or the school's own slay and adapt that to their 
~oom. The men are genuine and are really learning the most 
Important thing, that is, to make a few cloths for which there 
is a definite demand. There is a ready sale in Bara Ballki and 
the school itself also sells afar as at Lucknow, etc. I dislike 
the loom they selt and dislike the dyeing: the rest I consider 
admirable and thoroughly practical.· . 

The whole Institute is practical; they make every man do work he Can 
sell; there is no theoretical instruction; the weavers have to buy 
their materials, looms, etc., all cloth is sold; there is no elass for 
design or machine drawing; the weavers actually learn how 
best to make definite cloths lor which there is a demand and the 
school pays as much attention to that as to the teaching. 

13. The Director of Industries regards the peripatetic w:eaving school as 
the most va,luable means of developmg !IJld improvmg weaVlDg generally: the1e 
are nearly ;,UU,UlIO cotton weavers in the provmC6 as opposea to some 14,ooU 
SIlk weavers so that the development ana improvement ot cotton naturally 
mmes lirs~: and It is to be noled that whue the object in cotton IS to do coarse 
weavmg qUlcluy, the object in si.lk is usually to make a better product: so 
that methods applied to cotton do not necessarily suit silk. Another method 
of helping the weaver IS the supply of matenals and appliances at wholesale 
prices direct to the worker: thIs method i~ giving very good results and the 
weaver is taking advantage of the facilities: thIS IS mainly for cotton and at 
pPesenL not mucll tor silk: but the method seems to be a. sound one. 

14. The silk industry in the United .Provinces is sma.ll as compared with 
some other .provinces but has great posslbllltles on account 01' the large num
ber of cotton weavers, who mlgnt weave sIll!:; and there might very probably 
be a. very large development ot the suiting silk weaving. if It were organisell 
011 plOper lInes. There is a. probability that the S1Uall finishing tactory, 
servmg as an organising centre, might be a success and it would certainly 
be worth trying: 1 anI not sanguine as to the small h~d-loom factory since 
here as elsewhere the weaver works better at home: but t,he finishing factory 
is a. very different thing, serving chiefly as a. centre and putting the finished 
article on the market in large quantities, properly prepared for sale. 

15. In Chapter XXVIII the format~on. of a Central Silk Institute has 
been discussed and t,he natural place for It, m wme ways, would be Benares, 
on account of its existing industry, fine methods and accessible situation. 
I'urthermore the industry in the united Provinces is nearly all in·Benares 
and tbe Institute could carryon its work for the whole of India without being 
called upon for any local development work outside Benares: the present 
Institute would become a. district weaving school and its work would not be 
in any way overlapped ~y the activities of the In~ti~ute as I ~ve sketched. it. 
I think further that the development of model finishmg faotones and the like 
could be worked up there and that the small factory method of dyeing, twist-
ing, warping coulQ be taken up with good chances of trial. . 

16. The development of the silk industry in the p.rovince depends upon 
these points :- . 

·1. SUN!6g oj production.-A real s.tudy needs to be made of wha~ is 
being produced. of the capaCIty of the weavers, of'the organIsa
tion of the inilustry. It will be possible then to see what 
branches can be developed and where a demand can be sti!!lU
lated for local products as is certainly possible. 

2. Facilities lor cheap suppli68.-This is now being done and could be 
extended, if the industry was well understood. The demand 
for eri -silk cloth for instance cannot be met for want of yarn. 
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a. Better dll6S.-Thia has been carefully investigated before with tbe 

master-weavers of Benares and the really fast dyes of Pusa 
could have been adopted here. For certain classes of new 
fabrics this will be essential if there is to be a development. 

4. Better. designs.-The demand for the well known Benarea ktJ.,,~
khwabs is lessening and there is 110 pr6duction taking its place : 
but there is scope for new designs, new ideas, new productions 
to meet other demands. The .Benares fine silks are the only 
Indian productions selling in big cities where they compete wit.h 
foreign silks and this could be very much developed, if the pro-. 
ducers got help with new designs and new ideas. I have dis
cussed, on page 187 how ideas would be got from Paris, London, 
etc., in regard to new fashions and I would expect to produce 
many of these at Benares, if the trade was organised. 

5. Model Finishing Faetory.-The deyelopment of weaving in new I 

places or in existing centres (e.g., AZamgarh) by means of the 
small finishing factory deserves a trial and may be a very valuable 
means of development. The details require to be worked out 
experimentally, a trial factory made on a small scale and the 
whole question to be carefully gone into on the spot. If this is 
done it must be done on the results of the survey and finishing 
tried for the special classes of fabric likely to be most easily 
developed. -- .--.. ---

CHAPTER xxn.-THE PUNJAB. 

The province has a small silk rearing .. industry, which is discussed in Chapter 
V: it has a much larger silk weaving industry centred at Amritsar, Multan, 
Jullundur and Lahore. The kinds of silk used are very varied, includin~ China, 
Bokhara, Yarkand, Bengal raw silk, and epun silk from Japan, Italy and England. 
"This is fully discussed in Mr. Ansorge's section of this report (volume II). 

2. Raw silk is opened out and wound off on to small hand reels: in Lahore, 
the skein is spread o~t on two small swifts one of which is placed on the fioor. the 
other on the wall or on an upright: the silk is sorted into four qualities, there being 
&s much as a chittack of waste in a seer on the average. The silk is then twisted 
on a very excellent machine. which is a modification of the one used in Bombay, 
Nagpur. etc. The silk wound oli on reeds. is placed on spindles which are fixed 
in a vertical frame: these are driven by a leather belt from a big wheel. the belt 
passing round the first spindle, then round the near side of the second. the far 
side of the third and so on: actually two belts drive the whole series of twenty 
spindles: the silk is reCeived on baby reels which are turned by two belt8 driven 
from the &xIe of the driving w,heels. The twisted threads are not again twisted 
together but used as they are. The machine is most efficient, does a large amount of 
silk at one time and is well constructed. The da.w:s output is two pounds. It is 
referred to by Hailey in 1899 as then new. The twisted silk is then boiled off 
in soap, or soda: dyeing is done with aniline dyes mainly : formerly Amritsar was 
famous for dyeing in indigenous dyes and silk was sent there from distant parts 
of India: but anilines are now used. The dyed yam is then wound off, warped 
in the'usual way on upright sticks oron a revolvin~ warping mill direct from the. 
baby reels, the warp stretched and sized, and put mto the loom. 

3. Weaving is done on pit looins, with two shafts, U9ruIlly to a width of not 
more than 31 inchel!!: the use of any better loom seems to be unknown and there 
are great numbers of these 100lDS at work in the weaving centres. 

The fabrics woven are almost wholly plain coioilied silk (daryai) or striped 
and shot (gulbadan), or checks (charkhana): some are finer than others but there 
is otherwise litiIe variety. In Multan there is a large production of cotton and 
silk cloth. Cotton cloths with silk borders are also woven largely and some pure 
ailk-is woven to stitch on to cotton cloth as a border. 

There is an increasing use now of artificial silk as weft with spun silk or even 
mercerised cotton as warp: and the Punjab silk, formerly of pure China or 
Bokhan yam fast-dyed with cochineal or kamela, is now losing ita quality and its 
reputation. 
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, Weaving in the Punjab is largely in the hands of dealers and employers, who 
are shortsighted, who go in for the cheap showy fabric and think more of the imme
diate profit than of the maintenance of an indUBtry. All fOl"lllB ot adulteration 
are practised and the weaver is skilled in making cloth thick at the edge, thin 
inside (an extra thread in the outer dents) and in putting more picks to the inch at 
the ends of the cloth than inside. The weavers can make plain silk piece-goods 
very rapidly and cheaply: they are not organised, are in the hands of traders 
and are unable to keep up their fabrics to a pro~ standard. There is very great 
scope for organisation on co-operative lines WIth better methods and making a 
wider variety of cloth: and thitl is made easy by the concentration of weavers 
in large cities 'such as Lahore, Amritsar, Multan, etc. 'There are a coDSiderable 
number of people affected: the census total of 1911 is 13,584. Hailey's Mono
graph in 1899, gives a total of 12,740 silk twisters, weavers, etc., in Amritsar, 
Multan Jullundur, Lahore: and the foUowing very interesting figures are from 
Cope (Journal Agri-Horticultural Society in India, X; part II, 1858). 

Lahore. Amritsar. 1dult&n. JulIundUL 

\ 
Dealera . · · · · · · 52 1:13 101 .. 
DaIaIa . · • · · · so 3lI .. .. 
WiDde .. · · · · , · . · 300 736 218 39 
Twiateno · · · · 87 249 89 306 
Dyeno . · · · · · 19 156 3lI 43 
Weavera · · · · · · . · t41 900 371 189 

TOTAL 920 
) 

1l,205 811 557 

These are the only figures known to me in which the proportion of persons 
employed and trading in silk are given: thus for 1,718 weavers, there are 1,885 
preparers (1253 winders, 425 twisters, 207 dyers). and 338 dealers in raw materials, 
and piece-goods. That is seventeen weavers require 2 dyers, 4 twisters, 12 winders 
and 3 dealers. 

4. There is a considerable industry of' a minor kind in silk embroidery, 
making silk braid, buttons, armlets, ornaments, etc. Two branches of this are 
described in Hailey's" Monograph on the Silk Industry in the Punjab (1899)", 
quoted from Baden Powell's" Punjab Manufactures" : the workers (patolis) are to 
be found throughout the Punjab towns and carry on a small industry that requires 
a certain amount of coarser kinds of silk. 

NORTH-WEST FRoNTIER. PRoVINCE. 

5. There is an industry in weaving and silk work in Kohat and Peshawar: no 
silk is produced now: an account of experiments will be found in Appendix XI. 
There IS no reason why silk should not be produced extensively and profitably. 
In Baluchistan there is also silk embroidery and some weaving. The industry is a 
stnall one and apparently growing stnaller: :aailey in 1899 records 976 persons 
engaged in Peshawar, 450 in Kohat: the number now in Peshawar is repol;ted as 
40 weavers and 50 on twisting, dyeing etc. : the cloths made are of pure silk or 
of cotton and silk and are similar to those tnade in the Punjab: . 

6. The embroidery of silk on cotton (plndkari8) is probably a more extended 
industry of which figures are not available: it is reported to be carried 0;11 in 
Hazara, Zhob, Loralai, Sibi. Bolan, Chagai, Quetta, Kachi, JhaIawan, Mehan and 
Kharan: the work is done by women in their homes and much finds its way 
down countrr. through dealers and wandering traders (box-wallahs). It is an 
industry similar to that of Kashmir: and the only notable point about it from 
our pomt of view is that it has suffered to some extent from the use of aniline 
dyed yam, and that to persist now the use of the old indigenous plant dyes will 
need to be gone back to. 

It has not been ~ossible to make local inquiry into this industry but it would 
be extremelT interestmg to do so : and its 1'0&'!ibilities tnaT be investigated later on. 
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CHAPTER XXIII.-KABHMIR. 

Weaving.-During 1904-05, 12 looms were obtained from England and 88 

results appeared satisfactory, 200 more were ordered. 
During 1905-06, 11 looms worked and 70 more were brought into working, 

109 pieces were made and 87 sent to London for sale, Sale proceeds Rs. 2,349-8-9 ; 
working expenses Rs. 18,828-0·5, capital Re. 64,150. 

1906-07. 200 looms were fixed, 123 worked, 58 mad~ "perfect cloth." 
During the year 538 pieces were made. Total sale receipts Re. 7,455, expenditure 
Rs. 62,779-0f which 36,316 working expenses. 

In 1907 the weavers were working as follows:-
40 doing 5 yards daily 

15" 4) u n 

13" 7" If 

6." Sit " 
2" 9" n 

1 ". 1.0 n n 

The 200 looms were fixed and 114 were making" perfect cloth." Cloth was 
sold in London (Rs. 7,702) and locally (R8. 11,103); working expenses including 
cost of silk were Rs. 1,36,211. On the average there were 186 weavers doing 
601 yards per day. 

The reslllts were not very hopeful, but the reasons were (I)-excessive price 
charged for raw silk, (2) weavers not staying, and (3) want of dyeing and finishing 
plant. It is illuminating to remember that the cloth made was of 24 and 28 
denier, not degummed nor thrown, as no throwing plant existed. 

In 1908, the loss was Rs. 44,109 and 3,034 pieces were made. 
In 1909-10, the loss was 21,447 of which Rs. 10,026 for depreciation. The 

labour difficulty was acute. 3,407 pieces were made. Spun silk was used in part,. 
• The drawback of the inability to dye and finish was realised and the industry was 

clearly failing for want of demand f~r this quality of light white silk. 
In September 1910 weaving WllS handed over to Sericu1ture Department 

again" since which time a good deal of the finished cloth of thicker quality has 
been sold on a profitable 'basis" (Report 1911). 

In 1910 the weaving was closed. 
2. It is difficult to comment on the weaving because it seems so amazing that 

a factory with 200 looms capable of doing say 1,200 yards a day should have turned 
out.cloth in the gum, undyed, without doubling or twisting, and expect to continue 
to do so profitably. It was apparently meant to be sent to Macclesfield for fini .. hing 
and printing: and:the~cloth wa~practically the·corah than, whose export from 
Bengal was then ceasing. A large sum has been spent, but had a little more been 
spent, had throwing plant-and a dye house been erected; had the weaving master 
been allowed to visit India and Bee what he could make which was in demand, 
the project would have been a success as big a8 the cocoon production. 

It is of no use to comment on this failure. -Difficulties with labour were small 
compared to the difficulty of finding a market for pieces made of 24-28 denier 
untwisted silk in the gwp.! 

. ~t present th~ looms lie idle.. There ia. ~o throwing plant, no dyeing, no 
finishmg, the few pieces made by pnvate enterpnse have to be sent to Bombay 
to be degummed, and there is no prospect of doing anything umiss a better 
policy is adopted. 

3. Apart from the necessary expenditure on throwing machinery and a dye 
house, there is no extra expenditure to be incurred to make the weaving plant 
fit to turn out large quantities of the fabrics in demand in India. I think that 
this organisation might be a very valuable help in the competition with imported 
fabrics. It is probable that with the 200 looms available, the very efficient a8llist
ance oHdr. Worsley, the supply of raw silk of any required denier, that the Kashmir 
weaving ~ould supply at once any fabric found to be in demand. 

4. To-fully understand this, the section of this report on the Development of 
the Silk Industry must be read. Above all we want to b~ able to make, on all 
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industrial scale, every fabric that is in demand, and the Kashmir organisation with 
its production of raw silk of any denier, its available waste, it.s efficient organisation, 
is in an unique position to help. The weaving factory at Srinagar with proper 
throwing, dyeing and finishing could tum out thousands of pieces of any grade, 
made to pattern, to meet any demand; and if I had the control of the commercial 
organisatIOn proposed in Cl:.apter XXVII of this report, I would regard this 
organisation as one· of my chief assets. I could pass large. o~ders on to it which 
I would know would be carried out, and it would be a help of the most useful 
kind in meeting foreign competition. 

I think that if one reads the ;ection on the Development of the Silk Industry 
and then realises the possibilities of the Kashmir weaving factory, able to turn 
lIut any fabric, to meet the demand found to exist, that one can realise the im
mense opportunity that lies before the development of this industry. . . 

The Bilk Embroidery Industry. , 

5. Kashmir has an industry in the embroidery of silk upon cloth, and in the 
weaving of silk and wool (paskmina). For the. former, coarse thread is made 

. with waste cocoons and dwpost and this is sold from the filature. The silk is boiled 
off first with 80me 6 chittacks of locally made soap per seer of 8ilk, it is then dyed, 
the dyers formerly us~ plant dyes, now using all sorts. There is a separate class 
of dyers, and they claIm to have secret processes: dyes are tested by washing 
but not for fastness to light and there is scope for improvement here. 

The dyed silk is in a tangle and the skein is put over two' upright rods and run 
off on to a latai. In that form it is used. by the embroiderer. It is untwisted, the 
fibres parallel, soft and very glossy; and the beautiful desiglli! are stitched on 
with this soft material. There is another use for this material. The loose dyed 
thread is run off on to a spindle and a short length run round from the spindle to 
a peg and back. The worker smooths and polishes this with his hands and a long 
smooth iron needle, which he runs along the stretched threads to and fro till all 
the irre~arities are taken out. He then takes the smooth thread, attaches it 
to a weIghted spindle as in spinning and takes a short leugth, runs the thread 
back again to the spindle and then to the end of the first length. He has then 
three threads parallel, with the spindle he twists them together and makes a thick 
even thread that he winds oft' on the spindle, so he goes on with successive lengths. 
This thread is used for the peculiar knotted work done o:n wool coats. 

The same dyed thread is used to make braid. The thread is carried from 
the hand of the worker to a peg in front of him three times, ~iving 6 threads in 
loops; these are then plaited together in sequence and the plaited portion tightly 
held by the toe of the worker. It is impossible to describe the process further. 
The result is a stout round braid of six plaited threads and it is sewn to the lower 
hem of coats, etc. 

6. There is another industry which is of great interest. There is a large pro
duction of wool shawls for Bengal. these are made up with coloured borders, which 
are very curiously made. Silk of 18-20 denier is obtained and is twisted exactly as 
described for Assam and Benares by laying out the threads and twisting with a 
weight. Then these are warped on a four shaft loom as for twill weaving. Then 
a small pattern is put in with a. great number of little wood" quills" and the white 
back ground is alBo 80 put in from quills. There are two or three men at each 
loom; one calls the pattern, 10 white ground, 3 green, 4 white ground, 5 red, 
etc.. each puts it in, in order from fhe left. When one line is done the 
healds are lifted in the next-twill combination and the weaving resumes, 
and you get strips of figUIed cloth; but these are then embroidered over with 
the needle and are sewn on to the edge of the wool shawls. There are said to 
be between two and three hundred looms engaged on this work, with over 500 
workers. It is more like carpet making than weaving as a single cross thread 
is never put in right across but the whole weft is put in in small lots with hundreds 
of quills.. The industry is a very limited one that depends wholly IIpon the demand 
from Bengal and other parts of India. (Compare ac//eik weaving in Burma.) 

7. The great interest of the Kashmir industry lies in its artistic beauty. 
Where in India YOIl find conventional designs, very old, and no new ones, you 
find in Srinagar, the most beautiful designs based on local flowers such as the 
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lotus, the rose, or on the peacock, the chinar leaf, etc. The designing is still 
flexible, the dyeing is good, the spirit is progress ve, and the firms concerned sell 
to English people and even have agents in London. 

8. The possibilities of this indnktry are very great and I think they would 
justify study, the improvement of detail, the extension of design, the develop
.ment of demand. I believe there will be an enormous reaction in. Europe III 

taste, and that the hideous shoddy product of the modern mill will give place to 
what no mill can make, a really beautiful article, made by man's eitort, and 
completely satisfying. I think that the products of Kashmir, aided by expert 
advice in dyeing, in designing, in details, would, if properly exploited, be in such 
demand that all the workers flourished. 

The following extract from .. Hand-Loom Weaving" by Lu~her Houper is 
of interest in this connection :-

"Notwithstanding the competition of its formidable rivat'the power-loom, 
the hand-loom still survives, and seems likely to continue in use for the weaving 
of the best webs, in several branches of textile manufacture. 

In various districts of Great Britain, as well as in France, Germany, Italy, 
and other European countries, hand-loom weaving continues to be, though much 
decayed, an important industry. In the East-in India, China, and Japan-the 
hand-loom weavers ontnumber by several millions the workers employed in attend
ing to the textile machinery of Europe and America. . 

The fact that hand-loom weaving has so long survived gives hope. that, now 
that there is a growing demand for the best in all departments of workmanship, 
the future may see an extensive revival' of this beautiful and ingenious art." 

The process of weaving the Casillhere Shawls has been instructively described 
by a traveller in India:' . 

" The loom differs not in principle from that of Europe, but is inferior in 
workmanship, and the factories contain from three to three hundred of tbem, 

. crowded together into very small spaces. About three weavers work at each 100m. 
When the warp is nxed in the loom the pattern-drawer makes a design in black 
and white. He shows.it to the colourist and the scribe, and they confer together. 
The colourist, having well considered it, points out the proportion of the colours, 
and, beginning at the foot of the pattern, he calls out the colour and number of 
threads to which each is to extend, that by which it is to be followed. and so on 
in succession until the whole pattern has been deseribed. From his dictation the 
scribe writes down the particulars in a kind of shorthand, and delivers a copy 
of the document to the weavers. 

" The workmen then prepare the needles by winding on each, coloured yam 
of about four grains weight. These needles without eyes are made of smooth 
wood, and have both their sharp ends slightly charred to prevent their becoming 
rough through use. Under the Superintendence of the colourmaster, the· weavers 
next knot the yam of the needles in their proper places to the warp. 

" The face or right side of the cloth is placed next to the ground, the work 
being carried on at the back, where the needles all hang in a row, making from four 
to fifteen hundred according to the lightness or heaviness of the ornament. As 
soon as the designer is satisfied that the work in one line is completed the reed is 
bronght down upon it, with a vigour and repetition apparently very disproportion
ate to the delicacy of the material." 

" It is a grievous fact that this beautiful handicraft of shawl-weaving has 
almost died out in India, owing to the competition of the cheap, meretricioulI, 
European, machine made imitations of the Cashmere weaving and design, with 
which the markets of both the East and West were flooded in the last century." 

9. Three things would help the industry, the first is really fast dyeing. that 
was absolutely a10ve reproach. If alizarine and indigo dyes were used exclusively, 
every shade could be obtained and the dyes would be as absolutely fast as any 
can be, far better. than the existing ones. The second is design; it is imp08Sible 
for me· to suggest improvement in design say for the Bena:al trade, but I can see 
t.he v.uue of better design for the European demand, and 1 imagine that. a really 
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good artist, with the flexibility of the Kashmir worker to aid him, couid turn orit 
the most beautiful fabrics. There are some but there should be more and I think 
that it would not be difficult to turn out new designs, work them ~ut and turn 
them over ~ the present dealers. The third is trade organisation; given absolutely 
fast dyes, gIven an artistic designer, the beautiful fabrics of Kashmir should -find 
a large an:! ready sale in London, in Paris, in New York, etc. It requires a centre, 
where desl~ are worked out, it requires artists to design, it requires a fund that 
pays for designS, and it requires a selling centre in London, Paris, etc., to which 
the des:lers send their goods. J. believe that this organisation would benefi~ the 
Kashmir worker very greatly, It would be very successful if sympathetICally 
wor~ed, its devel~pment would be an important part of the work of the Silk 
InstItute proposed In Chapter XXVIII and I can imagine nothing more attractive 
to the organiser or more beneficial to the craftsmen, than development on the 
lines I have briefly outlined. ' 

In Chapter XXVII I have dealt with trade organisation; to nowhere 
could this be 80 well applied as to Kashmir; the promise .of development is 
enormous, t1}e artistic scope is llnlimited, and the industry would respond readily 
to this kind of organisation. 

Silk Oarpets. 

10. At one factory in Srinagar, carpets of silk are produced for the American 
market chiefly. The silk used is "dopost" or thick uneven thread made from 
double cocoon;;: the thread is twisted by.hand on the char-Ma, then boiled off with 
soap and dyed: acid dyes of German origin are used with acetic acid. The carpets 
are extremely beautiful, usually the 15-18 stitch, on a cotton yarn foundation. 

Development. 

11. The State is losing a great asset in not developing the weaving industry 
and the fact that failure followed an attempt to make silk cloth before should not 
be allowed to prevent development in this direction. I believe the possibilities 
in this direction are very great, not in making cloth for export so much as in weav
ing for the Indian market. I think that the lines of development are perfectly 
clear; they are fully discussed in Chapter xxvn of this report. If the kind 
of trade organisation there sketched is ever provided for India as a whole, it would 
be an immense help to the Department to he able to fall back on the State and the 
State would benefit by the help of the Department. Failing that, it is a case only 
of sending the weaving expert on a tour of the weaving and trading centres and 
~iving him a free hand. Of course the necessary plant must be provided for throw
mg, dyeing and finishing the cloth. I am very strongly convinced that a great 
opportunity is being lost and that a flourishing industry can be created if develop
ment is pushed on sound lines, and I believe the lines on which to develop are very 
clear. 

It will require expenditure but it will alpo make profitable the machinery and 
buildings now lying idle in Srinagar. 

I think that probably the development of this would eventually lead to the 
erection of a spinning mill capable of making spun silk from the available waste 
silk, and of warping these ready for sale or for local use in the weaving mill. There 
is a very large Import of spun silk yarn and warps into India at present and with 
the supply of waste and the demand for yarn both at hand, this development 
would probably succeed well. _ 

The immediate need is the development of the weaving blocked at present by 
the want of throwing machinery, a dye house and the plant for finishing. The 
position strikes one as a little absurd and it is to-be hoped that the State will re
consider the matter. 

CHAPTER XXIV.-THE CENTRAL PROVINCES. 

There is no production of mulberry silk in the Ceatral Provinces and the 
experiments made are referred in Appendix XI. Tasar silk is a large industry, 
both in weaving, twisting and production: eri silk has been produced experiment-
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81~y but th4!re is no industry. ,!he c~ief industry in silk ~s the weaving of Nagpur. 
NlIIlIlr and Bhandara, where silk, silk and ,cotton, or sdk-bordered cottun clot hlt 
are extensively produced. This industry is described in Dewar's" Monograph of 
the Silk Fabrics of the Central Provinces (1901) " it is stated to concern ti 000 
workers in Nagpur, 1,700 weavers and probably another 1,500 twisters, ete~. in 
Nimar (Bur~anp.ur),. and some 4,00~ workers in ~handara. ,!he silk ul!('d is very 
largely Bengal silk lillported by rail and there 18 a smaller lillport of China silk 
via .Bomb~y. The figu~es'are gi,:en in App~ndix XVI !lnd are extremely misleading, 
~he large ~port of Indian raw silk from BIh~r and 0ri.8.."8 to the Chhattisgarh block 
IS Bengal silk for Na.gpur! B~andara and Nlmar: whil~ a large part of the import 
from Bombay of Ch.ina ~ilk IS probab~y not shown 88 It comes in pas.qenger train 
or post parcels. There 18 a recorded lillport of Some 4,000 maunds of silk of the 
value of twenty odd lakl1S of rupees: so that there is a production of silk goods 
in the Province to the value of nearly forty lakl1S. The import of piece-goods is 
small, the export nothing, and the silk woven is for local use. 

2. The methods used in Nagpur may be shortly described. The raw silk from 
MaIda is opened out and run off into qualities in the usual way; the warp threads 
are then twisted singly and three twisted threads twisted again together to make 
one warp thread: twisting is done on spindles turned by thread belts from a wheel, 
there afe as many 88 21 spindles turned and the thread is received on a large reel 
turned slowly by a belt from the axle of the driving wheel. The machine is crude, 
heavy to work and not well made but it does the work. Twisted thread is crOM 
wound over two upright pegs and is boiled off and dyed: dyea are cochineal, 
kamela, indigo, lac, knsum, etc., and anilines, the cost of the operations are &8 

follows :-
28 tow thread--8 annas Borting, 

12 " twisting, 
4 " warping', 

10.12 " dyeing, 

undyed boiled thread and dyed thread sell for the same price by weight: i.e., 
the dyer pays say Rs. 20 a seer for boiled thread and sells it for the same price per 
seer: but his seer has bllCome nearly a chittack heavier, which is his profit. 

3. Warping is done on a warping board or on uprights fixed in the open: 
and the warp is then la.id out, brushed, sized and drawn in to the loom. Colou, 
e£fectsare obtained by tying the warp, dyeing and then arranging the warp 
threads. 

4. Weaving is done on pit-looms usually with two shafts, and to a standard 
width of 45 inches, on a warp 20 to 60 yards long. The number of dents to the 
inch is greater at the edges of the reed than in the middle. For borders a separate 
set of healds are used and for figures the usual loops for making the ground. 

Clotl1S are of silk pure, silk and cotton, cotton with silk borders, cotton with 
silk and gold borders and ends. Practically all are saris, dhoties and scarves, 
m!rde almost wholly in a few convenponal designs and patterns, with a greater 
or 1e1!8 amount of gold thread woven into the border. The colours are varied but 
the designs limited to those conventional onea in local demand. 

Weaving is done by isolated workers who sell to the dealers or by workers 
paid wages or employed by traders. The sorters, twisters, dyers, warpers and 
weavers are distinct and the industry is subdivided. There is one interellting 
feature: in Nagpur the cloths are stamped as properly dyed by a man who tests 
each piece before stamping; the stamper gets one pice per cloth and unstamped 
cloth doea not fetch the same price from the dealers; the stamper is appointed 
by a committee of merchanta and the system appears to work well. 

5. The records of import of raw silk and the census figurea tend to support the 
belief that the industry is a8 a. whole prosperous and increasing; its prosperity 
depends mainly on the steady demand for this class of fabric in the province aud 
though dealers sell Chinese and Japanese silk cloth it is to a very small extent on!y. 
The disquieting symptoma are the increasing use of mercerised cotton as a SIlk 
substitute and the bad organisation of the industry as regards the actual wor~rs. 

6. The war affected the industry 80 seriously that Government intervened: the 
feature of the industry is that the demand is for silk cloths in the marriage season 



only arid that in the sununer demand is small, the demand {or cloths fell off at 
once in the .winter of 1914-15 and de.lliers could buy no more; the weaver never 
has any capItal an.d would have simply starved: all<i Government bought up three 
lakhs worth of Bans, etc., and soored them for sale when normal times came again. 

The fluctuation of demand puts the weaver at the mercy of the trader, who 
buys .cheap v.:hen there is no demand and the weaver, unless he can buy raw 
materials and live from June 00 November, must take any price he can get. 1 have 
not the local knowledge to decide if the dealer does sweat the worker but it is 
clearly possible and it was bitteoly complained of to me. 

7. The industry is fit for development on'wider lines; the weaving is skilful and 
good, better reeds, fly-shuttle slays, better twisting, faster dyes would all improve 
it: but above all, the weaver should be helped to make other eloths. In the 
ba~ar, ha~d-loom J~panese c1o~, 27 inches. wide. was selling at Rs. 2 per yard: 
Chinese satm was.selling at Rs. 3-4 : the first was stamped as passed by a Japanese 
Guild: the second was stamped as " Guaranteed fast dyed," I can see no real 
reason why Nagpur weavers should not be shown how to weave plain silk cloth or 
satin to compete with these and it would be possible for the weavers to make 
other cloths also in demand. Probably organisation on co-operative credit 
lines is needed or the dealer will make an exorbitant profit while he sweats the 
weaver: but this could be organised probably on the lines of Amarapura. 

Failing that, the production of new fabrics could be organised on the model 
factory system, putting up a small finishing factory and collecting the cloths 
made: this method of organisation seem to me the best for Nagpur but I have 
not the local knowledge necessary to decide this. Nagpur certainly is a favour
able place in which to develop the production of new fabrics and I believe the 
weaver would respond readily to this form of stimulus. 

CHAPTER XXV.-BOMBAY. 

There is no production of silk in the Presidency at present and not any 
likelihood of production being developed: nor is there any tassr industry: a pro
duction of eri silk was developed and now persists only in Kathiawar. 

2. The silk weaving industry is a large one, employing some 39,000 people; 
it is centred chiefly at Surat, Ahmedabad, PooM, Nasik, and is found also at 
BeJgaum, Dharwar, Bilapur, Sholapur, Ahmednagar, Bombay, and Hyderabad 
in Sind. Three silk mills were formerly working, two at Bombay, one at Poons; 
the last is now closed. 

The ra'w material used is imported China silk, of several qualities, the Bengal 
khungru silk, some Bengal filature silk, and silk from Mysore used in Belgaum 
and Dharwar; formerly silk from Persia csme down from the Gulf and a small 
amount of Bokhara silk from North India. Formerly only raw silk was woven: 
now there is-a large use of spun silk from Italy, England or Japan, and of mer
cerised cotton to mix with silk. 

The trade in silk and the' qualities used are fully discussed by Mr. Ansorge 
in Volume 11 of this report. A short summary of the industry from the 
technical point of view is necessary and a summary of the fabrics. 

3. The processes used in weaving silk in Bombay centres are superior to those 
of Bengal for instance but distinctly inferior to those of Burma. The raw silk 
when purchased is opened out, placed on & swift and run off into four or five dis
tinct qualities on to hand reels twisted in the fingers: from these the thread for 

. twisting is run off on to reeds, with the aid of the simple wheel; the reeds are 
placed on the spindles of the twisting machine, which is of the large driving whee~ 
type, in which many belts from a large wheel tum a row of spindles on which 
tile reeds are placed and the thread passes on to a slowly moving reel driven from 
the axle of the big wheel. The machine is clumsy, with a large driving wheel 
and twisting as many as 16 to 20 spindles at once: as a rule the twisted threads 
are run off in pairs on to the big reel and then twisted together again or two pairs 
are twisted together giving a four-fold thread used for warp. 

In Surat, a very efficient machine is used which has been adapted from mill 
practice: in it the spindles are vertical, are each driven separately from a drum, 



and the silk is wound off on to baby reels at the top of the frame: the machine 
is driven with iron gear wheels, is constructed on a vertical frame and is by far 
the most efficient machine used in India. Edwards writing in 1900, refeIIi to 
another process used in Surat but this is apparently no longer in use. 

After twisting, or without it in. the case of weft, the yam ill boiled off with 
soda and soap, or soda alone, and is then dyed. Dyeing is partly with cochineal 
kamela, indigo, turmeric, partly with aniline dyes: the very fast bright red is 
cochineal and kamela together: indigo is dyed by a separate class of dyer as a 
rule. Dyeing is practised at Belgaum (Shahapoora), Gokak, Yeola. Nasik "p(>Cially 
and much yarn is sent for dyeing. The dyed yam is sometimes siv.ed with starch 
paste, and is weighted to a slight extent with sugar or oil. The yam is then 
warped: the usual method is an improvement on the simple Indian proce88 and 
is d.one .on '!" vertical warping .£tame, the t~read. taken ~und. a series of pe~ till 
all 18 "laId: ill some places a smgle thread 18 lala at a time, In others a senes of 
10 to 20 threads are laid from a creel of bobbins with a warping stick and the 
process is a rapid one. The warp is then drawn in through the reed (mmally 
bamboo), and through the healds: as a rule healds are not knitted round the 
threads but eyeletted healds are used as in mill practice. 

4. Weaving is commonly done on the pit loom and there are three types of 
weaving: the plain weaving with two shafts, in which checks, etc., are made 
by laying striped warp and weaving with various colours: the ornaml'nted border 
done either with a Dobbie or with borderhealds connected to eight or more 
shafts worked by cords fixed to pegs in front of the weaver: th;r brocade loom 
in which there are three sets of harness, the two shaft for the. ground, the eight 
lever for the border (worked by cords), thl' loop·controlled figure harness for 
working in the figures in the body of the cloth. The last is extremely complex 
and the figure weaving of the body is controlled by loops, arranged in order by 
the 100m setter and manipulated by a separate operator: with this loom, there 
may be workers who put in figures or stars with small embroidery bobbins, as 
i; Benares weaving, and some fabrics are made almost wholly of embroidery 
put in by this means. 

5. The woven fabric is not finished as a rule: very high class kamk"llilYlb$ are 
carefully picked over, smoothed delicately and properly packed: but as a rule 
the pieces are folded, tied with silk and sold as they are. 

Fabrics. 

6. The fabrics of the Bombay Presidency include the following principal kinds : 
Saris, of cotton with silk borders are commonly woven in the beccan and 

arc frequently produced with a simple border pattern with a Dobbie loom or a 
separate set of border heaIds and levers. Pure silk saris are also produced but 
less commonly: Burat, Ahmedabad and Poona produce these. Silk and gold 
thread saris are woven in the same places and on these the most elaborate and 
intricate weaving is done. A really good silk sari in kamkhu:ab weaving with 
heavy gold borders and ends may cost three hundred rupees: the designs are 
conventional ones as a rule: one Poona dealer stated that he paid Rs. 1,000 to 
a designer and 100m Setter for the setting of a loom to weave a "jungli" (forest) 
pattern. 

Dlwtis are woven of cotton with a narrow silk border, jll8t as saris are: in 
some cases gold thread, i.e., gold or silk, is woven in as a line edging or ~nd. 
Dhoties of pure silk (pitambars) are made to a small extent and are eXpCDf>lVe: 
they are produced and sold in Gujarat, the Deccani buyer being too poor to afiord 
them. 

Scaroes and the cloth that the Hindu throws over his shoulder are made 
of silk, or of cotton with silk borders. 

Bodice clmh of cotton and silk or silk is a peculiarity of the Bombay Presi
dency" and is specially woven: some are silk, some silk and cotton: the best have 
an ornamented border of silk: they are woven to make the garment that coveI'll 
the shoulders and bust of the women. 

Piece-goods are woven to some extent and this heading may cover any quality 
of cloth: but it includes really varions qualities of cloth from plain silk-cotton 
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~ed to. very elaborate .kamkhwabs, woven in lengths and meant for clltting 
Into bodIces, shawls, PYJamas, coats, cushion-covers, etc. There are not many 
~efini~ fabrics except the plain silk and cotton woven in stripes or plain colours, 
SIlk chdi~n and fine cloths, the simple satins, and the very elaborate brocades 
wqven WIth colours and gold thread: Surat produces such fabrics, in some 
variety, but their production is lessening. 

. Turbans.-There is a production of narrow cloth for turbans, either dyed, or 
WIth gold thread borders or ends: the fast red dye of the best turban is the cochi-
neal-~amela colour. , 

Umgyis for Burma are still woven in check patterns in Surat and sent to 
BUlma: the waved cloth of Bangkok has also been imitated in Surat, with not 
much slIccess: there was once a large trade, which still persists. 

Spot satins are woven in Surat and are plain cotton-backed satins; the fabric 
knotted and dyed, producing a pattern 'and this pattern is added to by printing 
another colour in the undyed knotted portion. These go to Rangoon: they 
are nearly all in one pattern, but in difierent coloul'S. 

Kamkhwabs.-These have been referred to under Saris but there was a pro
duction of these for export to. Siam and there is still a dema\d for the beautiful 
gold and brocaded fabrIC of Surat, Ahmednagar and Poona. The demand lessens, 
lJnfortunateiy, but it would grow if the fabric was better known in Europe and 
(specially) AmeriGa. . 

Mashru or silk and cotton mixed is woven very largely as it makes a fabric 
permitted to Mohammadans. . 

Suiti'YUJ cloth is a new fabric, of spun silk, woven to sell to compete with 
" Kashi "cloth. It is. also made of mercerised cotton, very cheaply. 

In the above, a complete summary of the production is not attempted but 
the general features are obvious: mainly the silk is for local sale, the best for 
the rich man of Gujarat, the poorer for the Deccani: there is a special produc
tion for Burma which is lesserung, for Siam which is nearly dead: there is practi
cally nothing for any other export trade at all. 

Mercerised Cotton. 

7. During the last twenty years, there has been an increasing use of mercerised 
cotton and spun silk and the Surat weaver particularly has mixed in both yarns 
with his silk to an extent that has certainly done harm to the reputation of Surat 
goods. Fabrics reputed to be pure silk have been woven with spun silk or mcr
cerised cotton warps and the resemblance is close enough to deceive the buyer 
till he has' washed the cloth. Mercerised cotton ill itself makes an excellent 
fabric: but when it is used to adulterate silk and the cloth is sold as silk, harm 
is done and the buyer in the end gets his silk froin another place. This is true 
to Borne extent of spun silk but spun silk retains its lustre and can be used in the 
warp without real detriment to the fabric. 

Gold Thread. 

8. The gold thread used in weaving is largely- imported but a considerable 
amount is produced in Poona, on the method descrIbed on page 140 of this report. 
The appliances used in this work are very ingenious and efficient: . the .number 
of workers is inoreasing and the war has put a stop to the use of InferIOr gold 
thread formerly imported from Austria and Germany. 

THE INDUSTRY. 

9. The weaving industry is said to be diminishing in Poona, Surat and Ahmeda- -
bad: less silk is sent for twisting to Surat, for dyeing tb Belgaum or Nasik, Icl'S 
raw silk is imported and used: the number of 1001118 in use before the war was . 
stated to be much less than ten years before and many weavel'S had takt'n to 
other occupations. 

I think we may assum6' that the local demand for silk goods has been of the 
normal amount, fluctuating according to the c.haracter of the season but on the 
average not diminished: there has not been any import of foreign silk to replace 
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indigenous and the silk worm is much the same as before: t~ some extent the 
cheap silk product ?f the mil~ has replaced special classes of silk goods perhaps, 
but generally speaking the mill ;product haa found a separat(l market: it has not 
seriously interfered with the indigel:Ous product. On the othl'l hand the export 
of silk goods has decreased very markedly: the Burma trade Wft8 a vl'ry large 
one and Surat silk fabrics there have been very largely ousted by other goods: 
the export to Siam has almost ceased: and the general demand in India for the 
kamkhwab haa very markedly lessened during the last twenty years. 

Probab!y the increasing production of silk fabrics in Japan has affected the 
Bombay export, just aa it has killed the Bengal export but this goes back too 
far to be aacertamable now. 

10. The prospect for the Bomb'!y weaver is not good: the Burma trade will 
never increase probably: the use of lwmkhwabs may return but this is uncertain: 
the chances of an export of the existinlt fabrica is small: and the industry will 
persist to supply the large local demand. There is scope for improvement if 
this can be coupled with co-operation among the weavers but unless the actual 
workers can be combined, probably not much can be done. In Bombay, aa else
where, the craftsman is apt to be in the hands of an employer who gcts all the 
profit: to get greater returns he adulterates with 'cotton: to cheapen hill goods 
he pays less for work and gets bad work: and in the process the character of the 
fabric deteriorates, to the detriment of demand and to the ultimate destruction 
of the trade: but the class who reallysufier are the workers, not the employers. 
In Burma, this process has been checked by the Co-operative Credit Society: 
in Bombay the same process has gone on unrestricted. 

11. The industry in Bombay would repay detailed study and organisation: 
the craftsman is well skilled, and with techni~l help could probably make a much 
wider range of fabric and compete successfully in new markets: but it must be 
organised, probll.bly best on co-operative credit Jines, with proper technical 
advice. This could be done if the Presidency provided for the local inquiry and 
were guided by competent advice: the industry in Bombay is capable of improve
ment and there is probably very good scope for development on the lines 
suggested in Chapter .xxVII for all India. 

CHAPTER XXVI.--MADRAS. 

The silk industry in this Presidency embraces the production of mulberry 
silk and the weaving of silk fabrics: there is a very small amount of tasar col
lected in the Ganjam district and -a small amount of tasar weaving: this is 
discussed under tasar (Chapter XIII). 

2. The Kollegalsilk production has an area of from eight to twelve thoUlland 
acres of mulberry, with a production of cocoons that mar be aa much as 50,000 
maunds, giving silk worth say eighteen to twenty lakhs: It is an extension of the 
M ysore area and the general descnption given under Mysore applies also to Kollegal : 
it needs mainly a seed supply from a hill station of an improved disease-free race, 
either the Madagascar or a Madagascar Mysore hybrid: probably the production 
could be increased by thirty per cent. on the same area: and an exteusion in 
area could take place on suitable high land. 

3. The question of further extension of silk culture has been discussed elsewhere 
(see Chapter Ill) the experiments in Travancore and Banganapalle will be of inter
est if they develop. The main interest of the province lies in its weaving industry, 
which concerns probably some 150,000 people and produces fabrics worth nearly 
eighty lakhs. An account of this will be found in Mr. Thurston's "Monograph of 
the Silk Fabrics of Madras (1899)": an abstract of the weaving centres of his 
monograph is appended (App. XVII) and some figures provided for me by N. 
Subramanian Aiyar, the Weaving Superintendent: a short statistical abstract 
occurs in the" Handbook of COmmercial Information" just produced by lIr. M. E. 
Couehman: and a statement of the Madras trade occurs in Mr. Ansorge's report 
on Trade (Volume II): (if the figures of the two last diller, it is because the fin<t 
was produced when the second was with the printer and not available lor 
reference). Mr.: Ansorge's account of the industry will be found in his report 
and my account follows here: the separate preparation of these wa. due to my 
transfer to military duty at this point. 
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Weaving. 
4. The weaving methods of Madras differ in detail from those of North India. 

The silk is oyened out, and placed over two bamboos laid on the grouud at a slope: 
the thread IB run off on to two lataia or more according to its quality. It is then 
run on to reeds (qllills) and twisted. In Berhampur twisting is done on the char-lena, 
a little at a time: elsewhere the twisting machine is like the Nagpur one but the 
receiving reel is vertical and not horizontal. 

o. In Madura the silk is then run off on a very neat little reel which has an ec
centric on a wheel below the a'kle, which pulls a cord running round a pulley 80 

as to run rarallel to the axis of the reel: in this cord is a ring, opposite the middle 
of the ree : the thread passes through the ring: as it is wOlmd off, the eccentric 
pulls the ring to and fro, against a coil !!!'fing, and the thread is not laid parallel 
on the reel but in a figure of eight; the eccentric is on a toothed wheel in mesh 
with a wheel on the axle: two turns of 'the receiving reel is equivalent to one·to 
and fro motion of the ring and thread. When the skein is removed and 
opened out, the threads are in a figure of eight. This is a very neat and rapid 
way of getting this effect as compared with the Nagpur and Surat method of 
laying the threads criss-cross over two upright pegs. 

6. In Kumbakonam, the thread is laid criss-cross on the receiving reel of the 
tWiRtillg machine by an adaptation of the Madura cross reeler: the threads from 
the spindles pass through fixed rings and then to a set of rings hanging vertically 
opposite the vertical receiving reel: this hanging set of rings moves vertically 
up and down ,by means of a cord runlling over a pulley to an eccentric pin on a 
horizontal wheel in mesh with a wheel on the axle of the reel :.- the gearing is two 
to one 80 that two turns of the reel equals one motion up and. down: there are 
pegs on the reel and the thread falls between these and is takClP- off in a leased 
skejn. This is a very interesting labour saving device and in one large. establish
ment the gear was all boxed in and regarded as a secret. 

7. Dyeing is with lac, Cochineal, kameIa., indigo, etc., in the usual way. 

Warping is done on upright sticks, on pegs fixed in the wall or rarely on warping 
mills. 

8. Weaving is complicated: there are separate gets of border healds worked 
from a series of loops over the warp; each loop has a metal ring and when its turn 
comea, it is hooked on to a fixed hook over the warp. This the weaver does : 
the loops controlling the body healda are under the warp about 4 feet from the 
weaver and- are worked, first by a boy who pulls the cords in order, secondly a 
man sitting befide the warp puts in a flat wood strip, and pa.sses this up to the 
reed, where by turning it he raises the pattern threads and makes the shed. There 
ure thus four people on the loom: the weaver working the main pedals, the border 
healds and the main shuttle and one border shuttle: a child working one border 
shuttle: a boy working the loops of the bod]' healds below the warp: a man 
pulling up the.threads to form the s1Jed by puttmg in his fiat board and then put
ting it up at the reed to form the shed for the weaver. ' The weaver works two 
pedals, controlling the ordinary shaft.s for the plain tie. The Ampthill loom is a 
patented loom in which this systfm of heald manipulation by loops hooked suc
cco;gjycly by rings, the loops passing horizontally across the loom, was protected. 
The special feature ill the loops running horizontally across a rectangular frame 
and the use of cords in place of wood shafts, thus allowing many heald com
binations in small space. It is a modification of the Benares and Surat method and 
the patent is a doubtfully valid one. 

Turban looms 3i yards wide are worked by two people, with a gold border 
patte.rn worked by 8 or 12 shafts and a cheek of gold threads woven in. 

9. In Trichinopoly where mixed cotton and silk and pure silk is woven for 
l\loltnmmadans, they use a very neat loom in which the :lords controlling the 
.healds are across the loom and a girl sits beside the weaver pulling tbem. There 
mny be cords controlling the bOl'der healds and the border is only at one side: 
and there will be cords controlling the body and the girl 9.,;00 I'ontrois these put
ting a wedge in when she has elevated tbem, but the wee.ver :hen has to put in a 
wcJge on tbe other side also. Weaving is done tht're wiHl four shuttles say gold 
and blue {ot". the body. gold and red for tbe red-warped border.' In anothe.r 
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loom B Dobbie result was got with some 16 shafts linked to 16 cordll Bnd running 
over B pulley down to the floor where a child pulled the 16 cords in turn. 

Very pretty bandana results Bre got by WBrp tie Bnd dye in Trbbillopoly 
and Madura and also spot eHects on cloth. The waved cloths of Tricbinopnly 
are a (',ombination of tied warp arrangement, stripe weavin~ in moth stripes with 
four shafts and an ornamented border. In some cases, eIght and twelve shaft 
looms are used to give simple effects with loop controlled border healds for the 
pattern. . . 

10. In Kumbakonam one weaving master has five Jacquard looms working at 
figured saris and bordered cloths: and there is reason to think that tIle hand 
Jacquard loom may have a future in producing the bordered cloths made on the 
complicated system describ'ed above. _ 

The Jac'liiard 100m costs Rs. 350 when fully set up: it requires one w('.I}ver 
only: it works much more rapidly than the other systems: and Bny modification 
of pattern can be worked out with a set of cards: It will not produce the Sl.'pa
rately coloured borders of course, which require separate border shuttles: if the 
three-shuttle border loom now being experinIented with turns out well, then the 
separate operator for the border shuttle will be dispensed with. One difficulty 
.in the Jacquard and the Dobbie is the high building required, which is not always 
possible to the ordinary weaver. 

11. In Berhampur, w~a-ving is done on many shaft looms, sometimes with three 
sets of shafts for di1Ierent parts of the pattern: the weaver works shafts with his 
hands and the methods are generally simple and prinIitive, a8 in the Bengal and 
Orissa looms. 

12 The Madras weaving is as a rule extremely skilled and the weaver is very 
expert: the systems of heald manipulation by cords are very perfect, far more 

~ so in my opinion -than that of any other part of India: the designs are 8tandard~ed, 
are those in demand locally and the output is almost wholly ab80rbed locally. 
The fabries are mainly saris, body wraps, turbans, bodice cloths and other articles 
of wear: the ornamentation is often on one border only and in a block at one end, 
this being the part worn outside. There is a large production of peculiar cloths 
worn by Indian Christians, with peculiar ornamentation. In 80me places gold 
thread and very beautiful .designs are put in on mercerised cotton, which is a 
deplorable practice: hut it is the usual short-sighted practice of the master-weaver 
to secure large immediate gains at the risk of an ultimate failure of the industry. 

The weaving, is organised in Madras chiefly by weaving masters who employ 
labourers .for the work, paying by piece work. I formed the impression that the 
weavers are as a rule slaves, badly paid, in the hands of wealtliy weaving ma.~ters : 
and I generally endorse all that Mr. Ansorge has written on this head, though I 
did not accompany him on his tour but visited Madura, Trichinopoly, Tanjore, 
Kumbakonam and Berhampur 80me months after he did. I fancy that he over
states the earnings of the weavers and twisters: the earnings of wom('n warpers 
is put at one to one and half anuas a day: and the skilled craftsmen are regarded 
as " coolies ~ " as no better than the least skilled field labourers. 

On the other hand it is apparently true that it is excessively difficult to help 
this class: the experience with introducing fly-.huttle looms for cotton has been 
that if the weaver could do with that in six hours what formerly took nine, he did 
not make any more cloth but slept the three hours he gained: and it is impoSl!ible 
to. doubt the evidence obtainable on all 8ides that any attempt to help the crafts
men will be excessively difficult from his own unwillingness to be helped. 

13. The improvement of weaving at present is in the hands of N. Subro'1lanian 
Aiyar, Government Weaving Superintendent, who is in charge of a peripatetic 
weaving party, which moves from place to place introducing improvements. The 
fiy-shuttle loom, the Dobbie, the Jacquard are being introduced: the three-shuttle 
slay on the fly-shuttle principle is being experinIented with: and the general 
improvement of the cotton and silk weaving industry is in their hands. l11timately 
this will presumably he centred .in the Madura Technological Institute. N. 
Subramanian Aiyar is the author of a series of articles on the weaving industry 
aDd has a very thoreugh lillowledge gf the industry and of the method~ U!led. 

14. The Victoria Technical Institute, Madras, was opened in 1908, to further 
technical Ilqication and tQ ~ !I!~ headquartel'l! Qf il!fo~tion on indulltrial art 
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and industrial activities. Typical industrial products of the Province are brought 
together there and exhibited: they are also sold, at the same rate to the public and 
to dealers: special attention is devoted to maintaining an interest in articles not 
stocked by dealers, and in providing a demand for artistic products the manu
facture of which is dying out. The tendency generally in the industries is that 
the dealer, to increase his earnings, wants his things cheaper and so screws down 
the craftsman in material and in workmanship: gradually the product deterio
rates, the craftsman's skill lessens and finally the article becomes so \ poor that 
demand ceases and a handicraft is lost. 'Thus the cupidity of the dealer ruins 
the industry: and this is not a f\!ature of Madras alone. The Institute counteracts 
this by: Btoc~ng good articles, by helping the craftsman in technique, e.g., dyeing, 
and by helpmg to keep the standard np. Traders have objected that it was 
unfair competition as the commission charged is much less than the trade charge: 
but the commission is a reasonable one mid the Institute is doing good: the weaver 
is getting his return and at the price goods are sold at there is a better demand 
than if the dealer was making huge profits and charging high rates. The Insti
tute's chief difficulty is in obtaining goods from the craftsmen direct and not through 
dealers, thereby ensuring the craftsman getting full earnings; these are very 
unbusiness-like people and hard to work with: but on the whole the method • 
1I1w('eeds and the industries are helped. 

'l'he amount of help given to anyone industry is of course not large: about 
Rs. 10,000 worth ofJ;ilk goods are sold in the year, largely tO'tourists :. but silk 
is \Jf course only one of many! industries dealt with. 

15. The prevailing note of Mr. Thurston's "Monograph of the Silk Fabric 
Industry of the Madras Presidency," was that the industry was declining, chiefly 
due to the competition of silk goods, similar to those locally praduced, woven on 
power looms in foreign countries and selling; for two-thirds 'of the price of the 
indigenous hand-loom product. Such fabrics can be made"now in silk mills 
in Bombay and Calcutta but are not made to any large extent: and now, 
seventeen ·years after Mr. Thurston's Monograph was published, the evidence all 
goes to show that the indigenous silk industry is larger than before, the import of 
cheaper cloths has not developed and Madras weaves what Madras wears. It is a 
curious position, in view of the positio~n Burma at the present time, where for 
every silk cloth made one is imported: and the distinguishing factors may be (1) 
the superior methods and organisation of the Madras industry as opposed to the 
-Burma one and (2) the conservative demand of the J.l.ladras people as, compared 
with the demand for novelty and variety from the Burma people; 

16. It is difficult to get any real insight into the customs and ways of thought 
of Indian communities but I am of the opinion that the wearing 'of special classes 
of silk or silk and cotton fabrics is very closely and intimately bound up with the 
social and religious customs of Madras, while it is not so in Burma. If this is so, 
the' only factor in the future that will affect the industry will be deterioration 
in quality of cloth or the competition of equally well made cloth of exactly similar 
design at lower prices: the competition < of mill-made goods seems to have been 
experienced and failed: and the only source from which would come cheaper 
hand-loom fabrics would be Japan. I am seriously apprehensive of the deteriora
tion of fabrics in one respect, the use of mercerised cotton for silk: it seems to 
me inevitable thl1.t the weaving of elaborate patterns in gold on dyed mercerised 
cotton can only lead to the downfo.ll of the industry: Surat has suffered in that way, 
as has Bonares: and the Madras master-weaver seems to me to be making a. veU' 
serious mistake in using cotton. As things stand at present, the industry seems 
otherwise to be a sound one in the main: a !tally determined etlort to intreduce 
co-operation, t? give the weaver the reward of his. s~iIl, is worth making but will 
require a sustamed etlo~: personally I am of opmIOn that success c~ul~ be ob
tained by working first III the s~ller place~ : .1 would survey all the d~tricts and 
investi<1ate all the smaller we~vmg places: if In any, weavers could be mduced to 
co-ope;'ate and to make cloths for which a demand was found, this could be,helped 
with organisation. labour saving methods and better designs: as these were worked 
up, the larger places could be taken in hand: such organisation will be 1!l0st 
diIHcult in large centres where nw:ter-wea.vers and dealers are well ~rgarused, 
and where improvements and new Ideas "WIll be most strenuoUl!ly resISted. As 
regards new fabrics, there is probably scope for making the fabrics that now reach 
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Burma in such large quantities from Japan: and it is an undeeided qu{'stion if 
with the best methods and the finest organisation the Indian weaver will be able 
to compete with Japan: but it is well worth testing and the fabrics in dt'mand 
in Burma could be well made in Madras probably. 

17. I ha.ve discussed elsewhere (see Chapter XXVII) in this report the kind of 
trade organisation that seems to me the only way to revive the industry in 
India generally: but it is questionable .how far this can be applied to the present 
l\Iadras industry a.~ a whole. It certainly is not needed for lhe industry in the 
large centres, which have a local market and do not really need a wider one at 
present: but if co-operation, better methods and new designs can be applied in 
smaller places. then the orga~sa~ion there. sketch~d could be applied to theRe 
places also: The. case for thIS kind of /l.8SIStance 18 probably weaker a8 regardi\ 
Aladras than other parts of India: and I l18ve not sufficient knowledge of the 
Rmaller weaving centres in the Presidency to know how far the Wl'avern tluml 
would respond to such orga.nisation or would benefit by it. In t.his maUf'r 
cen.~us figure.~ are of little use as many weavers are recorded otherwi!te, often as 
cultivators or field labourers. 

18. In other respect.~, the industry can be benefited probably mo.<t materially 
by a decision a.'> to the value of the Jacquard loom in producing not only lot'ul 
patterns of Haris, etc., but the 'fabrics 80 largely in demand in Burma. It hUI< bren 
stated in tlus connection that the hand Jacquard is merely an atteml)t to do by 
hand what is b!'t.t-et done by power: and that if using Jacquards in mills dot's not 
enable the mill to compete succes.<>fully, it is useless expecting the hantl-loom 
weaver to succeed. Undoubtedly the silk mills in India, using Jacquard~, have 
not 8ucc('eded: but equally undoubtedly the Japanese and Chine'!!", llsing hand 
Jacquards and Dobbie .. , are very successfully ousting the mill product. Why tht'y 
do so is not known: but they are certainly supplying Burma with fabril''' that. 
are the produetion of hand-looms and that compete successfully with the power-loom 
fabrics. 

19. In weavirig there is a difference in quality betwoon the power-loom product 
and the hand-loom: it is probably just ·the difference in quality produc('d hy 
personal attention and skill as opposed to mecl18nical skill: and tbe Madrlls 
weaver undoubtedly has the skill. WhethElJ' with perfect organiRStion the .l\Iadras 
weaver is likely to compete with Japan or China is uncertain. I am not very 
sanguine: but at least it should be attempted. If he e.an produce fabril''' that 
can und!'n:ell Japan or compete on level terms and if the production and sale iR' 
organised, -there is a market in Burma that requires over thirty lukh~ worth of 
piece-goods annually and .l\Iadrascould well produce a large part of this. The 
really vital qu<'Stion i3 whether it can be done: and personally I attach the greatest 
importance to finding that out. At present the Jaequard is used by one emploY!'f 
producing local cloth,. : if it succeeds for that purpose, well and good: it can be 
extended and developed, and will probably produce local fabrics more ch!'aply: 
but it will not develop the industry further unless other markets are found and 
the real problem of the Jacquard is whethCf it will enable the l\[adras weaver to 
make the goods now imported from Japan and China. If it can, then the Madras 
weaver has two strings to his bow: and if trade is bad in one, he can turn to the 
other: if a fresh production und market can be found, it seems possible that this 
might, from the start, be developed on co-operative lines, so that the profit went to 
the craft.'!man and not simply to the middleman and employer. I think it will be 
considered that there is no call to do this: undoubtedly it would be a fine thing 
to do, for increased demand and increased work can only nltimately help the 
craftsman: at present there are mOle workers than work and they are sweated: 
but if there is more work than workers, then the workers' conditions are improved 
and he can make better terms: and I think the Madras industry could probably 
nearly double its output if it had a wider market for its produce. Burma offers 
a very good market and I think it will be worth while testing this. But it is not a 
matter of urgent necessity as it is in some other parts of India, and I have no 
certain information as to whether there are sufficient weavers outside the large 
cenLres to make the elIort worth while attempting. 
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PART vm.-RECOMMENDATIONS. 

CHAPTER XXVII.-DEVELOPMENT OF THE SILK INDUSTRY. 

CONDITIONS OP THE INDUSTRY. 

The ?On~ition8 under whic~ weaving is done in India vary very much as 
bas beeB IDdlCated and the de~!ls of the methods to be used in developing it 
will vary: to some extent the actual twister or weaver may be said to be 
anxious to get improved methods and organised help but he is often a plloid 
~abourer, with no organisation, no means of expressing himself and no 
Illlluence: to a large extent any organisation and inJprovement of the indus
try is deliberatelY stopped by the attitude of the dealer or employer, Who fears 
to have his positIOn interfered. with. If the weaver was given better methods, 
a wider market, steady work, he might ,regain his independence, and the enor-' 
mous profits of the employer would cease. The earnings of the actual crafts
men ill ma:ny places are absurdly low and the middlemen and employers make 
gigantic profits: if the weaver could sell direct, if he could get his own 
l,laterials, his condition coule! be bettered: furthermore, Indian silks would 
not be so costly as they are: if the employer and dealer were content with 

. reasonable profits, Indian silk would have a much b.etter chance of com
peting: but this class, a wholly useless class, are in some places certainly the 
cause of the decline of the industry and the. bar to any improvement or organi
sation. One way round them is the co-operative credit method: it has worked 
weH in sonle places and it looks as if it alone will reany help the actual 
craft.~man. . . 

A feature of the Indian silk industry is the specialisation of fabric that 
is prouuced in each place and the standardised designs for which alone there 
is any demand; and this limits demand and to some extent prevents any 
further develo{>mcnt. It can be overcome probably but not easily, and it 
makes an added difficulty to be coped with. 

Where the industry is less highly organised, and where it exists over a 
large scattered area, as in the tasar weaving districts, the difficulty is one 
rnumly of communications, trade organisation and better supplies: the weavers 
formerly made the cloth for the Villages and before the railways developed, 
everyone wore local fabrics: but now the demand is different, the weaver has 
110 outlet for what he does not sell and in some cases is having difficulty in 
this way. This could be overcome and the less organised weaver will be easier 
to help than the worker in the large cities of Madras and Bombay. 

It is ,'ery ~if~cult to discuss India as a,whol,e w~en we kno~ so little: .no: 
one has a real mSlde knowledge of the Indian silk mdustry : Silk produd,lon 
is simple compared to the silk weaving industry: whether you can grow Silk
worms or not is a matter of climate, soil, definite economic conditions and so 
on: but whether you can get Champanagar to successfully produce say figu~ed 
silk cloths for Rangoon is a matter depending upon very many factors peculiar 
to Champanagar: and a. few months enquiry Will not enable us to under~tand 
thc conditions of all the different places: and the key to the whole busmess, 
the factors of success in Japan, is __ at present.wholly unknown to us. 

What enquiry does show above all is that no one meth~ can bE; a~pli~d 
over a large l\.rea : the conditions vary very much, the economlC orgamsatlOn IS 
not the !lame, and the first requirement is a .better nnderstanding of the 
et'Onomic conditions of the weavers and twisters, in eaclJ place. 

CLASSES OF PRODUCTION. 

(II) Special fabrics. 

2. The largest item in the Indian silk industry is the manufac~ure of the 
peculiar clotbs worn in the country, to the extent of seventy lakhs III Madras, 
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fifty \akhs in Bombay, forty in the Central Provinces, thirty-eight in lluriua 
and so on : tbeJ!e are mrgely peculiar fabrics such as saris, etc., which are use
less for any other purpose than wearing in the peculiar manner of the nativ6 
of tlieJ!e places: and the conservative fashion of the Indian is what has main
tained the industry. This is the backbone of the industry now and while it 
can be very largely helped and improved, it is already the most stable part of 
the industry. The industry will be ruined if the short-sighted policy of 
adulteration contin~~: but in other respects the only disquieting feature is 
the deplorable condItion of the worker. 

(iI) Piece-goods. 

3. The second feature of the Indian industry is the manufacture of piece
goods of the ordinary kinds, with which imported goods compete, or which 
were formerly exported. In this class there IS a constantll growing import: 
satins for instance are made at Benares, Azamgarh, Sural, Ayyampet, etc., 
but the trade there is badly organised, the goods are in small quantities and the 
demand in India i8 not met by these but by Chinese or Japanese. There are 
two reasons for this: one is the defective weaving methods: the other is the 
hopeless trade methods. The Chinese importer otTers satin in fixed qualities, 
breadths, colour, etc.; in any quantity: the Indian offers nothing similar, odd 
pieces, not in bulk, not properly finished or dyed: . he cannot possibly meet a 
real trade demand at present. It is in this class of thing that India daily 
imports more from Japan, and it is in this class that it is to be seen if Indian 
production can be organised and helped to compete successfully with imports 
and ultimately to be exported. 

(0) European and A nglo-Indian Trade. 

4. The European shop trade in India may be taken as typical of the trade 
in piece-goods, etc., sold to the European, Anglo-Indian and wealthy Indian 
in the cities of India. The fabrics are plain, spot and striped silks, petticoat 
silks, satins, lining silks and satins, tasar silk, and silk for suits, dust cloaks, 
and pyjamas: there are also the fine chiffons, silk muslins, and silk scarves : 
knitted silk coats, jerseys, ties, etc: and silk goods such as shawls, scarves, 
mumers, stockings, socks, etc., which fluctuate with the fashion. In the main 
these are not Indian: a certain amount Of fine Benares silk finds its way to 
the shops and to the box-waHab: a good deal of imitation silk is sold by the 
hox-waHah and a small amount of real Assam or Bcnares silk cloth for suits. 
An enquiry was addressed to large firms in India with shops in the hig cities 
and to firms of tailors: they were asked why Japanese and Chinese goods 
were listed and not Indian, whether there was any prejudice against Indian 
goods and whether if they could get what was in demand, in constant qualities 
and sizes; they would stock and list Indian silks: a selection of replies is here 
extracted and illustrates the .position:- . 

Phelps and Co., Calcutta, March 6th, 1916. 

The reason we have not been able to stock or sell any Indian made silks, 
is due to the fact (1) there is no uniformity in them, (2) they are as a rule made 
up too soft, with no pretence or attempt of makmg cloths that will keep 
their shape. The reason that the Japanese have gained such a big hold on 
the market, is because, apart from there being a very big indigenous industry 
of native silks in Japan, they have gone in largely for copying Western ideas, 
in making the style of silks that are used in the making of European dresses 
and suits. We refer particularly to lining silks and satins for ladies: 
dresses~ and we have no hesitation in saying, that if a similar article could be 
made in India, they would in almost every case replace the foreign silk, but 
at present, as far as oqr experience goes, "there IS no comparison between 
the products of the two countries. 

Messrs. Hall and Anderson, Ltd., Calcutta, 30th Marck 1916. 

Provided that Indian silks compare equally with China and Japanese, 
bclth in quality and price, there .should be no reason why we should not do very 
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well, with them: . It would be very necessary to rely on a constant supply of 
partIcular qualitIes. - _ 

Blouse and dress lengths wo~d not be of any use to us, it would be much 
more to !lur advantage to have In lengths of 30 to 40 yards. We could of 

_ course gl."e you a much better idea. of the possibility of extending the sale 
"fter seemg: a range of samples, The reasoQ. wby Japanese silks figure in 
catalogues, \s beca,use up to the present we have not seen Indian silk to com
pare with them. A~ far as the public are concerned, we should not think jt 
would m~ke much dIfference to them if it were Japanese or Indian silk they 
"Were buymg, provided the quaIl ties were identical. 

Assam silk was a few years ago in great demand for suits and we had a 
big market opening out in the colon}es. The quality ~owever could never be 
depended on and the supply and prICe were so uncertam, that we dropped it, 
and what promiseq.to be a very large busness is quite dead as far as we are 
concerned. ; 

Messrs. Badham Pile ana Co., POO1UJ" 26th April 1916. 

In continuation of our conversation sometime ago, re~rding China 
silk, I now beg to enclose a couple of samples of best ChelToe silk. This -- -

-quality is greatly used in the production of summer clothing for the European 
community, and the better Mass Indians, consequently there is it great demand 
for tltis class bf material. 

India has a name for silk, in my way of thinking ought to be able to 
produce cloth equal to this in every way, and at II. much lower cost. It only 
requires some one with expert knowledge botlt in the farming, and method 
of weaving to get the Government to set the concern going. It seems a sound 
husiness proposition, and if the goods can be turned out equal in quality but 
at a lower cost, then it would be an easy matter, to find a market for all the 
silk that could be produced, especially as there is no exchange to worry the 
purchasers. 

Army anti Navy Co-operatifle Society. L'td .• Bombay. 19th Marek 1916. 

I thilik myself that Indian silks should be able to compete successfully 
with the Japanese production, but before this can be done and you can get 
European busin..ess houses to take the sale of it up the following will have to 
be strictly attended to. Standardisation of quality and finish, the latter 
specially being in- my opinion 'very important. Lengths of pieces is also a 
very important consideration. silk of 27" to 29" wide should be made in 
lengths of 71 yards or multiples of same. It would be impossible for me to 
say if we could take up the sale of Indian silk as so far the few we have 
tried have been very far from successful. 

It is imr.ossibJe to assess what this trade is, hut it is large enough to make 
it worth while to the Japanese to consider it carefully and to meet it. 

FOREIGN CoMPETITION. 

5. Ultimately whether in India, or outside it, it always comes back to 
that, that you cari~ot now produce the goods at the prbe that Citin~ or Japan 
do: the raw material is imported: the meth!lds are bad; the weaver-IS,lazy and 
not enterprising: the goods are badly finIshed: the dealer and m1l1dlemen 
need to make large SUIUS on it: and by the time it reaches the buyer it i" too 
costly. Why it is that China or Japan can make silk so cheaply I do not 
know: but I do think that the business man in India knows he cannot make 
what be wlIllts and ~ll it at the same price as they can. 

If, on the other band, you can eliminate the middl~man, if you Cit!! work 
as directly as possible between the cra!tsman and the shop,_can !ndla th~n 
wmpete with tlte imported pt'9duct 1 ThIll ba~ to ~ E'f'I'n 3Ild ~here IS , cer\.3.1Il 
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amount 'of evidence to support the view that with 'm-operatinn, with the 
elimination of middlemen, Indian silk can he sold in India at pri<'l'l'l l'qual to) 
foreign silk and of equal quality: but no business-man will toueh this sort or 
thing, \"ast of all in India. where he expccts to make from twenty per cent. 
upwards with a~lute certainty: and it is to he rememhered tilllt ,Japan 
and China have the advantag~ of India in having already organised their 
industry on sound lines. 

. The foreign factor is a wholly unknown one: we do not know whether' it 
is superior organisation, small profits, better methods, hetter workers. that 
el:able Japan to sell silk cloth ('heaper in Burma than Imlia can: this nreds 
to be ascertained. Once this is clear the development of Indian weaving 
industry can be proceedod with: it will be slow. costly, arduous: it will nred 
IT.uch energy and enthusiasm: it will not be an easy routine piece of work: 
it will need continued effort over many years: but I believe thut in the enil 
it will be done. It is clear I think that the development of weaving dt'pends 
upon a definite set of factors: the efficiency of the weaver, the excl'AAivl" pro
fits of the employer, the possibility of c'()-operation; these same factors nel'd til 
be known for Japan and for China: and if on a consideration of thl"l'e fal'tflf!; 
it is dt'Cided that India cannot compete with Japan, then development is lIot 
possible: if it is settled that competition is possible then its proper lilies need 
to be worked out. 

METlIODS OF DEVELOPMENT. 

(a) Raw 1ltatermls. 

6. It is a curious feature of the Indian industry that so milch raw silk is 
imported and used in India much of which could be rroduecd in the country' : 
and there is at present no means whereby anyone can find out what raw Silk 
is available in India or where to get it. Kashmir makes and exports raw 
silk and waste: the Punjab imports many qualities of silk, as does Bomhay: 
Assam imports white China silk similar to that of Midnapur : Nagpllr URI'S 

khungru silk from Bengal but has trouble with it; a trial Wal! made ~here 
this year of filature silk with encouraging results: nearly all the Chinll silk 
imported has to be first sorted into qualities as does most of the Bengal and 
Mysore: the following are the actual figures of winding off 17 tolas of China 
silk cOsting Rs. 3-3-0:-

No.1 qllality 8 tol .... 1 masha . +1 I*f cellt. 
No.2 .. 1 .. 0 .. 41-:. 

" 
No. il 

" 
fJ .. II .. • ;;'a 

" 
No.4 1/ 10 fI - .. " " " 
JVa.te tl .. 2 .. 1 .. 
CORt of winding 12 annas. 

In actual cost, the No. 1 and No. :2 here are dearer than equivalent 
Kashmir silk, but Kashmir silk i~ unknown and there is no means of makillg
it _own. I have referred to this elsewhere (see-page 50) and the study of 
the new materials by a bureau.. from which information could be got would 
help the producer.: furthermore, the development of sericuIture in Bengal, 
in the PUnjab, in Assam can be so directed as to producing exactly the qualities 

,for which there is a large demana in India. 

(b) Improved processes. 

7.J.urougnout tne description of the weaving industry, I have referr~d 
t.o processes used in different parts of the country and bOWD there only. 
There is little doubt that production caB be cheapened and quickened with 
better methods: the Burma hand-reel,'the Madura cross-reel, tl)e Surat twist
ing machine, the Pusa auto'iilatic twistel' and doubler, the Bu",- t"Ompound 
wheel, the Bassein·'Dobbie-loom. the Churchill loom, these are examples of 
methoos which deserve to be more widely known and to be fully perfCt-ted : 
>tn~ if tile principle of the co-operative finishing factory can be adopw,l. there 
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is scope for much introauction of better methods and labour saving devices, 
worked out to suit the people: in India they fill one pirn at a time: elsewhere 

. they fill twenty: in Benares they twist each thread singly. in Surat forty 
threads at onCe. It is a characteristic feature of India that a large number 
of people should do slowly and laboriously a simple operation that could be 
done rapidly and more cheaply. 

This introduces us to the difficulty that looms up at once: in ordinary 
wee:ving, a large number of people make a pOOr living by doing slowly and 
tedl(~usly some operation such lI§ twisting. If you introduce a labour-saving 
applIance, y<!u enable one worker ~ do what ten did, you cheapen production 
but throw nme out of work; you must at the same time introduce greater 
demand so that the nine can find work, not necessarily at twisting but at 
bobbin reeling or pirn-filling : that is, you have to get improved demand before 
you can adopt labour-saving appliances. 

This is probably economically unsound, but one has to think of the people 
who earn a precarious living at some minor branch of the trade and not dis
locate them: the object is not to enrich one person, but to improve the circulll
stances of the poorest. Improved appliances may be a curse if they throw 
people out of work who already have a hard time to Jive at all. So I put first 
the economic enquiry into supply and demand. Wherever there is a chance 
of demand, you step in and stimulate supply: if enquiry shows that supply 
cannot be organised to meet thedemand, at its price, nothing can be done. 

(c) Improvement in design. 

8. Throughout the-Indian industry there is a'very marked want of origin
ality in design and colour schemes, due to the isolation of the workers and 
the limited resources in weaving, dyeing and the like. In some areas, this is· 
necessary as the demand is for a defmite unvarying article: but in others, 
original designs from abroad have succeeded for the very reason that they 
were new. 

This is very markedly shown in Kashmir and in Burma. In the (ormer, 
the enterprising and intelligent dealer has adopted designs suggested by 
European visitors, employs trained designers. is on the look-out for new ideas, 
new patterns, new colour-schemes: ·the result is a very great variety of beauti
ful patterns and colours, and a constant demand. In the latter, the stereo
typed colour patterns for longyis and other c10tllS have given place to new 
designs. ·in some cases suggested by European firms, in others devised on the 
spot: but these new designs succeed and the Burman buys also the new pat
terns of Japan. not wanting an established pattern but something new. The 
cloths made to the order of European firms, with new colour schemes and new 
weaving methods. made at Mandalay, succeed very weH: and there must be 
the new patterns if the Burma weaving ind!Jstry is to hold its own against 
imported fahrics. India is a large continent of many peoples and what suc
ceeds in one place fails in another: but it is opening up, and the demand is 
more for new things and less for the fabrics made to pattern for so many 
generations. 

I tllink this is vital to success: the weaver must be helped to new ideas. 
to making new fabrics, to using other colours: and the improvement of design 
is a- vital necessity. 

9. There is one aspect of tile European shop trade which is worth atten
tion and that is the designing and making of new fabrics and new articles. 
Some years ago. it was the fashion to wear silk wraps with ornamentation at 
the ends and Pusa prepared designs and wor~ed them.out .. T~ey were very 
attractive and wo.u1d probably have ~old well l!l quantIty : slIl~l!arly at Pusa 
a. peculiar" carrlage rug" was designed, wlnch was attractive and would 
have sold well in quantity: some new dress fabrics were made there in the 
same way: I think a great df'sl could be done in this way and I would also 
spend money in getting from London or paris specimen~.,f new fab:ics and 
ideas, so as to he rf'adv to put IIny n('w thmg out at once m an attractIve way: 
It involves being ahle to place ~ voll1mE' of ordE'rs VE'ry quickly_ and getting 
~. ~ ~l} 
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supplies made: it involves also the intelligent co-opera~ion of dealers and 
shops, but if once the fabrics get known, the demand would.be large. 

I believe the same could be done with fabrics of native use, but I am 1_ 
certain about this. It has been done for silks for wear in Burma by an 
English firm with conspicuous success and they have silks woven for sale in 
Burma to their own designs with good results. To carry this out involves a 
large establishment on the· lines of Ilusa. where ideas of all sorts can be 
thoroughly tested. If a novelty is found, arrangements are at once made 
to get it made, to supply the trade and to get it on a proper trade footing; and 
I think India could work up a trade of this sort exactly as Japan has done. 
I would work on the same lines for the testing of !lew ideas for the native 
trade and, with a large margin for loss, I think that new id~as could be 
evolved which would hit the native fancy. As soon as one 'Iuch developed. it 
would be put in the trade and, by employing designers, by having a stan on 
the look out for new ideas, I think that very much could be done with new 
designs and new fabrics. If the Japanese, the German, the Austrian can 
pu~ out ne~ designs that appeal to the India~ trade surely an Institute in 
wh~ch IndIans produced desIgns would be still more successful and would 
stimulate the demand for Indian-made goods. I think this deserves a fair 
trial for long enough to really test its value and, sympathetically handled, 
the interests and co-operation of the Indian public could be assured. 

(d) Commercial organisation. 

(i) In IniJia. 

10. If you go to Murshidabad, or Bhagalpur, or Amritsar, or Ahmeda
bad, or a number pf other weaving centres, you will find certain classes of 
fabrics being produced and probably- a good many weavers idle. If you J;O to 
Bombay, Calcutta, Lahore, Allahabad, Delhi and other places, you find silk 
being sold that was made in Japan or China, that could just as well have 
been made in Murshidabad, Bhagalpur or Amritsar: and when you ask the 
seller why he does not get his cloth in India or the weaver why he does not 
sell his cloth'in Dellii, both say they know nothing about it. 

The man who will do most for the industry now is the man who will first 
find out what every weaving place in India can produce, will then find out 
what India needs and "ill put supply and demand into communication. This 
is not going to be effected by any exhibitions, museums or the like: it is going 
to be done by personal knowledge of the possibilities of rroduction and of 
demand. It is going to be done by men getting to know al about production 
and then going round to find out where their goods will sell; it IS going to 
be done also by their being able to go to the weavers and say" such and such 
a new cloth is needed. this is how you make it," and the man to say it has to 
be one of the caste of people who produce it: but behind him has to be an 
organisation, which has found out aU about making it and can tell him the 
best and most efficient way. 

11. It would be worth while making an attempt to organise supplies of 
Indian fabrics to deliberately meet the demand and there is one way only in 
which to do it: it requires a knowledge, of the fabrics likely to be in demand, 
a knowledge of how to make them and an organisation that can place orders 
for them and show how to get them made. Messrs. John Smith anticipate 
selling 1,000 yards of a fabric, in7! yards lengths paying Rs. 2 per yard for 
it: what is the peculiarity of it, where can it be made, at what price' If 
enquiry shows it can be done, the order has to be backed by some organisation 
in order to be obtained and to be carried out: this organisation must be 
supplied. 

I think it is worth trying to supply that organisation for at least long 
enough to thoroughly test it and I would obtain an assistant with some 
knowledge of the trade and employ him as a commercial traveller for Indian 
silks after thorOUghly teaching him what India prodnces. This the Central 
Institute could do and it is possible that an export trade might develop 
through firms dealin~ with Ceylon, Sin~apore, Mauritius, etc, Madrll-l\ 
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ilXpOrta to these places and it would be a good thing to send an assistant round. 
to these places and investigate the demand: he would take with him a big 
range of Indian fabrics and find out all about the possible demand. To some 
extent this could be done through consular officers also and this branch of the 
trade needs developing. _ . 

The possibilities of this method of developing trade have been realised 
byone!irm in Burma but have not been fully exploited: with sufficient capital, 
with some organisation, this method could work well to the advantsge of the 
weaver, instead of to the benefit solely of the middlemen, if it was developed. 

12. What is most required in silk is more direct organisation and if this 
cannot be supplied from within, it can be from without. It will be best 
applied in this way: for a definite area, say Bengal, a native of that area 
will need to be found who is well acqllainted with the production of silk 
fabrics; be would probably be the son of one of the large traders in silk cloths. 
He would be trained and then visit every weaving place, every weaver's village: 
he would buy sample thans liberally and get to thoroughly know supply. He 
would visit all big centres and stuay the demand: for every area there would 
be a similar man: these men would be emfi.Ioyed from one centre and would 
there discuss what was wanted from outsIde their area and what other area 
could supply it. 

These men could also very materially assist firms who issue price lists, 
etc., in making these presentable and attractive: they would help in introduc
ing improved methods and in finding ou~ what advice the weavers needed. 
I would have special men for the different classes of trade: and one specially 
for the European shops: above are the views of some of the English firms as 
to silk: their requirements should be studied and could be met. In this 
question, I am compelled to apply knowledge derived from a limited 
experience of the methods of native trade, and it is possible that such a 
scheme would not suggest itself, if I had a Teal inside knowledge of the native 
trade. I understand better the methods of the trade as carried on by 
European firms in India and in England: and the most difficult part o"f 
organisation will be to help the native trade. 

I cannot see any other-system by which Government can assist the 
industry: if India were less divided, a Silk Association would enrol all the 
large traders and common action would be taken over all India: or an All 
India Silk Supply Co. would be started and do the work on a proper com
mercial basis. As it is, I think an attempt should be made to organise the 
t.rade on these lines and to give it a trial. The experience gained will at 
least show in what way the nElll6SS3ry organisation can be supplied and if the 
method succeeds, it may be possible to turn it over to a commercial body. 

I am aware that this is the most difficult and uncertain part of the 
organisation and it will require tact and discretion in its working: my limited 
experience with weaving firms, weavers, dealers and the trade generally has 
shown me that a great deal can be done and that it is easy to get the confidl!n<le 
of all classes; but when this comes to practice, and. to be applied through 
assistants over large areas, it is nut so straightfol;ward. 

18. Clearly the scheme will depend much upon co-operative effort on the 
part of weavers: if a fabric is found for which there is a demand, who will 
make it t That is decided from the knowledge of production and the order 
is placed witJ;t different PI.aces: in each some one must guarantee the supply 
and the qUalIty, and busmess must be done through a master-weaver or a' 
co-operative society of weavers: such can be created and I think this kind of 
organisation ~ill greatly stimulate co-operation among weavers. 

(it) Export Trade. 

14. India produces above all a great varietY' of silk and I believe there is 
a special demand in big cities for this: the big London firms sell chea{> : but 
tbere is a separate demand for variety, umqueness and high qUalIty: I 
believe that there is /I. re~1.ion taking place from . th~ cheal? and nasty mill
made product to the genuIne hand-woven and artIstlC fabrIC. I would test 
this in two ways: arrange with a finp of very high stsnding, (not one of the 
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big stores), iAl sell Indian silks for say six months: pay for all advertising, 
expenses, ew.: oller every possible kind of Indian silK: w;e in11uence SOCially 
through the India Office and so on: glve Indian silk one real trial. not &8 a 
commonplace everyday fabric, but as a specialt excluslVe, artistic fabric, which 
could only be obtained in small quantities and W&8 not worn by everyone. 
For the second, I would send a commercial traveller round the big firms With 
samples, sending a big stock of Indian goods with him and selecting these 
011 hiS knowledge of what was required and on our knowledge of what India 
could produce. I would do the same in Paris, in .New York, in Washington. 
in Pluladelphia, in Melbourne, if the L9ndon experiment looked like succeed
ing: and I would transfer the control to a firm as soon as it succeeded. For 
the first trial. I would spend at least a lakh on fabrics: I would arrange to 
duplicate every piece sold at once: and I do not think that there WOUld be 
any large loss on the trial. In this conneCtion, I believe that America oilers 
a very good market for the very best class of fabric such as the kamkhwab and 
the elaborate brocade. the Burma pattern and !1hot silk, if these were known 
there, just as they oiler a market for good carpets; price is not the considera
tion so much as design, workmanship and perfect material: and India can 
supply a range of hand-loom fabrics to be equalled probably by no other 
country than Japan. It would be worth attempting thiS market and getting 
a dentand there for the very fine fabrics that were made for the Indian princes, 
the demand for which is now lessening in India.· 

15. I have referred above to the value of getting from London, Paris, etc., 
the latest ideas in fabrics and silk-goods, sO as to be ready to meet a possible 

. demand in India for a similar thing: to do this it will be necessary to retain 
some one in a position to give information as to the fluctuations of fashion, 
ew., and this agent can intelligently estimate what Indian fabrics, if any, 
would ·be in demand there and if so in what form. I think the idea can be 
developed: it is at least worth trying and the experience gained would be 
worth while. Some years ago a well known firm specialising in art furniture 
and fabrics wanted from India a supply of hand-spun hand-woven eri cloth 
in simple stripe patterns: they were obtained but at great delay, as the 
organisation did not exist that could at once place the order and guarantee 
it: had this order been carried out at once and well done, it might have led 
to a larger demand and finally to a steady export business in this particular 
class of fabric. 

It will be seep. that development on these lines would be slow, would a~ 
first be costly and would perhaps never amount to a very vast trade: it would 
not necessitate new mills or much industrial development: but it would bring 
prosperity to many weaving villages and would help the scattered industry 
to develop and improve. . 

In this connection, there is one point that requires to be remembered: 
a certain amount of silk or silk-embroidered fabrics leave India and are sold 
in London, Paris, etc., at very high {,rices. The firms who take them sell 
them at twice or three times their original cost but in small quantities for 
special demand. This is doing harm to India as the profit goes to the middle
men, the sale is small on account of the high price and the Indian craftsman 

. does not benefit. It is to the interest of the Indian worker that his fabric 
should sell at a reasonable price, so that the demand shall be great; and the 
Japanese trade has developed largely because it has been in the hands of their 
own people, who have sought to stimulate demand and have sold at a reason
able price. I think that a scheme such as has been outlined would give 
Indian silk a chance of finding a market. 

(e) Metlwds. of organisation. 

(i) Sur'IJell of production. 

16. The first requirement in trade organisation is to know what is being 
produced and this is Dest ascertained by sending an assistant round each area, 
letting him buy freely and collect these fabrics as a nucleus stock: if any look 
promising, a stock can be got. The distinct weaving areas in India are South 
India, Orissa, Burma, Assam, Bengal, Chota Nagpur (tasar), United 
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Provinces, Punjab and North-West Frontier Province, Central Provinces 
and Bombay: tile production in each is distinct and the available' fabrics are 
diJierent: each will require separate investigation. . 

(it) SUNJey of dellwTUl. 

. 17. The next thing is to know what is wanted, partly what is being sold 
In the baz~rs, partly what is being imported. This requires the collectIOn of 
samples Cot llIlports. and a survey of what is being sold: it is not a difficult 
~tter to ~rrange ~nd a knowledge of what is wanted would materially help 
~n developmg the mdustry. It would enable us to see how far the existing 
mdustl',Y. could supply what was in demand and how far new methods will 
be required to produce the competing fabrics. 

(iii) Adflertisement. 

. 18. As a sequel to the survey of production samples are circulated, adver
tisements are published, attractive information is prepared about Indian 
silk: there is considerable scope for mere advertising, if intelligently done, 
and there are not many people, who know about the wide range of fabrics 
available in India. If this is done there must be the stock available for 
supply: and the mere publication of information about Indian silk without 
publication also of where to get it will be useless. At the Jltart the silk will 
need to be supplied from one centre: but as reliable suppliers are found the 
diJierent qualities can be left to them. 

(ifl) Experimental producti01~. 

19. Having discovered what is wanted that is not already made in India, 
it is necessary to know how to make it : and it is essential that there shall be 
an institute where this can be worked out. It is quite useless to talk about 
making crepe, say: you want to actually do it, then get ten weavers on to it, 
sell the output, and see if it pays: if it does, it can be turned over to a c0-

operative society or to a master-weaver or it is started in a centre where there 
are weavers available: but it mUSt first be worked out on proper business lines 
and this can be done only in one Central place, where the best technical methods 
can be applied. 

• 
(ll) E.xhibitions and diplomas . 

20. Having ascertained how to make the fabrics, you want to directly 
organise their production: and there will be many methods of doing this, 
each suitable in the proper circumstances. In the first place there will be the 
museums, exhibitions and the like: they are not of much value but they need 
not be wholly ne~lected : the Commercial Museums in Madras and Calcutta are 
instances in pomt: neither of ,them really reaches the weaver at all: the 
Madras Institute sells goods and so helps but one will need to go much further 
than that. ' 

An exhibition of silk fabrics at which prizes and diplomas were given 
for good craftsmanship would be a definite benefit, 'especially if the awards 
were really to the best craftsmen. As good a diploma would go to the man 
who made a perfect piece of plain silk as to the weaver who wove a kamkhu·ab. 
The excellence of workmanship is the test: and I think nothing would more 
keenly stimulate competition than a real exhibition of fabrics, classified, 
priced and with the maker prepared to deliver at his price. I would put aU 
tbe weight of the Institute behind sucb an exhibition and I would make the 
diploma of the Department an honour to be won with great difficulty. I think 
the method would work well and that it would stimulate firms to work in with 
the Department. There is nothing that the master-weaver or dealer wants 
more than a certificate that his fabrics WOll a prize at an exhibition and I 
would make the Department's diploma a very hard thing to get, giving real 
kudo8 to the firm that got it. I would go further and I would investigate the 
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condition of the weavers who worked for those firms and see that they were 
well oli. This could be easily' done and the exhibition would help the 
weavers: it would alSO help the Institute to establish relations with the trade. 

21. In Calcutta and in Madras there are permanent exhibits of local 
products, with an organisation that gives information as to obtaining them. 
It would be ~ible to add prod~cts not C?mpeting with those of Bengal and 
Madras, denved from other provmces, which could be shown there: it would 
be possible to arrange such exhibits at other centres, showing products from 
all p!'?vlnces and also to have.a single exhihition of products from all India 
at a smgle centre. 

I am not sure that these exhibits do much good: it depends upon whether 
the trader comes and gets useful information as to what to stock that. really 
sells well: at p~sent he does not. do so and it is the tourist who buys chiefly, 
but at least the Idea could be well tested with a proper organisation. 

(tli) Departmental influence. 

22. In the second place there will be the direct. influence of the depart
ment in buying its samples and stocks of fabrics, in promoting trade and in 
supplying exhibitions and the like: the assistants who make the surveys will 
be known in trade centres and will have direct influence: the more intelligent 
employers, being told that there is· a demand for a particular fabric and that 
it can be I)lade in such and such a way, will probably go into it if they find it 
practicable: if there is a really competent department that does know its 
business, a great deal will be done by direct influence. 

(tli~) Schools. 

23. It may be more satisfactory in most places to start a " school": the 
name seems 'to attract: the fundamental idea in the school is (1) that there 
are weavers and that no one else shall attend (2) that they learn how to make a 
class of fabric for which there is q. market (3) that when they have learnt 
they go home and weave it (4) that the school is in touch with markets and 
finds out what is in demand. . 

If a central co-ordinating and advising institute existed, a district 'in 
whicb were weavers would apply to it, get advice and start a school say to 
teach them how to weave satin or suitings. Such a school would be a centre 
to which the trade organiser would appeal when he wanted say 1,000 pieces 
of a. new fabric to meet a demand: the success of the school depends on its 
being able to find a new fabric for which there is a market and ~aching its 
manufacture to weavers only. . . 

This is a very simple method, apparently suited to India: a weaving 
centre has weavers idle: some one brings the matter up at the District Board 
or Municip~lity and proposes. to start a school: the district officer supports 
it: Government is asked fOJ: a grant, a local magnate ~ives a donation and 
the Sir John Smith Jubilee Memorial Weaving School IS started. Provided 
that -weaving school knows what to make and can show weavers how to make 
it, it is doing good work: often it cannot do so and after a few years it is 
closed, having been of no real use to the community. That this is possible is 
shown by the silk schools of Bara Banki and Amarapura: but whether it 
will be possible elsewhere depends wholly upon local circumstanL'es. In most 
cases it would fail owing to the opposition of dealers and employers to any 
change or alteration in affairs locally. But the influence of Government and 
of influential local people can overcome this and it is possible to get round 
the opposition if capital is available. 

In no single thing is failure so likely as in this and I have discussed this 
question above under "Development of Sericulture ": there is in India very 
much wasted effort, very much" eye-wash" in schools and the like: and to a 
great number of persons in India, itis sufficient to have a .. school," regardless 

. of all other circumstances and considerations. Nothing will kill progress 
more surely than the formation of schools if they are not on sound lines: and 
it is a method which requires to be used with the greatest caution. 
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The success of Bara Banki and of Amarapura gives evidence that devel
o~ properly, the weaver can he helped and that when he is helped he adapts 
hunself and takes to new methods: but the secret of success lies in havin'" 
proper methods and teaching them prope~ly. I> 

(t1iit) Finishing factories. 

24. A methoc;I t~at, on paper ce~ajnly, looks promising is the establish
n;tent. of smal! fimshmg factones, whICh are centres from ,,:hich the produc
tIon IS orgamsed: from theIU the raw materials are issued: the cloths come 
in, are cleaned, polished, finishe~, properly packed and sold: and it will pro
bably he easy to develop productIOn from these where the conditions are right 
and the weavers ~n produce a saleable fabric. One cannot of course put 
down hundreds of these and start them all at once: but here and there when 
circumstances are favourable, they can he put down and the industry ~rgan
ised. Whether they are run by the State experimentally or whether a local 
man is helped to start and run it, is immaterial. The lines on which these 
must he run need to be worked out at the Central Institute first. 

(~) Di"ect demonstration. 

!!5. A certain amount can be done by direct demonstration but chiefly 
only where there is a definite new process that is easily shown. The start of 
the improvement in the. Burma industry was in an Amarapura weaver seeing 
an automatic heating loom working at an exhibition in Rangoon and this 
100m is now in common use in Amarapura. Where there will clearly he a 
henefit in cheapening methods, the improved method can he demonstrated and 
thus introduced. 

(x) Co-operatit16 Credit. 

26. There has, as yet, been little sign that co-operation can he success-. 
fully applied to weavers: in Madras it has failed to draw in the silk weaver: 
the best case known. to me is Amarapura in Burma but the possibilities of 
developing co-operation among weavers are practically unknown. Where 
weaving is highly organised, where the craftsman is in the hands of wealthy 
employers as in most big weaving centres, who have no intention of altering 
the present state of things, it will he very difficult to organise' any co-operative 
developments: bllt where the industry is small, where there are weavers who 
have taken to .other occupations, where the distress is really serious, there 
development is possible and its extent will probably depend a good deal on 
taking advantage of these opportunities. 

(xi) Direct organisation. 

Zl. For a great part of the industry, especially the smaller centres, direct 
organisation will be the only method, and this is exeI!1plified by the case of 
Olsing in Bihar and Orissa (discussed tmder that provmce-Chapter XX). 

28. If enquiry sh?ws that there is a. sale fOl: a ce!'tain fabr!c, its s~pply 
will be arranged in thIS way: a co-operative credit SO?lety?r a Village WIll '?e 
authorised to make say 1,000 pieces: the raw materIal wdl be advanced, If 
necessary wages paid, and the finished cloth collected, finished and sold: it 
will delIberately be sold to compete with imported cloth even at a loss: as 
soon as that production is satisfactorily arranged for i~ will be left to .private 
enterprise but will be wat<:he? The. department ,w.Ill her~ be taking the 
place of the business man flskmg capital and exPec.tmg ultlm~tely to make 
profit: it will finance and direct an ordinary transactIOn, but dowg so ~~ 
the risks are such that no business man would touch the matter: but It will 
do so through co-operative credit societies. 

(f) Industrial det1elopment. 

29. It is usefnrto consider separately what openin!!,s there are for indus-. 
. ~ial development as apart from the iJllprovementand development of the 
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existing rearer, reeler, twister and weaver. Can the investment of capital 
be considered in any part of the industry and if 50, how 1 

30. Rearing.-There is very good scope for development in rearing in 
suitable places, on one of two systems: the lirst is exemplified by Khan Baha
dur Ghulam Sadiq of Amritsar, who has spent money in developing sericul
ture in Gurdaspur : he rents the trees from the District Board, he has a small 
staff that issues seed and gives advances, he takes aU the cocoons produced 
at a fixed price. His activities extend over the whole district and be issues 
400 oz. seed and gets 150 maunds of cocoons in. He owns carpet factories 
in the district and so has staff available on the spot who -are engaged in 
these factories for the greater part of the year. The second system is that 
exempHfied by the Raja of Kalakankar, who started the industry among 
tenants and provided the capital. A similar .ystem is discussed elsewhere 
page 114) for .Tirhut. Both such systems are possible wherever the condi
tions are right: and one would like to see large landowl}ers and influential 
people taking up this method. It requires capital and may legitimately be 
included heQl among industrial enterprises. 

31. Reeling.-The second opeping lies in reeling, and is exemplified by 
the filatures of-Bengal already described above. There are IJIany native fila
tures in Bengal now and there ·is probably scope for more. Khan Bahadur 
Ghulam Sadiq has a filature in Arnritsar which reels the cocoons he produces : 
in every new tract such a filature will be desirable and the lines on which to 
start them are perfectly definite. It is interesting to note that the filature 
system is unknown in Mysore except as regards the two filatures of the 
Salvation Army at Bangalore and Closepet, which are not typical sinre they 
depend on grants from the State. If sericulture develops in Mysore 
there is scope for filatures. 

32. Re-reeling is a separate business and there is very good scope for it in 
Bengal,' in Mysore, and probably in places where much foreign silk is 
imported. Its success depends on the re-reeled silk making a name and 
getting an increased price to compensate its cost. Seeing that nearly all 
silk in India has to be re-reeled and sorted by hand by a very tedious pro
cess, it is probable that small re-reeling factories, worked by haIfd, would 
pay well. I think they should be combined with warping, as below. 

33. Spinning waste.-Spun-silk is at present made at two Ind.ian fac
tories, mainly fsrtheir own use, and there is a large import of spun-silk, 
largely made from Indian waste silk. If it pays to send waste silk from 
Mysore to Madras, from Madras to Turin, to send the spun-silk back to Bom
bay, paying import duty and through middlemen to Amritsar, Benares, 
Madras, etc., surely it would pay to spin it iIi India. Yet it is apparently 
not sufficiently remunerative to tempt the existing mills to meet the local 
demand. Japan has the bulk of this trade now and the imports are increas-
il!g. -,. 

To set up a spinning mill is not like setting up a small hand-loom factory 
or a re-reeling shop: spinning requires large machinery, a certain supply 
daily of hundreds of pounds of waste, a certain demand for the produced 
yarn: and at present the Japanese are underselling the Indian and Italian 
producer. , 

34_ Warping.-In this connection, the new import of warps of spun-silk 
is worth note and these are being increasingly used. In connection with all 
silks, except the ornamental ones, the use of warps is an economy: obviously 
a factory devoted to warping only will be quicker and more economical than 
individual warping and one wonders that warping shops have not been set 
up for reeled silk, spun-silk and other thread at centres !l.,uch as Benares, 
Amritsar, Murshidabad; the best system could be used, it could be coupled 
with dyeing, twisting, etc., if it expanded and the use of prepared warps 
would be an economy. 
, 35_ Doubling and twisting is another branch that should offer an open. 
ing. Except in Surat, the systems in use are very slow, very tedious; t.here 
is scope in every big centre for a small factory, using hand -power or small 
mechanical power, to produce the various grades of weft and warp threa4 
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required.. Not ~uch capital is involved and probably master-weavers or a 
co-operative society of weavers would be the best agency to start them. 

36. Dy'eing clearly offers a very good opening in big centres and a small 
factofl, us!ng only really fast dyes, could probabl:~ good business. It is 
not long Since yarn from Gauhati was sent to itsar for dyeing. At 
prestln~ much yarn .goes to Belgau.ri1.for this purpose. Really fast dyeing 
IS 80 difficult and so Important that It IS worth sending yarn away for dyeing. 
In establishing this, confidence is to be gained and it is essential not to make 
any mistakes: it is only after the fabric is sold that the dye fades if it is bad. 
By. dyein~ samples and sending them to the trade, the quality ~ the dyeing is 
easIly verified and the consumer can satisfy himself as to their fastness. 

37. Weaving has already attracted ,the investor and there are hand-loom 
factories which work well. - They require little capital but need to be worked 
t;>D a large enough scale. Suc~ a factory should do its own doubling; warp
mg, etc., and each department IS capable of expanding to do work for others, 
so increasing the scope of the business. 

38. Finislting.-In no detail does the Indian fabric show so hadly as in 
its finish and there is scope for small factories that will clean, sponge, polish, 
calender,. or size the finished goods, and pack them well. Here the mill scores 
as it puts up its goods well: I think there is scope for this in Benares, 
Amritsar, Nagpur, etc., in every place that has any trade by post or outside 
its own bazaar. Certainly this is essential where the European shop trade is 
concerned and it is a factor generally neglected in India. 

39. -Gold thread.-There is a large import to India of gold thread (lace)' 
. and a considerable production also in India. There is certainly scope here 
for development on sound lines: it is unfortunate that the factory in Madras 
failed: but the failure was not due to the impossibility of making gold thread 
but to other caUSB!l. 

40. There are instances in India of good industrial development: and 
many of very bad development: two excellent examples are in my mind. one 
dealing with the native trade chiefty. one dealing almost wholly with Euro
pean and Anglo-Indian. At both the same lines are followed: a definite 
ranl!6 of fabrics is decided on; labour-s~ving devices are used for warping. 
for filling pirns, winding bobbins, etc. : the looms used are fly-shuttle looms of 
simple pattern, well adapted to the local weaver: the buildings are of the sim
plest and there are some twenty or thirty looms employed: the weavers earn 
good wages and live pear by: the amount they earn depends on their own 
exertions; the factory issues a well "rinted pattern list; in the first case the 
factory has connections ,with native firms in big cities. who sell on commission: 
in the second the trade is wholly by V. P. P. ! think there would be more of 
these if industrial development was more generally understood and if 
technical advice as to obtainine; raw materials, appliances. looms, etc., was 
really available: I do not think that this kind of advice can ever be supplied 
from weaving schools or technical institutes: but it can be supplied by 
trained men who.visit the weaving centres. 

In this I am relying on the experience of the very small silk section at 
Pusa, which could have done a great deal to further the industry if it had 
been developed: but its influence was not due to its visitors but to its direct 
influence in the weaving centres and to the visits to these centres. I would 
aid such a development by the provision of capital provided the factory was 
started on lilies approved by the Sericulture Department and this could be 
done independently by each province if they had expert advice to fall back 
upon. 

It is difficult to distinguish in this between the hand-loom factory in 
which the workers actually weave in the building and the organisation of 
weavers who work in their own houses but who work for a firm. a weaving 
master or for a co-operative society. I think the latter especially should be 
aided, not necessarily with capital only but with the organisation that a 
ro-operative society ~as. and that is backed by the Re~strar ?f Co-operative 
Societies. Whether It IS to be a factory or a co-operative SOCIety of weavers 
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depends on the circumsta"~ of.each.pJace: b.ut whichever it is, IJI'etty much 
the same result can be achIeved If the matter IS properly supervi!led. 

CONCLUSION. 

41. The gist of the whole matter so far as the developmt'nt of the industry 
is concerned, is .t~is: the pr~uction must be thorou~hly undf'rstood: the 
Japanese and Chlll.ese productIon must be studied: the improveml'nt and 
development of the llldustry must then be taken in hand, place by place with 
tt.e aid o~ co-operative credit and capital or of other methods; the pro't~s 
must be Improved, the sale of cloth helped, the production of new fabrics 
undertaken in suitable places: capital may need to be provided for develop
ing finishing centres with which weavers are in touch: and in this way prob
ably the weaving industry can be helped, stimulated and developed. 

We may express this in another way: the steps to be taken are these;-

(1) study and understand existing production, 
(2) circulate information of what is obtainable and where, 
(3) cheapen raw materials and methods of production when:ver 

possible, 
(4) develop the production of fabrics in demand, by learning how to 

make them and then showing weavers how to do it, 
(5) help local" schools" with expert advice, 
(6) assist local effort with orders and financial help. 

It is at present utterly impossible to tell how trade organisation will 
work but it can be fairly easily tried: and I think it should have a good trial 
on which, if necessary, some money is lost. In many places I have asked 
weavers if they would make a fabric I have shown them, for which I knew 
there was a sale and in most cases they appeared willing: but until it is put to 
the test it is impossible to tell what can be done. 

42. If in any weaving centre a finishing factory were put up (which is 
not costly) and if fabrics were brought direct from the weavers, if weavers 
were given materials and advances for weaving, f believe they would weave 
any fabric they could be shown how to weave and that was within their capa
city; and the cost of this fabric, without the middleman's charge would enable 
it to find its market: but till co-operation could be developed an outside organi
sation would have to finance it, bear the cost and make as much as was pos
sible on it towards expenses: ultimately either co-operation would step in 
or a reasonable employer would be found: otherwise the weaver would fall 
back into the hands of the employer and there would be the same stagnation 
and sweating. I do not propose that Government should continue to do it ; 
whenever and wherever ordinary organisation will do it, leave it alone; but 
the initial effort must come from a Government department. 

Naturally the method is not going to be applied simultaneously in some 
scores of weaving centres: it willbe necessary to proceed slowly, to systemat
ically investigate, to pick place by place. to start here and there as the circum
stances show we 'have an opportunity: and it will probably be best to confine 
cur efforts at first to o)1e province or area. Also it will probably be best at 
first to attempt to make the goods so largely imported into Burma when it 
is decided to go in for making new fabrics. . 

43. I think it is possible that in, say, five years, experience will show that 
progress is possible only' in certain directions: I doubt for instance if the 
Kumbakonam weaver WIll readily take to making say satin or lining silk for 
the Calcutta market: but I think it is quite possibJe the Champanagar or the 
Bankura. weaver would if properly helped; and I would concentrate on 
places where things looked promising. 

In discussing this proposal it should be remembered that we have an 
imperfect knowledge of the industry and that it is an industry in which there 
js an enormous variety of m~tbod. custom, people, or~anisation and materiat 
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it is at .th}s poi~t that the commercial community in India will say that the 
scheme IS ImpossIble, the method wrong and that the intervention of a Gov6in
ment department is ~rong. I.f successful business can ultimately be done, it 
should be left to ordInary bllillness methods and firms to do it: the fad that 
business firms do not now do it shows that the case is a hopeless one. I am 
very fully aware of ~his point and I quite sympathise with the attitude {,f the . 
commerCIal commumty: but I am absolutely convinced that if some one does 
npt. make the effort, the ind1l:Stry will die, and I cannot see any other way in 
!VhlCh the .effo~ can be ~ade .• If trade organisation is wh~t is required and 
If the IndIan s~lk-weav~ng can be develop.ed on proper lines, why do not busi
~~ people do It.: :why IS a profitable b~mess not further developed and how 
IS ~t ~hat enterpr~smg firms are not havmg goods made for export or collecting 
eXlstmg productIOns', . 

I think that the answer is that it is impossible to do anything and that 
the capitalist in India. knows it quite well; to 'take a concrete mstance: China 
satin IS selling in Nagpur at Rs. a-4 per yard: Nagpur contains many weavers 
and much silk: why does not the Nagpur master-weaver make satin: he knows 
that by the time he has learnt how to do it, has taught his weaver, spoilt some 
yarn, got perfect satin, and sold it, he is-not makmg the profit that he can 
make In other ways: and to make his accustomed profit he must charge a 
price at which he cannot possibly compete with China. If then the business 
man, i.e., the capitalist, js not going to do it, no one can but the co-gperative 
credit society which is able to work direct on' reasonable interest and to deal 
in wholesale quantities: I believe the ideal development of weaving silk goods' 
lies in the produetion of co-operative finishing factories, which collect 1M 
fabrics, finish them, sell them from one place, but in which all the weaveI'S 
work at their own homes. At present where these exist they are run by 
fiI'ms whose profits are far too high and they simply cannot compete for that 
reason: but If that middleman was removed, quite a third would fall off the 
cost and business might be possible... . -

44. I have tried here to explain what seems to me the ouly possible way in 
which the industry can be assisted and a beginning has been made in Madras, 
Ca.lcntta and Cawnpore by the formation of centres where indigenous pro
ducts can be seen and bought: only I think that· these are not carried far 
enough, do not reacn the widely scattered silk worker and do not take sufficient 
account of his circumstances; they may help the large dealer; they do not help 
the craftsman. This is the experience of the Director of the Victoria Tech
r.ieal Institute, Madras; whO' finds that it is extremely difficult to dear directly 
with the weaver and to help him. Extra business means profit to the middle
man and not to the craftsman.' . 

45. The Director of Industries in the United Provinces tells me that an 
effort is being made to help the hand-loom weaver in cotton by suppl~g him 
with yarn direct from the mills, without the mi.ddlemail, and seIhng hiS pro
duct direct, without anylniddleman. I think this is ?oi~g for cotton w~at I 
am proposing for siUt:, only the range of cotton fabriCS IS .small, there IS an 
immense demand Jor coarse cotton cloth everywhere and If th.e weaver ~ 
make quite plain dhoties, saries and the like, as cheap as the mills, there IS a 
big constant demand. 

Silk is more 'difficult as the range of fabrics is so great, the processes are 
more difficult the ma.rkets less universal. There must be expert help with 
processes if p'roduction is to be cheapened and there must be an organisation 
that extends beyond the limit of a province if it is to succeed. 

I am fully aware that my proposals are open to criticism and particnl~~ly 
to the criticism that success depends too much upon the character and ab~lity 
of the personnel: but I think it is useless to do anything less than to go right 
to the bottom of the thing: exhibitions and industrial museums look nice, 
read well ill reports and are easily visited by influ~ntial persona:ges, but they 
do not influence the actual weaver or tWister away m the mofussll. 

46. The development of the weaving industry has this in common with 
the development of the silk-producing industry, that it depends fnndament
ally on dOing for the crafts~an what he will not or cannot do for himself, 
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~a~elr improvi~g and organising the in~ustry from outside, without his 
Imtlatlve an.d wIthout anr demand ~rom hun. If the production of COCOOIl8 
~tb be developed only agaInst the wIll of the people, so too will the weaving 
lDdustry develOp and pro~per only by ~tion taken by Government, for l{hiCJl 
no one bas asked and whIch no one obViously wants; but there is this differ
ence, that the actual weaver responds and IS amenable to co-ordination and 
sugg~~ion. It is a. reasonable View to take that until the industry asks for 
help It IS not the buslD6SS of Government to take the matter in hand ; the means 
of developm~~ ~y be provided, the expert advice may be rendered available 
and the ~sSIbllitl~ of de~elopmen,t may be shown; bu~ that is very different 
to the actlOn that IS reqUIred, WhICh meana the actIve co-ordination and 
improvement of the industry, and the creation of the organisation that in more 
advanced countries would be supplied by the ordinary commercial means. If 
it is p~ible to do g~ business in weaving, in dyeing, in twisting. in the 
productIon of new fabrlcs, why .sho~d it not l?e le1t to ordinary commercial 
enterpnse; a~d the reasonable VIew IS that -whIle the necessary expert advice 
should be aVailable, the rest should be left to the commercial enterprise of the 
country. Some day India will awake to the- fact that there is a better careel: 
in this kind of busm6SS than i~ entering the service of Government as a clerk, 
and then the natural commerCIal development of the country will commence. 
Given expert advice, there is probably no better opening for moderate capital 
and b?sin,ess en.terprise tban in many r~ificatioIl8 of the silk industry: the 
essentIal IS adVIce as to where to start lD, what to do and how to do it; the 
next essential is help in establishing connections, in getting wider markets, 
in expanding and developing to the fnllest extent. If the Indian is not enter
prising or energetic enough to strike out for himself and to develop, it will 
be going very far to attempt to help him out by supplying the trade organi
sation required; but "there is at present no other way to help the industry, and 
in the absence of such help, there is not much doubt that the greater part of 
the industry will gradually disappear. 

. THE SILK INDUSTRY, AND THE WAR. 

47. At the present time, the industry has been affected by the war in a 
fairly definite mallDer, and in considering development, it is impossible to 
ignore the effect of the war and its influence during the next few years. Here 
and there in the report references will be found to this: the most notable are 
Mr. McNamara's under Kashmir (in Appendix V of tbis Report) and the 
appendix to ~r. Ansorge's. There has been a. ri~ in v8:1ues of cocoons, C!f 
waste, of raw Sllk, affected to some extent also by high freIghts and bY'probi-
bition of exports of cocoons altogether or of waste silk to Italy. ThIS was 
preceded by a large fall when the war commenced, when values were high for 
all classes of raw silk, waste and cocoons: it is impossible to get figures for 
this and they would be of nO" value as trade was so tremendously dislocated by 
the war. The important thing is that prices for raw silk, cocoons and waste 
are likely to be high and likely to remain so for some time. 

There has also been a rise in values of all classes of raw silk from China 
and this tells against the weaver but helps the Mysore and Bengal producer: 
Bengal cocoons were at Rs. 32 a maund in December 1915, at 38 m August 
1916: Kashmir cocoons at Rs. 160 a maund could have been sold at over 
Rs. 400 if export had been possible. There has been a general appreciation 
of values in silk, due to a variety of causes of wbich some are dislocation of 
the French trade, cessation of raw supplies to Italy, decreased tot~ output 
of the world, increased consumption for some PUI1>?ses! enor~usly mcreased 
consumption in the United States (due to pr~rlty. lD certam tr~es); the 
total effect is that after the shock ot the first dlslocatlOn, the raw SIlk values 
of all sorts have steadily increased: what the future holds is impossible to 
tell 

48. In regard to silk fabrics the position is dilferent an~ this is extremely 
difficult to t'Stimate. When trade suffered, the demand for Silk ~ds fell off : 
Nagpur is perhaps the most conspicuous case: B1ll'I!la was little affected: 
and Japan has continued to pour in cheap goods. It 18 apparently not much 
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affected by the war. In this, a factor of great importance is' the dye ques
tion : aniline dres were largely used in India: they are almost unobt.ainable 
now and the prIces are very hIgh: for certain colours there are substitute., 
especially in the reds from cochineal and lac, black from catechu or myra
balans, blut: from ind~go, o~ange from kamela or anatto; but many industries 
especIally In produCIng pinks, yellows, pale blues are likely to be much 
dislocated. 

India is perhaps better oft in this respect than some countries; the big
gest i~m of producti~n is the sari, dhoti and other cloths of purely indigen
ous desIgn and colourmg, tomerly dyed wholly with plant and insect dIes ; 
and the bulk of the indigenous production can still be aone with these. SOme 
branches of the trade WIll suffer; but if Japan can produce dyes to dye her 
goods, she will presumably also produ~ dyes for export to indIa. It is diffi
cult to see how the sltortage of aniline dyes can seriously affect the Indian 
trade no:w; ~ut there is no doubt.it is impo~tant. If the whole industry falls 
back on IlldIgllnous dyes, there WIll be a serIous shortage and the production of 
plant and insect dyes will get a big stimulus: it would bav'} been ~atisfactory 
If there had been an organisation that could have helped indigenous dyeing 
as ,its opportunity to get back to the use of the really good fast dyes would have 
been immeuse; but it is an occasion to seize presently and when dyes become 
available (from Germany), it will be an opportunity to push the use in India 
of only fast dyes such as the alizarine dyes. It is humiliating to think that 
we can only look forward to the supply of German dyes; it would be so satis
factory if in India we could have got madder, or alizarine, whether natural 
or synthetic: but. I agree with Dr . .Marsden that it is now difficult to get the 
eI1ormous supplies of natural dyes required, especially in view of the enormous 
quantities of synthetic dyes Germany must sell to India (and Eng'land) to get 
the indemnity required by the allies in a few years. 

49. Another aspect of the influence of the war is discussed in Mr. 
Ansorge's report: it is perhaps worth pointing out that the spun-silk trade 
must fall wholly into Japanese hands with the inability of Italy to supply and 
that quite possibly the production of spun-silk in Bombay may be stimulated 
if prices rise. It would be extremely satisfactory if India could eventually 
produce in India the spun silk so largely imported: and this is a question that, 
should interest Kashmir, Mysore and Bengal. If the war sends up the price 
of spun silk, there is hope of the production in India and this is an industrial 
feature tha.t sqould not be lost sight of. 

50. One other aspect of this question deserves mention: enquiry is being 
made as to sources of raw material and a Committee of the Imperial Institute 
is at work ;. before the war, the price of eri cocoons was high; prior to 1911, 
we had received enquiries from Europe for large amounts of eri cocoons : 
and if prices had kept up a larger export in them might have been possible. 
India produces large amounts of raw silk, and silk waste: India could pro
duce large amounts of eri cocoons and there could be a large export of tasar. 
Whether any of these will come within the purview of the Indian Raw 
Products CoIllIlJittee is to be seen: enquiries have been received from the 
Imperial Institute as to raw silk here and there: but at present there is no 
organisation to push Indian silk raw products in England. 

If there is to be a serious attempt to supply silk raw products to the 
United Kingdom from India, as there apparently is from the Colonies, then 
the development of a trade organisation sltould be commenced at once. Pre
sumably this will be origina!-ed in En~lan~; if it is, fu~l advantage sltould be 
taken of it and the trade III raw SIlk, Sllk waste, en and tasar sltould be 
developed. Presumably this will wait for action by the various committees 
sitting in England: and it is possible that the ~ar may. end before any 
English industry needs or can use any form of raw Silk supp-bes. 

CHAPTER XXVII I.-FORMATION OF A SILK INSTITUTE. 

In the following section the organisation required to systematically 
develop sericulture and the silk industry has been discussed, chiefly because 



It is an advantage to think out the detailed working of such an organisation 
and its cost. The estimate of staff required is not meant to be complete; 
until one got to actual work it would be impossible to know how many clerks 
were needed, or store-keepel'S: but the estimate is intended to be neal' enough 
to actuals to give an idea of cost. As regards the higher staff the actual pay 
would naturally depend upon the right men; for at least six of the posts the 
men who should be appointed are in India now and their cases require 
individual consideration. For this reason, actual amounta of pay are not [-ut. 
down and only the gross total is given (see Appendix XVIII). 

2. The function of the Institute is to practise and improve all branches of 
t$erictllture, to give expert advice and to send technical experts to orgamse 
processes, to watch supply and demand, to seek wider markets and better 
supplies, and to be an organising centre for the development of sericulture in 
all its branches. • 

The activities of the Institute include the following main branches;-

1. The cultivation of all varieties of silkworms of India, and of raceS 
from abroad, as a seed supply centre and for the trial of liCW 

races. The production of new races by hybridisation, the 
amelioration of existing races by selection and good cultiva
tion. The issue of hibernated seed or of all varieties of seed 
required, including the Bengal races, the Assam races, the 
Mysore, the Madagascar, the French, and also the eri. 

Artificial cold storage will be required, a model "village rearers 
settlement" will be required for training men and for providing 
trained men for demonstration. There must be trained men 
available. The cultivation of mulberry, the varieties of mul
berry to be studied and cuttings or seed provided of the best 
varieties. The problems of hibernation of seed, of the supply of 
seed produced in India and of artificia.lly hibernated seed for 
hatching in October will come under this section. 

2. The processes of reeling, re-reeling, twisting, doubling, wa.rping to 
be practised, tested and improved. New machines to be devised 
or tested, trained mechanics to be available to demonotrute 
better processes. Model re-reeling, twisting, warping factories 
to be established. 

3. The trade in raw silk, new openings for Indian silk, the meLhods 
of making chassam and improved waste, the testing of raw silk. 
the trade in imported raw silk, the trade in chassam and spun 
silk to be dealt with and studied, also the trade in muga, eri and 
tasar yarns, waste and cocoons. 

4. Dyeing to be practised, studied and improved, including indigenous 
dyes and artificial dyes. A dyeing expert to be available fur 
demonstration and for advising on model dyeing houses. A 
model dyein~ house to be worked for show. 

S. Designing, including the collection of fabrics, designs, etc., and the 
preparation of new designs, colour schemes, etc. 

6. Weaving, the preparation of all fabrics possible in silk, to be 
practised, improved and taught. A special establishment to be 
maintained of the most expert weavel'S for the preservation of 
methods liable to be lost. 

7. The best processes of cleaning, sponging, polishing, calendering 
and packing silk fabrics to be studied and developed. A mooel 
finishing factory to be established. 

8. The cloths made and sold in India, imported cloths and fabrics 
of all sorts to be collected, and their possibilities investigated. 
The trade in silk fabrics, the ~ible demand, new markt;ts, 
new fabrics, to be studied. ThIS is to be separately dealt WIth 
for the European and the Indian trade. 
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9_ Questions concerning foreign tariffs and bounties, legislation in 
India. and the development of co-operative credit to be dealt 
with and watched, 

10_ Wild silks including muga and tasar, to be studied. Eri cultiva
tion and its development to be studied. 

3. The functions of the assistants on the Institute staff may be shortly 
described, with reference to the sections on the Development of Sericulture 
and of Weaving above. The hybridisillg assistant is specially for the testing 
of new races obtained by hybridising, selection or otherwise, and for the 
production of improved race~ with particu~ar qualities. A really good white 
multivoltine race is needed and heat-resistant races. Assooiated with him, 
is the Rearin~ Assistant, whose duties are to do industrial rearing of races, 
to study rearIng meth~s, the best method for worms spinning, and to train 
any men in rearing, mulberry cultivatlon and pruning and the like. He is 
also responsible for seed production, hibernation, artificial hibernation, etc. 
Under him are (three) fieldmen, all specially trained in rearing and mulberry 
culture, available for sending out to start rearing. It is essential that the 
industrial rearing shall be done, not in a single large house, but in small 
rearing houses such as are used in India; and provision is made for local 
labour for this purpose. The cocoons produced by the above assistants are 
handed over to the reeling assistant, and are reeled industrially in the model 
reeling house. No other test is so useful as this and instead of aSSE'ssing races 
in number of cocoons to ten grammes, it will be done in number of kahans 
and seers to the seer of raw silk. A fieldman is attached to this section, 
to supervise when the assistant is away, to tour when required. The assistant 
will test all methods of reeling and work out the details of small reeling 
factories employing up to 20 reelers, erecting one on the best system to serve 
as a model. In the same way, he will devise and erect a model re-reeling 
house, when the best system is ascertained. 

This staff will be stationed on the Seed Supply Station. The re-reeled 
silk will be sent to the Institute for use there. At the Institute, there will 
be a small rearing and reeling establishment if the Institute is situated in a 
tract where rearing is possible, and the reeling there will be under the charge 
of a reeling master, who will also control the model re-reeling house, wheP 
all raw silk purchased will be re-reeled. There will also be an assistant 
whose business will be to study the trade in raw silk, the imports, tbe possibl, 
substitution of Indian for Chinese, the sizes to which it should be reeled tc 
the amount of waste in re-reeling Chinese silk and so on. He will advise th< 
Seed Supply Station, if, say, a particular white cocoon is needed to yield I 

silk to compete with an imported one. He will have testing instruments il 
a room in tJie Institute and be the consulting authority on raw silk. Till 
methods of distinguishing real from artificial silk and the estimation of sill 
in silk mixtures will be done by him. The trade in chassam, in spun sill 
and in cocoons and waste tasar. ete., will natural~y come into his war!; 
though ultimately another assistant may be required. and he will train : 
field man to demonstrate the best method of making high quality chassam 
Another assistant, with a mechanic, will study all processes from winding ol 

. after re-reeling to warping. All the silk to be woven will be handled by thelll. 
and eventually model sheds for twisting, warping. ete., will be erected. 
These. like an the model sheds, will be as simple as possible and made exactly 
8S a master-weaver would himself make if he were going into the business. 
They are to be models for the master-weavers to see and copy. The weaving 
expert will be in charge of the looms and will specially work out the best 
methods of making fabrics which the trade require. He will work in the 
experimental weaving house and ultimately work out details of a model hand
loom faetory and eJ'e{'t it. 

The dyeing assistant will be an expert on dyes and will put up a model 
dye house suited to the industry. His business will be to master indigenous 
Ilnd artificial dyes and dyeing, to dye fabrics as required for weaving in the 
Institute and to provide dyed yarns of every possible kind for the artist. 

The artist will be the nucleus of a school of design as applied to silk, and 
\lis ideas will be carried out by the Institute weavers. etc_ He will be able 
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to get together fabrics of all kinds, and with the assistance of proper loom 
setters and pattern prickers, to have his ideas put into concrete sbape on the 
spot. I think that such a school of design will help the industry and that it. 
should cater for both the Indian and the European trade. It would be inter
esting to be able to collect the best craftsmen, to put them in a sympathetic 
atmosphere and to maintain the complicated and beautiful weaving processes 
now in aanger of being lost. I think this will be done by the Institute totaf[ 
getting into touch with the weaving centres rather than carrying out these 
processes at the Institute with their own weavers. Funds are provided for 
this since the best weavers can be employed to make sample pieces and so their 
craft can be preserved. It is possible that there is a very large demand 
abroad for the very best fabrics, such as are woven as saris, etc., if a stock is 
collected and if more can be made; but. a good deal of preliminary work is 
needed and the artist is the nucleus of this developmen\. 

An European assistant is proposed for the development of the European 
demand and to exploit Indian silk in England. eto. Two assistants are 
allotted to investigation of the trade and to ascertaining what fabrics are in 
demand, what are available. These work in with the technical assistants, 
who carry out experimentally the production of the new fabrics, which these 
assistants want. Once it is past the experimental basis, the assistant puts 
it on a commercial oasis by arrangin~ for the production wherever there are 
suitable weavers. A separate assistant is allotted to the development of 
co-operativ!\ credit societies, who will chiefly advise in each province as to 
'the proper lines on which to work . 

.A special department is to investigate and perfect ' finishing,' i.e., the 
preparation of cloth for sale, its attractive packing and proper listing. 
Indian methods of finishing are crude in the extreme and some simple method 
of calendering and paper-pressing is required, as well as labelling and the 
like. 

Assistants are allotted to the tasar and mUl!'a work and to erl. The 
former is needed to undertake the investigation of tasar utilisation as a 
separate enquiry and to be an expert on this question; the latter is imme
diately required for temporary work only, but will be permanently, if there 
'are -anv prospects of an eri industry. There are investigations to be made 
immediately on the source of the Assam-eri seed and the existing industry in 
some parts of India. 

4. Funds are provided for starting a single model weaving shed employing 
hired weavers. I think either more must be provided or close relations will 
be necessary with such small factories run as business enterprises, for it will 
be necessarv to pronerlv test, on a commercial basis, the making of certain 
fabrics. This could well be done for instance bv employing say 20 weavers 
to make a fabric likely to he in demand. to keep its expenses separate and be 
able to turn the whole production over to a firm or a master-weaver, J!'Oinl!' on 
then to another fabric. It is one thing to tell a master-weaver that the 
making of, say. striped ed twill for pyjamas nays and another to show him 
20 weavers makin/? striped eri twill and let him see the books for himself. 

, The alternative to the model weaving is to have funds to guarantee any losses 
made by a firm that takes it UP (provided they work on the lines laid down). 

5. A sum of Rs. 10,000 is provided for experimental work: this should 
cover, not only experimental work at the Institute. but grant!! to experiment
ers anvwhere: for instance the Corvt.on reverser, the Churchill 100m, and any 
promising twisting machine should certainly have been aided by funds when 
they were being produced., 

Information Bureau. 

6. There is scope for an information centre from which firms can obtain 
help and particularly can learn where to obtain fabrics and raw materials. 
I would register there every weavin/? master. firm or person. w.ho was dea1inr 
i.n cloth or silk or anvother product. I would have samples of hIS products ami 
be able to tell enquirers exactly where to get wbatthev needed. I would 
include, in this every firm that exported silk ,yarns to India, every supplier of 



~aw sillt)n India. I would add all ~ selling silk cloth. particularly thOse 
lD the big towns an~ record all. thell" catalogues, samples and prices. If a 
dealer wanted a partICular quality he ought to be able to write to the Bureau 
and get his information. 

This is the nearest that will be got to the Silk Association, and I would 
give every one enrolled a diploma or ornamented document that he could show. 

7. The B~n should have another function. It should be possible for 
anyone, a zemmdar, a planter, a trader, anyone who liked. to write in and 
ask and get advice as to his chances of doing silk worm rearing or weaving or 
anything else.. If he lived in the middle of the desert he would be told it was 
hopeless, if he lived in· Chota Nagpur he would be gently encouraged till the 
conditions in his area. could be enquired into and he could be really advised . 
perhaps some one could be sent to help·.I!im at the proper season, but at least 
he would.be helped. he would be saved. wasting mon.ey if it·was utterly hope' 
less and 1~ the B~ can get &l!ything approachmg the prestige that the 
~ntomologIcal . sectIon at Pu:;a did, they woul'! have a. great and beneficial 
mHuence. This work would lD the first place be lD the hands of the Assistant 
Director, who would have no other work than to follow the activities of all 
the ~taff, be ~ expert ~ all branches and. be able to give the most practical 
adVIce. Ultunately thIS would be placed m the hands of an assistant. 

StaD. 

8. It is easy to see that starting with a. number of assistants of equal 
s~ding, all are not f;Oing to develop alike and that a scheme planned on a 
paper basis is not gomg to work out in this simple manner. .Each assistant 
will find his prol'8f bent and will be used in the best way. A great deal will 
turn on the spint of co-operation of the staff themselves and no routine ad
ministration is going to make the Institute a success. Its ultinIate inHuence 
will depend upon the selection of the men and I have no hesitation in say
ing that these men will have to be found in India and have to be trained there. 
There are two pitfalls to avoid, one is the foreign expert, who has no experi
ence of the country, the other is the superficially trained Indian graduate of 
a. Japanese or French school, who is completely and utterly out of touch with 
his country. I would rather staff the Institute with untrained men, who had 
ability, energy and a desire to help their country, than with men trained in 
sericulture abroad and having a. superficial book and laboratory knowledge 
of the silk industry as practised in a large Sericnltural Institute in Japall 
or France. There IS a. good deal of sericuItural activity in India, now that 
may be-charaeterised as" eye-wash." The real test is, does it help the people, 
and that should be the mot.to of the Institute; but to help th& weaver and . 
twister in the village you hav,e to understand him and his difficulties and not 
be above doing so. It will not be easy to gel; the right class of men, but it is 
possible and it is absolutely essential to the success of the Institute. 

Further it is essential that no post shall be made permanent: it will be 
better to pay more for men, 1!ho retain ¥r initiative and en~, than to be 
stafied with permllnent men lDtent on domg stereotn>ed routlDe work. 

E:&i8tiAg AgBACi6s. 

9. In every province, there are weaving ex~rts, who are develop~g and 
improving' weavmg. and who naturslly enter mto a. scheme such as IS pro
posed. At present, their chief attention ~s given ~.cotton w~vin~ or to 
weaving as a process. regardless of the ~terial, &l!d It 15 ;'lot possIble for the 
weavin\J~r or~xpert to devote suffiCIent attention to sIlk to really develop 
it. In draa and Burma more progress has been made with improving silk 
weaving than in other provinces ~d the industry th~ is in a fairly fi?urish

. ing condition. Elsewhere there IS full scope for the Improvement of SIlk and 
this should be effected by a combination of the activiti~ of the lo<'al expert 
aided and advised by the expert help of the Central Institute. 

Jf the Central ~nstitute decide tha~ in the in.terest of the whole industry 
they should assist WIth money or otherwise a partIcular group of workers or & 
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l>tocess, it is reasonable that the funds or help should come from them; if it is 
desirable to assist the foundation of a model dyehouse or the like, to help a 
local i,ndustry, then it is reasonable that funds should come from the Local 
Government. 

The respective positions of the Cent.ral Institute and the Provincial 
Expert are thus easily defined, and while the Institute investigates the J><lIr 
sibuities of improvement, it does no more than advise the ProvinCial 
Department and urge that action should be taken where it. is thought. to be 
advisable. 

If the Institute is successful, its advice and help will be welcomed; if it 
is not able to carry out the programme and cannot give elIective assistance, 
then the scheme will have failed; but it is imPOSSlOle to expect any single 
province to maintain specialised experts and the results of the work of 
weaving or textile. experts, who have to deal with the cotton, silk, and wool 
industrIes for whole provinces, have been small, as might be expected. 

A dfJertising. 

10. A sum of money is provided for advertising, for literature and gene
ral propaganda purposes. It will be necessary to educate the public about 
Indian silk, to advertise it, and to give the press information about it. There 
should be information as to what can be obtained, the qualities of Indian silk, 
and where to obtain them; it may be desirable to have a. catalogue of all avail
able qualities of silks produced in India, with the names sf suppliers and to 
keep this up to date and periodically re-issue it. . An attractive pamphlet, 
with illustrations of processes and methods, with photographs of weaving 
villages and workers, with descriptions of the Indian silks and their qualities, 

. will interest tourists, will interest dealers abroad and will generally help to 
make the industry known. 

The issue of this pamphlet, the preparation of articles for the press, the 
general advertisement of the industry will place the Silk Department in a 
strong position with the tra,de and this is an essential thing. Probably ~ 
great deal can be done to promote the industry, to influence better production, 
to improve design, to prevent adulteration, by a department, which can influ
ence the trade and create demand: it will pay the weaving master to support 
the department, to follow their advice and to expand his ideas: and the trade 
can be gradually organised till the way is clear for the formation of a Silk 
Association, which will undertake much of this trade organisation. 

CHAPTER XXIX.-LEGISLATWN. . ~ 

Examples are summarised or reprinted below of legislation in various 
countries as affecting the cocoon-producing industry. They illustrate the 
effort made to develop or to control sericulture: further information will be 
found under Kashmir, both in the Director's report and in the rules re!Pllat
ing the use of mulberry trees in Kashmir (in Appendix V). Legislatlon is 
mainly directed to increasing production by means of bounties, to maintain
ing a seed supply free of disease, to controlling disease: the French law also 
gives a measure of protection to home-produced cocoons by reducing the bounty 
paid on the use of foreign cocoons. An abstract of the French Act is given 
below and full text appears in Appendix XIX. 

France, 11th June 1909, BuU. Econ. XII, 1910, p. 85 . 

. 1. From 31st May 1909 to 31st December 1929. 

60 centimes bounty per kilo of green cocoons=Rs. 15 per maund of 
grren cocoons. 

2. Packets of seed are all -to be stamped with name and address of 
producer or seller and weight in giammes (5 per cent. error allowed). 
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3. From 1st June 1909 to 31st May 1929. . 
400 francs bounty pel' basin doing more than 3 threads. 
200 francs bounty per basin doing double cocoons. 
400 francs bounty: paid to p.reparing basins for more than 3 or less than 

5 at 1 basm per 3 basins. • 
400 francs paid to preparing basins for more than 5 threads at 1 basin 

for 2 basins, for factories doing more than 5 threads, 400 francs 
for each lot of knotters and" rattacheurs" for 6 basins. 

4. Bounty not to exceed'S francs 50 per kilo in fil'St 4 years, 6 francs in 
next 8, and 5'50 in next 8. 6 per cent. of ~unty taken for health insurance 
society of the workers.' . 

5. 400 francs bounty above reduced to 340 if foreign cocoons used. 

200 francs bounty above .reduced !O 170. 
i.e., 25 cents is deducted per kilo, if dry cocoons reeled, from the bounty. 
6. Cost of supervision to be got by a tax of I! per cent. of bounty paid. 

Details of administration are given in the full text in Appendix XIX. 

It applies to France and to Algeria. 

OTTOMAN EMPmE. 

Reglement retatif aux encouragements a accorder a l'ind'ustrie sericicole.-
22nd May 1914. 

1. The sum of Pt. 70,000" is set aside for-

(a) free distribution of plants and seed of mulberry, 
(b) bounties 'for the best plantations newly made, 
(c) bounties for the best rearings of worms. 

2. Of this Pt. 50,000 is set apart for (a). 
3. This sum will include cost of nurseries established to supply trees, 

etc. 
4. A list of localities in which bounties will begin is prepared every year. 
5. Bounties are given from the 4th to 10th year after planting mulberry 

at the rate of-

a.cras. Rs. ... P • 

2/9 to 10/9 1-5 deunums at Pt. 1'>0 p"r deunum 6 12 0 

12/9 to .10/3 6.15 .. " " 
40 

" .. 5 6 5 

82/" to 20/3 . 16·30 " 
SO 

" " 
3 o 10 

" " 
Over 20/3 . over SO " " " 1200 " " 

in all • 162 

6. Pt. 7,500 is set apart for this bounty. 
7. Bounties for rearing on trays is to be given-

(1) for 30-120 square metres of tray Pt. 100-Rs. 13-8-0. 
(2) for 121-300 square metres of tray Pt. 300-Rs. 40-8-0. 
(3) for 301--600 square metres of tray Pt. 500-Rs. 67-8-0. 
(4) above 600 square metres of tray Pt. 1,000-Rs. 135-0-0. 

8. The sum of Pt. 7,500 is set apart for this. 
9. Names of bounty receivers to be published. 

0 0 

10. A sum of Pt. 5,000 is set apart for the traveIling expenses of the 
tct'hni('al commissions who do this work. 

These regulations to come into fOITe from the day of pUblication . 
• Pt. JOO-~-boen taken oquiv.nO to 18«., i.t'l~' 13-8-0. deullum= 100 it. x 100 ,t.= '" Mre - f ACN. 

VOL. I. 2 D2 
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Prelltiums for Silkworm Breeding in Brazil. TA6 Board of Trade JfJUNUlI, 
No. 74£, p. 378, London, February 16, 1911. 

The President of the Republic is authorised to expend 10,000 milmis 
currency (about 17,000 fr.), by way of premiums to silk cocoon producers. to 
be awardedo at the rate of one milreis (1·70 frs.). per kilogram of cocoons 
produced in Brazil, and 5,000 miJreis currency (about 8.500 frs.) in premiulU!! 
to silk producers, who can prove that they have at least 2,000 mulberry trees 
devoted to this industry. 

Japan-Law No. 47, respecting sericulture, 28tl Marek 1911. 

1. Defines sericulturists asoarearers and producers. reelers. waste silk 
makers, cocoon stifiers, dealers in seed, cocoons, raw silk, waste silk, middl&
men and persons concerned in the storage of the above products. 

2. Seed producers are persons who produce seeds to be delivered to other 
persons. 

S. Diseases are pebrine, flacherie, muscardine, grasserie and .. uji .. 
(the fly). 

4. Persons who rear worms, shall destroy diseased worms, disealle 
organisms. maggots, chrysalides and adults of the fly uji, according to the 
official methods. 

5. 'Whoever wishes to be a" seed producer" must take out a license. 
6. Seed producers are to disinfect rearing houses and appliances, accord

ing to official instructions. 
7. Seed is· to be produced only from cocoons from selected seed, i.s., 

cellular seed. 
8. Seed produoors are not to produce seed from-

(1) " Cocons composes "-Joined cocoons. 
(2) Cocoons with thin shell or irregular form. 
(S) Cocoons of which the weight of the shell is less than 11 per cent. of 

the total weight of cocoon in the case of univoltines, 8 per cent. 
for bivoltines and 7 per cent. in multivoltines. 

(4) Cocoons from unhealthy or small worms. 
(5) Moths 'whose body is imperfect. 
(6) Cocoons reared by unlicensed rearers. 

9. Seed producers may Dot also rear cocoons for silk production. 
10. From the time the eggs hatch to the time the new eggs are laid, seerl 

producers may not use the same rearing house or appliances as another rearer. 
11. Provides for inspection of cocoons and eggs. 
12. Gives power to the Minister to declare eggs to be" selected" in spite 

of the last article. 
IS. The local inspecting officer is to " seal " all passed eggs, to burn all 

others. 
14. Eggs not passed may neither be sold nor reared. 
15.;0 ;0 • • ;0 • 

16. Only licensed producers may produce eggs. 
17. Seed from foreign countries or from places where this law is not in 

force may not be imported. 
18. The Minister may limiL the production, sale and purchase of seed 

or limit the number of kinds of seed. _ 
19 and 20.. ;0 • • • 

21. Those who wish to be professional "refrigerators of seed," must 
obtain a license. 

22. Article 4 may be applied to wild silk rearers also. 
Later articles ar~ange fC{r ~~ia.tiQn!l Qf S~!icWt1:1rists and for pen!tlti~ 

for breac~ of re~latlO!!S: .. . 
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INDIA. 

2. At the present time there is no legislation dealing with any branch of 
the silk ~dustry except ~he Sea <?ustoms Act which imposes a duty of 7 i ~r 
cent. on Imports of raw SIlk and SIlk manufactures, and the Factory Act whIch 
regulates labour hours in mills. The possibilities of improving the industry 
by legislative means come under these heads :- -

(1) a. bounty on cocoon production or the growth of mulberry, 
(2) regulation of the supply of seed, 
(3) regulation of rearlng diseased worms, 

. (4) bounty on reeling, whereby better methods can be adopted, 
(5) protective import duties on silk goods; and 
(6) regulation of the sale of silk'and non-silk goods. 

3. There is no doubt that large amounts of mulberry would be planted 
if a sufficient bounty were put on it: and mulberry would be used for feeding 
silkworms as it is nseless for anything else. Without experience of the 
method in India or in other countries, it is difficult to assess the possible 
value of the method: in view of India's conditions it is probable that the 
money could be better invested in a Department which supplied expert advice 
and which could aid experimental cultivation with grants suited to the 
conditions of each tract: in any uniform tract the provision of a fixed bounty 
per acre or per tray of worms would be possible: but it would not hold for 
all India or for any province as a whole. To administer it would require 
some staft and would be difficult at first: a. far more flexible method is to 
provide money for ~ants to cover the cost of experimental cultivation under
taken by District Boards or by influential zemindars, administering this 
through the Silk Department. 

4. The regulation of the seed supply by means of legislation has been 
proposed by members of the Bengal Silk Committee, who desired to limit the 
sale of seed to that produced in the nurseries. It is clearly impossible at 
present, since the nursery seed is not disease-free and is not sufficient. 

Whether it will ever be possible to limit the sale of seed, as in Japan, to 
disease-free seed produced by a special class. is doubtful: it might be done 
in Mysore or in Bengal: it would be difficult to carry out, a source OL much 
corruption and probably not very effective. The benefit would probably be 
less than the cost and the seed supply can be controlled better by more dIrect. 
means. 

. 5. The reltulation of rearing diseased worms is perfectly impossible under 
present conditions: it would require a large staff, give large opportunities 
for corruption and be excessively difficult to administer. 

6. The question of bounties on reeling is one that affects only Bengal 
and Mysore: it would be possible to encourage better reeling by paying a 
bounty such as that of France, but it would be excessively difficult to ad
minister. It is by no means certain that there is any need for improved 
reeling while the present class of cocoons is grown: probably the present 
system does the best for the poor cocoons produced. The French bounty is 
applied to filatures, easily controlled and ~lated: the only filatures. in 
Bengal DOW' are those of one firm, unless we IUcIude the small '{lnes of natIve 
reelers. It is unlikely that any system of bounties would be possible at 
present and the cost of administration and bounties would be better spent 
In other ways. 

7. frotectifle duties.-When one sees quantities of imported silk goods 
sold in shops and bazaars, when one realises that the Indian trader sends 
away samples of whai India will buy for Japan to manufacture, when one 
knows that neither the Indian buyer nor the trader has any preference for 
Indian as opposed to Japanese gQods, one is tempted to believe that a large 
import duty IS called for. If the Bengali lady prefers to buy Japanese silk 
rather thaD Bengal silk, it seems reasonable that she should pay a little more 
~ ~hat the benefi~ ber countryman would have not by the sale of his cloth may 
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be realised by the duty and spent. on him~ But, in the main. the im{K!rted silk 
goods are kinds not at present made in India, or are raw materials not 80 
cheaply produced in India as abroad and the import duty would need to be Oil 
special classes of goods only. 

There are really four classes of imports: raw silk to be used in India, 
of a quality not now produced: spun silk, which is imported chiefly because 
the Indian manufacturer does not produce 80 cheaply: mill cloths, of silk or 
silk and artificial silk, of a kind beyond the scope of the hand-looms weaver: 
hand-loom or mill cloths of a kind that could be made in India but. which are 
imported on account of better finish, better packing and better business 
methods. 

A high import duty on raw silk would hit the weaver in India very hard: 
he would turn to Indian raw silk: if he can now nse Indian raw silk, he can 
be persuaded to do 80 by commercial organisation better than by a high duty: 
and if Indian ra'\'V silk cannot be produced so cheaply as Chinese, it seems a 
pity not to let the Indian weaver benefit by' the cheap silk offered by China. 

Regarding spun-silk, it has to be ascertained why Indian mills canno/; 
produce spun silk at the price Japan and Italy can: the two mills in Bombay 
make spun-silk and use it themselves: but they carmot sell at tbe price the 
Japanese do, in spite of the 7! per cent. duty. Why tbis is is not known and 
only enquiry in Japan and Italy can clear this up. A high duty on the 
figured silks so'largely imported from Japan would help the mills: eut here 
again, one wants to know why the mills are undersold by Japan. If the 
industry in Japan receives help from the State which is equivalent to a bounty., 
then a corresponding bounty should be,given in India or a protective tantl 
equal to the bounty. The matter cannot be decided without further enquiry. 

Lastly a duty on the plain silks and fabrics that can be made in India 
would directly benefit the Indian weaver as his production would be in greater 
demand: but here again, it seems likely that the weaver in India would benefit 
more bv being organised and aided, rather than being assisted by a tariff. 
Higher price for Indian silk does not necessarily mean more silk sold or better 
wages for the weaver: it probably means more profit for the dealer and more 
dealers, and the industry is so broken up and scattered that it would probably 
not benefit by a tariff to any very great extent. Personally I am convinced 
that only organisation will help the weaver, and not any tariff. _ 

8. Regulation of sale.-A great Qeal of silk is sold in India, which is 
not silk but is a mixture, or is cotton or " art" silk or some other substitute. 
This is of course not imported as anything but what it is, but it is ROld as silk 
or. is soJd under ci,rcumstances that lead the buyer to think it is silk. The 
European shops in large towns are engaged in this business: the box-wallah, 
the bazaar trader is an offender: and the Kashi silk producer has spoilt his 
market for spun silk goods by using adulterated yarn or mercerised cotton. 

If buyers want mercerised cotton, it is right they should have it, but 
they should not buy it thinking it is silk. There is one method of meeting 
this and it will be effected by stamping every piece, whether made in India. 
or imported, with a statement that it is silk, spun-silk, artificial silk, silk 
and cotton, cotton, or other fibre. This is not easily done in the C888 of 
imports: but it is still less easy in the case of silk made in India; and in the 
latter case stamping should be optional but must include the name of the 
dealer or master-weaver for whom it was made and a penalty must be pres
cribed for false description. In this case, a dealer or master-weaver who 
does not stamp, will suffer in competition with those who do: but the one who 
does renders himself liable to prosecution if he wrongly describes any article. 

In England the Silk Association of Great Britain and Ireland have 
undertaken prosecutions of firms selling fabrics with names calculated to give 
the impression they are silk while not being silk but they do so under Acts 
which are not applied in India. I think legislation is called for in this case, 
first to provide for the stamping of every imported fabric with a statement of 
its composition (applying the term silk to no fabric that contains more tban 
five per cent. of other fibre), second to providing for the optional stamping 
of Indian fabrics subject to penalty for false description, third to providins 



for prosecution of any firm or dealer who describes or seils fabrics whicb 
contain less than 95 _ per cent. silk in a manner calculated to deceive the 
c!lstomer. as to i~ coll)positio~. Thus a d~ler will prepare a catalogue of 
SIlk fabncs and mclude fabncs of mercerised cotton: that is calculated to 
deceive nnless he distinctly and clearly states which are cotton and which silk. 

I think that with reasonable powers of prosecution, the Silk Department 
could do a great deal to make sim adulteration impossible and in that case 
the Indian SIlk ~ould recover much of its lost reputation. 

9. I ~m not .at all anxious to have recourse to legislation to control the 
adulteratlOn of SIlk and I think the same result can be attained by other 
means, in regard to the indigenous silk fabric. If a Silk Institute is formed 
if the policy outlined in l;hapter XXVII of this report is followed: 
especially as regards advertising and ~rade organisation, it will be possible to 
exert influence directly on the master-weavers and to assist the sale of genuine 
silk fabrics, while hampering that of adulterated fabrics that pretend to be 
silk. It would even be possible to arrange a system whereby a master-weaver's 
raw matriaIs, looms and fabrics were inspected and he was given a certificate, 
which he could quote in advertisements, that he used only pure silk in his silk 
fabrics. I am hopeful that in time the whole of the ordinary silk fabrics now 
imported will be made in India: and it would not be difficult to arrange that 
only genuine silk fabrics were supplied and to certify these as pure silks: but 
the stamping of every silk fabric imported and the compulsory retention of 
that stamp on the roll of silk so that any customer could see it, would be the 
only method of dealing with imported fabrics. 

CHAPTER XXX.-SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS. 

In the {lrevious sections the indUstry in India has been described and its 
. chaPQcteristlCs discussed.: in this, the questions are gathered up and the 
problem discussed as a whole. 

. 2. The diminution in silk production in India is mainly that of Bengal 
and is due ta-

(1) the increased production of Japan, 
(2) disease, 
(3) the increased value .of other crops, 
(4) the inferiority of the Bengal w<?rm. 

The silk crop of Bengal is now almost limited to areas in which silk is 
the most suitable crop: with a. better race, which is nowa.vailable, with the 
existing resources in nurseries, the industry can be largely revived if the new 
hybrid races are introduced and if a competept European officer is appointed 
to organise the introduction. 

The iil?ustry in ~ysore a!ld Kollegal is ~apable ~f extensi~n o~ the same 
lines: and Its productlon of SIlk can J:>e conSIderably m.creased If disease-f~ 
seed of an improved (probably hybrId) race can be Issued from a statIon 
situated in a suitable climate. 

The industry in Kashmir is in no need of anything, but local extension 
in regard to tree planting and the productio,:! of silk is nearly at the limit of 
the existingt.rees. The question of d~velopm~ seed supply m.ust ~epend on 
the conclusions reached by the ImperIal AgrIcultural BacterIologIst on the 
pebrine q~t.ion. 

The small industries in Assam and Burma are capable of OOIlsiderable 
extension with better races of seed, better plant: new areas for silk produc
tion are beiI!g tested: ~here is large scope for devel?pm~nt in ~e l'nnj~b. 
United Provmces and BIhar submonta~e tracts, hut thIS WIll reqUIre extensIve 
organisation at the start and will develop slowly: other areas foc silk produc
tion are uncertain and can be tested only by continued experiment. 

S. The development of the industry de~nds primarily upnn continued 
expert organisation, and a seed supply: With expert organisation, with a 
source of seed in India, there can be a large extension of production in Bengal 
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ahd Mysore, solne extension in Assam and Burma, a stedy growth probably ill 
Northern India, and all likely areas in India can be tested. 

. T~e ultimate li~t of d~~elopment is a perfee.tIy definite one decided by 
clImatiC and econo~c con~lt~ons, the latter of whICh are ~ot yet ascertained 
f~r a!l par~ of India: but It IS probable that a verr. large mcrease in produc
~Ion 18 .posslble and ~y be confidently looked for. If co~petent organisation 
IS applied through ordmary channels: the expenditure mvolved is small and 
the lines of progress are definitely ascertained. . 

The detailed minor improvements in each area are indicated above: the 
broad requi~ment i.s the provision of an expert organising staff and a central 
seed-producmg station. 

4. There has been a diminution in the tasar industry due mainly to the 
increased value of food crops, partly to the better control of forests, and 
partly to the decreased demand for tasar goods; the production of cocoons 
can be assisted only by a prolonged investigation into the biology of the insect, 
the result of which must he uncertain: the position of the tasar producer is 
not such as to justify this investigation and it is not worth undertaking. 
The closely related industry of tasar weaving can be assisted probably onI! bY, 
the provision of organisa~on in disposal of fabrics, better methods and the 
extension of co-operative credit; the latter is the most vital, the tssar worker 
being very generally hopelessly indebted and unable to work under proper 
conditions. The industry is a very scattered one and will be difficult to orga
nise on that account: but it is very large, and falls chiefly within a single 
province: its production is not exported and the position of the industry is a 
matter wholly of local concern: no real-effort to assist the industry haS been 
made during the last forty years and there is probably good scope for develop
ment on co-operative lines: this could be easily done and the cost would be 
fully justified by results. 

5. Themuga and eri industries are small and practically confined to 
Assam : they are capable of improvement with expert advice but will pro1mbly 
never develop to lar~e proportions; eri might possibly become a large mdustry 
if ilie use of Indian raw materials was developed in England. 

6. The production of silk cocoons of all kinds and the disposal of the 
produce can be considerably developed by the provision chiefly of expert 
organisation similar to that of the Agricultural Departments in India: and 
it is essential that this organisation shall also be in close touch with_ the 
manufacturing part of the silk indnstry. , 

7. The question of the utilisation of silk and the development of the silk 
weaving industry, is less simple than that of silk production: the decline in 
the export of manufactured silk, the growth in the imports of manufactured 
silk are due to the continuance of defective methods in India, bad economic 
conditions, want of organisation in India, the illCreased cheap production 
(probably due to better organisation of weaving) in Ja:pan: the export of 
manufactured silk from India is unlikely to be consIderable unless the 
industry can be organised and the existing methods improved: this will be 
possible only by such an extension of co-operative credit among weavers as 
will make them independent of the employers, who have prevented improve
ment and resisted organisation: and it will require a combination of expert 
advice, commercial organisation and co-operativ6 credit extension that will 
be extremely difficult to apply. It is uncertain if the Indian worker will ever 
be able to compete successfully and work for an export trade: it is more 
likely that the extension of weaving will be limited to meeting the intema! 
demand, except in such articles as require fine imported raw materials: but 
the deciding factor in this is the question of how Japan is able to produce 
silk fabrics cheaper than is now possible iJ.l India: and it may be that it will 
ultimately be decided that it will be impossible ever to develop an export in 
manufactured silk. 

The inquiry into the production in Japan has yet to be made: it is certain 
that the Indian weaving industry suiJers, 1D competition with other countries, 
in its defective methods, in the deplorable position of the workers, in the 
excessive profits made by the dealers and employers, in the lack of ordinal')' 
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business organisation and oommercial enterprise: defeCtive'methods cannot 
be remedied until the actual craftsman can be put in a position to adopt 
better ones: and the Indian weaver can probably oompete successfully if he 
can be properly financed, organised aI!d develope~ 

To do this requires, first, the means for experimentally producing silk 
fabrics: secondly, capital with which to finance development and the produc· 
tion of better goods.:. thirdly. thorough local inquiry into the circumstances 
of the weavers and' 'fthe means of organising them: and fourthly a 00-
ordinating organising' stall whose operations can extend over all India and 
who can stimulate trade development inter-provincially and outside India. 

In doing this it is essential that the ordinary commercial methods are 
adopted and that oonsiderable sums of money are risked: until the production 
and sale can be taken over by oommercial.agency, the ordinary business of trad
ing must be done by the State: and some further experience is required to 
definitely ascertain in what areas better methods, proper eoonomic oonditions 
and goo(! organisation will enable the Indian weaver to successfully produce 
the articles now in demand. Some areas, such as Burma, are far more 
promising than others: and there is justification for the belief that if a real 
effort is made, with sufficient-eapital, the greater part of the silk required can 
be produced in India and that possibly an export trade can also be created. 

'. It is useless to ignore the difficulties: it is also certain that nothing but 
a real' business-like effort will achieve anything: the mere creation of 
schools. institutes, etc., will do nothing: it will be easy to have a large 
permanent staff and to really, achieve nothing: and it is unlikely that any 
solid progress will be made during the first year or two, . 

8. The best plan is to provide the organisation and to attempt to reorga
nise the industry in suitable areas, with a oombination of local effort and cen
tral advice, oommencing on small lines in suitable places: the organisation 
required for this is discussed and the creation of a Central Silk Institutl% 
to work with provincial silk assistants, is reoommended. In the first place 
this should be limited to the provision of a Seed Supply Station in a suitable 
climate: the necessary staff for hybridising, for seed production, for the 
supervision of rearing experiments should be provided: and there should be 
an officer in the Imperial service whose advice should be a.vailable to all 
Provinces and States in the improvement and development of silkworm culti
vation. This having been provided the development of the weaving should 
be oonsidered and the action that will be'taken by Local Governments will 
determine how far it will be necessary to provide the staff of the Central Silk 
Institute suggested: also the inquiry suggested in Japan and China should 
be undertaken before any development is oommenced. For the first year 
probably the expenditure in this direction will be small: but if Provincial 
Governments generally agree to the proposals and the work commences to 
develop the staff of the Institute will be required and the buildings and 
appliances will need to be provided for. Incfuding non-recurring expendi
ture and capital, the amount required aunually during the first four years 
should not exceed Rs. 1,50,000 : in recurring expenditure it should not exceed 
Rs. 75,000 the first year and rise to Rs. 1,50,000 in about four years. I am 
assnming that nearly all provinces develop their silk industry and that the 
full scheme is worked up to, 

9. It is impossible to lay down rigidly what the development should be : 
two things are absolutely essential: the first is that the officer responsible shall 
be given as much freedom as possible in deciding in what direction to make 
progress first and shall not have his budget too minutely subdivi<!ed: the 
second is that it shall be reoognised that progress will be slow and that it is 
useless to embark on any development at all unless it is likely to be persisted 
in for a period long enough to really test its value: if success is to be achieved 
it willl'e!luire a steady effort maintained over more than one.generation, and 
during thiS time many methods will need to be tried and there will be some 
failures. 


